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,05E
,560
lE, r45,503
3,89q,567!,697 ,2942i,521,8I5
45 ,256 ,977
1,057 ,q6?,Eq
231 ,6q? .5E
95,12E.60
1,27L,556.15
2 ,653 ,7 92 . 17
762,5I5
115,997
707,0\6
1,530
4,868
85
35
13]5
?0 ,0944,55r
2,266
50,14E
57,040
205
65E
2t?
132
5
?8
11
66
AND
PUB
AL
57E
25
85
252
I5,34r, 553
5I9,779
915,560
5.,]E5,001
L,7g+,+41
8,126,075
LUMBER, I.IOOD
PRINTING AND
CHEMICALS AND
PAPER PRODUCTS
LISHING
LIED PRODUCTS
E6
I59
1,650,017q,462r808
q6
50
26
q23
E25
570,516
5E 
" 
161
2q0 
" 
q28
35,95{.00
5,417 . 96
l+ ,2(t3 .04
2900
5200
5400
5500
5600
5670
57 0 0
3800
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY IIETAL INDU5T., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
MACHlNERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTs AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUiPNENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. ]NSTRUI'ITS.
1,1I SCEL L ANEOUS I.lANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
782
t15I6I
7E
1,5?9
8
6
7
5
16,4IL,474\,775,,470
25,000,994IC,09I,7q9
55,854,666
5900
MFG-
4100 ,171
, E52
:,529,964
862,.7 424200
4500
46 0 0
4EIO
4830
4900q9?0
TCU-
tt
5OIO MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT 86 2,gg7,lga L,2?8,223
882, E5E .78
106,r07.60
L,+54,521.11
591 ,242 .07
5, 183,855 .62
73,072,75
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:04-000
5020 DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUl.lBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I"II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99()
CHAVES COUNTY
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
PAGE 70t/ t5/ 9t
4t9 .02
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIP'I'5
,80 9
,668
,396
,It:9
,985
,I73
,590
,856
, 
q53
,291
,559
,I96
45,826
85,365
?.q , L2?
54.005
0?,69?
57,??E
65,55962,0t7
,239.7E
,391 .??
,686.00
,069.59
,529.]0
,655.15
, 
q0? 
.0L
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
5 ,2q5 ,698
+ 
"L57 ,5603,556,4936,11I,q97
46,2L 0,6q9
67,74L,757
4,050,295
?,760,965
7 53 ,206
3,776,527
r1,641,754
9,250.755
29.556, qI66,496,19r
g 
,67 q ,499
5,64.1 ,071qg ,2?3 , l9l257,0IL508
?,7EL ,448
195,734
12,509,0E9
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
58,780.64
312,q89.65
2q7,439.03
165,79q .25
11,5E1.77
7 30 ,625 .90
295, 986 . l8460,55I.5I
626 ,5q5 .0q
50
50
50
50
50
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
5920
5990
RETL
500
6I0
6L?
620
650
6s1
655
670
FIR
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
40
60
70
EO
90
54
t29
50
9E
154
279
85
22q
166
25
3?
407
?48
2tE
I , 210
6
?,7(l
5
6 r9
4,7
3r6
2C ,3
7 59 ,3?.13L 520,5I5
? ,356 ,3J 2q,678,3q9
I4,I68,739
5q,738,646
17,7Lr,582
12E, 95 0 ,q5q
I55
r49
6C6
l7E
E91
253
235
051
045
0 96
9?4
089
210,IE9.34
363 ,6qZ .66
2,757,659.045,6I1,777.25
2q0,621.70
16I,009.q(tq5,885 
. 96
22q ,899 .7 469q,697.62
5(8,291.I4
1,757,158.7I
386,517.98
577 ,862.qq
228 ,Elq .7 5
2,912,459.79
15,?79,r55.25
45,31I.08
49,9+7 .02
590,654.36
47 ,63?.69
760,495
836, 115
6,575,,982
832,7 q6
5092
hIHSL
t55
676
tc9
1,597
5200
525t
5252
5500
5310
5400
55r0
55q0
5592
5599
BUILDING T4ATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
.DEPARTMENT STORES
- 
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MIsCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
- 
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
- LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DR]NK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AS5OC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'1ENT LABORATORI ES
AUTOMOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I3E 8
5
5
5q6
73
15
5I
5lr
IO
5I
6
l0
5
57
299
99
36
251
79
436
435
559L 06l
168
96
75
5,175
7 , 10E
,155 ,42q
,496,I91
,E06,770
,850,51I
, 
q80 
, Lt,?
, 
(tE2, B?.?
98
55
,545
,7 :'q
5,2I9
195
6,940,376
6 ,21(t ,7 991r,960,0?9
q?
97
555
40
855 ,28qI,056,5(i5
6,950,658]-496,q?.5
7?3 15,251 ,?09
345]-4E7
1,181
i-' ,930 ,447
7,759,551
I0,565,902
588,500.92
551,900.08
9,972,660
5,955,205
E57
E70
I L 74E,525
9 , 90(t ,7 60
il
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA'TION
PAGE 8
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: qI9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CO DE
ANNUAL SUNNARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD EI.IDING DECEI''IBER, T??O
O4.OOO CHAVES COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I28
9,643
2q ,50?
TOTA L
GRO SS
R EPORT EB
RECEIPTS
23 ,297 ,9?.32,046,I50
lz7 ,85E ,4?.E
7 54 , ct57 
' 
3lA
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
?,028,5I5
5L 485,557
7800
7900
80r0
8060
9200
9395
9395
GO VT
ilOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSP]TAL5 AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.1EI'4BERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNF'IENT - I'lUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERN]'1ENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNNENT
263
I , 195
2t3
33E
74
2,5I,
6ttz,
11E,755.29
r,E79,676.08
299,789.22
760,581.2I
12,?7 6 . 19
,418.77
, 928 .85
,6q0.q7
009,265
723,. 149
207,855
255 ,960
6(tA ,57 2
341,262
E60,7I3
207 ,855
5r
Itl4 t8r0
E20
86 0
890
891
SER
2,623 2L,424,7E4
1,960,513
Ll+,366,57?
535,E2+,395 5r,508,556 . 58
l,?69
1r7
6,600V
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOIAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t
tl
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AHD REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'1EXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I?90
LOCATION : 35-OOO CIBOLA COUNTY
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
rr655r385
L?,7 52,7 g3
,690r450
, 285, 0 I8
I , 545, 914
601,522
g 
,269 ,34q
I , 5 95,288
4 ,466 ,6 t- 0
24,86q,4+5
4,q37 ,493
36,777 ,!69
l,g6g,I98
TAXABL E
CROSS RECEIPTS
\,52q,1q6
12 , r52, 184
3,525,.650
23,E09,q75
E04 ,27 5
PAGE 9ATE: OL/L5/9L
UI'IBER: 419.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
E0,9?4.qE
647 ,239.71
I86 ,2 94 .92l,2E2tlE6.27
RU
RU
ND
NN
src
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5Z
232
40
6E
2.7 5
58
TOTAL
GROSS
0700
AGRI
509?
l^lHS L
5900
NFG-
RAIL
LOCA
1-10 T 0
1000
l0 94
1381
158 9
1400
]'1I N E
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
4000
4100
4200
4600
5020
50q0
5070
5080
5090
INING,NETAL M
URAN I UN
OI L ANDOIL AND
NONMETA
TOT. MI
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, IlOLYBDENUI'l
GAS NEtL DRILLING
GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
LLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
NING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'lEAT PRODUCTS
LUNBER, l^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS.
NISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
I NSTRU]'ITS .
ROAD TRANSPORTATIONL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
R FREIGHT TRANS. , I^,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI,IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
T'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I,JHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
56
533l
l, 392,068
80q,72.6
1,47? r0ti?
146,0E3
595,050q92 
, E29
1500l6I0
1620
I700
c0N5
20
24
27
32
34
35
37
3E
393
575
5
?7
PRINARY t'1EIAL INDUST. , FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
7 ,646.05
55,545.57
29,689.8E
,55q.92
,5r4.6E
,590.7E
345 ,02(t
4,465, 955
19,745"I56
5,642,596
29,457 ,59L
I15,858
42 , L56 .96
5,4?E.05
r22,480.91
19,27L.q2
235,171.61
59
2,I6E67?q9
,256
,I5q
4Et0
4850
4900
49?0
T CU-
r,083
207I,6I7
55
r9t
525
E5E
0720t2
042
2,
6,
13,
13E
5I
599
6,057.1q
18,050.8937
280
105
4E6
ql7,57E
566 ,7 Z9
759, 968
921 ,7 47
5I6 ,
657,
3 ,25? ,
5,70E,
,4r0.18
,794,E5
,915.86
REPORT NO. ()E() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'1EXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
LOCATION : 55-()O() CIBOLA COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
EE6,619
Eq,5ZO
266 ,988
I,405,906
3 ,910 ,47 2I56,334
26,6I5,439
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
I
}.l59,ll5
5,246 , 930I21,6I5
2q , 323 ,7 2l
PAGE ] O
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUI'1B ER : qI9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
3,746,EL7
40,650.27
SIC
COD E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5200
5251
5500
55r0
5400
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
27 1 ,887
i,567 ,043
818,954L 556,994
g ,216 ,66?
3,477 ,?ZE
?"995,757
147,077
6,108,644
65,941,893
681,142
,53?
,236
,783
,77 4
,955
,260
,59I
,7 92
,961
,7 20
, 86I
,441
, lq7
, l5q
.59
.24
.5r
.25
.9I
.q4
.51
.55
.2t
.67
.6E
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'1OBI L E HOME DEAL ERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOTIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EAT]NG AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY sTORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
r'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CONPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
253
?6
225
15 ,0q6 ,545
L ,967 ,7 48
35 ,582 ,98q
I , 782, 08E
,7 l4
,02E
,859
,000
,4874 ,67 5 ,139
435 ,5?.6
2, (t87 ,364
EL9,6Zq
6,167 ,576
E,?67 ,?80
3,q79,77q
5,355,749I57,33(
6, 525, 577
94 ,gql , Lgl
55
208
25
66
99
7qq23
25I
50
.6I
.6E
.9?
237
96L
852
798
51t
13
1
19
25
85
?9
??
t05lr5
157
40
1.7
Ir9
2rS
6
769It7I,I61
47
75
I6
95
4E
E9
48E
I99
I7E
8
55r
29
906
?r70?
4,173Lll0
7,560L809
r,066
6000
6I00
6500
6510
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
59
5I
70
2t5
5r0I5,58q ,520259, 910 67.L470.8I
6550
6700
FIRE
7600
7900
8010
8060
8100
8200
8900
8 910
S ERV
?t5
347
289
355
255
,025
,447
,7 86
,4q3
, 23I
3 , Eq? ,495
1,096,2E9
6,640,67?i,645,047
864,790
22E ,937 .2(t
65,292,27
595,273.10
96,q76.86qE,266.60
I50
125
111
70
r,871,995
r,gg1,6I5
2 ,3EZ ,820
69? ,2L9
92,208
50,7q7
10,,9949I, EE5
,957.
,q20,
,608.
,98? .
67,090.59
184,756.57
7 ,2L9.76L 450 ,296.05
9200
GOVT
70I
40
2,670
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTlENI
STATE 0F NEt^l l'lEXIC0
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI.IBER, I99(l
?ll,269,lqq
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
152,291,05r
PAGE 1 I
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUI'IB ER : 4I9 . O E
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
E,68q, r20 , 06
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY
55-()OO CIBOLA COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
7,685
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPI S
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
il
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
LOCATION : O9-OOO COLFAX COUNTY
CULTURAL PRODUCTION
CULTURAL SERVICES
STRY AND FISHERIES
AGRICULTURE
METAL I'1INING, EXCEPT COPPER,OIL AND GA5 t.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. FIINING
URANIUI'l, NOLYBDENUI'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 q0 ,985
2,699 ,531
L 29? , g94
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
70E,979
2 ,636 ,092
75,355
E07,I20
1, 585
77,9q8
1 , 0gE, 591
5,004,560
PAGE IZATE: 0l/L5/91
UMBER: 419.02
REPO RT ED
TAX DUE
q6,984.3r
150,q67 .67
I9,595.65
q,201.05
51,025.92
90.E2
4,54q.\.t
68, 1 98.55
4q,202.53
?5,26q.12
272,66q.36
568, 167 .88
r5I,655.211,I45,2II.E5
RU
RU
ND
NN
x
x
TX REQUX EDIT
ES
ED
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RET URNS
0100
0700
0E00
AGRI
1000
1581
138 9
1'1I N E
AGRI
AGR I
FORE
TOT .
40
E7
VEHICIE5 A
ICAL
RE, P
ERY,
AIR TR
PIPELI
TELEPH
RADIO
EL ECTR
GAS UT
TOT. T
1500I6l0
I620
I700
CON S
2000
20I0
2500
2400
?7 00
3200
5400
3600
5700
4?00q500
4600
48r0
4830
4900
4920
T CU-
5 010
s040
5060
5070
5080
GENERAL B
H I GHI,IAY C
NON-BUILD
SPECIAL T
UILDING CONIRACTORS
O NT RA CTORS
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCT
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I.IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ['1ETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
L0CAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AN SPORTAT I ON
NE TRANSPORTATION
ONE AND TELEGRAPH CONl'lUNICATIONS
AND TELEVISION BROADCASTINGIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ILITIES
RANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
567,359
,609,385
,998,852
,584, 0 08
,594,I05
,7E6,55r
q82,567.07
223 , L35 .92297,585.I0
222,56t ,t2
L,225,6q9.21
RACTORS,
RS
ION
ING HEAVY CONT
RADE CONTRACTO
521
51
95
669
1,556
q7
50
4E1
,qEl
, I57
I
3
5\
ZL
9,700,278
4,920,5635,9(0,0I1
5,610,989
26,071,660
5,0E0
1, r06
4I
7q
3900
I'4FG-
4000
4r00
70
272
E1
72
I08,81.2
7,431,984
L E37,964
795,37q
990,004
5, 0 52, ggz
758,877
592, I 95
r68
72
959
1I,51
6 ,0?
25,76
5 ,917
6,365
r,958
9"E52,3Er
2, 585,845
lg , 631 ,.27 (r
NOTOR
GROC ER
ELECTR
HARDtIA
MACH I N
LES AND AUTOI'lOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
ND RELATED PRODUCTS
GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
LUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
34 ?.,2-99 ,232 I20,057 7,950.I5
REPORT NO. O6() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COf'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,765,608
4,8EI,530
10,240,055
7 ,290,224
749,q15
6,gL2,E?.2
1E,505,869
I6 , 02E, 18,4
79,446,803
I ,342 , ?.,7
r,490,288
Er31L26l
4,09r,4Ir
395,45q
TAXABL E
6ROSS RECE].PTS
5,4q1,569
L2 .565 , 07 4
62,6L7,3q3
95I,407
r,54r,750
7 ,72L,201
PAGE ] 3
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
2L7,4q7.77
706,E9E.1I
5, 958,512 . 90
60,682.50
77 ,66q.q8
455,9E9.65
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CO DE
AHNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, ]990
09-000 c0LFAx c0uNrY
NO. TAX
RETURN 5
5090
509?
NHS L
I.'II SCEL L AN EOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERs
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUFI PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE 5TORE5
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXGEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STOREs
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
1'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIAUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BA NKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A55OC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS IAND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
r-lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT TIENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
7I8,q6l
,E47,86?
,815,249
46,I46.8Iq5L,684.96
r,020,985.46
zq4
98q29
86 ,8q0 .7 I
85,655 . I6
L9L ,67 9 .?5
1,500,000
1,402,5123,193,4I4
3 ,492 ,835
4,495,905
575,315
6
I5
494,065.80
L20,257 .L4
127,qq0.76
7 22,332
g ,320 ,4qL
L ,7 Lg ,325
f, , 0E4, gg5
,075
,890
."302
7 ,861
1,897
2.. 038
E,l07 r627
1,907,930
?,590 ,27 6
5200
525t
5500
55r0
5400
55I0
5540
55
56
57
58
58
59
117
234
4E
I76
81
50
422
2t4
60
99
00
00
00
15
IO
600
6106t2
620
630
E0l0
8060
6I00
86 0 0
8900
E9IO
1 ,125
2,912
r10
229
395
2t7]0E
5rI
576
572
q,8?5,629
5,154,3II
575,513
87 9 ,955
g 
, 
q42 ,548
L ,7lg ,325
3 ,420 ,7 92
22q,243.37
16? ,822 .7 654,5I6.08
q7 
,7 39 .25
598,886 . 57
LLZ ,345 .29
r99,158.05
5920
5990
RETL
651
655
FIR
7000
7 ?00
7500
739r
7500
7600
7800
7900
578
257q2
57
295
36
109
?r3.t2r92'.6
924 , llq
153,277
77E,699
4 ,540 ,89(t1,5I2,698]r441,r93
2,07q 150
808, I 26
L46 ,54?
77 q ,049
4_.530,,551
r,510,561!,44r,I95
397 .24
875.55
zt5.2q
9t7 "t7
10 9 .58
5q9 .7 8
96E.96
t24,
47,
9,
45,
296,
E6,
94
706
40
3,949,549
59L 256 -cL23,
r10.76
t7 4 .?6
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAT SUMMARY
LOCATION: O9-OOO COLFAX COUNTY
SERV TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI,I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
26,8E4,854
758,975
779,431
lg0 , 9?2 ,48E
TAXABL E
OROSS RECEIPTS
27 ,254,049
69?,00q
7 l?. ,17 7
1q7,0?7,632
PAGE 14DATE; 0l/15/91
NU]'1BER: 4I9.02
REP O RT ED
TAX DUE
L705,695.9E
45,501.57
46,768.46
E,943,770.17
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RET URN S
3,405
9200
9595
9595
GOVT
25
60
a TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 9,880
TI
R E:PORT NO . OE (]
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-000
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l l'1EXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, I99O
CURRY COUNTY
RUN DATE:
RUN NUFIBER:
PAGE 150l/ 15/ 9l
419.02
src
CO DE
0100
0700
AGR I
AG
AG
TO
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
774
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI'S
5,511,759
6,255,041
9,565,806
(t5 
,642 , qgz
18 ,692,32q
66 ,5gg ,?95
271,783
qlz,?70
5rll6r656
2,361 ,2C'5
7,002,793
22,91 l. 984
1,517,105
2 ,295 , qlg
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
LTURAL PRODUCTION
LTURAL SERVICES
GRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
OI L AND GAS I.IEL L DRI L L ING
NONMETALLIC NINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHb]AY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
NEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'1EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII4ARY NETAL INDUsT., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II.IUNICATIONS AND UTIL]TIES
NOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI.lENT
DRUGS, CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
14,599,210
4, 349, 559
32,653 , L19
11,E59,204
67 ,758,663
13,127.5064,026,432
23 ,30q ,6+7
9.665,547
5?, 152.. 98 0
595 ,0?? .
?32,97 4 .
1,514,085.
551 ,192 .
904
1,201
?,106
q8
120
168
RICU
RICUT. A
,517
"67q
, I91
07
I9
z6
52, E55
67,5I5
l20,Lq6
I 510
I5E I
tq00
r'II N E
5500
5600
5670
4000
4r00
5010
5020
5040
1500l6r0
1620
1700
CON S
2000
2010
250 0
?400
27 00
5200
5400
5700
5800
5900
NFG-
4200
4500
46 0 0
4EIO
4650
4900
49?0
TCU.
r,211
2,05r
5f,,121,476
9,516 42E
qc+ 
,293 ,867
119.955
151,092
?,167,57 I
40E,.815
1,855,505.92
515,412.08
2,477,695.20
7,012.17
E,751.52
L26 ,3q8 .77
23,E35.75
34,526.65
276,E48.E9
26
46
125
37
E5
182
t7r
491
595 ,07 q/rr79I,755
LOCAL
MOTOR
AIR T
PIPEL
TEL EP
RADIO
EL ECT
],517,I05q60 
"q25
2,E96,q58.78
7q
25
67
59
75
,466.55
,695.15
RANSPORTATION
INE TRANSPORTATION
HONE AND TELEGRAPH CONNUNICATIONS
AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
RIC t^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
048I
71
20
76
04
?6
4
5
10
490
60
189
65
I , 105
t
ll8
54
88
,559,523
,545,156
, 
(t69 
,695
1,160,156
67 q ,167
1,5E7,706
, E33.
,647.
,079.
IREPORT NO. l)8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I,lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAiION
R EPO RT ED
RECEIPTS
55,q76,17?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,4q6 ,07 9
1i,251,059
,?36,556
,439, 905
PAGE 16ATE: 0l/15/9L
UI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
54,8q5. 18
RU
RU
ND
NN
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CO DE
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING BECEMBER, I99O
O5-()OO CURRY COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
7E
55
,409.98
,969.09
,692.73
,024.q3
,519 .47
TOTAL
GRO SS
5060
5070
5060
5090
5092
NHSL
520
525
525
550
551
540
55r
554
559
5910
5920
5990
RETL
0I
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
9
0
0
0
5
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS I.]HOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'l AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING 1'lATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARN EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS EHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
qq
55
t26
5IE
96
1,079
,535,832
,q09,644
,?65r770
,367 ,3cr5
,445,r05
6
Ilrq
at
,209
,322
,49?
,927
6
5
6II
8
92q6
76
95
E9
EI
t?
2I
6
2t
5
9rzlr7
lZr(+
5r6
50,9
57 ,8
5,6(l 
,0I
7
2q
4
9
102q7
85
502
E5
7?0
184
E6
55
?,7 956,2I0
8
27
I6
2,93
?r6E
2q
6q
09
5?.
05
62
qE50E]20
237
q7
?06
529
324
4,604,056
r0,580,519
6 ,4q5 ,67 5
25,E07,0754,756,37q
9,206,524
176,127 .61
7 ,775.E9
26E , q59 .58
620,548.91
577,515.07
1,390 ,1E4.26
276,677 .77
557,892.E7
55,750
7E,459
98,841
OI
26
68
66
,995 ,3q2
,755,IE5
,224 ,339
,I26,102
,I61,858
,065.55E
154,156
891
700
251
?
I
4
?
50
46
q
1.
+,197 .9,075.0,79I.q,779.
2,.t59 .q,864 
.
7
E5
t94
143
6q6
5?
255
556
r8 9, 5E5 . 56
22,819 .71
58,192.45
190,554.27
556,476 . E4
27 I ,981 .55269,60I.45
246, 941 .36
394 ,555 .72
208,758.75
APPAR
t
o
t
559
560
570
5E0
5E1
620 0
6500
6510
6550
6700
FIRE
V
c
E
N
E
E
T
G
R
A
L AND AC
URE, HOM
AND DRI
DI SP ENS
AGE
OPEE5
DO
CE,
ELS, TRA
RVICES
US BUsIN
R ES EARCH
RENTAL,
US REPAI
URE THEA
ESSORY STORES
5,64
r0,84
50,
24t,
0,001
1,779
4 ,532
0,149
I ??E
0,251q,57+
5,6555,0r3
9,009
5, I95
5 ,690I,4lE
E,?90
2,27 I
FURN I
EATIN
LIQUO
DRUG
INSURANCE
REAL EST.
REAL ESTAT
HOLDING AN
TOT. FINAN
FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
KING PLACES
RS - BY THE DRINK
ND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
1.II5CEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCG5., SERV.
NTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-LE5R-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
THER INVESTMENT COMPANIES
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
ttEs,?82
65q ,042
5,E82,05q
595,554
654 ,00?
5,25 9,, 0 0E
I
11
2t
I98
137,270.56
r4,r6r.502 ,352 , 951?4?,,E50
,
,418
,49q
,090
,I39.06
,4E5.1 0
,157.10
6000
6100
6120
2 ,434 ,
?q2,
10,519,545
E,951 , 440
q 
,965 ,El6
9,195,095
6,E69.50E
3,7 08 , 051
29E
850
5q
57
56E
I 7000
7 200
7500
7391
7500
7600
7600
7900
632
HOTELS, IIOT
PERSONAL SE
MISCEL LANEO
COMI'IERCIAL
AUTOMOB I L E
NISCELLANEO
NOTION PICT
ILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING ?21l r2?3
696
5,5?2,825
q 
,77 3,26q
5 ,0q9 ,96?
4,650 . 183q,573,877
4,315,834
7?6
681
SS SERV
AND DEV
EPAIR A
SERVIC
E
R
R
ICES
ELOPMENT LABORATORI ES
ND OTHER SERVICES
ES
TERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES 2rl 899,805 687,660 5l , E02.87
REPORT NO. O8()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY
LOCATION : O5-OOO CURRY COUNTY
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COT,lBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
UN DATE:
UN NUNBER I
E 17/15/9t
9.02
R
R
PAG0l
4l
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
16,166,882
5 ,9q2,7 Ag
5,750,575
546,587,I09
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEiPTS
387,47 9,4E9
REPORTED
TAX DUE
93E,757.02
55E,688.45
55E, 2EE . 47
22 , ?E6 , Z?5 .63
80r0
E060
8I00
8200
86 0 0
9200
9593
GOV T
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL sERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPAL ITI ES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
16,071,237
5,7g5,g0q
5 ,7?5,00?
212,99210,18I,I04
1,19r,98E
65 ,221,825
12,458.28
580,664.04
59 ,7 q7 .085,760,I60.50
6E7
145
2t5
266,968ll,g57,7g?
L ,244 , 023
72,L96,355
60
1,920
60
6,915
8900
E910
S ERV
18,67E
TI
IREPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:27-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCIION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEP
NONI'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUEL
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD ]NDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICA'IION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBHR, I?90
DE BACA COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
455, 959
3 ,042 ,51 6
TA),{ABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
447,355
E57,737
21L,8?9
? ,195 , Eqs
PAGE 18
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
25,580.45q9,??5.2L
12,610.16
r25,500.61
77 3 .52
7 ,874.12
lE, 295. Iq
2,q27.22
lct5 ,E22.35
19,155.65
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
65
263
0I00
AGR I
I56I
I5E 9I(00
MINE
1500
r6l0
1520
1700
c0N 5
2010
2400
27 00
5500
3900
NFG-
4I0 0
4200
4E10
4900q920
TCU-
RILLING
ND POTASH
EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
NS
ND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
TDSA
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
MEAT PACKIN
L UNB ER , hIOO
PRINTING AN
MACHINERY,
NISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS I^IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
t4I
r7l , 56 0,555
4t
1156I
609,710
747,602]. r74, 905
q78
902
75,002
691,054
962,04I
5,885
59,09r
55,800
90
OE
93
I
a
LOCAL
MOTOR
TELEP
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
HONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'4I.lUNICATION5
RIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TILITIES
TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
G AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
D PUBL ISHING
EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
5
TIO
EA
5020
5040
5060
50E0
5090
5092
l^lH S L
5200
525 r
5300
5(00
5510
5540
5599
5600
ANDISE,
TORES
DEAL ER
ICE 5TA
VEHICL
qE
85
?7
46
5Z
56
L6,722
621,3q6
456,91r
4L8C5
2,771 ,926
368,538
I5, 2E7
r54, I 05
505,859
ql 
, 
q28
?,.r37 ,6E0
519,945
BUILDI
HARDNA
GEN ERA
ATERIALS
TOR ES
RC
NG I'1
RES
LNE
RETAIL FOOD
I.lOTOR VEHICL
GASOL INE 5ER
MI SC EL L AN EOU
APPAREL AND
H
S
E
V
S
A CCESSORY STORES
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE[.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I 90t/15/91qtg.02RUN DATE:RUN NU]'18 ER :
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
27-OOO DE BACA COUNTY
5IC
CO DE
7000
7 200
5700
5E00
5E I5
5 910
5990
RETL
7300
7500
7600
7E00
7900
E0t0
8060
86 0 0
6900
E9IO
S ERV
OME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
RINKING PLACES
NSERS - BY THE DRINK
PRIETARY STORES
1'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
1'IOIION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
26
66
57
9q
46
91,480
176,I0q
L92 ,5$q
59r,698
1q5,51,2
9I,480
127,q90
1E7,554
55E,767
14?,2?6
,493.98
,506.44
,248 .42
,13?.42
,469.0E
FURN I TUR
EATING A
LIQUOR D
DRUG AND
E, H
NDD
ISPE
PRO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
Z,?E5,595
7 ,615 ,6'l.E
449,(t8z
2,7 30 ,87 q
I6,550,555
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEl,PT5
q29,?54
627,752
8E?,287
5,631,290
16,505
3E6,292
5E9,lr6
e,556, 046
II,871,064
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
25,667.59
36,286.25
9E2 .8425,06I.02
22,396.86
I49,E56.E6
693,22?.89
56
5t
1E9
5r9
t25
532
1,6E5
455,0I5
668, rE4
5L 956.54
554,585 .40
6000
6510
FIRE
5
7
t0
20
7
26
49
I7,I85
386,292
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI,J NEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA'TION
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
18,385,7IEq,065,112
22 ,4(tE ,830
5, E3L 055
2 ,232 ,022
2,137,EE0
q36 
,7 qL
46 ,525, 185
45,E55,606
125,577 ,5gA
q ,619 ,096
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
PAGE 20DATE: OI/15/9L
NUI'IBER: 419.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1i)0,410.0
RUN
RUN
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION :
5IC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
O7-OOO DONA ANA COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOT A
GROS
LRSR
0100
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL NINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUI'I
URAN I UM
COA L
CRUDE PETROIL AND GAOIL AND GA
TOT. I"IININ
2,655
75
t4r
25?
393
3,
6t
566
1,2E6
78
486
105,059,I4
L?2,057.52
228,096.66
L,872,226?,r52,59I
4,004,818
1000
10 94
r200I5t0I58I
158 9
MINE
1610
t6?0
1700
CONS
2000
2500
2400
367
570
580
01.StlSF
G
, NATURAL GAS,
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES,
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
1500 GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'1EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUt.4 REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANsPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. IHSTRUTITS.
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
,262,5E0
,q45,994
,6q0,145
,7 53 ,829
' 
!0? 
' 
5(,9
E3 ,5q6 , l?7
9,356,709
7 ,475,62q51,59I,8I2
151,770,273
5q,352.89
?7 ,49q.99
L9,7 0E.72
79,727.09
61,255.69
105l0
IO
69
t 96
59I
9q
5
IE0
205
48E
40I
t25
66
54
41
44
E
5
0
6
8?6 .9405.r
I48.5
4r7
5
4lr7
7 r4
2,068,0
55, I
4 ,0q4 ,7
2E0 ,46,665, 9
1,729,300
125 ,059\,?71,176
'1,277 
,9tq
105
42
?32
L67
I5,041,5
5gL g
5,973,6l,6Ir,9
11
oq
6?
on
6,
73,
74,27
2E
29
5?
34
35
56
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
00
00
IO
50
00
95, I 92q4 
,029 ,884
18, I 9E, 556
6g ,7 65 ,09?
959,144
53(1,22649E,r0l
,697
,27 3
5,46 0 . 95?,q16,060.54
55,9E1.095I,075.99
27 ,19q.75
r,001,599.16
3,7 94, 1I I . E6
507,9I0.55
I05,665.07
5900
1'1FG-
4000
4100 5,65E,569
28,420 , I 9l
5 
"454I , E624?
q5
q6
4E
4E
49
HONE AN
AND TE
RIC I..IAT
TILITIE
TRA NSPO
D TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
LEVISION BROADCASTING
ER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
S
RTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
q920
TCU-
TELEP
RADIO
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
60
676
69qq7
6?
1,930
,050,543
,555,59rr
,306,330
,985,498
,051rE95
0
5E,855, 56 0
973r072
71,319,065
5,102,02E
L?3,960,761
0.00
58 .54q7 
.2q
94.56
59 . (t9
E3.92
REPORT NO. 08(l
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-000
''1OTOR 
VEHICL ES AND AUTOl'lOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'1 AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
TAXAT I ON AND REV ENU E DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl l''lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMNARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
DONA ANA COUNTY
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
3,326,719
L7,252,4\6
8 ,17 6 ,6?.2
TAXABLE
$ROSS RECEIPTS
99,855,9I9
? .235,899
6i,627,158q73,EE9,57L
PAGE 2IDATE: OI/L5/9I
NUNBER. 4I9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
lrE
RUN
RUN
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA L
GRO SS
50I
502
504
506
270Y2
45
349It2
1,394
lEE
5?9
153
37r
961
653
L ,847
6Ctt52
136
7?
22t
64
75
1,589
23 ,96L ,
5,E49,
, 084,868
,60E,467
,167,535
,145,6I5
,45q,7C8
,426 ,7 E7
,5?5 ,,
677,
,04E,
,367,
,125 ,
,773,
,352,
,9L5,
,5E5 ,
2?l
355
249qzq
9E5
997q37
56E2tI
45.t4
00.54
58.20
97.q7I0.54
55.31
02 .06
51.90
E2.16
1 77,0
37 ,7
59,7
78,9
65,644,l
79,1
61,8
04,1
48.50
00.84
15.75
58.05
74.06
E9.21
g6l 
, 0
125,g
1(3,4
954,9
5,7E9,E
5,799,4q22,9
4?6 ,9q20,6
60E,2
1,594,5
1,r56,8
5, I34, EL 566,5
967,9
16E,65,564,r
560,r92.r4
65,012.50
15,486.4I
5E,068.59q7 
' 
00E .7 (t
417 ,193.54
57,2EE.76
65,3r4.12
1,065 ,564.82
507
508
5090
509?
tlHS L
77
194
191| ,022
24L
2, l5q
I84
276
750
885
8?.9
762
9
7
t7
75
29
t67
5
17
100lI9
17
2t
E
l6
?(+
1,I,t2,
2t
2,
?9t
I
I
1
7II
5I
I.i,E0I,966
2 ,198,057
? , q58 .,32L
lr+ ,7 05 ,441
7 ,q70,,283
7,501,952
15,89E,775
23,987 ,E7E
I9,579,976
54,034,792
27 ,30 1,616
14 ,9L 1, 575
2,89E,450
q
q
5
5200
5251
5252
5500
53I0
5400
551 0
55q0
5592
5599
BUILDING 1'lATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I,lOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL
FURN I TU
EATING
LIQUOR
DRUG AN
P A CKAGE
I'IISCEL L
TOT. RE
,595,
,q92,
,859,
,7I0,
,520,589
,E85,196
,7 2? , E85
,379,15r
,698 ,145
?5 ,28E ,020
56 ,848 ,7 1 6
?7,962,679
16,541,955
,9ll , ctZL
,987,521
,995 ,921
54 .86
t4.75
64.7t
49.24
57 .25
29.58
65.02
72.42
18.28
2I.EE
99,621, 753
5600
57 0 0
5E00
58I5
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
6000
6100
6I20
6200
6500
2
87
577
AND ACCES5ORY STORES
RE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
AND DRINKING PLACES
DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
D PROPRIETARY STORES
L IQUOR STORES
ANEOUS RETAILERS
TAIL TRADE
,11,099
SECUTY. AND
INSURANCE A
REAL EST. O
REAL ESTATE
HOLDING AND
TOT. FINANC
25
5,76q
15,596
724
2,77 q
5, 06E
E9.6?
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS . , SERV.
GENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
PER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
OTHER INVESTNENT CONPANIESE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
tzq
95
59
70
105
587 ,112
077 ,5i 5
576, E90
0E5,769
545,305
3?2,089
0 9L 517
7 05 ,557
995,662
,965
,57 5
,9L4
,523
,,412
, 988
n079
,4?7
,880
6I8I
I9,658,5:i 9
r6,505,975
90,550,758
27,(t86,689.88
E61,647.3EE9(,0Iq.00
q 
,q57 ,67 3 .67
,20?
,077
268
995
80 9
,246
653
.155
,389
65r0
6550
6700
FIRE
1
I8
It
7000
7 200
7500
759r
7500 L,E47 21,765,035
1E.815,040
I5,458,607
7't,E63,t27
Il,71?,,79l I,OIE,95I.95
iREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT PAG
01
41
FN
REVY5
6r0
4r3
9rz
4r4
0r5
0
?
0
RUN DATE:
RUN NUNBER:
E22/ L5/ 9L
9.02STATE OCONB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EI.I NEXICO
ENUE SYSTET'l
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:07-000
1'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSENENI AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
AL SERVICES
CATIONAL SERVI
PROFIT MEI'IBERS ORGAN IZAT I ONS
ES
ITECTURAL SERVICESENGINEERING AND
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - AL L OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - I'IUNICIPAL ITI ES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNI4ENT
ANNUAL SUI'lI'lARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBTR, 19?O
DONA ANA COUNTY
SIC
CO DE
7600
7800
7900
NO. TAX
RETURNS
],104
35
66
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
7 ,q96 r32Z
,936,279
8l? , L67
?36 ,7 El ,5(t9
29,0I0,?96
5q3 ,9(17 ,?49
ll ,7 60 ,9?.6
12 ,17 2 ,307
TAXABL E
OROSS RECEIPTS
5,9(L E5 g
,2gg,E20
,51? ,7 2E
,550
63,769,505
23 ,012 , ct99
354,827 ,?23
1i,755,679
Ie,I65,060
L2lE,602,407
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
351 ,494 . 62
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
80I0
8060
Et00
8200
E6 0 0
E900
69I0
9I0 0
9200
9595
9595
GOVT
LEG
EDU
NON
5I
4I
20
45
?.2
l7
079
908
8?qq?2
z6I
?7
It
I
,584,830
,100,060
,606,?72
,2!7,9?9
2
62
27l5ICES
HIP
VIC
RCH
32q
2,6q3
?37
668
195
73
4,259
589
18,577
76.554].45
1l . 47
37.05q6.6q
,9
,6
,0
32,?73.4(t
76,505.I5
+L,5L4.37
58, 0 05. E5
I
5
5
8I
7R
A
MISCELLANEOUS SE
S ERV
,27
,03
t 9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - 
(SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
660,430.54
70(,570.5r
69 ,645, 5E4 . 5 0q5,956 I,E59 ,E46,956
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'lEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
OI
4I
64
62
29
49
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI.lBER:
E 25/L5/9L
9 .02X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED ]N PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
O5-OOO EDDY COUNTY
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI'S
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,675,0Iq
..663,08E
80,549,2E9
zq , 16l
1,552,169
10,741,,955
?,950 ,9?E
L2 ,923 ,57 L
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
6,l}q.4?
25,qq4 .88
5r,629.50
1,490,756
?,581 , q6l
q,1r6,5rq.80
L5E6.94
156,?58.7?
67 7 ,347 .7 9
0I00
0700
AGRI
I500
1610
I620
1700
c0N s
5800
5900
l'1FG-
AGR
AGR
TOT
RADI
EL EC
GAS
TOT .
EXC EP
FU EL
t 96
049
2t5
685
,501
,722
ICULTURAL PRODUCTION
ICULTURAL SERVICES
. AGRICULTURE
5I
99
150
E45
75
7q
1,4I0
2,40tt
1,306
1,2L2
2,5L9
,956
,265
,221
124 , ql6q78,678
605,095
l5l 0
I58 t
I5E 9
1400
MINE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD 5ERVICE5,
NONI'IETALLIC 14INERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. I'IINING
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDs
29,595
5l ,322ITDSARILLINGND POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHtIAY
RODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
E I'IILL PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
SHING
ED PRODUCTS
AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ST. , FABRICATED I''IETAL PRODUCTS
I'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.
NISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
l'10T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , t^IAREH0USING, TRAN5. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI4MUNICATIONS
,705,890
,545,455
,q25,2E3
,252,158
73,5q9"065
4,354,9E2
59,351,5q8
27,L02,E7L
I58 , 11E ." 16 5
,745,I06.15
22E ,7I5 .87
, 0I0 , 552 .20
,1I9,7E5.45
,I04,I57.65
35
43
60
25
45
98
4I
26
,655
,405
,548
,2E7
,85I
,538
,?6q
, 10E
55.545
i.,049,665
2. ,34L ,97 E2I0,595
1,200,055
1,255,269
? ,006 ,67 4
775,05E
,034.37
,016.02
,950.94
,986.25
,657.97
,026.59
,8I5.74
,2E6.05
1,5E4
55
q
59
29
150
90,6?5,857
76,756,51A
l,2zg,lB2
? , ?61 ,&Ll
E?.,177,759
15,885,251
L511,564L 020 ,254
5
2
1
7
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2E00
2900
5200
5400
5500
5600
5700
4000
4100
4200
4500
4600
4810
4E30
4900
4920
TCU-
FOOD AND KINDRED P
APPAREL AND TEXTIL
LUNBER, NOOD AND P
PRINTING AND PUBLI
CHEMICALS AND ALLI
PETROLEUl.l REFINING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS
PRIl.1ARY METAL INDU
2
60
155
1t
68
70
100
44
4t
1,372
5,4E5
??E
6q,991
4,055
2 , (tlq
Et5
655
76
207
65
1,450
9El, rr05
,822 ,310
,875,72E
,623 , ?89
105
2E6
95
10
146
3
19
,609,798
,0+5 ,964
506,
4 ,532,
I3,744, r89
775,,68+q5,72?, q27
,E04.16
,845 . 58
E2
593
751,
4?,
?,399 ,
965
7q?
090
77t
65q
.57
.5q
.q7
.29
.29
?,lgg,55g
85,659,410
O AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
TRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
UTILITIES
TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
67
60
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI.lENT
DRUGS, CHEI'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
5010
5020
9q2 , tE9
2t7,009 54,210ll ,?95 4455
REPORT NO. OEO TAXAT I ON
5TA
COMB I
ANAIYSI5 OF GROSS RECEIPTS TX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:05-000
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEoUS tlHoLESALERS
PETROLEUH AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
D REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
OF NEN NEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTET'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTEB
GROSS RECEIPTS
6, 765, E54
988,27.q
TAXABL E
GRO5S RECEIPTS
s65,156
7 ,045,?39L 7 5? ,551
51,285, 1E4
, E56 , 781
,595 ,7 67
PAGE 2q
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: qlg.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
128,E30.73
6,402.51
13,qZE.22
17 ,646.04
126 , (tqq .41
500,E76.70
5
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
EDDY COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5040
5060
5070
5080
56
92
105
352
456
r3250905092
tlHSL
255
49L
I94
L,296
?9 ,3ql
05,723
65,903
30,27.2
84,5S5
77,6e,3
24,82q
?5 ,630 ,
5,q72,
9,65E,
50,928.79
.t02,806 
.25
9+,037 .5ql,q?9,2IE.70305,7EI.I2
5q0,6 90 .7E
2, E6E, 96E . 95
2
46
69
n
I
4
?
2Z
7
9
5
5i
228
qr9
II,E
?,0
51,7
22,0
l? ,4
E7 ,4
3 ,269 ,954q7,q75,(183
78,799,959
17 ,6Eq,q95
5,446,503
6,77?,309
7 ,337 ,2?.36,8I0,57E
?2,942 ,060
7,720,979
I0,753,688
6,517,870
57 ,654, 067
272,867,177
5 ,04?
2,037
0 r 56'3
5200
5251
BUILD
HARDT^l
FA RN
GENER
ING
ARE
EQU
AL
AP PAR EL
FURN I TU
EATING
L I QUOR
DRUG AN
I-lATERIALS
STORES
IPNENT DEALERS
MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT''IENT STORES
156
59
6,?gq,Esq
808,152
560
46
,657.00
,421.65
5?52
5500
5510
5q00
55r0
5540
5592
5599
5500
5700
5600
5815
59I0
5920
5990
REIL
?23
554
544
L ,0?7
506
t74
842,81I
7,0Lq
,912,,701
,23E,659
,056 , E7 7
,362,E32
,5q5 ,67 I
,053,545
,495.580
,066,605
, E6q , qE7
27
4Lq6
l r?7
43
9,576,77
4,5E9.E5
1,155.05
2,6E2.26
1,115.078,400.05
q ,685 .l.t
5, E57 .5E
E, 566 .2I
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
256
I52
6q5
114
267
,470,
,919,
,q37,
162,E97.15
?,66E, 440 . 08
5,969,324.65
I67,172.23
8?,053.92
51
54
1,69
12,96
246
97L
?2E
235 ,0q2
308,097
2,211 ,07 6
795q04
236
AND ACCESSORY STORES
6000
6I00
6L20
6200
6500
6510
6550
FIRE
RE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
AND DRINKING PLACES
DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
D PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND CONDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
6,663,014
g 
,7 92,2405,9r0,495
I1,459,565
14,6 97 ,58E
E,056,675
IC,
13,i'
,926
,091
,6q9
429 ,E09 .91
326,0 95.43
60+ ,sEq .25q77,q23.6L
40t , ?39 .47
?,73L,q86
147,I95IL?4I 2,248,521147, r95
40
62
507
56
5,00
23
60ct 5,257 ,47E
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
IO
70
72
75
75
75
32q
1,448
976
956
901
7 ,497,909
5 ,7 19 ,941
E
6
6 0, 955
1,145,06E
I
l9 ,L07,270,943 ,87 9
tl
78
?9
80
2t4
9ct0
1,120
20,166
,139
,396 7
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I.'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 25
RUN DATE: OI/15/9L
RUN NUMBER: 4I9.02
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
O5-(,OO EDDY COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
E06
Et0
E20
E50
890
89I
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
1'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
165
149
55, E52, 6 95
3 ,512 ,4t4
17,176,5E5
5,51r,945
985,994.99
20 ]. 552.59
62
2,50E
18I
E,705
51,
9,
L49,
229,539q02 
, 
qE3
658,791
rI5,959
a4
.J,
o
I69
710
533
0?2
,82E
,051
, 5I4
,969
8,750 .85
l,q?0,0q6 .55
510,078.626,595,064.0r5 ERV ll7,
9100
9200
9595
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNT4ENT 49 2 ,669 , q37 7. , ctqL ,7 5l 13?,E5q.94
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 23 ,7 20 990 ,9lE ,67 4 72A,54 l,781 39,24?,750.45
iREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 260t/ L5/ 9LqL9 
.0?
RUN
RUN
DAT E:
NUMB ER:
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING BECEMBER, I99()
OE-()OO GRANT COUNTY
SIC
CO DE
0100
0700
AGR I
NO. TAX
RETURNS
64
?9
99
2E
57
55
27
77
2E7
TOT A
GRO S
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS
1,079,542
859,509
q,L7g,792
550,838
L,078,77q
? ,652 ,81873,6I5
459,4f,0
2,23E ,?08
TAXABL E
CROSS RECEIPTS
i,044,069
132, E97
140,I09
{1 ,632 ,392
455 .59Ii,395,512
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
5E,096.E2
E,2E0 .47
55, 106 .76
97,967.73
2,3q7.5E
8, 54E .87
37L,7 06.6E
?3 ,425 .71
78,298.79
52,352 .53
575,570.54
114,r50.17
AGRICULTURA
AGRICULTURA
TOT. AGRICU
I,IETAL I'IINING,
COPP ER
URAN I UM
LPRL 5E
L TUR
ODUCT I ON
RVICES
E
EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUI'I
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
1000
I020
t09q
t5EI
t5E9
Iq00
tq7 4
NINE
000
100
200
500
600
EIO
E50
900
IL AND GAIL AND GA
ONMETALLI
OT ASH
S t^lSF
C t'l
0
0
N
P
T
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCIS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
RAI
L0c
I'107
AIR
PIP
1500l6l0
I620
I700
OT. t'IIN]NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I,IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
NISCEL LANEOUS IIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
LROAD TRANSPORTATION
AL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
0R FREIGHT TRANS., tIAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TRANSPORTATION
EL INE IRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t..IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UT]LITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
22,4E0,663
776,?72
882,750
12,47 9 ,4C,q
56,6I9,130
958,155
21 ,230 ,96q
67 4 ,9q6
655,415
g ,?Lq ,,5215i,775,846
1,167 ,664.12
55, 516 . 65
36 ,29q .325i2,447.07
1,751 ,924.L4
06
92
6?
97rIir9
51" 9
,,
67,E
6,137 ,?54
7,519,016
r,954,3I,7
5q ,48 9, l 5E
4 ,55?, LL5
7 E ,690 ,220
54E
36
E7
904
L,575NSc0
2000
2500
2q00
27 00
2E00
3200
q
4
q
4
q
4
4
4
I8E.9I2
E5? ,5?E
IO
50
,260.05
,950.55
L,637,2-9E
40,9E54
5
6
7
9
FG
5
3
5
3
5
M
0
0
0
0
9
?2L,9AA
E , ?97 ,11.4
q7
2IE
q920
TCU -
60
482
40
230
65L 163
89,900
50,250
22, q7 L
7 | ,50?
72,9q6
58 , 519
aa
5OIO MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
2,811
2?L
5,690
,7
,2
,2
.45
.65
.E0
REPORT NO. OE()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:06-000
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND A
GROCERIES AND RELATED
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND H
HARDhJARE, PLUNBING AND
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT A
NISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . t^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
INE SERVICE STATIONS
E HOI'IE DEALERS
LLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T,IIsCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'1EXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
GRANT COUNTY
R EP ORT ED
RECEIPTS
r, 055, 775
5, 5gg, 596
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
295
12.9I9,80
rI(,E53,22
2,469 ,238
PAGE 27DATE: 0l/15/91
NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
17.33
125,655.65
6
RUN
RUN
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
25
50
TOTAL
GROSS
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5200
525L
5500
551 0
6000
5100
6120
2 ,093 , g97
12,?EL ,295
LLIED PRODUCTS
P RO DUCT S
OUSEHOLD APPLI
HEATING EQUIP
ND SUPPLIES
ANC E5
. AND SUPPLIES
864
963q4E
736
53E
985, ?59q5,486
r55,648
455
r57
813
555
EE3
907
1r2
66E
770
7
?
q
8
5
6
72
33
352
75
595
200
660
458
SOL
BIL
SCE
5090
5092
T,JH S L
5400
55I0
55q0
5592
6200
6500
6510
6550
FIRE
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
8010
2, (t?6 ,38E
22,86I,579
3, E6E,596
g ,937 ,771
40,5q7 ,2L7
595,185
4,L73,092
19,555,195
3 ,622 ,500
,607.95
,570.86
,L76.57
,0I5.57
2
lr0
55
55
51
75
5599
5600
57 00
5800
5815
5910
5920
5990
RETL
157
87
160
551
299
77
27
1,569
5,EI6
,2 d7
,7 9Z
,29L
,27 E
,505
,290
,37 2
,779
,L52
249
69
32I
85
88
?,E51 ,
26,6qE,
39,qq?,L795,
680,
,233 ,62E
,45L 430
,4I0,465
, r67,53E
634,?9L
51,557.32
7E, 40E. 51
I7,415.65
69,9q9.Eq
56,2E7 . E5
I0,997
11,598
5 9, 58E0I,441
126,56
283,04
q7 5 ,9L343,9I
6I
0
2
GA
NO
NI 0.8
4.6I.2
9.2
t
lr5
Zrl
EI
7
0
8
?
1
2
26
35l
q
?
(+
8
3
6
215,980.0I
28?,08E .22
147,5E1.59
184,899.66
21,7I9.68
526,011.20
t5,
12E ,
79,I9
7 2,97
12 ,37
I
6
2
5
5
575, 955. I6
5,465. q5
767 ,q66.E9
6 , E57 ,684. 34
7q
55
25
911,898
45 , qE68I,909
5q ,77 9 .30
?,727.0q
q 
,86+ .7 0
109,E52i ,1gg, gE7
6,5q0.56
70,E71.7q51222
435
I 0 9,852L 55L 854
5,5r6 ,755
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
FIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ATlUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
5, 965, 557
5, r52 r 448
5, I 96 ,457
3 ,022 , gg5].72L,2E7
3,107,549
5,I06,564
3 ,025 ,926
? ,7 02,213
'l 
,206 ,7 99
I85,
176,
t57 ,
70,
.87
.5I
.97
.56
64q
569
7tqq7E5E62EE
9I
451
372,774
E,9()E,1G2 570,210g,g0r,gg5
it
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l MEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEFIBER, I99O
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP'I'S
5,965,820
1,4E7,635
1,452,5r1
3q0 ,940 ,7 97
TAXABL E
OROSS RECEJPTS
PAGE 2E
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER! 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
23?,9E8.7q
E5,4E6 . 50
280 ,27 9 .72
59,9?6.85
2,008,?5q.97
68,045.00
I6,06L,67E.q7
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
sIc
CO DE
ANNUA L SUMT'IARY
O8-OOO GRANT COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
E060
El00
E200
E600
8900
69I0
S ERV
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCAT
LOCAL GOVERNIT1ENT - T.lUNICIPAL
TOT. GOVERNNENT
159
151
120
3,952
, 904,076
,427,735
,891 ,621
,lEl ,262
,036,22E
990
:(
I
4
1
34
6,652r262l,?ql ,sqq
37 ,979,564
9200
9595
GOVT
ION
ITIE
AND INSTITUTIONS
S
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
2a
I2,054
1..157,602
280,076,249
tt
REPORT NO. O8()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:24-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GA5 FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. NINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMIiIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
GUADALUPE COUNTY
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
q,457,1E1
7 ,234,517
519,594
64,2q7
1,55E,772
5,040,946
6 ,7 07 ,qBl
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,150,195
6 ,397 ,97 g
?Lq,Z?0
5r,755
1,206,465
? , l{L ,204
3,837 ,977
?77,7EL
558,6r9
4,q3+,L9(t
5,qEB,87q
PAGE 29DATE: 0t/15/91
NUI'IB ER : qI9 .02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
232,969.82
350,027 .22
12 ,661 .7 q
1,699.E6
68,401.57
t21,03?.5?
?LE ,092.97
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
156
?90
52
28
126
92
zEq
70
27L
TOT A
GROS
LRSR
156 9
I'1I N E
1500
t6I0
1700
CONS
010 0
0700
AGRI
2000
2010
4100
4?00
481 0
4E50
4900
T CU-
520 0
5500
5310
5400
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KIN
FIEAT PACKING
LUI'1BER, l^100D
PRINTING AND
I'II5C EL L AN EOU
TOT. NANUFAC
RODUCTS, EXCEPT I-1EAT PRODUCTS
THER NEAT PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
SHING
FACTURING
2400
27 00
3900
I'1FG-
DRED P
AND O
AND P
PUBL I
S T'lANU
TUR I NG
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT4UNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IlOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI,IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
T4ISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOLESAL ERs
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD 5TORE5
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HONE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
59
5qt5z
599,585
2q4 ,9lq
r,913,729
?9 ,957
zqq ,9Lq
565,547
28
E5
2,567,173
q 
,466 ,97 8
50I0
5040
5060
5070
5060
5090
509?
l^lH S L
Il4
33
,7 5q .9(t
,4I0.05
,008.92
I6,319.41
51,459.99
q25 
,7 2q
635, I52
259,537 .
316,765.
t2
48
17,506.E5
{t
5540
559?
5599
5600
5700
32 503,760 297,277
iREPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N : 24-000
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPEN5ERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'lOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENIAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
1'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART''IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBE:R, ]990
GUADALUPE COUNTY
P ORT ED
CEIPTS
L 339, 0?0
20, 078,504
778,687
TAXAB L E
6ROS5 RECEiPTS
PAGE 50
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9L
RUN NUTIBER: 4I 9 . O2
R EPO RT ED
TAX DUE
23q,006.65
57 ,E47 .2L
60,724.06
r,019,989.90
13 ,56? . 14
1,725.41
15,?87 .55
44 ,9?0 .57
src
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
RE
RE
5E00
58I5
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
q,014,q74
1,000,18q
I
t7
149
977
231 ,626
29 ,451
261 ,07 7
I59
I I7
35
56
69
285
85
,7 04
,I8.r
,6?6
, 
q43
,069
, 05E,6 97
,52E,669
4,002
999
25I
?9
?6t
2 ,5q
26
9,70
6000
65I0
FIRE
7000
7 200
7300
79
67
50
?9
7Z
40
277
6
7
56
1
?
q,74
10
*
96
2
4
4E
155
31qq
7500
7500
7E00
7900
4,958,9I5II6,047
144 , 58.E1,0E6,I37
42,0984I,25I
9 ,595
4 ,5q70,73r
2,5L0
9,800I,25I
,825 .
,106.
,686.
,lq6.
,725.
,348.
8010
6060
6200
8600
8900
89r0
S ERV
PHYSICIANS, DENTI
HOSPITALS AND OTH
EDUCATIONAL SERVI
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNIIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES ]N THIS LOCATION
2,591 ,6623?7,4t'l
10,206,914
7 ,947
7 ,516
2 ,056
r48,I5,
566,
STS
ER
CES
AND OIHERS
HEALTH SERVICES
48 7 69 ,625
t77
?6
925
6E5.50
685. I I
107.10
9200
GOV T
2,77q qq,765,q01 38 ,562,7 12 2,?LE,160.9r
TT
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:51-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOI. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
HARDING COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
180,877
58,892
327,270
925, 350
?, tt02 r631
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,015
34,589
502,145
825,409
t?L ,77 5
PAGE 51DATE: OL/15/9I
NUNBER: qI9.O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
827.t5
1,730.E5
r5,655.87
q2,E7E.49
6,250. 9E
RUN
RUN
0r00
0700
AGR I
I58 t
I58 9
I400
I'II N E
OIL AND GAOIL AND GA
NONMETAL L I
TOT. FlININ
I500t6l0
1620
1700
CONS
?q00
27 00
2800
3400
5700
3900
l'1FG-
4I00q200
48I0
4900
T CU-
5070
5090
5092
t^lH S L
SIC
CODE
5599
5700
5E00
58I5
5990
RETL
StlSF
C I'l
G
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
NG CONTRACTORS
CTORS
EAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
CONTRA CTORS
CONsTRUCT I ON
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
26
30
97
1E2
50
GENERAL BUIL
HIGHNAY CONT
NON- BU I L DI NG
SPECIAL TRAD
TOT. CONTRAC
DI
RA
H
E
T
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PRII.lARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
I''II SCEL L AN EOUS I'lANUFACTURI NG
TOT. I''IANUFACTURING
P RODUCT S
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANs., NAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'lI SCEL L AN E0US t^lH0L ESAL ERs
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTST0T. l^IH0LESALE TRADE
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES5500
5400
55]0
5540
RETAIL FOOD
MOTOR VEHICL
GAsOL INE SER
1',II5C EL L AN EOU
FURNITURE, H
EATING AND D
L IQUOR DISPE
ST OR ES
E DEAL ERS
VICE STATIONSS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
OME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE 5TORE5
RINKING PLACES
NSERS - BY THE DRINK
57
5(t
3E4,0(,3
7 92 ,lct6
145.I65
699 
"484
7,752.76
58, 157 . 58
1'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ER5
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
q
8
2
E5
90,0c7
r59,615
154,759
4I
30
46
269 2,109,541
90 ,007
159,615q2,q39
L,57 0,q66
,892 .69
,598.05
,177 .67
,??0.21
REPORT NO. O8O PAGE 320l/L5/9L(+L9.02
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTlENT
STATE 0F NEtl 1'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIF]CATION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RUN DATE!
RUN NUNBER:
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY
5I-OOO HARDING COUNTY
SIC
CODE
6000
6510
FIRE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
26
55
56
156
799
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
59,266
?,7 0E
295,581
368,985
6,776,4EL
TAX,l B L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,5q9
2,7 0E
3,qE7 _q66
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
3 ,027 .87
135.0E
15,477.89
.7,0EI.0E
1E4,847.00
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
EIOO
E900
S ERV
B ANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERsONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
l.1ISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
0,012
9,514
z5
5t
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 55
RUN DATE: OL/L5/9L
RUN NUMBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMMARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
25-OOO HIDALGO COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,r00,550
16,490,51I
187 ,?62
36q , l9Z
15,910,040
19,595,566
542 ,3?5
1 ,2q6 ,715
958 , L47
?, ?8L ,240
ct,807 ,357
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,54r,540
r5,420,555
0100
0700
AGRI
I0 94
156 9
NINE
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URANIUT'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'TINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHt^lAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'lEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
NISCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. IIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION 508,60E
?9 ,456
645,55I
1,E70,5r7
401,95?
26 ,961
75
1,694,549
20,545.t2
I,51E.46
5 .55
90 ,q52.65
75
2E
40
r95
RFR
LINE
PH ON
OAN
TRIC
UTIL
TRI C
NARE
ELLA
OLEU
l,lH0
1500
1610
t6?0
I700
CONS
20
40
60
70
90
92
SL
5
5
5
5
5
5
154
27t
46
E9
77
7t
508,1?r
767, r45
2000
27 00
5200
37 0 0
5900
MFG-
4I00q20 0
4600
q81 0qE50
4900q9?0
T CU.
f'I0 T0
PIPE
TELE
RA DI
EL EC
GAS
110
?3?
,994
,556
6
t? ,I57.8I,955.9r
EIGHT TRANS. , l^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TRANSPORTAT I ON
E AND TELEGRAPH CONNUNICATIONS
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING
lllATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEMICATS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
64
q25
I04
16E
77
105
l.t5
15,504,596
18 ,024 ,zql
356,670
?,571,942
7 05 ,064
?,222,464
3,677 ,97?
775,I59.35
905,E07.55
I6,605.14
I5L 925.0r
59,585. 24
r10,96E.28
206,06r.66
l.lH
EL EC
HARD
mrsc
PETR
TOT .
BUILDING I'lATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI,I EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
AL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NEOUS NHOLESALERS
M AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
LESALE TRADE
.T
5200
525t
5?52
5500
5510
5400
DEPARTI'IENT 5TORE5
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY sTANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99()
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
551,367
49L ,466
2q9,637
E,251 ,2e'7
Lq,349,q57
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
326,580
5r5,655
PAGE 54
RUN DATE: OI/15/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: 419. O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
1E,55E . E5
17,159.69
,2IE.28
,084.34
66,612.17
52,909.5E
E90,IE9.55
14, 178.51
q9 
,7E5 .99
562,505 . 59
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMMARY
25-OOO HIDALGO COUNTY
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
5800
000
I00
500
5r0
7500
7600
7900
EOIO
8060
8100
6900
E9I()
S ERV
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'lOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT,lOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
L5 AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
ERVICES
ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
,890
,L79
1. I95
5,015
20 ,05q
4,055
932
, 
qOL
,7 qz
,7 66
\,191 ,77q
999 , qq7
ls , L??,499
NO. TAX
RETURNS
69
32
9E
60
59
3791,I09
5,995,5r6
927 ,897
249 ,657
??7
515E I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
6
6
6
6
FIRE 49
7000
7?00
7300
9e00
9395
9595
GOVT
,L97,E25
265, ts4
375 " 466
7 9?,950
lE ,7 27
26." 593
725,q92
r45t5l
73
2,41E,6r8
265,15E
576,535
954,569
61,550
27 ,7 33
7 25 ,492
2 123 ,5E3 ,22
lq ,E32 ,96
19,941.7Eq5,I78.E9
I,005.691,4r6.r5
56,47E.65
140
37
45
60
HOSP
L EGA
MI SC
ITALS
ELL t73
85q
9E7,569
6,656,987
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,0I4 95,r52,01,6 60.r41,E55 5,152,655.21
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]tIENT
STATE OF NEI,I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
28 ,625 ,
r66,3I4,
?L6 ,06q ,7 00
4L5 ,?7 9
5,066,039
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E,579,qLq
167,519,59E
196,690,795
PAGE 55
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
1,552 ,965.52
9 ,27 6, 445 . 5E
I0,841,4?4.03
,7 62 .59
2,6E3 .45
216,525.55
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL 5UFII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
O6-OOO LEA COUNTY
LRSR
804
39r
1000
I51 0I58I
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
010 0
0700
AGRI
I56 9
I400
MINE
r500
I6IO
r620
I700
c0 Ns
2000
2010
2300
?400
5670
5700
3800
450
460
48I
4E3
490
492
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
5IqE
99
?2E
2 ,5q9
?01,E62
960,7?9L162,5gl
98,786
93q , qq6
:.,055,254
5, 555. 6 9
50,990.87
56 ,3q6 .56
T4ETA
CRUD
OIL
OIL
N0Nl'1
L I'1INI
E PETR
AND GA
AND GA
ETALLI
NG, EXCEPT COPPER,OL., NATURAL GAS,S I.IELL DRILLINGS FIELD SERVICES,
C MINERALS, EXCEPT
URANIUl'I, I'IOLYBDENUI'I
NATURAL GA5 LIAUIDS
EXC
FU
10
1e
?7
57
q
59
5
110
lz,7 5
15,97
16,0155,2I
77,95
5
2
5
2
1I
?.0
+
90II
r54
650
t25l?z
1,607
2 ,514
90
77
92
4I
EGRAPH
ION BR
D SANI
27 00
2E00
2900
5200
3400
5500
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI,IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT HEAT PRODUCTS
r'1EAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS]'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSIRUI'IT5.
T'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTUR I NG
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., b.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
57
58I(8
84
750
84
2E2
89
1,755
240 , q38
,669 ,452
,259,036
,376,666
,967,800
,07 0 ,7 3?
,2L0,24q
ll0,2E4 .q2
453,845 . 4 0
E,775.45
?41,8 I2.55
9L? ,57 3 .96
233 ,936 .2?3,796,765.165I7,I50.246,055,I(I.58
EPT DRILLING
ELS AND POTASH
COI,IMUNICATIONS
OA DCA ST I NG
TARY SERVICE UTILITIES
2 ,044
5,675
2,032
7 ,883
7,632
.140,5I9
,639,506
,I55,E46
, EE6 ,667
,E?0,557
,795.
,566.
,84?.
,7E6.
2, 915
50
215
324
957
,654,718
,7 0l ,460
,6 0E, 986
,96L 565
50
10
50
29
5A?
562
569
1,552
5, r67
qE ,565
3 ,96? , qq5
+ ,8E9 ,4?7
1,005,590
2 ,7 E0 ,5L9
2,7 65 ,50ct
(15
EOqL
E7
5
6
6
7
4I
5
4
?72,105.45
56 ,7 LZ .57
tsq,345.qq
15?,577.50
5900
MFG-
4I0
420
5,397,779
32,460,569
2,009 ,2L9
15,616,894
]-ggl,297
154,159.85
r,04I,564.592,77 018,6E9 ,504,597
TELEPHONE AND TEL
RADIO AND TELEVIS
ELECTRIC t^IATER AN
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
7 ,8q5,
154,
4,q01,
I6.6E0,
,?06,
,8E7 ,
,72E,
,906 ,
56
55
97
59TCU-
5010
lt
q5 554,490 17,67E 995.EE
IREPORT NO. O8O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATI0N:06-000
5020 DRUG5, CHEt'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANE0US I^IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl l''lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'lI'lARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD END]NG DECENBER, I99O
LEA COUNTY
PAGE 56
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9L
RUN NUMBER: (IL9.O?
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
?,055,561qE,947 ,0E3
3, r50,581
295, I56
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT A
GRO S
LR5R EPORT EDECEIP'I S
I5,I97,155
86 , 19I0I,4El
40
60
70
80
90
5599
5600
5700
5092
UIHSL
50
50
50
50
50
5800
5Et3
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
6000
6I00
6120
6200
6300
6510
6550
6700
FIRE
280
2, L?0
t7q
I45
Y+q
59
22 ,866
E ,55q
4,566
55,6I9
287
21,692l09,rlE
E
8
23
7
El2
t05
344
5
7
4q
16
I6
t77IlI
1I6
105q2?
865
3725tz
315
1,004q06
155
I63
5,496
E,450
,912
,?10
,659
,935
,524
,06:1
,959
,092 .
,045.
,I9I.
,906.
,Iq6.
11 ,98E ,05?-
17 ,691 ,760
43,910,955
, 0 95. 96-
, 021 .78
,50q.19
EI
19
69
66
l6
6,lIE,95l
1,50I,906
2, ct93 ,549
? ,7 62 ,887
25,31?,?77
59
04
56
052.99
?92.83
90E.99
510.78
372.7E
?4
57
5l
6?
49
559
84
159
I54
1,q07
58(
9El
') EaaL, J'L
15
50
29
r61
4I6
2,27 5EIl
806
5200
5251
5?52
5500
55I0
5400
5510
5540
5592
2q8
I59
756
100
599
?,t
49,5
65 ,2
5r5
6r6
22,288
68 ,7 97(+6 
,7 5q 55.9q rq
4rE
,127
, 
q90
,142
I
?,7
5r1
,912 . q9
,051.59
,I50.lE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOIIE DEALERS
r'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
,716,569
,592- ,897
,593,220
,3L5 ,27 5
,045,836
,60I,06I
,38q,215
,7 92 ,540
26,q37 ,EEB
8 ,697 ,67 35,97q,q28
?2,727 ,533
7,505..I567,2g2,qgl
11.54In656
64,993,LqL
2E0,751,175
1,q79,
4E(t ,
5E9,
1,27 l,
404 ,
6,322,559
4,22E,057
3r,894,525
r,171,656
q 
,7 53 ,998
46 ,77 510,22L069
5,100,095
?,919,195
2E5,229.93
L63,7 62.Eq
2q6,966.47
270,527 .E9
408,E60.E4
64q ,665 .373,574,8I3.16
15,626,7E0.49
L7 5 ,922 .02
16,qzq.0?
62,517.30
I45,685.65
EATIN
L IQUO
DRUG
PACKA GE
RINKING PLACES
NSERS. BY THE DRINK
PRI ETARY STORES
OR STORES
r'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC
NDD
ISPE
PRO
LIQU
GA
RD
AND
5,659r7c9
500,I58
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASS
SECUTY. AND COI'1DTY.
OCIATIONS
BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
RRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
AGT., ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACTINSURANCE 
A
REAL EST. O
REAL ESTATE
HOLDING AND
GENTS, CA
PER.L ESR-
l(+Z
3I5
1,1I9,715
2,604 ,67 3
?6,710
7,57L956
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
OTHER INVESTMENT COT.IPANI ES 47 q .07E56.55
I,
4L?,
27
7I9
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
tl
28t
1,754L 32ct1,I76
1,332
,77L,24L
,550,955
,587,759
,71+,255
,945 , L7 2
2,E90,562
7 , +66 ,92540,8I5,616
I4,523,600
I4,559,65E
,092.
,9qq .
,421 .
,7E5.
,E27.
]T
REPORT NO. 06t)
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:06-000
5IC
CODE
TAXAIION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI,I I'lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHNARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
LEA COUNTY
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
45,006,0q9
17i,7q2,Eqz
895 ,532, 923
PAGE 57
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUI.IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
2 ,37 6 ,053 . q?
9,E9q,62q.9E
49,709,245.55
LRSR
I
I5
44
5
7900
8010
E060
6100
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT A
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
6200
8600
8900
6910
S ERV
9200
928?
9595
GOV T
ANUSE]'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNNENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'1ENT . t'lUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNNENT
2t6
727
222
557
r79
,289,76+
,255 , q57
, l g8, 185
,962 ,895
37 L ,945
\,273,949
L5,047 ,09q
29,260,09E
5,754,000
56E,957
7l ,61? .23
E41,q97.4E
I ,656 ,845 .5I
520 ,6 9q .E920,561.r6
3,479 52, IE8,47E
1I,IE5 ?lq ,145 ,96q
30,729 L 16r ,7q9,q43
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
iI
REPORT NO. OE()
5IC
CODE
TAXAT I ON
STA
cot'rB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
ODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
HER IlEAT PRODUCTS
MILL PRODUCTS
PER PRODUCTS
EVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
NEhl t'1EXIC0
EVENUE SYSTEl'l
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAl'IONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 26-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IO LYBDENUI'I
AND GAS hIELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
AND R
TE OF
NED R
AX BY
TOTAL REPORTF:D
GROSS RECEIPTS
l?, 922,08L
,251,5I7
,555,065
908,550
4,E27 ,027
555,62I
E50,764
995,566
I ,07 9 ,6ql
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r}.64l,E29
4,3?4,E39
17,909,750
1,099,023
515,000
PAGE 58
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: q19. O2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
6E7 ,576.98
71,02q.53
26,010.96
22,568.ct5
50,7E6.59
I0,220.52
I4, r52.50
ANNUAL SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI.IBER, }990
LINCOLN COUNTY
0100
0700
0800
AGRI
1500I6I0
1620
1700
CON S
2000
20I0
2500
2q00
?7 00
5200
3400
4r00
4?00
4500
4600
481 0
4650
4900q9?0
T CU-
AND
METAL
. I'IIN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
886
7L
38
PR
OT
ILE
PA
GAS
LIC
ING
OIL
OIL
NON
TOT
1069
ISEI
I5E 9
t400
1'{I N E
5600
5700
5900
MFG-
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.JAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED
I'4EAT PACKING AND
APPAREL AND TEXT
LUMBER, WOOD AND
851
1r807
t67
327
74
52
259,16q.46
1,0q2,777.337z2
10,455.9r
110,6E5.25
174,,0i.E36,3
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
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045
760
954
4,605,665| ,6Lq ,37 9
2,569 , gqq
2,49E,599L 445, l7E
I
2r4
Irl
lrI
I1E
528
501
5200
525L
525?
5500
55r0
5400
551 0
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
5920
5990
RETL
BUIL
HAR D
FARM
GEN E
FURN I
EATIN
LIQUO
DRUG
DI NG
t^lAR E
EQU
RAL
E7 5, 955,276
555,906
710,697
1,40q,7E7
I42,665.9r
,623 .57
,657.5I
5,639.Er
0,20q.E4
9,739.41
DEPARTNENT STO
RETAIL FOOD 5T
T1OTOR VEHICL E
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
OME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
RINKING PLACES
NSERS - BY THE DRINK
PRI ETARY 5TORE5
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERs
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEI.lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
95
44
2t5
7I
2r1
13,055. 514
7,E69,116
12,E01,232].066,I94
3,412,817
NDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RES
OR ES
DEAL ERS
M ERCHA
TURE, H
GANDD
R DISPE
AND PRO
r25
r12
25
1,04E
2,E42
635,
8,551,
E(),75E,
5,245,E90
L576,002
2,56q ,21.57,372,992
5,8+9,152
2 ,562,57 6
1,565,q71
2,397,032
6,4E9,446
5,952,259
,587.E9
,205.85
,051.4E
,7 6E .69
6550
FIRE
z5
157
250
5AN
RVIC
NAL
6000
6100
6r20
6500
6510
7800
7900
80I0
8060
8r00
E200
7 ,E15.27
39 ,277 .7 q
65,751.45
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
555q52
39q
550
2t6
,66I
,55E
,491
,410
254,425.5089,I04.54
157,589. rr
r02,56r.6E
46,982. r8
6,970.65
HOSP I TA L
LEGAL SE
EDUCAT I O
D OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
ES
SERVICES
I07
178
72
95
55, 0 98
77,64L
06,8?6
46,6C5
,0Il
,599
,5Ez
, r13
r {5,
59,
6?,
q7
25
56
aI
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I9-()OO
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICEs
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . MUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNHENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIYIENT
STATE OF NEt,I I,IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEFI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI.II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, I99O
LUNA COUNTY
RUN
RUN
PAGE 460t/ t5/ 9lqlg 
.02
DATE:
NUMB ER
SIC
COD E
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
565
2,848
8,222
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAXI\ B L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q,q75,26q
20 ,455 ,359
r5?,250,359
REPORTED
TAX DUE
249,qlo.7E
r, r4l ,629.29
7,595,0?2.50
E600
E900
8910
S ERV
9200
9595
GOVT
5, sEE,845
25,345,E59
L7 5 ,6.51 ,589TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
al
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIIENT
STATE OF NEI..I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEFl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REPORTF:B
R EC EI PT5
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,710,420
7 ,075,L7E
PAGE q7DATE: OL/15/9I
NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
1q8,1r9.08
3E5,575 . 90
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CO DE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI,IBER, ]9'O
15-OOO ]'lCKINLEY COUNTY
0r00
0700
0800
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'lETAL I'lINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, t'l0LYBDENUI'I
URANIUM
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONNETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. TIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT NEAT PRODUCTS
NEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, l^J00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ['1ETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI4PONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI,IENT
NISCEL T ANEOUS I.'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T'lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
23 ,831 ,57 q
5l? ,7 60
68, r09
..t9
.66
.65
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
96
154
TOTA L
GROSS
1000
l09rr
1200I5I O]5EI
1589
r400
MI NE
1500
t6I0
I620
1700
c0N5
5670
3700
3900
NFG-
4I0
420
450
460
4E1
483
490
492
z7 2,820,zqE
60, rrE,956
5,779,(t26
E2,6q0,050
5,65r,553
5,285, 99E
3 ,242 ,167
r15, r40,027
885,555
5,250 ,50 0
l!,2q6 
"43,240"8r5
3 ,295 ,7 16
I92,040
28,286, 151
rr,025I. 545,254 t754
r91,524.94
,527.35
,778.55
550
q6
29
El6
r,441
51,57I,698
7 ,996,661
3 ,07 6 ,?22
L7 ,479,022
59,823,602
25, L , q26 ,20
L9q ,99
I5(),E7
626 ,69
2,39E,77
q04
92?4V
075
57L,
609,
773,
8. 94
5. q5
9.955.2I
7.55
)r
,
I 2000
2010
2300
2400
27 00
2800
2900
5200
5400
5600
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
58
5q
35
65
EI
149
557
L,285 ,120
29,080
5,705
25q9
5IIr0
5
q6E, I 9I
E55,490
400
.59
tt
q0
253
55t7l
26
63,479,q23
10,878,735
3,227,69q
3q,479,?55
7,155,009
].7EL,cr23
I0,875,700
2,99L ,557
I9,007,4705,844.5I3
95,600
75,55I
7 5 ,zZEI5,782
56,64E
q7
4I
54
45
if
REPORT NO. ()E()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5IC
CO DE
TCU. TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CtAsSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP'I'S
I24,E16,909
2,843,356
7 9 ,605 ,67 5
22,3E5 ,020
116,880,349
16,E66,2?.1
? ,500 ,621
?,?72,(+13
107,201
8,551,E00
lq,q73,?ciz
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE:PTS
4?,3?6 ,5E5
l ,888 , 725
PAGE 48DATE: 0l/15/91
NUI'1BER: 4I9. ()2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
2,297,061. r9
110,452.57
127,53I.25
5,655.81
I9,4E5.56
10I,166.21
27E,895.9q
745,067
RUN
RUN
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IB'CR, 1990
15-OO() MCKINLEY COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
t09
2E
o
t
I
t
o
5090
5092
tlHSL
5200
525t
95E
5616I
7a
NCE A
sT. 0
STATE
G AND
INSU
REAL
REAL
HOLD
TOT.
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5252
5500
5510
5400
s5I0
6000
6100
6I20
6500
65r0
6550
6700
FIRE
?34,?E9.59l, I25 ,955.271,57L515.55
564,581.60
68,57E.55
07
69
05
20
509
2t9
?95
99
t9
56
7000
7 200
7500
7500
IIOIOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI..IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL E5A L ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
I0,049,423
1,455,407
292 ,695
E95,
554.
I29
586
559
290
59
49
6q
52,q9q .71
52,539.10
7,556.7E
72t
59
104qq
58
890
t24L 295
27E
2t6
tE4
2,q53
6,081
58
?9
70
l9E
4,152,75I
2A,96 0,988
28,69r,599
550
6E
4(t6
118
36E
23 ,227 ,7 53
54,770,7L7
7 7 ,393 ,3tt?
13,707,805
I2,500,3q?
,727 
"q
,688,9
,090,1
62,903.I6
52,557.01
34,507 .260E,572.I7
95 ,77 0 .995540
5592
5599
56 0 0
5700
5600
581 5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
, L52 ,357
,2E9,5.,1
,5E0 ,7 ?.E
,596,126
,99q,532
, 7 95, 1(!E
,104,667
, 
q35 
,7 67
,I40,5I8
10,17r,285
12,251 , 508
8,595,22?
53,262,398
lD,,994 249
5,712,555
2.555,539lE7,59l,q9Lq?3 
,2(t4 ,6lq
593,085.61
716,425.45
502,86L .87I,955 ,14L.97
52+,144.76
592,050.65
L44,7 16.95
10, rq4 ,2?q.03
23,E21,579.E5
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDhIARE STORES
FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL 1'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTITIENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.lI5CEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A55OC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
GENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
PER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
OTHER INVESTNENT COI'iPANI E5
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
7
5r1
5r6
5
2
62
E
5
6,?37 ,6L61,I67,608
I 3,546 , 16E55,6I7"690
2,177 
'tt2599,175
554,273
L,742,977
4 ,7 g2 ,637
l5
t?II
55l0
8
4
2LE
5tq
t RAEE
IN
436 ,002
2 ,37 9 ,116
587
I
ta
49q
7?8
6?9
6t7
5,
5,
5,
9,068
0,566
7,2C,8
I?,665
5,546
3,E01
5, 0 90
,5E5
, ?60
,E04
, 9l0
,985.
,22q.
,570.
_IT
o
t
5IC
CO DE
9200
9593
GOV T
ST
LO
TO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
REPORT NO. ()E()
X REQUESX EDITED
LOCATION:
AI'1U S EMENT
PHYSICIANS
HOSPITALS
L EGAL SERV
EDUCAT I ONA
NONPR O FI T
I''IISCELLANE
ENGINEERIN
TOT. SERVICES
RECREATION SERVICES
NIISTS AND OTHERS
OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
RVICES
ERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
S ERV I CES
D ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
555 r ,955, 0 gg
59 22,q77,25E
15 ,7 E4 r,r04,58E,775
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,5r4,r04
L5 ,992 ,209
648. I86,259
PAGE 49
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
67,556.5E
919,r3q.47
36,586 ,99?.7E
Tx
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEI^l l'1EXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE 5YSTEl'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
x
ANNUAL SUI'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
I3-OOO MCKINLEY COUNTY
7600
7800
7900
8010
E060
8100
8200
E600
8900
E9IO
S ERV
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
e
I
AND
,DE
AND
ICESL SE
NEI'l8
OUS
GAN
150
434
157
165
50
1,6E8, 552
7 ,361,55?
5 ,569 , (t04
?,262 ,99E
190,868
1,116,560
7,262,56E
5 ,362 ,7 95
2,225 ,ELo
187,222
64,52E.25
424,290.59
5I5,020.(4
129,910.21
I0,E50.77
1,549
49
5 ,16q
q,769
0,072
6,910
8 ,57
5I
53,90
493 ,4qq .9?
28,505.955,154,4r1.r9
I0,555,50I
L ,35q ,532
62, lzq , 17 6
ATE G
CAL GT. GO
OVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
OVERNMENT - T'IUNICIPALITIES
V ERNI.lENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
o
aI
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PORT ED
CEI PTS
996,891
L , q33 ,625
7 ,759,241
552, 550
988 ,86 6
I , (t48 ,622
2 ,499 ,854
45,903l,lg2,97g
773,817
TA.{ABL E
GR0SS TtECEIPTS
957,110
860,80E
6,455,934
207 ,7 L8
775,5r5
1,266,?95
2 , l0l , 933
65r..245
4?,64?.
97 5 ,9q9
276.L7q
PAGE 50ATE: 0L/15/91
ul'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
51 ,5E3.89
RU
RU
ND
NN
RE
RE
I
I
ALS
DIS
RES
EALES
5040
5090
509?
l^lH S L
200
300
400
5I0
5700
5800
5815
5990
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'INARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBTR, I9?O
5O-OO() T1ORA COUNTY
0r00
0700
0800
AGRI
13E 9
I'II N E
t620
1700
CONS
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GA5 FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
r'iI SCEL L AN EOUS 1'lANUFACTURI NG
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTIIITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'l PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
65
TOTAL
GROSS
1500
16I0
95
r96
45, I 58
55E, 978
56
t9
2q00
27 00
5200
3700
5900
l'1FG-
410 0
4200
48r0
4E50
4900
T CU-
5
5
5
5
5540
5599
5600
4E
E7
r1,005.91
41,r76.4I
,E87.60
,4r5.15
15,195.52
2,285 .7 0
5I ,40 0 .47
I
t
I
o
t
69
I92
66
1r1
BUI LDING MATERI
GENERAL NERCHAN
RETAIL FOOD STO
NOTOR VEHICLE D
GASOL INE SERVIC
E EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
ERS
TATIONS
30
75
45
148
520,894
66,214836,5r4
I ,423 ,622
q6
6I
729
55 . 5I545,I71
552,557
L7 07 .96
2,370.78
28,976.15
55, 05q . E7
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
AND DRINKING PLACES
DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
LANEOUS RETAILERS
a
EATING
L I QUOR
MISCEL
43
7E
116
I81,686
515,66E
589,150
181,685
5I5,66E
367,q84
9,905.05
16,414.41
20 ,6E2 .9?
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:50-000
sIc
CODE
RETL TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESIATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIYIENT
STATE 0F NEl,l t'lEXIC0
COi,IBINED REVENUE sYSTEl'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA ION
ANNUAL SUNITIARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVIIY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECETIBER, I?90
I'1ORA COUNTY
RUN DATE:
RUN NUNBER:
PAGE 5I0l/15/91
c+19 
.02
6000
6510
FIRE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
543
26
9I
407
1,581
TOTAL
GROSS
R EP ORT ED
RECEIPT'S
5,2l5,ggr
(t9(t 
,892
200,912
1,5I5,480
L6 ,E57 ,7 97
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
?,258 ,97 3
35q,595
L58,162
l'279,3r+5
r5,002..564
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
I20, r56.55
7000
7?00
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
80r0
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, RE
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS REPAIR
MOTION PICTURE THEATE
AI'IUSENENT AND RECREAT
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I.lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
32
5t
66
85
rl7,B55
77,5L9
83,209
395 ,537
tts ,527
77,50L
85,20 9
547 ,540
5,082.
q 
,026 .4,53I.
18,028.
09
15
00S SE
PAIR
SERV
RSA
ION
AND
RVICES
AND OTHER SERVICES
ICES
ND PRODUCTION
SERVICES
OTH ERS
58
8200
8600
8900
8910
S ERV
19, r57.51
E,283 .87
55,919.16
686,5q0.54
I 9100
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT . ATL OTHER
TOT. GOVERNNENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
tl
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5rc
CO DE
FOOD AN
MEAT PA
APPAREL
LUMBER,
PRINTIN
0100
0700
0600
AGRI
t000t5l0
1581
13E 9
r'II N E
METAL
CRUDEOIL AOIL A
TOT.
1500
1610
1620
I700
CON S
URANIUM, FlOLYBDENUM
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
EPO RT ED
EC EI P ]'S
?62,7 9E
lq,27E,077
65,06E,182
TAXABLE
GROSs RECE:iPTS
222,31E
lz , EqZ.65+
3 ,9q7 ,255
2t,+98,221
1E,106,681
q ,193 , (+7 4
20 , 585,498
47,qq5,537
PAGE 52
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.OZ
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
12,817.27
I0,7E7.60I56,462.5I
681,r56.5E
207 ,8q6.66I,10r,555.09
2 ,6L9 ,26L .04
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
15-OOO OTERO COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
25
TOT A
GRO S
LRSR
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
444,562
270,0tq
94(t ,6221,559,I96
?4,L69.7L
15,265.45
5q,599.54
94,054.68
57
50
1,575
2,974
59,947 ,781
1,127,q05
594,055
6,952,3E4
68,601,62E
3,22E,720.0E
64,925.00
3q ,7 qq .02589,7I8.855,718,I05.96
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
ED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
ND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
XTILE I'1ILL PRODUCTS
ND PAPER PRODUCTS
UBLISHING
7 98,2L5
29? ,064| ,052,21 A
2 , Lqz ,sLE
56,416,E974,29L I73
r,51r,647
20,141,140g?,160,857
34
79
40
t55o
a
G, EXCEPT COPPER,1., NATURAL GAS,
I.IELL DRILLING
FI ELD SERVICES,
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BU]LDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'1ININ
P ETRO
ND GAS
ND GAS
NINING
1,292
t
o
a
t
I
2000
2010
2500
2q00
27 00
2800
5200
3q00
3500
36 0 0
5670
5700
5800
5900
MFG-
D KINDR
CKING A
AND TE
t^I00D A
GANDP
E9
85
,51, I
,6!t2
196
2,717
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'1ARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRON IC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS
r-lISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
35
54
56
I,577
55
,495
,567
6 ,6L7
5,805
56,568
98 , 515
Zrl
?6,3
,8Lq
,2J.7
q,76E
59,457
t80
571
310.953
I tE, 57 9
17,928.49
6,367.06
4100
4200
4500
4600
4E10
4850
4900
GHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATIONT TRAN5. , I.IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TATION
N SPORT AT I ON
D TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
LEVISION BROADCASTING
ER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
S
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
LO
r'10
AI
PI
TE
RA
EL
GA
754,856.49
240 ,9E2 .98
1,147 ,26L.20
CAL AND HI
TOR FREIGH
R TRANSPOR
PELINE TRA
L EPHONE AN
DIO AND TE
ECTRIC tJATS UTILITIE
65
35I
65
508
107
232
14,171,227
q ,425 , q12
29,gsE,?86
1 , 120 , g6l
5 ,0q2,7 5E
505,851
I,309..541i,I37,756
218 ,491
72,177.79
65 ,25q .9L
12,600.05
q9?0
TCU-
I 5OIO MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT 2,757,537 7,500,626 E5,977.6q
REPORT NO. 08O PAGE 550t/ t5/ 9l
4t9 .02
I5.8067.5I
32.66
55.4E
RES
EAL
ES
555, 95I .40q14,327.60
509,056.47
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE OF NEt,I I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
xR
XE EQUEST 
X
DITED X
ANNUAL SUI.IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, ]990
I5-O()O OTERO COUNTYLOCATION :
SIC
CO DE
R EP ORT ED
R ECE I PTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,773,412
625 ,7 90
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
5020
50q0
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
t^lHS L
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUl'lBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPT,IENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS I.JHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STO
NOTOR VEHICLE D
GASOL INE SERVIC
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
NITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
ING AND DRINKING PLACES
UOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
G AND PROPRIETARY STORES
KAGE LIQUOR STORES
CELLANEOUS RETAILERS
. RETAIL TRADE
ER5
TATIONS
E,E96,115
4,505,559
16,044,241
402,811
| ,229 ,926
97.60
3q.27
20.11
82.3?
96.53
558,
559,I, }EO r
5I5 ,
231,
80.52
95.78
41.70
67.79
40.20
?4 .92
63.50I5.59
I
,5
,I
r00,904.E9
:5,651.59
41,650.20
61,147 .q7
462, 288. I5
145,579.05
Ir,595.17
296,Etl.62
165,086. l5
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
92
65
5,09E
6,595
TOTAL
GROSS
II2l
349
53
642
551 0
5540
7000
7 200
70,700
95,665
77,57E
I5 , I3I
39,7?+
49,953
40,6q9
37,295
82,027
6 5 ,87E00,0I9
I0,560I4, 986
5t,401
7 2 ,365
5? ,27 0
72,301
FUR
EAT
LIQ
5200
5251
5500
55I0
5400
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
7500
7591
7500
7600
7800
,7q7,011
,144,558
,595r551
t27
67
29q
82
575
L?9
27E
11,
2,
4,
40,
,261
,7 t17
,034
,967
5,6Ir5q,2
40,5
44,5
5r0
3r5
7
Jr9
5rE
5,. 9
20,5
9,0
4 t0
1,7
22,9
177,5
5L5r1,61.0
13,209,5q2
E,60q,959
950,81.2
4,875,6?3
5, E7E, 450
6 , q56 ,36122,155,87I
9,047,590
4 ,6E?,7 38
1,77?,365
2E,E61,527
215,I68,196
050
180
427
745
731,5E2L 079, 9518,297,832
726,E95
q 
, 02L ,169
20L ,7 26
t70,492
7,958,450
052
945
492
849
4
9
2
0II
7
q
I
0
5
5
0
9
q
q
5
327 ,
91,
247 ,
?,323 ,
2,550 ,
175,t9L
42,
229,
58I5
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
DRU
PAC
NIS
TOT
q9
18I
357
195
E7E
276
58
5I 02
15
99
I
I()
6000
6100
6120
6200
5300
65I0
6550
6700
FIRE
SAVINGS AN
SECUTY. AN
I NS URANC E
REAL EST.
REAL ESTAT
HOLDING AN
TOT. FINAN
95
456
3?
46
7EE
BAN KS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.
I ONS
RS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.S, BROKERS AND SERVICESETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
ND DEVELOPERS
ENT COI'IPANIES
ND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'INERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPl'lENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBI LE RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
'.1OTION 
PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
4,765,
555,
170,
23,1IE,
4r,545.95
23q,2L5.62
10,951.09
9,67q.6E
460,175.2q
1r5
36
2,516,707
I 96,5E5
9,478 626
7 ,zq\ ,5E6
9,194,475
5,259,525
2,869,r65
D LOAN ASSOCIAT
D COMDTY. BROKE
AGENTS, CARRIER
OPER-LESR-AGT. ,
E SUBDIVIDERS A
D OTHER INVESTl'1CE, INSURANCE A
6I9
1,661
915
12,556,819
7,q05,741
9,E64,578
920q92 6,0773,419
,458
, 
qq5
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQU x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEP/ARTTIENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
PAGE 5q
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: qI9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
25,721,97L.22
xITED
EST
EDx
ANNUAL SUNNARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
LOCATION : I5-OOO OTERO COUNTY
94,809
9E,191
57,619
78,506
I2
5
2
79
6q
EI
LRSR
IO
5q
I54
85]-645
113
7,809
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GRO S
EPORT ED
ECEI P'I'S
5,002,13E
7L928
56,7057900E 010
8060
8100
8200
8600
8900
89I0
S ERV
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'1ENT - T'lUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERN]'1ENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT. GOVERNNENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
24E
586
IE3
2t5
64
8
LZ ,6
5rE
,057
,203
,7 5q
E
,6
,7
,9
6
4
7 56 ,59q
507 ,832
,532,645
,865,032
,L52,760
t5.7?
27.52
45.87
99.85q7.51
55.05
56.75q9 
.92
59.E8
E,52r,455
54 ,554 ,556
Lze,4 95,598
qE ,5
72E,5
556,I
L7 2,5
37 ,7
25,7
472,1
2,87 9 ,0
6,975,E
9200
9595
9595
VTGO
t
O 2r,065 516,76 9,965 459 ,902 ,615
t
I
a
REPORT NO. O6O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'tEXIC0
CONS INED REVENUE SYST ET'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
116,5I0
g,l25,97l
q7 E ,567
PAGE 55DATE: 0l/15/91
NUNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,481.66
489,555. 9I
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI.lI,1ARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD EI.IDING DECEI'lBER, I99()
IO-OO() QUAY COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
(tq
287
435
76q
42
59
155
t70
58
?76
TOTAL
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
I5E I
I58 9
MINE
AGRI
AGR I
TOT.
0100
0700
AGRI
1500t6t0
1520
1700
CONS
50I0
5020
5040
5060
CULTURAL PRODUCTION
CULTURAL SERVICES
AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLOIL AND GAS FIELD SERV
TOT. FIINING
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
MEAT PACKING
L UT.1B ER , I.IOOD
PRINTING AND
PETROL EUM REFININ
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS T'IANU FACTURI NG
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
ISHING
G AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
TEL EPHONE AND
RADIO AND TELE
EL ECTRI C t^lAT ER
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'1OTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOTI1OTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUG5, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELAIED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
4+
E9
298
44
r21
26
622
271,q24
I,067rEC5
5,57L,795
96E,L7q
5,?99,760
2 ,050 ,27 0
L3,229,2?.6
r65,
494,
5,456,
929,
9,
28,
I87,
56,
268,
.54
.71
.5q
.15
.55
559,988i,415,85r1,gIL22l 85,I07,
E68.20
865.09
968.0q
t41
735
985
796
51qq ,552 ,6?91,7IL264II,509,775
ING
ICEs,
186 , l?2
E,655, 957
6 , l$g ,685
18,588, 587
635,?19
37 9 ,9C7
1,415,E5rL 978,553
4 ,352 ,93q
r5,957,595
63,175
7?6,608
253 ,95L . (tL948,8I5.0I
e
20r0
2q00
27 00
2900
3200
3(00
5700
3900
MFG-
4I00q200
481 0
4E30
4900q920
TCU -
5070
50E0
5090
5092
tlHS L
AND
AND
PUB L
95,150g,g75,gg3
?9 , L62 .46
5,779.90
44, I88 .80
r05,25r.E5
554,202.90
205
622
t57
900
HARDhIARE, PLUNBIN
I'1ACHINERY, EQUIPM
MISCEL LANEOUS WHO
PETROLEUM AND PET
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
RAPH COMMUNICATIONS
N BROADCASTING
SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
AND SUPPL I E5
ALERS
EUI'I PRODUCTS
TEL EG
VISIO
AND
GA
ENT
LES
ROL
2t,
5200
5?51
57 8E5,603 7lt ,E22 45,059.4r
REPORT NO. 06O
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATr0N: t0-000
FARI'I EQUIPI'lENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI.'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'1OTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EAT]NG AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STOREs
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.IISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAII TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NE[,I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAi'ION
ANNUAL SUN]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
QUAY COUNTY
REPO RT ED
RECEIPTS
7 ,953,577
3 , gzq ,560
r,715,494
E7 6 ,5?.7
165,564
r,07l,5gl
I,62g,3gI
?.L ,723 ,195
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
E70,595
158,297
1,05E,570
I 606,724
20,575,966
PAGE 56ATE: 0l/15/9L
UmBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
292,015.58
5,146,896.93
55, r52 . 49
9,551.60
64,28E.85
595,76 I . 96
46,500.56
97 ,452.77
| ,232,918 .??
RU
RU
ND
NN
XRXE
SIC
COD E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
o
525?
5500
55I0
5400
5599
56 0 0
5700
5E00
5615
6000
6r00
6120
6500
6510
6550
FIRE
92
4I
94
524
224
5E
L q35 ,9974I5,516
724,?02
6 ,55
59 ,45
55I0
5540
5592
5910
5920
5990
RETL
I,9EI
3, 0 96
5 ,820
1E,268L 0975,7I6
7 r177,57?
76E,l6E
? ,37 9 ,46E
2 ,525 , qr5
1,5E5,065
125,528
5 95,455
?,6L5 ,2C2L550,440
665,3r6
50
I5E
50
198q7
260
,180
,23q
, ?58
,4q7
,451
,565
758,8I2
3,065,5I5
5,790,507
15,197 ,97996I,5I9
5,583"515
,07q,9E
,7 40 .20
,19E.96
,E87.09
,555.15
,070.99
75,00E.17
2q ,97 0 .4443,544.5r
475,E15.57
25E,539.I9
92 ,265 .97
q5
1t,5
553
921
58
?06
t35
I45
75
7
56
159
854I
L2q6 ,77 9
409,E95
7L6,?05
7 ,ELq,196
3 ,9?L ,5991,5I5,459
6oq7L
760
2,203
2, q50
1,25q
L?5
6?52,6II
1,597
6E5
629
2,2E8
40
90
t82
546
2,552
5, 3?6
2,181
4,E12,691
51.,809,0r4t
t
o
I
I
I
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
EOIO
8060
EIOO
6200
86 0 0
E900
8910
S ERV
r-10T I
A14U S
P HY5
HOS P
L EGA
EDUC
NONP
q72
257
516
597
277
37
I01
I896I
6q
,992
.595
,97 L
,7 E9
,698
,228
,169
" 
099
,941
, 516
, 
q92 
.91
,551.03
,675. 95
,634.25
,007.?5
,283,7?
,248.55
, 666 .85
HOTELS, 
''IOTELS, 
TRAIL ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUs REPAIR SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAI SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNFIENT - t'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
ON PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
EMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
ICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
ITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICESL SERVICES
ATIONAL SERVICES
ROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
,
9200
9595
GOVT
II
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO_OOO
SIC
CO DE
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'lENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'1EXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
QUAY COUNTY
R EPO RT ED
RECEIPl'S
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
105,E07,(t56
PAGE 57ATE: 0l/L5/91
UNBER I qL9.O?
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
6,2q5,12I.48
RU
RU
ND
NN
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5,9r9
TOTA L
GROSS
126,756,550
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFlENT
REP ORT ED
RECEIPTS
19,175,952
28,064,?39
539 ,67 6
520,107
2,555,595
1,104,878
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECETPTS
I7,E75,4E1
25 ,940 ,E4E
216,5q2
5E,7?7
L55,575
1 , 0E4, 250
3 ,q97 ,67 9
q?7,205
230,727
g ,505 , q44
Ll 
"E54,2724,2L7 ,02329,56r,978
PAGE 58DATE: OI/15/9L
NUMBER: 419.02
R EPO RT ED
TAX DUE
916,495.41
1 ,552 ,E40 .2q
r2,51r.90
2,97 3 .52
8, r28. E5
55, 958 . 59
I 90 , 7E9. 66
22,260.52
r2,025.01
525,165.49
S IATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Etl NEXI C0
ENUE SYSTEl'l
IANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
FN
REVY5
RUN
RUN
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAT SUT'ITIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI-1BER, 1990
I7-(,OO RIO ARRIBA COUNTYLOCATION:
src
COD E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
266
525
25
1E5
TOTAL
GROSS
0100
0700
0800
AGRI
2000
2010
2500
2q00
METAL
URAN I
CRUDEOIL A
1000
1094
t5I0
158I
1589
1400
MINE
1500
1610
I620
I700
CONS
27 00
2900
5200
5400
5500
5670
5700
410 0q200
450 0q6 0 0
48r0
4850
4900
4920
T CU-
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'TOLYBDENUT'I
UN
N
, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERV]CES, EXCEPT DRILLINGOIL AN
NONI'IETALLIC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I.lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI..IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
1'1EAT PACKING AND OTHER I'1EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.JOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUN REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY I-1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'1ETAL PRODUCTS
PETROL.
D GAS tl
DGASF
507
I05
t??
855
I,5E7
12,105,(r99
4 ,7 92 ,322
14,606,946
9 ,224 , LZs(t0,7?8,892
599,0I0.57
L(17 ,27 3 .65
730,105.09
5E1,E00.08
r,E58,IE9.49
9
I54I
1L 418,992
2 ,857 ,. 0 55I4,34L845
I ,227 ,83L
35,E25,720
I95
510
7t6
5E
6q
75
43
26
r4l
450
95
r00
q37 
,
6E4,
, 
q47
,502
,, 181
,99E.60
,57 3 .99
,63q.47
236
232
,097
,4? 0
MACHINERY, E
EL ECTRONIC C
TRAN SP ORT AT I
PROF. , SCI EN
r-lISCEL LANEOU
TOT. T'lANUFAC
XCEPT EL ECTRICAL
OT'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
5800
3900
I',lFG-
3 ,152 ,012
9,752, 551
ON
TIF
5F1
TUR
EQU I PM ENT
. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
ANU FACT UR I NG
ING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTI L ITIES
504
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624,6 91.15
226,2L9.84
L,52?,055.65
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ANNUAL sUI'1MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING BECEI'IBER, 1990
I7-()OO RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lH5 L
5200
5?5r
5?52
5500
55r0
5q00
55I0
5540
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
6000
6I00
6500
6510
6700
FIRE
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'lOTIVE EQUIPl'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI''IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
107
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,927,qL3
35 ,292 ,27 5
1,521,929
1,597,592
r,665,1r7
L70E,074
E,931,205
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE:PTS
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R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
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44L ,682 .39
67 ,L65.6q
20,569.69
r5, 562 . 55
564,0E5. E7
HARDIIARE, P
r'lACH I N ERY,
MISCELLANEO
PETROL EUM AT0T. t^lH0LES
57
264
5552t
548,667
6 53, 785
5,61L7(,3
7 ,630 ,77 0
465q0
202
LUMBING A
EQUIPMENT
US I^JHOL ES
ND PETROL
AL E TRADE
ND HEATING EQUIP. A}iD SUPPLIES
AND SUPPLIES
ALERS
EUI'I PRODUCTS
,545.77
,458.08
,87 ? .59
,8I6.58
14,067,096
55r,655
1,703,4?.6ll ,228,26q
1-160,799
515 , l4l
955,.24q
9,75L,2q0
37.
55.
55.
28 ,142 ,408
I , 439 ,956
73q"662
,535,055.96
E4,256.60q2,67+.73
I6
15It5
I68
68,3
29 ,6
54,2q95 ,5
32q ,7 97
279,E77
1, 947 ,61 1
?,993 .509
BUILDING T.lATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
r-1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
T.IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORE3
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
l,IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A55OC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTNENT CONPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS i{ND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSIC]ANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
7 L5 ,8?7
915,754
632,570
9,409,145
4,322,394
7..56I,659
7 46 ,657
E ,615 ,994
76,615..0q4
40,?94.E4
47 ,q69.68
55,591 .87
545, 95I . 55
2q1 ,37 5 .7 7qql,56L.qq
41,531.54q79,775.38
4,401,654.98
57
59
6q
354
73
96
8q
5?t
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61
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57
I
I I 05,844
83(+ ,7 3q
9+5, 5I 2
808,410
423 ,57 I
765,738
998,263
99E,272
956 ,837
9
q
E
3,9201,8I5
3,576
L,+07
443
58I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
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7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
8 010
I,I56
5,678
9t
102,
58
176
275
255q52
456
49tt
r35
,3bq
,053
,8?l
,564
,139
5,655, 425
1,905,4I95,519,6I7
E.
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L ,214 ,7 g0
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ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
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TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
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ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
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ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECETIBER, 1990
II-OOO ROOSEVELT COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI'S
7,381,L?2
6,990,454
,499,818
,20? ,034
68,066,45E
lgE,??.q
7 2,652 ,3?.8
I7,854,096
35, 6 08, 925
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, NATURAL GAS,
ELL DRILLING
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01.S l.lSF
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NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
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1610
4r00
420 0
4810
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
r'1EAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, A
I'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELE
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPM
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFAC
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI|IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
BU
c0
LDI
TR
NTR
ILDING CONTRACTORS
N TRACTORS
NG HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
ADE CONTRACTORS
ACT CONSTRUCTION
555
92E
5r5
15,I5t6
87,301
85" r5E
r99
723
,597.59
,599.64
59 ,951
195,609
5,551.I4
9,989.1920 0 020I0
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2q00
27 00
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5500
36 0 0
3700
27
68
?.7
8
3, 56
5?
8, 886
4 ,584
L,949
23,977
2 , L56 ,42E
83,204
30
27
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I50
825
?7
52
ND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
CTRICAL
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ENT
TURING5900
MFG-
7qII2
4I3
807,99?
7,027,655
+,970,919
2,675,395
763,E94
360,550
4 ,639 ,7 46
l?,156,753
22,550 ,ZlE
2q3,238
994 ,7 53
r55,287.05
41,605.05
19 , q82 .97
2q0,158.85
65L210.05
l,?17,6qL.9q
Lq,231.52
58 ,260 .92
4830
4900q920
T CU-
MOT O
TELE
RADI
EL EC
GAS
TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
EVISION BROADCASTING
R AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'lOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPNENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS [,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.JHOLESALE TRADE
R FREIGHT
PHONE AND
O AND TEL
TRIC tIATE
UTILITIES
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l.lHS L
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HARDT.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GEN ERA L MERCHANDI S E, EXCEPT DEPARII'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'4ENI STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HONE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR 5TORE5
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT4ENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEH
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI-1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
ROOSEVELT COUNTY
R EP ORT ED
RECEIPTS
2 , !32 ,597
3,915,962
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74,389,4E1
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4 ,502,028
24,7E6,0I5
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5200
525t
5?52
5500
55I0
5400
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
59I0
59?0
5990
RETL
77
?L6q5
19I
45
t46
6I
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2,4L7
32
1,9
5rl
lr5
2?,q
lr0
7 15
35,42I
59, I66
98,404
4L851
62,1?.0
40,693
,81I.02
,550.74
,566.26
,6 55 . 55
,052.18
,582.62
?,7 97 ,199I- 066,556
2 , l5q ,02?
6 ,20L r 3E2
? ,521 ,9051,066,2r1l,7gr,g01
5 , q26 ,235
,533.64
,584.2I
,86I.87
,7 92.21
76
?72
81
1,L52
59
200
tq7
6?
t05
517
84,408.04
6? ,7 90 .07
124,22L.45
56,375.2q
I5,923.73
167,990.21
508,089.7636,994.6I
I,526, I50
4,674,133
1,595,705
L9,723.699
i.,007"9r7
5,45r,,555
077,793
447,Lq7
I17,175
155,550
991 ,67 7
600
6I0
6L2
550
65I
655
FIR
7900
8010
E050
8100
8200
8600
8900
REAL
REAL
TOT.
EST. OPER_LE5R-AGT.
ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS
FINANCE, INSURANCE
C. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
DEVELOPERS
REAL ESTATE
74
565
307
265
242
1,757,L24
l,lEg,572
I ,459, I86
1,159,685
2 ,193 ,849
1,074,710
,ET
AND
AND
t05
I90
684
2 ,398
52
60
155
265
97
2t7
4I
EO
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7800
HOTELS, I.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICIURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'lUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCAIIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
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TOT. I'IINING
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GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
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NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
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NOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPMENT
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5040 GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.]ARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
F,IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
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TORES
DEA L ERS
ICE STATIONS
EA L ERS
VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
CCESSORY STORES
ME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
INKING PLACES
SERS - BY THE DRINK
RIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
r'lISCELLANEOUs RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC
L75
56
1,449,557
6r9,884
5"896,574
41,195,,65I
13,837 ,92?
I01,859,560
619,750
E35,652
2,196 ,.7 07
2l ,906 ,999
E5 ,97 2.?5
55,755.40
228,095.22
2,q35,653.58
5599
56 0 0
57 0 0
5E00
5815
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
27E
25
155
67
84
622
550
36
?59,I,3II,
15,29E,
7 ,8Zl ,
RETAIL FOOD S
NOTOR VEHICLE
GASOLINE SERV
MOBILE HOI.1E D
MISCELLANEOUS
APPAREL AND A
FURNITURE, HO
EATING AND DR
LIQUOR DISPEN
DRUG AND PROP
2,184
4,696
293
358
98
q ,959 ,1t,
3,991,
t2.
88.
.50
.98
.70
65
79
80
5, 98
4,320.938,107.8I
4E,565.55
SAVINGS
SECUTY.
I NSURAN
REAL ES
REAL ES
HOLDING
SSOCIATIONS
. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS. , SERV.
CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
IDERS AND DEVELOPERS
I NV ESTI'IENT CONPAN I ES
I56
?92
q8 
,7 26
122 , 5I5
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
32,045
65 , l6q
8E,587
54 ,27 2
570 l,?95,545.9L
76
78
365q5
97,916
47 ,47 L
96,255
1I2,9
2 ,3?9 .,7i,004,95I,5
09
E5
91
28
45
90
59
154,507.58
208 ,57 3 .55
230,525.04
6 ,5E4 .5 0
135,9E4.58
55,9?7 .?35,35I.51
7 i
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:29-000
AI'IUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISIS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEI-IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND
STATE O
CONB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTI,IENT
EI^I MEXICO
ENUE SYSTEM
IANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REV
FN
REVYS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
355,2e,9
ql6,668,727
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E3 , E62
29i,794,002
PAGE 66ATE: OL/15/9L
UMBER: 4I9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15
?r05
15,024.37
17, I 90 ,453. 45
RU
RU
ND
NN
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99()
SANDOVAL COUNTY
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5I
IE,3I4
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
7900
8010
8050
8r00
8200
8600
E900
6 91.0
S ERV
t56
t?9q6
? ,117
I37
6,q62
66.695qz,4q7
L4,E26
I6 , 015
68, (55ql,L7?
6l ,27 I
L2,327
90,094
9 ,6q4 .84
5,26 I .85
9,492.EE8,004.5(
6,735,96
8 ,266 .7 8?,317.29
0,614.2E
4 ,57 0 .?9
64
375It2 25l7
7
2
60
I
5,9
5r0
1r5
4Ila,2
2r3
35,2
q 
,0q(t ,07 3
5, 048, 565
1,519,925
505 ,27 +lq6,719
18,300,354
2, +Lg ,56E
47,510,57?
544,610
9100
9200
9593
GOV T
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - ALL OTH
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCAT
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - MUNICIPAL
TOT. GOVERNNENT
AND INSTITUTIONS
S
ER
ION
ITIE
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
r,
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEI,I T'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMNARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD END]NG T'ECEMBER, I99O
LOCATION : I6-OO() SAN JUAN COUNTY
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
3t
I85
2t6
57
140
I,3E2
37,
I07,
,804
,7 29
,II9
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
(t95,461 
,6I3
985,293
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEiPTS
605.519
54,409,550
91,397,925
q73,769.721
130,745.080
9E5.293
285 ,,427
q 
,635 , q69
lI4,E28
12,686 ,854
50,090,342
PAGE 67
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
25,469,056.94
54,520.22
15,57 I . 78
259,2E3.E7
5,2EI.09
704,EE7.60
2,7 60, E88 . 48
25L285.83
I,096,250.39
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I,604
52
0I00
0700
AGRI
2,596
1,977
4,57q
4tEq78
575
01.
S 1^lSF
C t'l
G
,690
t 5t'2
r1i1
264,879
7 ,9L8 ,7 26
e,185,605
I4,685. 37I06,24I.15
t20 ,926 .50
1000
I200
I5IO
I581
13E 9
1400
MINE
COAL
CRUDE PETROIL AND GA
OIL AND GA
NONHETAL L I
TOT. 1'lININ
1500
1610
r620
1700
CONS
4I0 0q200
4500
4600q8I0
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
METAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, T'lOLYBDENUM
, NATURAL GAS,
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES,
INERALS, EXCEPT
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
33,235. 07L 75 L260 .09
5,046,067.07
200
201
230
2q0
270
280
290
520
340
350
350
567
370
580
390
MFG
LUNBER, I.IOOD AND PAPE
PRINTING AND PUBLISHI
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLI
PETROLEUN REFINING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
NEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
R PRODUCTS
NG
PRODUCTS
D RELATED INDUSTRIES
, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY 1'lETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED FIETAL PRODUCTS
r'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'lTS.
NISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
RANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
1,499
54
506
2,0E3
3 ,9(tz
745,791
32E,485
939,553
I84,888
198,5I7
q5,579
6, 185
25 ,8I9
51,I60
ED
AN
1r9
140
L ,zlq ,7 475,917,II6
55 236 , q50
25E
L,126
68
697
I5t
78
181
57
20,940,207
6 ,523 ,642
9,956,210
5 ,7 q2, gg8
, 
(+9q 
,67 3
, 
gg5 
, 
gg2
,98q 
"7?2
,654,655
,06E.50
,590.20
,571.30
,27 6 .53
2,483,7E5.60
534,753.06
L395,997.67
2,896 ,2L6 .4L
7 , 110 ,7 52.7 +
I,II8
112
270
215
,450
,607
, 5I5
"509
56,
7,
26,
73,
154,
20
I
4
J
2
I2
I6
8i.
LOCAL
r'l0T0R
AIR T
I9,75E,496
70,401,947
5, 951 , 05(
50,019,641
169
I85
9e0
5i'q
{
20
,23q , 669
,552,816
2 ,869 ,
27,89E,
2?,778,
25,309, 23,231,525q98
I05
I54
65
L ,5+9 IIE,575,574
,196,EI6
, I05,578
,04L 557
, 
q55 
,6E7
L,223,E04.04I25,3r7.05
659,I09.6E
890,992.6E
4 ,40?,652 .91
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.] ilEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI S
5, 327 ,52E
44 ,5 r- 6
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,543,504
4q ,57 6
PAGE 68
RUN DATE: OL/15/9L
RUN NUI'lBER: 419. O2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
,605.64
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
I6-OOO SAN JUAN COUNTYLOCATION
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
50I0
5020
50q0
5060
5070
5080
5090
509?
tlHSL
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPFlENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
T0T. t^IH0LESALE TRADE
60E,606
555,777
398,2(r3
7 59 ,10q
502 ,502
946 ,207
185,507
759,045
q7 2 ,989
,77 5 ,9q0
,15I,642
,437 ,, 0?4
,EI5,203
,0gg ,7 92
,0(t7 , L02
,165 ,666
,352 ,124
,8?5,q92
,97 q .53
,E34.0E
,?61 .87
,34E.08
,01I.E4
,815.88
,505.07
,q99.20
,251.55
,000,6q8
,09I,590
,535 ,629
,02I,09I
,719,2(+E
408
979
19E
2,177
97
537
80
270
l IE
2,466
1,07 q
!,2E4
5,750
I
6
I
4
2
44
t9
2?I0I
5,
I5,I5,
15,
6r
66,
74,
59,
253,
85
9E
218
82
111
5200
525L
5252
5500
53I0
5400
5510
5540
559?
5599
5500
5700
5600
58I5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
20 ,E29 ,77 |
5,208,55I
3,6I2,93E
13 ,692 ,9+7
86 ,329 ,98q
I56,490,6I9
l+ , Eqq ,3q2
7, 194,465
5,594,553
25,777 ,03qI6,35I,I05
18,7E0,058q5 
,57 q ,306
9 ,992 ,.3L7
s,264,7{+6
927 ,5(tB
1I,,348,205
E5,485,392Il 0 , 988,324
?,538,657
4,369,49I
3,486,205
2't,099,723
16,021,874
L5,526,475
4,?,I50,290
10,98L056
12,932, ll7
:.,535,575
84,27 9,856q4q,0q7 
,829
563,E90.0q
185,769.91
50 ,27 6 .34
633,086.80
4,785 ,147 .07
6 ,258,L57 .82
45L 576.75
245 , ?E5 .42
I 95, 768. I5
1,182,869.52
897,190.52
E68, 05I . I2
2,.t84,686.I5
518,172.69
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STOREs
FARN EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
r'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATiNG AND DRiNKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
COI.1DTY. BROKERS, DELR5. , EXCGS. , SERV.
GENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
PER-L ESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITL E ABSTRACT
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
OTHER INVESTI'1ENT COI.IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI.IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
5t
585q4
5I
9q6
t04,EiI
I0,585,865
7 66 ,5gq
5,95I,qg5
25,295, 91 0
104.871
7 ,7 95 ,.925
5q7 ,zZL
5,079,005
18,577,601
6,049.69
457,991.04
3q ,926 .32
285,094.54
1,0q2,907 .74
q45
1,936
I,801
,096,253
,322,049
,5I9,488
.327,632
,699,965
,791,767
54
1,27
r7.54
99.5I
54.63
IEIIII
50
519
95
752
196
259
159
5I0q65
3EI
1,294
2tE
127
76
4,587
9,758
,6?0 .
,719 .
,E81.
6000
6I00
136
46
9
9
22
II
I4
I
106
555
t1
IO
26
45
50
67
729
86
+ ,7ll
2q ,925
5rz
2rl
0r9
255 ,921 .862,5I2.I1
AND
AND
EA
.0
ATE
AND
6l
6?
65
65
55
67
FI
20
00
00
10
50
00
RE
SAVINGS
S ECU TY.
I NSURANC
REAL EST
REAL EST
HOLDING
52
I
7000
7 ?00
7500
759I
7500 I,53r 26,639,94? L7 ,567,052 984,845 . 97
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI,I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SY5TEl''I
ANAIYSI5 OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EP ORT ED
ECEIPTS
25,I53,5t0
40 ,47 E ,5q3
79,037
TAXABL E{JRO5S RECEIPTS
17 ,L7 6 ,012
PAGE 6 9
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4]'9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
953,?50 .56
251 ,937
L ,7 67 ,902
I,E55,g?2.74
3,q86.25
E4,627,275.54
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMB[R, I9'O
15-OOO SAN JUAN COUNTYL OCAT I ON
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT A
GRO S
LR
SR
760
7E0
790
EOI
806
810
E20
860
890
920 0
9393
GOVT
9999
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
6I0
L360
3I6
554
168
4+
3,399
57E
I 5,875
4,550,969
31,955,114
15, 356 ,252
7 , 93(t ,237
829,945
531,178
145, I 9q ,897
5,977 ,021
5I3,010,511
,7 54
, 52I
,55E
,556
,8?9
1,525
60
25
4,531 ,225
5] ,42E,641
L2 ,992,0q9
7,E34,q96
00
55
L7
66
07
25
51
4I
OI
73q,07t.
437,165.
q3 
,402 .
17 ,225.
5,265 ,122.
502,I62.
LL,22q,56E.
777
315
2t9
45Iq27E9IOS ERV
)Yr
5'
201..
5],158,007
7 9 ,037
35,376 2,0L7,057,96I L 535, 56 0 , 231
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMEN]
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COl.lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS,SIFICA;ION
SUNI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I9!O
COUN TY
TAXABLE
OROSS RECEIPTS
5,69L 557
PAGE 7 O
RUN DATE: O I/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: qI9. O2
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
ll ,92?,69q
22,650,22E
620 ,097
631,506
3,997 , 040
5,067,094
IE,E73,178
35,555,E74
4 ,922 ,639
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUA L
I2_OOO SAN 1'lIGUEL
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOT A
GROS
LR
SR
0100
0700
0800
AGRI
1500
I6IO
I620
1700
CONS
5 010
5020
5040
5060
5070
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GA5 FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
FOOD AND KiNDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
1'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE IIILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCIS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'IT5.
MISCEL LANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.lAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONNUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPI'1ENT
DRUGS, CHEl'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCEs
HARDI.IARE, PLUl'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
59
25
IIO
16,055,070
2,7 95 ,2lA
51, I82
18,909,452
.57 2
,622
,550
?.99
I4
2
3I5
260
40
99?
75.56
03.00
?4 .67
10,20I,689?,309,67+
340"45r
7 ,962,q25,
22,612,q2,823 
,
16 , g?2 ,7 L0
5(,77q,555
874I5t
315
054
4I
79LL 502
26 ,I25.7I
, I5E.55
,L21.?l
,405.485
158 9
IIINE
404
66
103
3I
t4q
86
572,tt6.77
587,729.54
20,0g5q 
,7
1,954,6
2000
2010
2500
2q00
27 00
2800
1200
3400
3670
5700
3800
3900
NFG-
4000
4100q200
4500
4600
4810
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
5, 96 1. 445
14,854,5II
23 ,951 ,687
I3I,342
I5,799.EE
56,645.70
595.11
E(,400.4E
5IE,5E5.52
857,66I.77
1,540,4I5.52
7,840.80
288, 256
613,0E7
40
265
E38,590
29,09} 8I2 10,9037,q74,766
546,005
796,099
30
45
,060.(+2
,748.65
247
152
663
112
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COIlBINED REVENUE SYsTEI'I
ANALYsIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA'i'IONEQUEST X
DITED X
ANNUAL SUM]IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
LOCATION: I2-()OO SAN t'IIGUEL COUNTY
EP ORT ED
ECEIPTS
949,739
4,792,916
g 
,305 ,2q5
TAXABL E
GROSS IIECEiPTS
2,657,558
754, 39E
493,4rr
5,400,454
PAGE 7 1ATE: 0l/15/91
ut'IBER: (I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
q5,122.E0
29,0?2.2E
205,1.45.39
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE
LR
5RSICCODE
5080
5090
509?
t,lH S L
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARN EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'1ENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
r'IOBILE HONE DEALERS
r'IISCELLANE0US VEHICLE 
'AND 
AUT0 ACCESS0RY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACEs
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CONPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
35
I86lIIq99
,634
,3i:6
,735
,593
549, 550
655.0I5
5,262,09I
q 
, 
qgE 
,450
20,E99.E5
3E,E00.18
I95,67E.89
267,q27,+7
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
34
6I
I59
293
TOTA
GROS
559
2,17 0
4 ,920
12,867
5200
5251
5252
5300
5510
5400
55I0
554 0
5592
5599
234
1I5
295
39
205
55
60
I05
159
479
362
62
5I
865
5,155
3,563,423
2,002,q49
2?,166,9?.1
?g , E52 ,54q
96E ,524
-!40q,L+7685,I65
,403, q97
,I02,166
,538,682
,2L5,217
,5q8 ,2i 3
,E34,825
,99I,557
,630 , q?.4
, 068, 182
I58 ,855 . E3
99,575.E6
I,302,702.04
1,4I5 ,780.7955,14I.69
79,tzq.90
35,127.10
69,460.60
65,343.67
125,560.95
5q7,3E7 .6E
585,190.07
213,675.59
II4,E76.86
25LE97.9E
4,925,I90.74
I,701,920
21,836,E62
25,7 3l ,7 42
555, 915
]. ,335, 52E
602, (126
1,161,790
5500
5700
5E00
5E 13
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
6120
6300
65I0
6550
5700
FIRE
II
?
9
6
q
I
5
96
L 095,550
?,099 , l7 2
g ,lgl ,27 2
6000
6I00
6,475,E7q
3,569,459
1,920,936
4,295.E28g? 
,7 40 ,967
199,566.80
I06,E5I.16
I 0E,447 . 90
3,4
1,8i,6
7000
7 200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7800
7900
80I0
8060
8100
35I
I65II7
55
4(16
82
I86
I,65E,651
E8E,2I4
9L6,294
550,438
6,315,0(,9
2,605,145
E87,II9
1 ,455, E50EII, ()()6
9L6 ,29q
544 ,549
6.251 , 6 952,59I,I45
885, 7 14
85,5 9E . t7
46,689.55
54,177.08
50,51E.22
373,02?.25
I54, E74.86
5?, L53 .?9
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI.lI.lERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
455
46E
4L7
3,945,949
L E50,542
5,750,967
92,656
01,976
47,19+
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTITIENT
STATE OF NEt^I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS 0F cROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STAND/ARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAiI0NX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
LOCATION : 12-OOO SAN NIGUEL COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
365, 343
5,070,2gI
27,605,5q4
269,297,3qE
TAXABLE
GRO55 RECEiPTS
52L 955
2,0E5,773
23,595,575
!$it,575,25q
PAGE 72
RUN DATE! OL/I5/9L
RUN NLJI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
I8,443.27
I22,566 . 05
1,390,252.35
I0,46q,352.5I
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
76
5E7
3,435
9,742
8200
8600
E900
89t0
S ERV
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATI
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DIS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
9200
9595
GOVT
ON
TR
AND INSTITUTIONS
ICTS
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT-1ENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OEO
INING, EXCEPT COPPER,
ETROL., NATURAL GAS,
AS FIELD SERVICES,
IC MINERALS,
NG
URANIUN, t'IOLYBDENUM
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
EPORT ED
ECEIPT S
E,27 3,qql
I5,239, I55
, 
(t22 r865
,532,929
3,962,?E?
26,551,360
20 ,6 03,654
IqO, I2E,29E
TAXABLE
GRO55 RECEIPTS
7 ,590,769
I:.,224,039
-1 ,Ig1,3rg2,0I5,57I
59L006
PAGE 73
RUN DATE: OI/15/97
RUN NUNBER:419.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
427 ,765.92
634,068.q2
18,757 . 05
108,135.70
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt,I 1'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATIONxR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMB[R, I99O
OI-OOO SANTA FE COUNTY
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
505
603
58
TOTA
GROS
LR
SR
0I00
0700
0800
AGRI
1000
l0 94
I5I O
I3E 9
I400
I.,II N E
METAL I''I
URANIUl'1
CRUDE P
OIL AND
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhJAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I1EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUI'1BER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLA55, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
1'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
MISCEL LANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
5OIO t'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPNENT
4,160
I82
352
5,129
9,845
90q,E79
l7E,50E,El6g, qzq 
,257
34,810,7G1
95,771,927
5I7,515,721
545,65I
,9q2 , 903
.059,080
,503,156
,247,L29
,552,?68
50,096.77
34,I12.E9
25,551.78
06 ,3q2 . q7
96,083.91
NONMETA L
TOT. MIN
G
LI
t5
I6
t5
I7
c0
00
IO
?0
00
NS
IO
20
50
EI
85
90
t5
67
07
Er4
3
1,7
?,LI2,5
r80
6
2, 332
69
I9qI
,L6q
,967
.655
,398
I49
t]
5f
37
2?3
?2
5
I3l9
2,8
l7,E
2
45,2
5 r5
67,g
30,9
170,6
200
230
2q0
270
280
290
520
340
350
560
367
570
580
590
MFG
t22
T5E
647
539
, I02,254
, E68, 965
,91E,I60
,504,1C7
1,EEg,57g
485,630q,162,925
12 ,529 ,7 20
27 ,369.
235,705.
7I7,197.
380
I06
59
I6
1I
179,363
1I4 , 56I
65
40
85
E95
3, 04E
59
1,459
570"I06
6,I02,233
32, I90,627
32,610.56
544,506.5I
I,E50,279.37
22, 150 .5I
158,401.79
295 ,02t .t5
4
q
q
q
q
q
2t2
?89
46
585
2.545,370
5,155,706
tt5 ,7 2L
43,80E,240
, !47 .71
,499.05
,l37.Il
E0,680
q6 ,9?5
34,62I
55,750
7 2 ,963
59 ,453
52 ,56E
82 ,960
115
I75
5
55
2t
t32
,772
, 015
,50+
, 328
5r I!rz
7r5
,46E. I 0
,7 59 .87
,q3q.76
4920
TCU-
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMEN'I
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA:'SIFICAl,ION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
42 ,295 ,355
E,7gg,l15
20 ,9q2,91.0
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
24,405,25E
6,2A0,207
129,080,649
6E0 ,29t ,452
PAGE 7 4
RUN DATE! OI/I5/9I
RUN NUT'IBER: 4I9 . O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
L 595,54I .65
554 ,627 . 68
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION :
5IC
CO DE
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
OI-OOO SANTA FE COUNTY
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
1,lH S L
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . t.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
292
t27
78E.90
L4q.L?
970.E5
796.69
,357.79
,578.22
,285.19
q9
6
156
L72
1,565
I51
2,503
5,
1,
5,I,I,
467 ,7qq,6
6 r6
I41,7
77,?
2,L37 ,7
916,6
I49,0
5,640,3
205
531
941
571
768
7C7(81
305
IE, I6E,5
97,045,I
l?9 ,060 . 7
IC,333,6
1,618.59,430,I
16,592,4
6?,329,?3U,79I,I
I0tl ,339,2
2() ,007 
'22a , E57 ,8
302
59
192
30 ,7 35,727
4,039,9I1
44 , 166 ,87 3
20,595,541
,E95,II7
,695 ,9?4
,895,095
3 , 47 9,, 198
944, 950(t,784,'855
10,427,055
Ii,037,684
3,qqz.3q6
54,50L,425
I99,
54,
27 2,
597 ,
631,
I95,Lg6I,
097,04
529.40
500.55
5200
525t
5252
5300
5310
5400
55I 0
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r3
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
,913 ,627
,060,204
,7?9,L73
,956 r 056
,6E4,L77
,655 ,97 9
,57 8 ,7 87
,32L ,542
,425,164
,230,298
,362 , l4E
q5
6E
45
L2
59II
z.t
57
25
97
5I
98
6000
6I00
6120
6200
6300
6 5I0
6550
6700
FIRE
SAVINGS
S ECUTY .
I N SURANC
REAL EST
REAL EST
HOLDING
130
1,717
w7
70
2, q26
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDI,JARE STORES
FARI.I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HONE DEALERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
GENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
PER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
OTHER INVESTI'1ENT CCMPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I''IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONI4ERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
0E,557
EE,647
I 5,852
00,386
04,659
56,155I2,ll0
06,619
92,955
&,I73,077
782,84I
l r5. 852
2,473,5I9
i,541,775
37,392,507
1ri,585,218
2 ,57 9 ,,57 I
67 ,244,339
E4.51
05.96
30.21
50.45
00.95
85.69
05.64
I4.63
7q.02
87
139
I5
9
9
20
68
40
101
26
25
I(),IIr0
I
2,E
1,6
4E, 0
18,2
4r5
E5,2
427
97
789
155
304
I lE
339l,q3?
E07
2,2q7
576
t24
1,040,I79.55
4, 984, I55.43
7,590,537.q2
592,77 2. q5
,0q2 .83
,559.32
,2q0.73
,95L .7 ?
,552 .56
8,E5II6,76I
55III
237,322
85E ,57 7
,27 0
,9E7
7 ,375,945.5E
38 , 925 ,546 .7 2
96
120
AND
AND
EA
.0
ATE
AND
7000
7 200
7300
7391
750 0
7600
973
4,016
5 ,717(tz
1,45I
774
7 9 ,552,451
30 ,292,7 3LIlI,l15,925
588,467
2I,561, l4I
7 ,516 ,9q.0
7 ti ,263 ,563
27 ,755,920
90 , E85,5Eg
187,984
I8, (04, 454
5,680,970
q,252,925.12
L,579,701.39
5,L77 ,744.q0
I0 ,810 . 46
1,047 ,7q7 .q0
321,652.52
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'lENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 75AIE: 0l/15/91
UMBER: 4I9.02
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
OI-OOO SANTA FE COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNs
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
CROSS RECE:PTs
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
7E00
7900
E010
8060
Et00
8200
8600
8900
8 9I0
S ERV
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFiT NENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
I55
33I
2 ,694
521
1,765
2
I5
60
38
50
5
5
6q
20
520
,577,365
,951,960
, 531 ,6 0E
, 
q2! 
,087
,57 5 ,8i 5
,584 ,996
,825 ,251
,8+L 985
,018,741
,656,5[t2
1 ,480 , 931
1c,120,200
6C,157,440
26 ,292, 16l
58,37E,993
? ,6E6 .64q
2,Egg,25l
43,640,255
17,700,905
q4a ,535,2q7
5
3r4
1,4
5rJ
II
2r4
1r0
25,L
84t6I,q5,
98,
562.57
048.55
47 0 .45
757.46
L54.97
E46.25
740.55q47.67
57 4 .07
I55.41
5
I
26
407I9t
,2q?
,091
, 56E
4t,
E'
64,
77 ,
01,
IE,
9100
9200
9395
GOV T
FEDERAL GOVERNI1ENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHl'lENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 65,099 2,265,09(,148 I ,622,2E3 ,97 4 9?,277 ,625.06
t
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.l I'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS,SIFICATION
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECE]PTS
EE,,27 5
2I1,463
8 " 079
1,935, 45+
PAGE 7 6
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: qlg.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
q,732.22
11,025.E9
.162 
.91
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
2T-OOO SIERRA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
29
30
25
29
I00
q2
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TOTAL
GROSS
MINING
M
D GAs
D GAS
INING
0i00
0700
AGRI
1000
l0 94l56t
1500
I6IO
1620
I700
c0N5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I589
r-1I N E
META L
URAN I U
OIL ANOIL AN
T0T. l'1
EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUT'I
NELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,JAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI.1BER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPT,IENT
MISCEL LANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t.loTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^JAREHOUS]NG, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONNUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t..IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.IHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDt.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
r-lACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
1'II SCEL L AN EOUS I.IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . IAIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
50
57
396
808
,5lE
,I05
,249
,57E
,467
I0,951,708
1,526,I96
60,52I
3, 156 , 5E3
15,77q,799
5E4,878. I8
85,091.46
5, I4E . 54
I70,825.40
E43, 945 .40
396,989
212 ,913
76,702
33,878
585,299
2,400 ,61 2
2, 735, I 95
3?5
55, I
165,3
96,7
511,0
LL,?9?
L960
100
4,316
I7,669
5r6
1r0
3r3
1r9I5,I
2000
2400
27 00
3200
3670
37 0 0
5900
M FG-
4100
4200
4600
4EIO
4E50
4900q920
T CU-
26 ,07 3
359,512
I
?0
,45q .
,551 .
t3
04
I96
60
75
39
477
09,006
38, 7I 5
20,953
07 ,27 9
42,865
38 
" 
390
3,445,005
97 2 ,88t
3,I25,900
1,750,977
9,596 , 364
72.99
64.99
E2.7E
94.25
?,067.01
I90,435.46
I05,577.09
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
hIHsL
- 5200
I54
37
203
1,EE6,552
755,8295,II7,2I4
44E, 933
586,658
I ,245 ,7 66
24, 38t . 05
3?,55q .q7
68,26E. 96
q(t
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI,I NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA ION
PAGE 77
RUN DATE: OI/I5/97
RUN NUNBER: 4L9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP'I'S
4,174,105
(+ 
,420 ,69q
5,693,29Eq2,077,12q
55r,544
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
4, I64,855(t 
,37 5 ,27 5
2 ,922 , Eg2
37 ,175,987
558,IIl
1,4l6,gIl
47 6 ,195
| ,54E ,522
I1,4EO,E5E
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUNT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
2I-O{)O SIERRA COUNTYLOCATION
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
550 0
53t 0
5q00
55I 0
5540
5592
5599
9200
9300
9593
9595
5600
5700
5800
58r5
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
6000
6I0 0
6I2 0
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FIRE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8 0I0
E060
8100
8200
8600
E900
89I0
S ERV
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTNENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBI L E HO1'IE DEAL ERS
TlISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
t7q
2E
228
55
107
36
9(t
55
L 125,555
888,593
I4,512,065
396,668
670,726
589,556
I ,40 g, q57
9l ,027
959 .7 6
908.75
556.36
802.95
7 45 .46
620.35
627.05
189.99
3,153,775
8E8,393I6,508,94Iqq9,82q
672,qll
600,106
2,151,994
3,029,I?5
I,040,0(,4
1,697,301
8II,47E
645,59q
I,056,6r:5
L ,4?4 ,567
125 ,154
236,560.88
24 5, 180 .68
I65,26E.42
2, I08,092.66
I9,3E7.E3
80,
5'
I5,445.50q2,9EL 
.7 0
t77
50
E14
22
37
55
I43, 9
58,2
E8, 3q2,4
37 ,45I,g
EL6
INSURANCE
REAL EST.
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES
SAVINGS AND LOA
REAL ESTA
HOLDING A
TOT. FINA
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
THER INVESTNENT COMPANIES
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
270
1,525
28
lE5
NT
R-
,E
NA
S,
LE5
XCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SSOCIATIONS
CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-AGT., ETC., AND TITTE ABSTRACT
2q7
286
715
2,056
27
296
57
679
2,550
,380
,I04
255 , L92
795,699
AGE
OPE
TE S
NDO
NCE,
HOTELS, T'1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
501
2E5
227
214
27q
89
I96
?,590 ,q6+1,02l, gIg
1,647,?L5
7 50 ,596
658,8I7
96 L 959| ,42q ,55?
41.40
75.41
65.3I
90.45
EO. OE
05.78
04.58
2, 17 6 ,937
47 6 , L,q5
2,033,003
12,7 E4 ,945
7E,656.00
27 ,379.92
E5, 0 r4 .42
639,014.98
RE.PORT NO. O8O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
GOVT TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I I.'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REP ORT ED
R ECEI PT S
3,656,717
95rE20r(t7 I
TAXABL E
SROSS RECEIPTS
2,953,E1r
E0,I04,666
PAGE 7E
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
169,496.E4
q,454,E56,24
xR
xE
ANNUAL SUNMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
2I-OOO SIERRA COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
57
6,596
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONEQUEST X
DITED X
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
LOCATION : 25-OOO SOCORRO COUNTY
xR
xE
AGRICULTURAT PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UNOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. MINING
URANIUM, MOLYBDENUI'1
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEiPTS
4E0,023
69,550
7,545,5q8
E,lq?,875
5,E96,790
10,057 ,7E2
Lq,979,172
789,535
5, g0E,2g5
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
18,529
50,(+66
PAGE 7 9
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
923.r0
3,267 .(19
6,072.77
52,6 95 . 46
197,065.18
368, 0 95 .77
589,460.35
6 ,112.42
35,575. I6
64,2!+q,46
t09 ,7 65 .7 9
sIc
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
26
27
50
154
0I00
0700
AGR I
I000
I0 94
I58 9
MINE
1500
t6I0
1620
I700
CONS
2300
2400
27 00
3200
5400
3500
3700
5900
l''lFG-
4000
410 0
4200
4500
4600
4810
4830
4900q920
TCU-
5020
50q0
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HiGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORs
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT . I'IANU FACTURI NG
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFIT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'1ENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANE0US [^IHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . h.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
252
65
37
455
E05
4,504,054
E ,3q? ,51?
335,99E
4,475,q5q
I7,65E,0I8
4,3I6,5E7
6,640,I28
32t ,ztq
2,554,657
13,6I2,596
23E ,345 .62
536,94I.09
L6 ,7 07 .9q
t22 ,432 .57
7t4,q27 .22
1I0,005
589,009
q5
45
219,906
528,839
IE5, E49
I55,087
9,849.60
7,181.69
564
t0E
60E
1,957,579
6 , E65 ,66q
I1, I55,920
I I0 , 0 94
1,9700550
35
3r9
29
206
9,8C0
6 ,162
654, 125
1,I5L4ggl,15L69
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI.I I-lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA:'SIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I2, 053,55E
3,695,657
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
14 ,27 3,022
?,2q0,64q
498, E54
536,4I9
E75,359
PAGE 80ATE: 0l/15/91
UNBE't! 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
57I,I05.42
I25,005.8I
22,Lq7.74
26,779.05
27 ,Eqo.2l
18,854.8I
4E,88E.43
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
ANNUAL SU]'1NARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
25-000 s0c0RR0 c0uNTY
5200
525I
5500
5 5I0
5q00
55I0
5540
5592
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L A55OC.
sAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR_AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTNENT CONPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I''IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'lUNICIPALITIES
Lq?,7 48
995, E5I
?,7qE,lq3
7,926.q3
55,3q4.94
432,9q6.66
NO. TAX
R ETURN 5
209
252
58
100
lEI
L55L7gg
q7 9 ,535
5+4 ,159
662,4:'l
I ,252,201
40
57
205
55q ,595I,29I,18}
9,05L057
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
8010
6060
8I00
8200
8600
E900
8 910
S ERV
5I
67
?9
32?
I5q
57
26
766
?,257
,607
, 
(166
,432
, 
(t02
,056
,0Il
,4L9
397,066
479,+33
52 ,57 3
7,305,217
3,536 ,452i,1I9,350
206 ,90(t
3,079,009
58,909,6I4
,658.7E
,200.2E
,I92.51
,698.53
,46L78
,430.70
, 
q23 
.24
55
,429
,555
, 
(t99
208
,2I0
,035
E
5I
(t
48
2(107
lE5
62
t0
169
2,I55
27 ,tES.57
I67,4E0.92
81,276.01
32,250 .q0
43
190
5
30
6000
6100
512 0
6300
5 5I0
6700
FIRE
t42
201
254
50E
110
2, q35 ,949
650,956
3, E58, 075
2,060,934
7 46 ,?e,6
2,10q,
495.
5 ,25E ,
L ,482 ,
596,
43
226
26
157
8q6 ,667
3,415,799
65,539
5q9,8crq
582
594
997
5r5
165
7 99 ,624
5,40E,410
65,559
5(r9,E4I
117,824.I5
,I62.19
,EzE.56
,56 9.56
,452.86
5I
l7
5I
I9
I65,5E6.01
78, 5E(. l4
95t ,27 2 .7I
9200
9593
575
64
2,14E
,q15,702
,402 ,37 E
,675,45E
, 162, 646
,401,346
,559,731
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'1ENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
PAGE 81
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
25-000 s0c0RR0 couNTY
SIC
CODE
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GRO S
LR
SR
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOT. GOVERNIIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 6,5I4 I 16 , E26 ,406 E6,739,756 4 ,722,4E4 .q6
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI^I HEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUsTRIAL CLASsIFICATIONEQUEST X
DITED X
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
LOCATION : 2O-OOO TAOS COUNTY
xR
xE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5E5,651
1,24L 359
22 ,234 ,67 0
50E,E90
4 ,352 ,667
1,2E5,551
TAX.{ B L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4E5,249
55I,875
576,9IE
1.505,525
4q3 ,,992
lE4,55I
lI5,0I9
PAGE 82
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: 419.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
2E,2It.51
30,E64.55
55,590 . 97
207,3I5.55
sIc
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
0100
0700
0800
A GRI
1069l5I 0l56l
I400
MINE
I500
t6I0
1620
I700
CON S
2000
2500
2q00
27 00
J200
105
135
254
69I
101
27q
IIO
66
45
tI5
IOI
34
5400
3600
5670
3700
5900
r'1FG-
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NO LYB DENUI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAs, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
OI L AND GAS I^IEL L DRI L L ING
NONMETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHt.JAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI,IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUt'1BER, l^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED MEIAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
NI SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI''IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDt,IARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
L 064
5E
I05
I,195
2, qL8
00,I25
82,q86
54,64q
71,96,(t
qZ,86(t
64,618
42,27 9
76,975
26 ,7 35
8r.08
92.3I
80.6?
16.8I
70.82
90,058
9q ,5cr6
48 ,512
99,L26
06,261
187,96r
522,359
1,300,290
4q5,4I8
2r2,138
1L074.43
50,9q5.59
77,94I.E0
24,677 .66
I3,018.35
I,150,0
I95,0
1q2,6
450,9
1,916,6
I9,9
5,4
2,3
7.3
55,I
41I
6I
7,965
6r0
2r7
t?,9
45, 9
5r0
2,?2rl
2r0
3
l,126,17z
95,032
8,004,944L 008,889
2l,236 ,25L
4,565,063
36 ,5qq ,2("0
2 ,502 ,631
LZ ,7 09 ,342
4I0 0
4200
4500
48r0
4E50
4900q920
T CU-
,708
,637
,555(+7 5
33
t47
E2
985
995,22t
I 9 ,805,285
t, ,043 ,414
55,725,E]0
25,t70.2E
2q,5q4 .?6
3 ,7 49 .87
420,450.55
54,6c+4.4?l,l56,q5g.0I
235,7?E.87l, 90 0,556 . 04
11,I99.72
6,327 .L7
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
1I5
q9
REPORT NO. OEO
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
R EQU
EDIT
x
x
xES
ED
T
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY sTANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
x
ANNUAL SUNNARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
2O-OOO TAOS COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
57 , 7 95,851
17I,E55,967
1,39?,56q
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEiPTS
25,795,73L
13B ,67 0 ,407
1,215 ,E29
25L ll3
4 ,324 ,4?3
\ ,652 ,262
7 ,599,452
22,237 ,944
3,745, 094
4,421,,8II
PAGE E5
RUN DATE! OL/Is/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
1,565,57L.q7
8,48I,989.76
75,798.71
5090
5092
hIHS L
r'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI':E DEALERS
1'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.lUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
r-lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
40E
45
660
3,E69,77?
322,87 9
10,0I3,+qq
(+40 
,357
277,72q
1,I59,721
75
02
08
NO. TAX
R ET URNS
57
578
26 ,4ll
I5, 956
68,540
5200
5251
5500
55I0
5q00
5 510
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E 15
5 9I0
5990
RETL
6000
6I00
6120
6500
5 510
6550
6700
FIRE
206
60
356
654It
7I
257
502
5I7
45
*2
407
7000
7 ?00
7500
7391
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
8050
8100
r1,4E4,445
L, q6q , 96l
3 , g2g ,646
23,927,E54
36,E50,I65
I ,596 ,527
9,120,905
5,263,23q
1,200,287
3, 155 , 619
23,+35,257
54,570,2I1
1,465,980
11 ,597'704
18
L45
2, I5
9
0,848.40
3,942.15q,643.?8
5 ,592 .51
5,502.96
1,296 .05
3 , q2? .91
5q
439
I94
82E
55r
],ggg,3g5
7,0E1,906
I 
"4q0 ,39qI6,EE2,959
g 
,?0L ,57 g
L?q ,521
431,068
8E,4E4l,l5(,905
541,008
32
7
20
2,914
6,2q6
.97
.51
.50
.68
.58
I5
265
89
l(t2
1E
72
490
2 r 65q ,2?6g,?72,9tJ0
2 ,17 q ,887
19,26 I,556
g 
,201 ,57 g
795
5,217
1,66I
I,759,569
!,776,669
400,565
2rq
9
L,?
l? 
'2
E2
367
25
,995
,I90
,68,q
,7q5.99
,86(t.25
,992.21
I,075
768
8q7
9,251,501
22,707,074
3 , gg4 ,647
4,750,399
I,629,210
1 ,552 ,496
399,I28
I?,I94,709
5 ,99q , 56q
98,I51.7I
89,91ct'.77
2q,q77 .37
666,266.\E
371,145.52
293
E9
9?
r,525
I0 ,5t 6
77,592
50,55I
q7 
,821?.
2,320,93E
3I4,455
i,L77 ,799
9,542,695
,E05.78
,907.05
,958.5I
,79I.5I
455,1I6.05
L35l,E6l.g8
220 ,0q7 .7 9
262,73E.95
L2,27LI15
6 ,L24 ,37 4
E200
8600
8900
1
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEt.I MEXICO
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 84
RUN DATE: O I/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
2O-OOO TAOS COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
8 9I0
S ERV
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICEs
TOT. SERVICES
r16
6,266
I
75
,505,557
, 524, 356
1,59I,774
66,q89,7gq
85,655 .55
3,9q2,557.71
9200
9300
9595
9396
GOVT
STA
L0c
L0c
L0c
TE G
ALG
ALG
ALG
OVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
OVERNI'IENT . COUNTI ES
OVERNNENT . MUNICIPALITIES
OVERNNENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT . GOV ERNI'1ENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 18,250 561,995,901 ?87 ,89E,289 17 ,17q,730 . 90
REPORT NO. 08()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N.22-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URANIUI'IOIL AND GAS I^JELL DRILLING
NONNETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
NG CONTRACTORS
CT OR5
EAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHHAY
CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, [.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIIlARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'1ENT
MISCEL LANEOUS IIANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICAT
ELECTRIC I.JATER AND SANITARY SERVIC
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL 5UN1'1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
TORRANCE COUNTY
RUN DATE:
RUN NUNBER!
E 85/15/91
9.02
28
44
PAG
OI
4I
0100
0700
0800
AGR I
10 94
158I
1q00
MINE
1500
I6IO
1520
1700
c0Ns
GEN ERA L
H I GHI^lAY
NON-BUI L
SPECIAL
2 010
2300
2400
SIC
CODE
MFG-
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
?5
252
55
30
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,151,617
r2,807,110
5,ggE,7(6
19,952,]95
155 ,7 92
614,r8Z
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEiPTS
5,057,I50
I1,495,488
?,Ez(t,EE7
L5 
"27 9 ,7 43
1L4 ,7 55
6 14, 1E2
R EPO RT ED
TAX DUE
264,52E.24
651,957 .54BUI L DI
CON TRA
DING H
TRA DE 150,456835,73158
E
6
5
at
?7 00
2800
2900
5200
3400
5600
3700
5900
410q?0
q60
48I
490
TCU
0r0
0q0
060
070
060
090
8t
198
47 q ,098
r,949,9C5
95,5I9
942 ,47 9
6 ,452 .08
54,1I4.66
5,589.58
52,169 .7 9
FlOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS I.JHOL ESAL ERs
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
80,990
77,6r3
68 , q59
1,247 ,812
895,550
0
?,75E,E906,155,0r4
r1,055,265
65,05r.0I
48,E55.51
0.00
1q0,776.65
555,582.I1
588, 245 . 28
82 ,6r)5
07,E02
19,558
II
2
6l2
I ONS
EUT
SAN
ILITIES
D UTILITIES
I t8
86
59q62
zt5
920
,?
,5
3
,7
,9
,8
5
5
5
5
5
5
5092
t,lHS L
6500II
415
5,
70,r466t
252
395 ,7 6,4
L,2q0,?c)7
2,015 ,997
r01,99r
i. ,220 ,487i,548,341 88
.28
.54
.98
REPORT NO. OEO
L0cATr0N 2 22-000
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'1ENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I9?()
TORRANCE COUNTY
PO RT ED
CEIPl'5
5I, (}3E
E,509,885
2 ,7 gL ,56q
2, E05, 935
q 
,32L ,964
29,973,27.0
285 ,362
437,192
1,959,507
7 ,097 ,E67
IlE,598
TAXAB L E
OROSS RECEIPTS
I5,OE8
8,I51,757
?. ,7 67 .. 8q7
2,035,729
5, 556 , 958
?6,267 ,287
zsE ,47 0
599,E00
L460,"550
5,565,E64
L0? ,699
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RUN DATE: O I/I5/9I
RUN NUI'18 ER : 4I9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
79r.65
451,5E4.55
rL554.25
34 ,37 4 .37
155,5E6.66
110,325.16
192 ,302 .52
1,467,761.08
l(+ ,525 .82
22,622 . L4
80,9EE.06
299,80r.41
5,886.14
RE
RE
sIc
CODE
q23
678
7
42
NO. TAX
RETURNS
25
TOTAL
GROS S
5200
5251
5252
5300
5 510
5400
5510
5540
559?
5599
5500
5700
5800
581 5
59I0
5990
RETL
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E0l0
8060
El00
E900
8910
S ERV
156
27
118
179,L?q
149 ,7 9A
9,941,155
17 5 ,6E7
I49,790
! ,750,57?
9,
8,44t,
759.16
575.65
882.q2
108
5?q6
I70
85
, r00
,578
199 , ct7 0
602, L54
6000
65I0
6550
FIRE
509
1,322
73
t0r
50q
I,6()E
50
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
lTISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
Al'lUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
45l,6q
77
1,13
9,q63
0,891
7,815
0,798
3,974
1,758
8,651
2E8,184
423 
" 
352
7 42 ,02q
627,28L
E85,706
68 ,27 5
428,651
r6,545.69
23 ,941 .96
40,541.0834,165.4r
49,606.55
5,E96.4I
24, I6 0 .5E
141
171
22t
206
180
52
79
2E
9200
9393
GOVT
ST
LO
TO
ATE
CAL
T.
GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNIIENT - I.IUNICIPALITI ES
GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5, 555 EL ,6L2 ,099 66,234,622 5, 655 ,480 .20
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION
STA
c0l.1B I
ANAIYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
OF NEH MEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEM
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,228,803
?,6q0,Et+3
4,785,889
L,gqL,27 0
9,1E6,553
TAXABLE
OROSS RECEIPTS
779,05q
560,202
4,409,3r5
]-36q,5qq
7,015"857
18 ,7 20
535,489
95E,536
PAGE E7
RUN DATE: OL/L5/9I
RUN NUHBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
40 ,266 .91
28 ,5(+0 .17
?32,829 .83
72,005.20
571,I02.43
20, 55E. 1 9-
21,549. 0 9
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION :
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORIED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
IE-OO() UNION COUNTY
010 0
0700
AGR I
I38 t
158 9
I400
I'1I N E
I500
r5t0
r620
I700
CONS
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC I'lINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. T-lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED lTIETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I-1I SCEL L ANEOUS FlANUFACTURI NG
TOT. FlANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOT0R FREIGHT TRANS. , [^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONNUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
ICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EOUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING 1'lATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
43
50
26
45
179
15,460-
L790,567
590,405-
324 
" 
9L4
,3
,3
,8
7 38 ,667
261 , q57
7 50 ,099
456,660
113,055
r00,000
27 ,731.17
6 ,07 E .025,\14.49
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5(t
5I
75
I00
253
2010
2400
27 00
3200
3400
5500
37 0 0
5900
I'lFG-
4I00
4200
48r0
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
50r0
5020
5040
5070
5090
E5
73
2q7
25
97
58
565
375,
595,]-682,
585,
367..9L2
286 ,2L4
1,465,023
556,67E
lg ,03q ,,57 2
? ,203 ,7 35
?3 ,69(+ ,136
21,175.99
16,813.17
85,905.27
20 ,484 .22
985,786 .20
120 ,97 2 .54
L,247 , r35.59
75
98
13
I9
2
24
751
36,0
627
3t-2
55I
626
?69
EMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
AND RELATED PRODUCTS
PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
EOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
NOTOR VEH
DRUGS, CH
GROC ER I ES
HARDNARE,
MISCELLAN
5092
tlHSL
52
65
154
2L ,556
r,109,52I
?,Loq,0L2
L r00.72
28,534.20
5I,764.51
5200
525t
5252
56 6(16,698 5I5,690 51,3E4.49
IREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: 18_OO()
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBI L E HONE DEAL ER5
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE 5TORE5
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFlENT
STATE OF NEN NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAi'ION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, }990
UNION COUNTY
PAGE 88
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
6q,8q(t.39
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , 15? ,98q
5,357,055
L ,002,6Cl2
370,172
64q ,965
989 ,619
L,L67,?77
400,415
510,050
6,904,568
27q,940
TAXAB L E
CROSS RECEIPTS
r,r0g,4g4
570,055
2,602,7q5
14,450,029
SIC
COD E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t4E5500
5310
5400
5540
5592
5599
56 0 0
5700
5800
58r3
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
82
t25
35
6I
27
253 ,66
55,26
q,327 
,126gLE 
,27 3
243
892
9.I7
E. 25
52
7L
OAN ASSOCIATIONS
OI-1DTY. BROKERS , DELRS. ,NTS, CARRI ERS, BROKERS
R-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND
1t5q6
40
48
95
55,0I7
584,551
554
1,075
4,755,
IE,365,
400
755
1r4l8r
261
106
r54
,655
,I05
,87 9
92 .67
05.66
95.57
I3I,4
22, L4I,0
2 ,192 ,57 9
368,,740
673,9IE
4,878
8,760
0,549
2, L9
36
75,E65.q6
50,0E7.50
19,377 ,54
20 ,67 3 .25
82
22,549.q0
146,q09.57
862,278.55
2,634 .20
20,905.59
69,229.65
2(t ,538 .45
t
o
t
DL
DC
AGE
OPE
6000
6t?0
6200
6300
BANKS
SAVINGS AN
SECUTY. AN
I N SURANC E
REAL EST.
EXCG
AND S
TITLE
ATE
MOTION PICIURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
S. , SERV.
ERVICES
A BS TRACT6 510
FIRE
7000
7 200
43 ,07 4
342,334TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL EST
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAITER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
1,259q92
324
1,2q4
499
43?
.8r9
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
8010
8060
EIOO
E200
86 0 0
8900
89r0
S ERV
380.116
EE9,75E 49,862.39
249
1,2r5
45
]- 155,799
400,413
467,264
5 ,?4L,40?
250,363
26,r35
371,540I
9200
9393
9395
GOVT L5,226.94
)
tt
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,5E2 66 ,593 ,242 54 ,6Lq ,837 5,029,907 .67
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N : l4-000
AGRICULTURAI PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UMOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'lINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I4EXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHTIARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99()
VALENCIA COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
449,3r8
624,L74
I0,759,861
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I6 2 ,, 288
504,521
25,884,100
PAGE E9
RUN DATE: OI/T5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: 4I9. O2
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
8,748.79
16,769.1?
,985.99
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
72
r54
0100
0700
0800
AGR I
I0 94
138 9
MINE
1500
16 10
1620
1700
CONS
2010
2500
2400
5900
MFG-
GEN ERA L
H I GHt^lAY
NON-BUI L
SPECIAL
TOT. CON
(,
a
o
r+3
BUILD
CONTR
DI NG
TRADE
TRACT
ING CONTRACTORS
A CTORS
HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
CONT RACTORS
CONSTRUCT I ON
ION
APH COMMUNICATIONS
BROADCASTING
ANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
889
90
1r5
r,986
5,07E
29 ,9q6 ,226
7,97q,E71
?,357,718
16 ,232,2q0
56,51r,055
,25q
,E76
,I02
,55I
r,554 ,985.77363,532.r4
118,129.14
462,955.38
2,c179,702.(13
568
92
905
57 0
L,979
559
54t
065
7q2
96I
r55
077
078
ON
RTAT
L EGR
SION
NDS
27 00
2900
5200
5400
5500
5570
5700
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
r'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI.1BER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'1ARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
MISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHt.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
m0T0R FREIGHT TRANS., tIAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATI
PIPEL INE TRANSPO
TELEPHONE AND TE
RADIO AND TELEVI
EL ECTRIC I.IATER A
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'lENT
DRUG5, CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
69
68
582,489
r,4l r , 354 55,7786E,504
7I-
I7
5I
54
,57 6
,4qL
,259
, I94
2,5I0
4,2L8
50
98
3E
505
52L
I ,962 ,1c,2
4, 6 52, ggE
16 ,252, 9L5
492,301
428 , ELI
1 ,405 ,7 99
27 ,778.
2q,L02.
89, E55 .
qq
58
46
q6
56
45
4 ,653 .67
?6,(105.46
E,58E.49
6,706
52L
491,566
480,758
352,523
450
830
3,q64
Il8
7
40
66
966
r,091,19r-
1,127 ,634
79,L92
440,3Ir
I48,690
4L
76
4000
4100q200
4500
45 0 0
48I 0
4E50
4900q9?0
T CU-
508
98t2t ,6q5,410,567,I65
,5I8,567
,093,758
,I6E
,51'7
,7 24
la ,7 q2,Elq
1,606,955
15.156,579
6,580,660
3i ,7 9l ,595
.28
.5q
.37
.5q
23 9,I59(t 
,9648,4r6
7,140
8, 125
29qq
66
29
58
197,27'
I02,4916
6I.67
I9
2
14 ,404 .46
5,915.15
89,564.24
r0,455.49I,65q.67
il
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I4-OOO
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
FARI'I EQUIPITENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCH
DEPARTI'IENT ST
RETAIL FOOD S
NOTOR VEHICLE
GASOLINE SERVI
1',IOBILE HOME DE
MISCELLANEOUS
APPAREL AND AC
FURNITURE, HOM
TOTAL REPOR
GROSS RECEI
7 , 065,495
,990 ,7 37
15, 189,497
15r,042,555
?,4E9 ,232
44 ,812
3,597,397
9,5rr,345
6 ,620 ,0432l ,039 ,23?
59,565,156
6
20
51
1
I
3II(r
5
3
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
Ir6,709
5,335,r00
g, 945 ,36 9I29,170,450
? ,07 2 ,45L
PAGE 90
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9L
RUN NUNBER: qI9.O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
20L,788.92
83,722.97
62, l4E .84
126,424.00
2,
I61 ,
429,513.69
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFlENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT1NARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
VALENCIA COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
95
I ,9q2
4 ,528
74
59qE7
649
TED
P 1'S
5080
5090
5092
l.lH s L
6000
6100
6200
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FIRE
35
652
50
923
519,112
11,094,861?,llq,771I6,56J, 9(,4
2, 0E8, 0
593,0
5,005,6
,157.27
,844 .99
,665.59
,637.66
76
62
49
7
125
33
285
+7,927.76
94 ,526 .E5
05,E30.52
48, 0 92.55
55, 0E5. 02
7 0 ,62-8 .94
70,721.0526,766.52
27,757 .E7
o
5200
525L
5252
5500
55I0
5q00
5510
5540
5592
5599
56 0 0
5700
5800
5Et5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
2E4q9
3t4
76
255q6
134
t42
8?
75t
278
64
,665,
,665 ,
,953 ,
, 985,
,422,
,820 ,
,737,
,514,
,54r,070
,7 0I . 578
,918 ,029
,590,58E
,787 ,865
E55,112
.E47,370
,948,715
,161,855
,5?9 ,082
.562 . 384
,8r3,423
ANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
OR ES
TORES
5
Lr25,I
I
2I
8
3
2
DEAL ERS
CE STATIONS
ALERS
VEH]CLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
CESSORY STORES
E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
7970i5
4919II
5I4
?20
521
747
I
2I
5IIl4
5
4
17,509.32
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT4ENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I,lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
55q ,7 368,I9I,I64
4, 56E, r6 9
372,
8,010,,3,65r,
052
07r
87r
I
039.77
I 08 .52
581 ,
7,716,
44,E12
?,E04,q76
75I.50q3E.22
22,510.73
443,r79.60
215,650.?2
7 ,290,382
7000
7 200
7300
7591
7500
7600
7800
7900
80I0
E060
8r00
47
722
79?
tt
751
564
25
105
49?
t76
L79
5, 652, 595
5,067,101
23E ,7 32
227,44E
6,q69,246
5 ,947 ,8t,9
2,567,609
4,531 , 557
2,3L8 ,992
226,12L
226,q37
6 ,323 ,407
5,916,999
2 ,542 , g16
252,408.05
151,I54.78
15,172.09
15,547.I05E0,6I0.I9359,59r.56
153,992.19
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTN4ENT
STATE 0F NEt^l FIEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA'TION
PAG
OI
41
E 91/ 15/ 9l
9 .02
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUMB ER :XRXE EQUEST XDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
Iq-OOO VALENCIA COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS '-.REPORTEDTAX DUE
8200
8600
E900
8910
S ERV
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
78 qL6,546 1E2,609 10,545.81
1,95E
57
5 ,927
r0, 080,265
87 6 ,229q9 
,208 ,166
7 ,E9E ,7 55865,6I5q3,227,333
459 ,0 08 . 4E5l,766.39
2,5L5,2L4.0q
9200
9393
GO VT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - NUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENI
TOT. TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIs LOCATION I6 , E75 342,252,139 264 ,822,314 15,545,450 .54
ii
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
EQUEST X
DITED X
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ANNUAL SUI'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED
LOCATION : 77-OOO R & D SERVICES
ND
NN
FN
REVYS
Etl 1'1EXIC0
ENUE SYSTEN
TANDARD INDt'STRIAL CLASSIFICA ION
IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,564,650
1,070r(t69
2, gg 9,955
10,550,r75
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , t+42,648
L 062,7 16
? , EE5 ,617
I0,517,r54
PAGE 92ATE: 0l/15/9L
ut'tBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
70,075.59
52,214 .77
I40,500.E7
5L5,224.28
RU
RU
xR
xE
SIC
CODE
r589
I'.II N E T0T
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
36
68
1500
1620
r700
CONS
5E00
5900
r'rFG-
OIL AND GAs FIETD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI,IAY
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
5010
5020
5070
50E0
5090
5092
tlH5L
5200
5700
5990
RETL
7200
7500
759r
7500
7900
E900
89r0
S ERV
NOTOR VEHICLES AND
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AN
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING
1'IACHINERY, EQUIPNEN
MISCELLANEO
COMT4ERCIAL
AUTONOBILE
/AMUSEMENT A
r'IISCELLANEO
ENGINEERING
TOT. SERVIC
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL
PERSONAL SERVICES
OT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
LLIED PRODUCTS
HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
ND SUPPLIES
-AND-L ASSOC.
TATE
AUT
DA
ANDTA
MISCEL LANEOUS [.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
r-lISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
S
E5
6r00
FIRE
USB
RESE
RENT
NDR
USS
AND
ES
USINESS SERVICES
ARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORI ESAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
ERVICES
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
34
150
9289
GOVT
STATE GOVERNI'IENT - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION ?42 29 ,534 ,959 21,080,045 r,028,009.51
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
LOCATION : 86-()OO OUT-OF-STATE
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
COP P ER
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS t.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
P OTAS H
TOT. I'IINING
URANIUM, MOLYBDENUI'I
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI'S
L5 ,7 L 9, 953
34, I 35, 27 1
5l ,97 9 ,57 I
12, 043 ,955
,8E7,5I4
,2q7,V5L
7,393,727
1,719,5e,6
1,977,703,878
TAXABL E$ROSs RECEiPTS
7 .6q4,599
29 ,43E ,992:
57 
" 
555, 548
7,qqz,505
9,727 ,q75
16 ,745,352
25?,9(+4
1,520,928
3 , 14?,997
PAGE 93
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9L
RUN NUMBER: qI9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
368,999.04
l,(+29,576.67
1,Err,485.83
362, 056 .57
4?5,q00.76
8i 5,586 .47
12,50 9 . 44
36.7?q7.50
SIC
COD E
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
224
r57
46
58
0100
0700
0800
AGR ]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
20
23
24
27
28
29
1000
I020
ISIO
1581
I5E 9
L47 4
MINE
1500
I6IO
1620
1700
c0 Ns
5200
5400
5500
5600
5570
3700
3800
5900
NFG-
4000
4r00
4?00
4500
46 0 0
48I0
4E30
4900
60
442
560
I93GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHt^lAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT FIEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, t.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'4ACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.
NISCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILIIIES
,675,296
,946,634
,460,840
,4I0,905
,605,458
, 
g29 ,187
, 942,8 I 0
,r97r700
3,6I4,034
4,015,EE2
2,857,322
352 ,497
2,746,033657,5I6
3 ,122 ,7 68
7 ,420 ,962
L 936,152
E,9I8,795
54,886,190
92,080.q35,255.
r,684, r 95 .
I75,r18.26
r94,443.EE
I58,866.50
17, ]58.92
OI
2q
20
55I
EE3
52
I6
32
5
16
5
2
?6I
9
7
l3L ,7 59 .52179
102
79
5I
55
6 95
1,74L
25,9I9,I73
59,678,076
L52 , q82 ,67 0
51,904.86
148,649.48
69,250.16
73,9
t5?,7752t5
l!
60
138
49
37
7 ,7 02,2E1
37 ,784,172
3,773,037
18,70r,905
7,036,223
56,602,I93
3, 65r , 359
7 ,4E0 ,940
98,970.38
1,766,5I4.95
177 ,39E.72
359,E10.22
IREPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:88-000
GAS UTILITIES
TRANSPORTATION, COFIT'IUNICATIONS AND UT]LITIESTOT
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'lOTIVE EQUIPI'lENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETR0LEUM r{ND PETR0LEUI'l PR0DUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'1ENT
STATE OF NEt.I IIEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI{BER, I99O
OU T-O F-STAT E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI'S
627 2,063 , L22 ,?34
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,550,575
395,186
188,965,I59
224 ,E9L ,604
5 ,?9L,207
787,016
?,688,722
82 ,07 2,306
PAGE 94DATE: OI/15/9L
NUI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,060,155.89
ql,547 
.77
1E,940 .25
9,179,1r8.02
I 0, 923, 029 .51
256,759.64
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r55
239
L2 ,458 ,410
5,293, 50E
4920
TCU-
5010
5020
50(0
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l^lH S L
?2t
55E
551
296
296
965
3,255
245
6,187
5E,770
27 ,7 q0
55,589qq 
,4E7
55,949
l0 ,871
52,7331L 119
35 ,257
I75,E18.57
27 5 ,32? .33
219,906.46
77E,540.07
5q,7 55 .?8
505,052.72
562 ,955 .59140,020.6r
721,351.53
lg,2
76,1ggg,5
41,0
L9,2
202,3
900,7
r12,5
2,160,3
5,659,352
5 ,67 0 ,?62q,532,969
t6,075,5E?
1,332,899
I15,795,667
75,86L054
?-,889,?q5
221,7 96,991
5
7
7 153,5
a1
!r7
3249,I99
l0
799
16 , L47
5
5
10,
5200
5251
5252
5300
5310
5400
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5Et5
59r0
5990
RETL
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'1ENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOI.lE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
E DRINK
E5
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'lENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
150
r65
2?5II2
53, E2l , 0E9
7 64 ,46E
10,02r,940
3 ,7 69 ,182
15 , qsq ,82(t
l0 ,06?,926
L?,917
51,343
66,902
17,187
97,662]r,769
15,456.56
36,552.98
567,099.66
L7 0 ,595 .44
155,E00.84
85,250.58
17 tt
55
59
79
09,977
97 ,9q7
49,8?.E
12,8r5
5,240,0I5
2,36q,284l. 0E0 ,624
4,43E,750
E5?,565
I58 , 150 .26
112,596.75
52,685.37
215,668 .5 0
I0,53rz
3 r7
5r4
6I
35
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY TH
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STOR
r'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
67
6,435
7,E1I
6,q68,
595,
,705
,9C8
,E79
6EZ
5Eq
629
6000
6100
6120
6200
6500
5510
6550
6700
FIRE
324,596
L0 , q|z ,639
3,346,2c,2
7 99 ,9El20,699,rr0
2r5
59
E4
672
.596
,773
,, 013
, 98I
, 915
15,85E
444,E90
476
38,727
7EL,769
l0
06
67
I9
55
2E
5.63
0.09
9.36
,36
,5570007 200
7500
57
t75
?,071
8?9,89?
2,74E,510
175,055,594
38
t30
3 ,967 98
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N : 88-000
CONNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI,I NEXICO
COI''IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA'TION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
OUT-O F-STAT E
REP ORT F:D
RECEIPI S
I5, 948, 081
16,725,896
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE:PTS
L4 ,952,7 q5
7 ,090 , (105
5,L19,q72
2,721 ,206
843,909,798
PAGE 95
DATE ! 0l/15/91
NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
725,95].18
34? ,07 ! .7 3
24E,665.q0
40,E85 ,7Lq.28
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
7591
7500
7600
7800
7900
8010
9100
9200
9595
GOV T
65q
395
8060
8100
8200
86 0 0
8900
89r0
S ERV
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'lUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
E5 5,II9,517
26 ,557 5 ,449 ,935 ,462
65
42
41
EO
5,95r
292
7,956
5,
t?q,
2L,
570,
ET3,5I(}
2q6,?56
853 ,647
294,236
821,009
050,335I07,2r5
486,199
256,025
,998,659
,7 35 , q45
,669,005
, 185, 082
I 54, 391 . 35
25,329.61
12,?L6.5996,64r.07q,q53,041 
.72
75E,270.80
11 , 0 11 ,716 .52
?I
SERVICESEDUCAT I O NAL
T l'1
NEO
ING
VIC
NO NPRO FI
MISCELLA
ENG I N EER
TOT. SER
ENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
US SERVICES
AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
ES
I
9Il5
22?
9999 NONCLASsIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
iREPORT NO. ()E()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:02-IOO
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'1ETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URANIUI'I
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,
URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUM
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSL AND GAS I.IEL L DRI L L ING
Nl'l
GA5 FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
LLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
NING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI,IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBHR, T99(l
ALBUAUERAUE
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
586,046
691,302
57 ,788,74L
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2.zLE,755
PAGE 96ATE: OL/15/9L
UMBER: 4I9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
424,60E.72
556,517.56
981,126.2E
21 ,841 . l5
58,877 . 96
125,11I.55
L9,26L500.72
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
22L
TOTAL
GROSS
1000
I094
1200
15r0
I 58I
1389
1400
MINE
1500
I6IO
1620
1700
CONS
.,
I
I7
8,r57
15,459
23,597
61
790
85I
010 0
0700
AGR I
2
5
2
2
5
2
l?,97
155,01
23 ,1?
177,58
,916
,1(! 5
,052
,555,912
, 
gq9 ,695
,585, 595
27
?7
58r,048
691,502
54
25
61
52, 383, 9r Iq18,256
669,875
605,971
265,391
259,682
33,815.08
I5,000.18
I5,567.79OIOI
NO
TO
L
T
AND
ETA
11r
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
NEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I.lILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, [.100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROTEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL P'IODUCTS
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.
MISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FREIGHT TRANS. , [,IAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
RANSPORTATION
HONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC [^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
7,058
228
t?0
11,042
L8,q28
455,89I , 955
3E,539 ,7 97
15,994,6?gq0L,791,019
892,117,400
3q5,202,q99
21 ,200 ,27 3ti.t51,458
14s,968,497
5?2 ,502 ,7 27
I 78, 955 . 26
67L,857.26
050,520.45
162,6rr.67
I
8,
29,
2000
20I0
2300
2400
27 00
2800
2900
5200
3400
5500
5600
5670
3700
5800
5900
223
32
t96
737
L,27q
67
3?
405
,097
,I55
,428
,878
72,256
85,665
52,97 2
55 , OLE
29 ,195
56,956
92,809
09,727
EL ,57 7l?, q5E
57,823
36,247
78,901
96 ,5Eqqq ,01E
65,2t,6
6,995,7?5q8q,948
i ,717 ,607
3.670.630
73,367,,492q87,L6t
<1 ,L64,423
5,804,.602
10,0E6 3r5
5,Lq9,25L
4,723.979
16.058.195
I L 9El, 952{. ,zll 
" 
87 9
40,115"4q9
190,997,590
4 ,216 , E94
27 ,252
233,257
325 ,52q
553,47 0
287 ,856
26q,297
897,357
669 ,7 53
23q ,7 9E
2 ,249 ,249
10,6E9,26r
.51
.89
.07
.29
.55
.45
.72
.17
.79
.?3
.86
.43
.10
. 15
.45
.42
6
2]
2
?
(+ 
,2
8rE
02
59
7,?
6r5
lr6
7 13
5r5
8r7q,9
0r5
7 rE
Lr7
0 rq
5 r7
0 r4Ir0
8r0
6r0
7
I
5
4
5
?
2
6
2
c+5
392
?7
96
204
58
9,30
64
MFG-
52
65
954l
65
4E
28
1,26
400
4r0q20
450
48I
LOCAL
MOT OR
AIR T
TELEP
,900 584 ,271 .77
1,037 ,E26 .L5
51,30
375,54
i=
483
490
492
390
87 r
185
485
2E2
103
,059
,625
,60J
,59q
, 
qbq
r0,536"049
I8,634,970
7,260,54717{,0}2,16I
ll ,(174,482
2la ,021 ,3gq r1,78
6 ,125 .37
2,817.37
0,758.23
6, I56.45
DIa
REPORT NO. OEO
c0tlBX PEQUES| XX EDITED X
LOCATT0N:02-100
SIC
COD E
TCU- TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
INED REVENUE SYSTEN
TAX- u Y 
_s 
T Ax De ao 
_ i N_DUS T R I A L c L A S 5 I F I CA i I ONdffA(T5T5 OF GRO55 RECEIFIs
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, }990
A L BUQU ERQU E
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
897,762,057
354,
TAXABLE
GROSS RECE]:PTS
529,357,845
111,311,966
9; ,550, I 18
500,858,750
PAGE 97
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER 
' 
qI9,OZ
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
29,145,?71.E5
4 ,7 45 ,7 L2 .09
7 30 ,852 .q7
r1,841.66
L,32q,801.58
??,262,E12 .22
26,7E3,864.67
2,521,384.72
1 , 585 ,997 .99
67 5 ,5q2 .055,9r5,017.5E
9,E81 ,9q4.14
7 ,567 ,507 .55
19,1q2,367 .98
3, 985 ,7 04 .56
5,72E,791.10
L,0q7 ,549.55
50 ,495 ,919 .72
142,?06,811.43
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83, 577 . 02
258, 052 .55
sIc
CO DE
9200
GOVT
8900
8910
S ERV
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
80
243
77 (t
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l l'1EXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEl.1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE IO5
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI.IBER: 419 . O2
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N 2 02-555
ANNUAL SUMNARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD EhIDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
STATE FAIRGROUNDS
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL
GROS S
R EPO RT HD
RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS P.ECEIPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
0I00
0700
AGR I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I500
I700
c0N5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
2300
2q00
27 00
3200
3400
5E00
5900
NFG-
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'1ILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUsT., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUl'ITS
MISCELLANEOUS''IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFAGTURING 5? 70,570 69,67E 3,55E.r5
49?0
TCU -
GAS UTILITIEs
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
50q0
5090
t^lHS L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
5251
5300
53r0
5400
5599
5600
5700
5E00
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
5910
5990
RETL
208
277
6,000,9416,5r3,r49 5,975,7276,38r,111 50E535 ,q75.76,008.44
6700
FIRE
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
7 200
7500
7600
7600
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N | 02-555
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEI.J I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
STATE FAIRGROUNDS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
511,228
12, E32, 935
19,9I4,167
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
47 0 ,494
3,II9,065
9 , 932 ,26(t
PAGE 106DATE: OL/15/9I
NUMBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
2(t ,7 00 .92
165,698.45
RUN
RUN
xR
xE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
T OTA
GROS
LRSR
7900
8060
8200
8900
6910
S ERV
AMUSEMENT AND
HOSPITALS AND
EDUCATIONAL S
MISCELLANEOUS
ENGINEERING A
TOT. SERVICES
RECREATION SERVICES
OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
ERV I CES
SERVICES
ND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
9200
GOVT
59
88
45
43
155 ,07 4I55,074
I54,463
154,465
8,109.328,r09.52STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5?.2 5?L,qq4.13
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N,02-002
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URANIUM
AND GAS I.IELL DRILLING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEP
METALLIC NINERALS, EXCEPT FUEL
ASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXC EPT H I GHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'lEAT PRODUCTS
]',IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
5TONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I-1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPI'1ENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'lEXICO
COITIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I9?O
RI'IDR BERNALILLO CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
17,55L 553
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,205,959
7,357,673
14,2L 0,375
,565 , qq6
,169,7 95
23,q47,018
55.707,84E
gq ,?g2, ggl
?,016,590
PAGE I O7
RUN DATE! OI/I5/9I
RUN NUT'IB ER : qI9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
63,207 .84
4,6E5, 057
45 ,134 .67
586,275.48
743,Lr9.3E
244,955. 9r370,167.IE
,952.73
,662 .02
q,377 ,139.24
I05,870.96
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ET URNS
0r00
0700
AGRI
1500
161 0
65
155
2q0
15,277 ,19A
?,7 96 ,055IE,073,245
2,15L 597
2,710,0534,86],450
,9q8.
,135.
,0E2 .
56
96
34
112
l4?
255
3,447,494
554,642
L(tZ,942
7 37 ,977
7
t?2
51
2?,
t5
I4
9
5
5
OIL
OIL
NON
POT
10 94
I381
158 9
1400
1620
1700
c0Ns
4t00
4200
4500qEIO
4900q920
T CU-
TDSA RILLINGND POTASH
*74
MINE 82
r,12
10
E
59
I55
107
42
5
5
4
7
7
E3 ,2q4 ,486
11,994,508
q 
,414 ,285
38,557,762
156,211,0q2
65,666,634
10,56q,622
2,722,721
t4,056,869
93,010,846
04
67
85
77
51
2000
2010
2300
2400
27 00
2900
5200
5q00
3500
5600
3670
3700
3800
3900
MFG-
1,55
2,86
t65
r03
595
L,289
87
239
209
128
26,557 ,E89
,?28,259
,635,938
5,965,76E
3E,4q7 ,96q
?3 ,532 ,38q
58,797,777
L4?,754,586
9,795,812
40,443,q89
543, r16
,882, 959
,062,689
,551,lE9
,47 3 , q6'3
E59 ,7 09I49,4E5
2,397,9731,l74,gggq37,9qq
302,51I
,848 . 0l
,967.35
,6Er.66
,992 , 12
,E7I.37
28
tqq
4
7
L OCA
MO TO
AIR
TELE
L AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
R FREIGHT TRANS., I.IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TRA NSP ORTA T I ON
PHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUG5, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
l,188
L,759
II
5010
5020
5040
68E
51
88 7.,570,756 154,964.66
REPORT NO. 06() TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTI"IENT
Et,l MEXTC0
ENUE SYSTET.l
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
REV
FN
REVYS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
226,0q4,072
27,6E3,E04
159,964,050
5,646,q96l,?73,715
I5,000,586
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
27 ,759,28q
59,750,475
PAGE 1 OE
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: q19.O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
L,457,362.52
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUMI{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEFIBER, 1990
O2-OO2 RMDR BERNALILLO CNTYLOCATION:
SIC
CO DE
LRSR
5050
5070
50E0
50 90
5092
I.IHS L
5?00
525t
5252
5500
5310
5400
55r0
5540
5592
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUsEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
47
41
I25
538
,520 ,7 9l
, 17 q ,690
,885,8E1
,337,228
126 , l5qq4l,E67
,841 ,425
,96! , Lq7
5,623.09
25,198.00q64 
,17 4 .91
575,460.32
NO. TAX
RETURNS
946
TOTA
GROS
tI
19
148
8
IO
EAL ERS
VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
CCESSORY STORES
92
45
25
104
8,5r4,65I
2,940,977
566,943
r,756,060
485,416
e,7Eq,263
92,g?2
1,59r,942
25, 368 . 98
146,I75.85
4,E75.13
55, 05r . 97
297q?
170q8
229
E8
259,
L ,652 ,
56q ,
?,8q9 ,
D
S
A
0
R
47,050,E56
908,347
8, r44,86 9
57 9 ,405
4,955,594| ,4(tZ , ql5
2 ,250 , ll525,965,II0
5,6 54,493
5, I 95,556
2
2
60
817tt
4
2, 066,8
13,5
E6 ,6
?9,6
149,4
6E,2
OII
r56
605
190
99 .94
9E.OE
9E.55
52.29
80.97
5r.5155
5
5
5
5
FURN I T
EAIING
L IQUOR
DRUG A
5920
5990
RETL
MOBILE HONE
MISCEL LANEOU
APPAREL AND
599
600
700
E008I3
910
00
10
50
5I
55
70
IR
FURN I SH
ING PLA
DISPENSERS - BY
ND PROPRIETARY 5T
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'lENT CONPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
URE, H
AND D
ME
INK
INGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
CES
THE DRINK
OR ES
123
565
155
42
1,500,028
2,004 ,57 3
25, 365, I 06
5 ,6ZE ,594
4, 395, E65
105,240.I5
r,531,565.20
295,50L .2E
230,257 .93
1,067,E09.656,560,607.001,8q53,893
20 , 539,895
lZ5 ,3(tB ,442
E,617,598
534
49
2,927,157
325, 085
148, 3
17,0
58.{4
67,06
7000
7 200
7500
739r
7500
7600
7800
7900
80I0
E060
109
709
1, r52
48
801
558
HOTELS, t'loTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI.lENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
,194,650
,815, 255
,950,210
,516,407
,585 r 641
,6q6,168
1,0(L280
2, 538,71r
55,600,525
767 ,055,5E99,549,549
3,159,990
54,667 .12
122,734.39
2,91E ,935 .7 640,270,4r8.44(t90 
,506 ..t4
L65,E47 .?6
455
201
t22
t24
452, 356 . 55
213,628 .26
I25,36 0 .29
6L,845.82
tl
4,q02
2,47L
1,505
, 315
,E6q
,550
4,069,110
2,587,8r5
1,179,0r5
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONEQUEST X
DITED X
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
LOCATION : O2-OO2 RNDR BERNATILLO CNIY
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT'IBER:
PAGE IO9
0L/ L5/ 9l
419. 02
xR
xE
LR5R
r,816
13r
5,0r9
SIC
CO DE
9I009II9
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GRO S
EP ORT ED
EC EI PTS
I,E36,ll2
?57,959
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,E19,7E3
?55 ,32q
I5,517,L02
2 ,121 ,107
964,27 5,285
2A ,909 ,612
L2q4,4E7 ,840
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
95,55E.65
15,404.55
714,845.59
rlr,35E.l6
45,373,820.5I
1,097 ,754.63
65,2E5,487.32
El00
8200
8600
8900
69I0
S ERV
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I''IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAT GOVERNI'IENT - ALL OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - MILITARY BASES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
152
6E
9200
9595
GOVT
I5,E(L 159
2 ,7 35 ,222
930,20E,945
29 ?0 ,97 6 ,990
15,4E8 1,8II,209,00q
a
tt
ii
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NE[.I NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
RES ERV E
PAGE 110
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUNBER: qI9.O2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2q7,828
1,974,I55
254,24q
617,460
630,60f,
223 ,97 5
126,285
1,524,002
135,055
20q ,297
TAXABL E
6ROSS RECEIPTS
25, 0 55
1,490.972
246,970
555, 548
559,E87
205,729
97,158
1,576,066
155,055
2A3,q44
X REQUX EDIT
EsT X
EDX
LOCATION:28-I5O
src
CODE
NO. IAX
R ETURNS
I500
t620
I700
CONS
GEN ER
NON- B
SPECI
TOT.
AL BU
UILDI
AL TR
CON TR
ILDING CONTRACTORS
NG HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
ADE CONTRACTORS
ACT CONSTRUCTION
I
77
2000
2300
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBTISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED I4ETAL PRODUCTS
MISCEL L ANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI,IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOLESAL ERS
PEIROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'1ENT STORES
DEPARTl'1ENT STORES
OD STORES
SERVICE STATIONS
EOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
D DRINKING PLACES
SPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
EOUS RETAILERSIL TRADE
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I-lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
qq
80
25
55
,?93
,09?.
00
54
12,E97.
28,993.
7I
24
2
3
5
5
N
700
200
400
900
FG-
4E30
4900
T CU-
ETAI L FO
ASOLINE
ISCELLAN
ATING AN
IQUOR DI
ISCELLANOT. RETA
525t
5500
55I0
5400
554 0
5599
5800
58I5
t 4200481 0
5070
5090
5092
NHSLt
I
45
26
?9 ,27 9 .9?
10,628.69
5,066.2L
7I,906.50
7,06?.93
10,635.21
R
G
N
E
L
N
T
5990
RETL
6r00
6 510
FIRE
51
L74
45
257000
7 200
7500
a
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:28-150
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'IISCEL tANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFlENT
STATE OF NEH NEXICO
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUt'll'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTMTY REP0RTED IN PERI0D ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RESERVE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
3E9,291
4,050,550
PAGE 1I1
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9L
RUN NUFIBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
20,271.15
2]0,Er5.07
src
CO DE
NO. TAX
RET URNS
115
5?0
T OTA
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS
597,966
q,776,73q
7500
7600
7900
E900
89I0
S ERV
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
!I
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION I 28-OZE
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
COA LOIL AND GAS 1^,IELL DRILLING
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
RI'iDR CATRON CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I ,2(t6 ,7 66
551,596
7,20E,946
r43,680
190,088
r,000r008
2 ,7 06 , (+59
158,506
75,836
898,455
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,194,?6q
PAGE 1 I2DATE: 0l/15/91
NUMBER: 4}9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
59, r65.93
20,858.05
547,595.51
5 ,4(t5 .44
9,349.4I
43,047.12
115, r25.04
RUN
RUN
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
0I00
0E00
AGRI
r200
1381
MINE
1500
t6I0
1520
1700
CONS
5599
56 0 0
580 0
58r3
FOOD AND
L UMB ER , t,l
PRINTING
STONE, CL
PR II,IARY N
GROCERIES AND REL
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBIN
I'lISCELLANEOUS I.IHO
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TR
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
RODUCTS, EXCEPT I-1EAT PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
SHING
, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTSST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
D PRODUCTS
ND HEATING EQUIP
ALERS
92
IE9
q20 , q346,961,4r7
2000
2400
27 00
3200
5400
5900
MFG-
410 0q200
q8t0
4850
4900
TCU-
5040
5070
5090
NHS L
5200
525 I
5500
5q00
5540
5592
6l
46
65
1E7
KINDRED P
OOD AND P
AND PUBL IAY, GLASS
ETAL INDU
MISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
1'1OTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , ].JAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
1I0,59r
190,088
665, 755
?,340 ,241
99 . E27
75,689
684, 455
4,973.L5
5,769.55
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
ATE
GA
LES
ADE
26
46
10r 54,057.95
5E 295,543 293,5q3 14 ,622 . 17
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:28-028
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUM]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
RI'IDR CATRON CNTY
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
L,qzg,L87
5,1r0,752
25E,956
37 6 ,426
r,4gg,5r6
15,559 r 6?9
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,096, I55
2,q77,052
268,854
334,592
1,307 ,252
I5,E00,32E
PAGE 1I5
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: qT9.O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5q,629.45
125,5I 0 .47
L3,473.7?
SIC
CO DE
5920
5990
RETL
6300
6510
FI RE
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
76
79
80
8?
E6
89
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
22L
527
42
It6
5r0
1,360
8,8I9.E0
r,663.45
2L309.11
5,884.59
5,7 99 .39
26
51
51
25
51
177,l4q
53,504
49q ,87 7
L37,072
148,511
177,14q
55,504
435,30I
7E,q95
00
00
t0
00
00
00
I16,454
E9IO
S ERV
16,69r.06
64,597 .88
6E7,549.54TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:04-l0I
AGRICUTTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS 1^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC t'lINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEFIICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED NEIAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
MISCEL LANEOUS I',lANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS'SIFICAIION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, I99O
R0StlEL L
25 E ,?55 ,7 35
1,5E9,567
4 ,462 , q53
25 705,15E
,326 r295
,7E0,120
650,52f,
3 ,626 , q52
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
L475r069
2 ,7 59 ,84E
5,760,550
ltt ,0q6 ,024
27 ,?07 ,89?
45,772,244
13,849 ,27 6
5,108,036
TAXABL E
GROSS RECETPTS
1,4I4,E50
2,565,01I
5,2q4,ggl
12,50q,10?
19,474,15I
35 ,692 ,824
5L9,779
76E,q55
5, IE5,, 7 g7
238,550
PAGE II4ATE: 0l/15/9L
ul'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
E4,6E1 . 90
151,5q5.54
5I I ,447 .89
751,260.61
1,I57 ,295.85
2 , L?5 ,326 .8(t
3I,0E9.55
r4,r4r.02
7 9 ,234 .7 (t
570, I88.65
37 ,7 9E .23(5,344.51
495,350.69
2,372,205.95
RU
RU
ND
NN
5rc
CODE
010 0
0700
AGR I
r400
1'1I N E
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
TOTA
GRO S
LRSR
60
125
23q
70I1500
1.610
I620
1700
CON S
I510I38I
158 9
59
5I
115
60
5010
5020
5040
5060
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2600
5200
5400
5500
5600
5670
3700
3800
3900
NFG-
410 0qz00
4500
4E 10
4E50
4900
4920
TCU-
1, r75L 934
2t6
E9
26
562
q6 
,268 .99
r90,345.6064r55
559
684
55
t42
1,527
6,195I529
, 61E
,605
,2L6
,40I
629
73r
15,802,460L 67 9,668
,321 ,852
,027,2?6
7q7 ,73E.63
100,452.55
g ,215 ,658
.+9,?06,347 E(+ l-
2 ,Els ,6?8
748,665
31,488,7I1
2 ,356 ,3L2
1,156,555
6q5 ,032
2 ,77 4 ,092
4?4 ,122
69,149.30
38,684. 17
165,729.94
25,391.2?
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:04-1OI
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPoRTED IN PERI0D ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1??0
ROSNEL L
TOTAL REPORTHD
GROSS RECEIPI'S
TAX.iBL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,00q,222
4, 0E4,655
r1,469,20I
PAGE 1I5
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUHBER: 419.02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
298,04r.10
2(13,520.40
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lH S L
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS ]..IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARN EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
HICLE DEALERS
SERVICE STATIONS
OME DEAL ERS
NEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPI BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COFIDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., 5ERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTNENT COI'1PANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEl'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
82
158
562
125I,I7I
4 , q2?,65q
12,195,650
53 ,415 ,47 2
L7,482,q57
L24 ,925 ,547
545,275
,127,559
,064 ,7 9L
,489,40I
.02q,607
20 , q60 .?2
305 ,57 ? .46
243,27L.33
208 ,523 .49
r r 076,882. r5
5
4
IE
5,990q6,210
56,897
4.,019i,531
5200
5251
5?52
5300
55t 0
5400
551 0
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5600
5815
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
MOTO
GASO
I'10 B I
MISC
A PPA
,7 67
,783
t25
97
680
7,778
5,076
RVE
LINE
LE H
ELLA
REL
6 , 055,88(46,89r,985
6q,937 ,236
L3,22q,5q9
3,714,134
,897
,649
,296
,7 37
,555
556,584.01
2,757,658.04
5,595,650.7?
?40,048.49
91,744.60
183
5E8
515
928
r06
98
62
2,7 L9
5 ,967
,717,355
,797,582
,242 ,3q3
,575,035
,040,395
,806r770
,655,665
,648 ,slq
,5I7,505
3,5E9,630
10,618,4E5
E,458,5I5
27 ,9Eq,273
6,040,595
?,67q,q99
3,6q7,426
44,017 ,8q6
241 ,67 2 ,519
t29
79
5r0
151
225
1,597 ,82q3],407,551
4 ,902,7 93
I
5t
6
q
t0
9
29
6
10
5
50
277
14,2I1.50
54, 0E4. 05
05,858.12
70,45E.48
60,305.79
77 ,862.4q
18, 06q . E6
25 ,926 . 18
r9,969.95
t47}I
I8
45
49
589
I7
77
59
08
0z
02
2
6
5]r6
5
5
2
2r6
L4,q
6000
6r00
6120
6200
6500
6510
6550
6700
FIRE
7I
35
35
42
97
559
2,841 ,
193,
L,477,
855,
1,036,
Z , (166 ,530
195,75(
3r4,415
7 60 ,495
E36,113
6 ,552 .930
,2q9.
,58r.
,755.
,3II.
,9q7,
,4E4 .6,E98,007
14,278,89f
6,979,5r7
8I8
73q8I5
28q
545
79L
903
69t
799
7000
7 ?00
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
60I0
8060
3?2
1, 388
989
670
647
E,069,
10 , 355,
9 ,989 ,
8,854 ,
4,691,518
7 ,59q,722g,g5g,999
E,451,025
5 ,092,251
685,299.51
29r,E39.49q52, q7 8 .13
587 ,324.48
503,584.85
503,625.24
95,203.40
1,875 ,159.77
295,655.81
tl
I94
L,L77
L97
,8?5,468
,57 2 ,846
,23q ,7 90
it
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:04-I()I
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
9595
GO VT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNI.IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'1I'1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIIIITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
ROSI.IEL L
EPORI ED
ECEIP'I'5
12,E60,71,5
199,974
20,90 r,975].915,?44
l?0 ,023 ,52q
67 5 ,028 ,202
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l?,723,1q9
199 ,97 4
19,070,650!,656,222
107,928,65E
47:2,070,2r1
PAGE I I6ATE: OI/L5/9L
UMBER: 4I9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
760,581.2I
11,Eq5.64
]. r40,854 . 55
110,911.E26,445,035.4I
28,095,216.E0
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
EI00
8200
8500
8900
8910
S ERV
338
61
2,192
95
8, 325
9200
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 19,580
t!
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
t0cATr0N:04-201
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHt..IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRINARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
IOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILIIIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
1.lACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, I99O
D EXT ER
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPl'S
798,573
1,1+1,585
226 ,39E
255, 955
676,7?7
1,39r,475
1,0E9,997
54 ,347
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
4I3,023
7r6,408
163,664
231 , qq?
592,27 2
1,137,559
\,027 ,EzE
55,805
1I1,275
?,075,700
PAGE I 17ATE: 0l/15/91
UMBER: 41 9. ()2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
24 ,663 .04q2,8Lq.6q
9,804.05
12,20q.25
35 , q?l .07
66,216.14
6r,574.64
3,229 .23
6,629.55
12q,192.?3
RU
RU
ND
NN
src
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
57
t58
55
20E
(19
q0
0100
AGR I
13I0
I'IINE
1500l6r0
I700
CO NS
2400
?7 00
5400
5900
MFG-
410 0
4200
4Et0q850
4900
4920
TCU-
5200
5500
5400
5540
5599
81
107
EAT
LIQ
MI5
TOT
5020
5080
5090
5092
t^lH S L
56 0 0
57 0 0
5600
56I 3
5990
RETL
6000
ING AND DRINKING PLACES
UOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
CELLANEOUS RETAILERS
. RETAIL TRADE
II
B ANKS
37
17E
I11,6932,rgl,g52
ii
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE 0F NEt,l I'IEXIC0
COIlBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEl'lBER, 1990
DEXTER
77,7e,5
145, r87
55,021
604,258
7 r 505, e90
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]:PTS
77,051
134,q57
6L641
585,007
6 , 555,592
PAGE 1 I6DATE: OL/L5/9L
NUNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
(,551 
. 55
8,161.4E
3,652.26
35,026.60
588,954.07
RUN
RUN
X REQUX EDIT
EST X
EDX
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:04-201
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
27
55
35
I49
762
TOTA L
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPI S
65r0
FI RE
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7900
6010
8200
E900
89r0
S ERV
o
I
I
a
I
I
t
9200
93 95
GOV T
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:04-500
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUN]CATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I FIEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
HAGERFIAN
R EP ORT ED
RECEIP]'S
25q,2q0
27 0 ,13q
9(18,435
,263
,585
39 ,7 57
16E,708
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
159,7E6
268,999
875,065
50,551
1,525,L7q
59,558
165,669
PAGE II9ATE: OL/L5/9L
ul'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
9,354.81
lq ,052 .q6
49,186.32
2,947.5q
88, 968 . 52
2,285 .05
9,77E .59
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
60
155
t92
TOTAL
GROSS
5200
3900
MFG-
4900q920
TCU-
I500
I6IO
1700
CONS
4100
4E10
4E30
6000
FIRE
7600
7900
8060
5010
5040
5070
5080
5090
1^lHS L
5252
530 0
5400
5540
559?
5599
5800
5990
RETL
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^JARE, PLUI'1BIN
MACHINERY, EQUIPM
l.lISCELLANEOUS t.]HO
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TR
D HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
AND SUPPL I ES
L ER5
GAN
ENT
LESA
ADE
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HOBILE HOME DEALERS
t',IISCELLANEOUS VEH]CLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AFlUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
4l
3E
t75
84,765
66,78?
2 ,6E8 ,zez
E4
66
2,350
,7 63
,7 8?
,800
29
28
5l
1,7(3
q,970.48
5,867.60
I57,084.E9
7 200
7300
7500
q6
59
ii
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N : 04-500
T,IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART}4ENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROS5 RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
HAGERI'IAN
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,299,016
5 ,665 ,226
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
455 ,84 r
tt,195,412
PAGE I2O
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
25,q75.06
242,9q3 .L9
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
tE5
675
8900
8910
S ERV
9200
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. 08O
LocATr0N:04-q00
AND GAS I^IELL DRILLING
MINING
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
l'10T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , t^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
OIL
TOT.
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEt..I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
TAKE ARTHUR
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
24 ,677
I 95, 555
527,010
25 ,014
PAGE I21
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9L
RUN NUT'IB ER : qI9 .02
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
1,518.E9
r0,650.95
L7 ,676.21
r,582.02
SIC
COD E
158I
MINE
t6I0
1700
c0Ns
NO. TAX
RETURNS
125
t7r
4E
q(+
TOTAL
GRO 55
PORT ED
CEI PT S
26,505
273,L82
329 ,37 4
26 ,668
RE
RE
5200
MFG-
4I00q?00
48r0
4900
4920
TCU-
5090
NHS L
11I SCEL L ANEOUS t^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
5300
5400
5990
RETL
7 200
7500
8200
E900
5 ERV
9200
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 288 574,355 589,647 32,055.55
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:04-004
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS HELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
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TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECE]'IBER, I99O
RI'IDR CIBOLA CNTY
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L 550, l6E4,5I5,569
117 , 58I
555, 505
i.,II9,597
2, 5E5, 9E1
45,9EE,r14
PAGE L29
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUMBER: 4I9.02
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
5 ,820 .9655,415.4r
5,I58.74
59,0I9.05
124 , 991 .94
2,296,157.85
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURN S
r85
45E
I,719
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEI PT S
5700
5800
5613
59I0
59?0
5990
RETL
FURN I
EATIN
LIQUO
DR UG
P ACKA
TUR E,
G AND
R DIS
AND P
GE LI
6t
t2?
1II,
I , 025,
170
538
2
5
,226 ,156
,407,032
?7 II7,58I
943
924
I1L945
L ,02? ,37 8
27 q .50
467.9L
81,
235,
25 ,513 .29
5,237 .49
14,655.45
17,494.30
49t
I00
279
S ERVIR A
RVIC
N SE
DOT
65I0
5700
FIRE
8200
8900
E9l0
S ERV
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E0t0
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPA
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SE
AHUSEMENT AND RECREATIO
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AN
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
5?
55
7E
45
758,177l05,r7l
5e7,118
341,7I6
,536
, 
(i96
,827
ICES
ND OTHER SERVICES
ES
RV I CE5
H ERS
9200
GOVT
r,255, 059
2,963,168
54 ,652 ,547
REPORT NO. 08O
SIC
CO DE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFlENT
EPORT ED
ECEIPl S
2,709,195
4,660,554
672,204
r ,857 ,864
2,L ,6E45,7I6,361
4 ,7 42,441
11,617,547
2,2E6,442
4,62r,001
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,077,?gE
3"870,547
I20,057
2,205,769
555,7?7
6,695,671
L2,77 9 ,322
PAGE I5O
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUHBER:4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX [,UE
L37 ,787 .77
257,958.59
7,950. r5
32, 956 . 98
51,903.66I03,99r.21
145 , 92L .66
EQUEST X
DITED X
STATE O
CONB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
LOCATION : O9-IO2
AGRICUTTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
t'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHIIIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I..IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
EN I,IEXI CO
ENUE SYSTEI''I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
FN
REVYSxR
xE
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I}90
RATON
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0100
0700
AGRI
2000
20r0
2400
1500l6r0
t620
I700
CONS
27 00
5400
3600
5700
5900
550 0
53I0
5400
55I0
NFG-
285q*
55
50
26
Ytq
38
94
2E
60
2q7
32
50 9, 251],3E5
255
769
'?91
,225
,968
1,7 0q ,9434,15r,0I0
E,415,703
q99
7E4
1,575
131
59
27t
0,2q
0 .82
10,
652,
L ,27 6 ,532
7,qZL,658
E4, 0
465,7
2l2
6
07 .2E
45.1r
311,944
2,300,441
1 ,02q ,47 0
0,589.21
8,E1r.69
7,6E9.E5
55, 56
9
.55
98
67?
43 ,062
4100q200
4810
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
50I0
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^lH S L
695,905
2,500,481
1,060,959
NOTOR VEHICLES
GROCERIES AND R
EL ECTRICAL GOOD
HARDT^IARE, PLUNB
NACHINERY, EQUI
AND A
ELATES AND
ING A
PMENT
UTOMOTI
D PRODU
HOUS EH
ND HEAT
AND SU
VE
CTS
OLD
ING
PPL
EQU I PI'IENT
APPL IANCES
EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
IES
5200
5251
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUFI AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
GENERAL F'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
5?.
55
58
102
577,q766,729,998
14,733,679
56,75q4z 
, 18
843 ,7 5
4 .86
E.98
9.21
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATT0N:09-102
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND CONDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER_LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
RAT ON
R EPORT ED
RECEIPI'S
3 ,052 ,560
5?,7 LZ,7 55
776,301
q02 ,415
! r279 r7?3
L7,q?l,L?5
101,2E7,950
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
652,566
2E6,298
1,015,51I
958,078
410,261
I6,557,0r6
75, 029, 0E5
PAGE I31
UN DATE: OL/I5/9I
UN NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
,083.74
,852 .55
+L,743.76
IE, 918.72
67,006.45
,415.51
,Ezq.q2
,837.11
62,067 .7 5
27 ,085.?6
I,100,275.04
4,955,972.06
R
R
XR
xE
src
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
55q
559
560
570
6000
610 0
6120
6200
0
9
0
0
0
5
0
0
L
7000
7 ?00
7500
759I
7500
7600
7800
7900
E0t0
8060
8r00
8900
E9l0
S ERV
? ,671
3 , 01.4
l(t(t
878
6 ,650
1,579
4,I36
1. 5I2
1,4I5
EE5
105
84
58q7
190
r69
, 
q(tE
,267
,9E6
,065
,518
,23?
2,477,0q4
2 ,37 2 ,53+
Lqq ,9E6
720,44L
6,599,2q4
1 ,57 9 ,23?
155,603.95
155,q67 .969,5r1.79
47 ,626,15
+36,7 I8.56
I04,520 .45580581
591
599
RET
6500
65r0
6550
FI RE
9200
9595
9595
GO VT
2,561,977
42,,+77 ,304
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
542
T,49I
I69
? ,805
272,4I1.12
86 ,5q9 ,78
95,565.06
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMER
AUT OMO
IlISCEL
r'10T I0N
AMUSEMENT AND RECREAT
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
F'IISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI-1ENT - I'lUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
q9
12E
2tE
r ,885
4,758
2q0
256
277
4,505,941
L4E0,233
r,486,894
t79
178
4,401,975L,q7l,7gq
r1192,962
29t
96
78
CIA
BIL
LAN
PI
L RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
E RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES I,II6,I66
516 , 517SERVICES
RS AND PRODUCTION
ION SERVICES
EOUS REPAIR
CTURE THEATE
250
36
9q
329
oa=
, ccJ
,69E
,836
,7 A7
r+,1?5,69?
r,5r0,561
1,413,856
825, 081 54,548. 91
IREPORT NO. OEO
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATI0N:09-202
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, t,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.lENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, ]990
MAXI,IEL L
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP'I'5
406,1?9
11,65q
285,363
4 9 ,8I8
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEiPTS
2E? ,406
r1,554
248 ,357
qq 
, 
q03
PAGE 152ATE: 0l/15/9L
UMBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
..AX DUE
I4,595.66
592.0r
12,605.6r
2,?.53.?4
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE
SIC
CODE
2q00
27 00
MFG-
5090
NHSL
9200
GOVT
I500
1700
CON S
4100
46 0 0q8I0
4850
4900
T CU-
5300
5q00
5540
5990
RETL
7 200
7500
7500
7600
8900
8910
S ERV
I'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GAsOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NEOUS SERVICES
ING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
VICES
TE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
. GOVERNMENT
MISCELLA
t'IISCEL LA
EN GI N EER
TOT. SER
NO. TAX
RETURN S
66
26
69
59
STA
TOT
tt
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 220 E5E,83l 61E,965 5I,481.92
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:09-3OI
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSIOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI4ENT
STATE OF NEI,I MEXICO
COl'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEH
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'1i'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERI0D ENDING DECEI'IBER' 1990
SPRINGER
RU
RU
E 135/15/91
9 .02
PAG
0I
41
ND
NN
ATE:
UMB ER :
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTE:D
GROSS RECEIPTS
798,744I,9r0,956
296 ,099
595, IE9
I , 078, 586
2 ,lgg ,7 4l
323 ,927
E5,82E
I01,47E
228,0?.1
559,201
?,9L8 ,87 I
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q70,L99
1,596,556
E0,z5z
595,189
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
I500
1610
1700
CONS
101
IE2
27,665.81
E1,267.06
?7 00
MFG-
4000
4r00q200(600
4El0
4850
4900
TCU -
54
8E
258,II2
75,L52
97 ,8q5
22E,0?l
496,661
2 ,633 ,221
q,67q.91
20,.t17.57
q5,401.E6
80,439.28
r3,867.82
q 
,465 . (+l
5,723,26
15, I88 . 46
?E ,98q .55
155,700.90
RADI
EL EC
TOT.
OA
TRI
TR
GASOL
APPAR
FURN I
ND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
C I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ANSPORTATION, COl'Il'lUNICATIONS AND UTILTTIES
26
r88
48
q7
57
(t7
I36
34I
794,058L q22,7 05
5090
5092
NHSL
r'1I SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE IRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
INE SERVICE STATIONS
EL AND ACCESSORY STORES
TURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVIUES
5500
5400
55I0
554 0
5600
5700
5600
58r3
5910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
65I0
FIRE
7000
0
0
0
0
0
?
5
5
7
7
7
52
35
656I
I65,802
45,975
7 8 ,54q
137,f,80
165,,601
46,77?
77,095
I25, 546
9,58r.57
2,7 L2 .4L
4,483.80
7,205.60
iREPORT NO. OE()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-501
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'1ENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENI
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI1MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
S PR I NGER
PAGE 1 54
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUNBER! qI9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
18,527 . l8
589,714.r7
sIc
CO DE
7600
7800
NO. TAX
R ETURNs
27
38
2E7
1,096
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI S
316 ,71q
qz,34l
855,549
9,579,495
TAX
GROS S
ABLE
R ECE ]: PTS
80r0
81.0 0
6900
S ERV
9200
9595
GOV T
316,754
42,3ql
E37,662
6,724,748
E7
4l2,47 9 .q8 ,95q .
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
lt
REPORT NO. 08()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-401
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
I'1BER, I,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
ONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
SCELLANEOUS I.IANUFACTURINGT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl,l I'lEXIC0
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
C IT'IARRON
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I85,568
597 ,7 97
2I9,095
2 , qctS ,7 q8
37,6E2
PAGE I 55
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: 4I9.02
K EPORT ED
TAX DUE
ll,29q .29
56,868.2I
LL,57L.q2
Lq1 ,802.55
2,515.19
7E,919.95
26,61r.82
135,q5(t.q?
5q,546 .q0
2,626,9E
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
1500
16I0
1620
1700
CONS
4100
481 0
4830(900
4920
T CU-
50E0
5090
l.lH 5 L
40
75
69
tzE
28
26
?6
41
96
?q5
q5
52
,696
, 
q2523872t
LU
ST
1.1 I
TO
2q00
5200
5900
1.1FG-
5510
554 0
5700
PMENT
HOL ESA
TRADE
?L9 ,7 33
2 ,6E(+ t El(t
37,682
1,360,477
968,901
5,290,738
895,400
(t4,066
1,289 ,64q
455,655
2,2I5,800
EE7,566
43,04E
5200
5300
BUILDING I'lATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE 5TORE5
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSER5 - BY THE DRINK
r'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI t ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
REAL E5T. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC., AND T]TLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MACHINERY, EQUI
MISCELLANEOUS I,I
TOT. I.IHOLESALE
I'IISCELLANEO
AUTOMOBILE
MISCEL LANEO
ANUSEI.IENT A
AND SUPPLIES
L ERS
USINESS SERVICES
ALT REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
7 6 ,19q
55,0:,8
5E3I ,855,788
2,375.75
1,941.7I
5800
5815
5990
RETL
6000
6510
FIRE
USB
RENT
USR
NDR
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7900
ii
REPORT NO. 06O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:09-401
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I I'IEXICO
CONB I N ED REV ENU E SYST ET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
CIMARRON
UN DATE:
UN NUMBER:
E 156/ 15/ 9l
9,02
R
R
PAG
OI
4I
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
150
678
TOTAL
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEIP'I'S
1,067,557
l0 ,94?,993
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,057 ,797
6,490,7r5
6q ,9ll .6q
595,606.26
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
S ERV
EOIO
8I00
E900
9200
9395
GOV T
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATIO
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - SCHOOL DIST
TOT. GOVERNNENT
ND INSTITUTIONS
TS
NA
RIC
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. 08O TAXAT I ON
STA
c0l'tB r
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-509
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
r'IISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COM]'lUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'INUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NUE DEPARTI,IENT
hl FlEXI C0
NUE SYSTEM
ANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
AND REVE
TE OF NE
NED REVE
AX BY ST
62
59
182
327,q59
256,475
r,702,5I9
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP'I'S
L69,?41
927,923
890,0r5
34 ,47 4
981,540
3, 944
162, 988
L ,?32,0.t7
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E0,125
917,54(
409,802
327,q59
23?,2?g
1,155,914
32 ,7 25
954,461
3 ,9'tq
PAGE 157
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IB ER : 4I9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
4,86 r . 59
55, 055.55
25,128.72
?0,06q.16
14,158.98
70,691.58
1,997 .92
5E,454 .6 0
238 .7 (t
8,534.4I
7 2 ,241 .68
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
EAGLE NEST
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
55
64
25
25
104
32
27 00
5900
r'1FG-
t 5090l^lHS L
5000
6510
FIRE
I
1500
I620]700
CO NS
4Et0
4900
TCU-
RE
AN
AN
TA
SOLI
RNIT
TING
SC ELT. R
520 0
5300
5400
554 0
57 0 0
5800
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7300
7500
7500
7900
E900
S ERV
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'lATERIALS
GENERAL I'lERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GA
FU
EA
l''l I
TO
NE SERVICE STATIONS
, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORESD DRINKING PLACES
EOUS RETAILERSIL TRADE
U
L
E
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC. I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI''IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAT GOVERN]'1ENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
a
tl
9200
9395
GOV T
56
250
]58,896
L ,L7 9 ,E77
IFN
REVY5
e REPORT NO. OEO STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EI^I MEXI CO
ENUE SYSTEN
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
q 
,209 ,366
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,495, 156
PAGE I 3E
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER! 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
zlz,73?.?E
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 09-509
SIC
CODE
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
EAGLE NEST
t
a
I
585
o
tl
REPORT NO. 08O
LoCATI0N:09-600
ANNUA L
ANGEL
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I4EXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSI FICATION
SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
FIRE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
550,875
! ,7 25 , 9?.3
326,257
2,035,959
5,8975,r35,75I
650,392
664,561
7,3L7,520
TAXJTB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
171,105
1,527,r52
325 , q89
]-998,9E0
5,897
?,(170,76E
650,592
PAGE I59DATE: OI/L5/9I
NUMBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
,897 .7 I
,599.0I
17 ,??7 .87
114,6E1.27
547 .81
tq+ ,57 2 .5q
57,9E5.IE
38,459.56
297 ,829.54
35, I 99. 45
3q9,770.52
q7,867.36
55, 955. 06
16,751 .56
RUN
RUN
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ET URNS
74
10t
1500I6t0
1620
I700
c0Ns
4500
48I0
4900
TCU-
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
9
7E
63
r55
2500
2q00
27 00
5900
NFG-
5200
5500
5400
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T.1I
LUNBER, WOOD AND PAPER
PRINTING AND PUBLISHIN
NISCELLANEOUS MANUFACT
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LL
P
G
UR
PRODUCTS
RODUCT S
ING
5090
NHS L
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'1ISCEL LANE0US tlH0L ESALERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IIATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
5540
5600
5E00
58r5
5 910
5990
RETL
RETAI L FOO
GASOL INE S
APPAREL AN
EATING AND
T ORES
ICE STATIONS
CCESSORY STORES
INKING PLACES
DS
ERV
DA
DR
25
?9
47
88
253
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
STATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
INANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r-llSCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
45
78
59
E5
41
658,794
6,154,459
935 ,7 5?
7q0,677
295 ,152
608,685
6,029,q72
827,160
621,728
290,2q9
660
5,069
,Il6
,07 9
6000
6510
6550
FIRE
B ANKS
REAL E
REAL E
TOT. F
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7E00
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-600
ANUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NONPROFIT HENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
TAXAT I ON
5TA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT0F NEt^l I'iEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTET'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
AN
TE
NE
AX
EPORT ED
ECEIPI S
2,559,615
5,?57,323
22,8E0 ,E20
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
2,191,650
q ,595 ,126
19,578,562
PAGE 140
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4L9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
127,805.55
27 2 ,623 .53
l,l?7,472.65
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
ANGEL FIRE
SIC
COD E
9200
GOVT
MI SCEL
ENGINE
TOT. S
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
152
5E6
998
TO TA
GROS
LR5R
7900
EOIO
E6 0 0
E900
E 910
S ERV
LAN
ERI
ERV
EOUS SERVICES
NG AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
ICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t!
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:09-009
0100
0E00
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
ANNUAL SUI-1I'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RMDR COLFAX CNTY
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT4ENT
STATE OF NEN I1EXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUNBER:
PAGE Iql0l/ 15/ 9L(I9.02
SIC
CO DE
5900
NFG-
1000
1381
I58 9
MI NE
1500
16 I0
1620
1700
CON S
META
OIL
OIL
TOT.
L HINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
AND GAS I.IELL DRILLING
AND GAs FIELD SERVICES,
I'IINING
URAN IUI'I, t'IOLYBDENUT.'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
57
47
86
r45
50
55
ZE
55
185
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
l,gq3,37z
| ,292,99q
999,152
5 ,ggl ,044
951,373
I ,595,546
25,2?3
225 ,6El
10,45I,536
DECEI'IBER, 1990
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,9I6,455
587,559
997,36q
5, r59,455
901 ,7 q6
1,290 ,5L2
25 , lq?
225 ,68L
9,r00,559
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
102,912.60
I 9,595.65
49,E65.06
265,094.55
47 ,879.62
68,267.50
r,5r7.58
t2,0t2.24
425,7tq.2q
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COTIT'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDt,JARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS hIHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAT E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
DEPARTMENT STOR E5
LANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERSL AND ACCESSORY STORES
AND DRINKING PLACES
DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
258
505l
156q75
6 ,496 ,566
3,535,571
5,555,35rI,40L564
I6 ,6E6 , 931
502,907.00
I57 ,652 . EE
272,138.753r,r95.E5
7 63 ,892 .q6
5,767 
" 
184?,890,7?l
5 ,202 ,58E
6r0,549
14,(t7 l,0qZ
4100
4500
2500
?400
5200
4810
4900
TCU-
SCEL
PARE
TING
Q UOR
200
300q00
5r0
540
599
600
800
5040
5060
5070
5090
509?
t^lHS t
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
MI
AP
EA
LI
tl
5815
5990 MIsCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
i
.i
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUX EDIT
LocATI0N:09-009
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L AS5OC.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MIsCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICEs
AMUSEFlENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RT'IDR COLFAX CNTY
RUN DATE:
RUN NUi'1BER:
E t42/15/ 9L
9.02
PAG
OI
4I
EST X
EDX
6t00
6 510
FIRE
SIC
CO DE
RETL
9200
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
551
58
I t8
407
I ,567
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
lL , ?31 ,2?.9
4?6 ,5lL
615,566
5,005,E14
42,185,055
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
9,E01,768
6II,605
?,7E2,L69
35,292,603
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
q62,397.50
22,201.10
5I,795.8I
144,q27 .44
L,E52,7 90 . E3
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7900
8010
8900
E910
5I
2E
59
57
60
q24,?EL
526,515
259 ,.929
93,940
666,I07
560,585
6?7 ,26I,
250,
737,
367 ,
32,??0.56
15,557.57
5,014.40
54,955.17
1E,552.06
?9?
?44
56q
056
587
S ERV
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNFIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
tl
aa
REPORT NO. OEO
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION:05-IO5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDI
SPECIAL TR
TOT. CONTR
STATE O
CONB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EI^I NEXI CO
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
52, r46 ,87 r
I 5, 9E2, I28
46 ,7 9q ,325
271,783
2 ,361 , ?65
940,247
1,62I,616
q(t 
,5q6 , L32
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
22,695 ,29L
I I9, 955
146,401
2,L65,172
q08,8r5
536,655
4,706,672
PAGE I45
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER ! 4I 9. O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
r,550,734.1q
32E,2q3.72
1,677,18?.62
7,0L2.17
xR
xE
OIL
NON
TOT
l58l
I400
NINE
NG HE
ADE C
ACT C,
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
CLOVIS
SIC
CODE
0100
0700
AGR I
1500
1610
r620
1700
c0 Ns
5600
3670
5700
5800
5900
NFG-
4000
4r00
4200
4600
481 0
4850
4900
4920
ICU-
AND GA5 1^IELL DRILTING
METALLIC NINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
. MINING
AVY C0NTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
ONTRA CT O RS
ONSTRUCT ION
l,0Il
1,64I
585
26
37
5,651,193
28,65E,196
2000
2010
2500
2400
?7 00
3200
5400
3500
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
NEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'1ARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICAIED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
I4ACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'lANUFACTURING
RAI LROAD TRANSPORT
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY
MOTOR FREIGHT TRAN
PIPELINE TRANSPORT
TELEPHONE AND TELE
RADIO AND TELEVISI
EL ECTRIC t.IATER AND
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'lICAL5 AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
4q
115
t25
451
q07,578
5,115,546
8
t26 ,496 
.7 4
,22E .60
6,690,616
22 ,559 ,564
t
a
4r6
5r5
9 r4
2r3
Lrq
010
020
040
060
ATION
PASS E
S. , l^l
ATION
GRAPH
ON BR
SAN I
NGER TRANSPORTATION
AREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
COMMUNICATIONS
OADCAsI I N G
TARY SERVICE UTILITIES
227q0
58
1r,082,564
5,979,215
IE,501,291
42
t25
10,060,582
3 ,655 ,287lb,220,693
58, 052, I 02
23,855.75
5L 349.50
27 q ,536 .5E
54,948.E9
17,562.53
540,676.68
215,E51.55
950 ,848.54
2,176,601.49
940,2q7
302,657
506
5
5
5
5
5070
I15
54
5I
44
55
39 ,43?q5,l5E
75,I48
55,852
09,64.4
I , 159, 9(5
674,L67
565,05(60L 209
126 ,32?
67,824.19
39 ,6q7 .0(,
35,067.86
54,643. rE
7 ,409.9E
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:05-105
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'1 AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDI,.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
OOD STORES
HICL E DEAL ER5
SERVICE STATIONS
OME DEAL ERS
VEHICLE AND
CESSORY STO
E FURNISHIN
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BA NKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L A55OC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., 5ERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI.IENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I-,IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
CLOVIS
EPORT ED
ECEIPI'S
25, gr2, 658
225,386,240
10,304,570
7 ,q69,837
5,610,250
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,216 ,90q
,439,903
,228,550
,6I7,650
,224,538
,7 55 ,97 8
,I8L858
,605 , q97
126,661
,457,Lq6
,159,755
,4J5,7E6
, 
q26 
,326
,75q,391
,206 ,524E9I,4IE
,955 ,86q
,662,?EE
2,265 ,46q
241 ,917
E,gg7,7g5
8Er,213
L5,77E,272
5,7?8,884
PAGE I44
RUN DATE: OI/15/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I 9 . O2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
7 ? ,3?? .58
176,I59.56
lqo ,292 .7 5
571,5q7 .lq
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5E5
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
LF
VE
INE
EH
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
53r0
5400
55I 0
5540
5592
7000
7 200
7500
759I
7500
7600
7E00
7900
E0l0
8060
77
580
85
E52
183
86
55
2,3E6
5,350
r43,578
, 
q97 ,6(,5
,292,348
,907,124
, 085, 95I
,7 63,21?
, 955,6 90
89r,41E
26 0 ,654 .8E
592,7 76.08
376,701.59
1,570,666.40
276,57E.62
2,236 ,lq,87q,
5,589,
43 ,904 ,
5l0
7
24
Ct
9
92q7
q7
I66
85
5175tl
668
65q9
586 i.,257,9885,0I5,245
2,39?,72L
9,772,6q9
461
747
567
5200
525L
525?
5500
5599
5600
5700
392
I20
I65
40
I90
9,2?7 ,l3l
1,77E,439
6,1?7 ,746
3,525, E5l
50,95L,779
55, r65,E66
5,610,r493,55r,674
,77 L .5q
,77 9 .05
,514. r1
,E64.4E
,l5L.q?
,400.08
I55
954
560
244
t5?
7
557,E92,87
52,I59.06
1,I64,58E. 0711,I46,925.4I
,215.17
,L9Z.q5
,9r5.60
z2
56
184
3Er,465
65q ,0025.I62,215
5
J.
l'
L
50q3
4
2
q
t0
62l
+
9
2,
2,
188,579.27
8q,197 .64
l8E, EE8.45
r52,E14.29
r4,114.90
5?5,9q8.66
?70,746.7?
?51,227 .56
2?0,906.38
RETAI
NOT OR
GASOL
MOBIL
5E00
56I5
5910
59?0
5990
RETL
AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
RES
GS AND APPLIANCE STORES
NISCELLANEOUS
APPAREL AND AC
FURN I TURE, HOI'I
TA
NS,SA
I9
190
6000
6r00
6r20
620 0
6500
65]0
6550
6700
FIRE
+ ,625 ,9964,514,069
3 ,7 E? ,066
2 ,3qL
24L
5,49E,658
4 , qL? ,985
q 
, 
qqq 
,645
198
1,119
6I5
,599
,917
52
57
538
47L 031
65q ,00?
3,775,241
ND RECREATION SERVICES
DENTISTS AND OTHERS
ND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
65q
555
5,897 ,295
?,691 ,7 60
34q,9
156,9
qq.4L
77.6L
AI'1U5 EMEN
PHYS I CI A
HOSP I TA L
5I,(7I.8r
922,6q3 .95
335,2E3.45
o
tt
t6q
6Eq
152
EEl,575
15,E75,917
5,875, 035
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT PAGE 145DATE: OI/15/9L
NUI'IBER: q19.02STATE OCOMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX B
FN
REVYS
Eu I'1EXI C0
ENU E SYST EI'1
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
LOCATION ! O5-IO5
ANNUAL SUI'IHARY -- BUSINE55 ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, }990
CLOVIS
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,704,801
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE I
EIOO
8200
8500
E900
E9t0
S ERV
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
r'1I SCEL LANEOUS SERVI CES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
207 5,697 ,q28 557,009.79
I2,458.2Eq96,0 15.0469,I0I.95
5, 525, IE3. 04
60I,540
50
5 ,98q
268,968
r0,025,775
1 ,22q ,17 0
66,20 0,675
8I
60
212,992
,5I2,70r
,179,309
,zLq ,2E5
9200
9595
GOVT
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 15 ,47 4 465,825,661 542, 96E, 312 20,008 ,83q.0?
it
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-205
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONs
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GENERAT NERCHANDISE,
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STAT
FURNITURE, HOME FURNI
r'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILE
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
EXCEPT DEPARTI-1ENT STORES
I ONS
SHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r5,065
94, 590
644,0Ir
PAGE 146DATE: OL/15/9L
NUNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
II,557.62
5,096.25
5q,851.55
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART}1ENT
STiATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99()
GRADY
RUN
RUN
5IC
CODE
I700
c0Ns
NO. TAX
RETURNS
39
46
r14
TOT A
GROS
EP ORT ED
ECEIPTS
24L 84E
r00,993
681,2q7
LRSR
5080
5090
T.IH S L
5700
5990
RETL
410 0
4810
4900
TCU -
5300
5400
5540
7500
7900
8010
8900
S ERV
r'lACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . t.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
RS
65r0
FIRE
9200
GOVT
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
ANUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. ()EO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-502
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
L UI,IB ER , NOO
PRINTING AN
TOT. MANUFA
MOTOR VEHIC
MACHINERY,
I'lISCELLANEO
T0T . t^lH0L ES
ND PAPER PRODUCTS
UBLISHING
RING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROsS RECEIPTS
84,095
?38 , q26
q7 L 996
1,296,501
27,oqq
57 ,7 6Ll,6gg,23q
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
75,099
23E, 058
4r4,5I4
1,150,28r
2l ,909
57,655
r,576,557
?7 8 ,9q?
lq9,32?
2,63q ,7 63
PAGE Iq7
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9L
RIJN NUMBER: (19.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
3,75E.r0
IL789.E2
21,165.07
57,259.05
r, 125 .81
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
ANNUAL SUNT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, 1990
TEXICO
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
57
79
56
r55
5I
0700
AGR I
2q00
27 00
MFG-
t
1500
I700
CONS
DA
DP
CTU
4I0 0
4200
48I0
4830
4900
4920
TCU-
50r0
5080
5090
NHSL
5300
5400
5540
5600
6000
65r0
FIRE
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATIOI'I
t'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTAIION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
LES AND AUTO
EQUIPMENT AN
US TJH0LESALE
ALE TRADE
MOTIVE EQUIPMENT
D SUPPL I E5
RS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
1.1ISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
34
49
2,9q7
69,77?
.40
.E0
r4, r76.5E
7,605.68
I53,6EE.04
5700
5E00
5990
RETL
700
720
750
750
760
790
51
121
268
27 E ,94?
170,9IE
2,9E9,705
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-T ESR-AGT. , ETC. ,
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL
AND T
ES TA
ITLE ABSTRACT
TE
HOTELS, NOTEIS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCEL LANEOU
AUTONOBILE R
MISCELLANEOU
AMUSEI'lENT AN
S BUSINESS SERVICES
ENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESS REPAIR SERVICES
D RECREATION SERVICES
tl
52 280,0(oE lq3,6q7 7 
'3ct3.02
II
REPORT NO. O8O
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATr0N:05-502
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt'I
ANAIYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
TEXICO
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
552,504
g, lE6 , 065
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEiPTS
180,107
4,167 ,779
PAGE I46ATE: 0L/15/91
UMBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
9,185.44
2rr,660.45
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
I05
670
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
8900
8910
S ERV
9200
GOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATT0N | 05-q02
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'1EXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'ITTARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, ]990
I'IEL RO S E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
50r,807
779,057
919,267
598, r56
29,645
490,055
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
501,268
637 ,202
9I7,175
3?7 ,809
29 , qlE
4IE, E7 O
?5,7E9
59L 6E7
1,576.2E
51 ,6E7 .45
PAGE I49ATE: 0t/15/9L
ut'tBER: 419.02
REP O RT ED
TAX DUE
L5 , E92 .94
54,109.6q
q9 
,17 2 .06
17,q77.12
L 575.54
22,328 . ql
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
(+5
65
29
54
152
q9
0I00
AGRI
5500
5400
5010
5080
5090
t^lH S L
1500I6t0
r700
c0N5
400
4r0
424
48I
490q92
TCU
700
720
750
750
760
790
E90
89r
26 ,13759I,667
5540
5599
5700
5800
5990
RETL
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
NI SCEL LANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
GEN ERA L I'IERCHANDI S E, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I-lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOIVIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I-lISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICESS ERV
9200
ta
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
43
157
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N | 05-q02
SIC
CO DE
GOVT TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIs LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt,I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI-IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
I'IEL ROS E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE:iPTS
2,504,90r
PAGE 150
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUMBEP.: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
r53,E66.65
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
43E
TO TA
GROS
LR5R EPORT EDECEI PTS
6 ,55+ ,57 6
I
I
REPORT NO. O8()
LocATr0N:05-005
ANA LYS I S
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY
RI'IDR CURRY CNTY
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILt PRODUCTS
PR]NTING AND PUBLISHING
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIFlARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
NISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt,.I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, ]990
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUNBER:
PAGE I510t/ L5/ 9L
4I9.02
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
R EP ORT ED
RECEIPl'5
TOTAL
GROSs
3rr5 , 7 5I
259,726
2,923,q16
3 , 99E ,602
2,637,746
7,685,5I5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
3,5E3,662
15,27q,7q6
7E.451
12,9I9
? 
"615,782
1 , r94,741
L,767 ,0L2
36,618
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
IEI , Eq8 .87
7E0,7 55.55
5, 980 . 66
559.02
1.11,151.75
323 ,07 ? .7 5I39,975.96617,17I.00
0700
AGRI
r5l0
r'1I N E
1500
1610
1620
1700
c0N s
4100q200
4500
461 0
4830
4900q920
T CU-
5200
5?52
5500
5400
r66
327
4 ,602 ,98?
lg , ql?,502
0
0
0
0
0
z3
27
32
34
59
MF
50q0
5080
5090
5092
T.IH S L
5540
5592
5599
57 0 0
5E00
5E l5
(r- 55
56
158
77
26
550
50
7I
55
59
13,427,?173,949,962
20,E95,L24
6,514
?r7q?
12 , L?0
,7 9l
,II5
,530
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
CELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
ROLEUN AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
.I.]HOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
200,2Er
r0E,449
45
z0
10
5
,077.
,532.NI5
PET
TOT 159
6,571,095
56,6I6
60,552.7I
90,1E5.64I,865.85
tl
ii l
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:05-005
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND CONDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, FIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI-1ENT
STATE 0F NEl.l I'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
ANNUAL SUI'IIYIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
RMDR CURRY CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
3q0,?(+7
I ,7 6q , (tL8
4,E75,058
66,14I,560
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
!,577 ,98+
3,gq?,476
}. 615, 017
q,LLo,l27
57 , I 94,485
PAGE I52
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4T9. OZ
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
EO,3EI.II
201,077 .35
8r,760.49
209,065.4E
I,897,013.18
5IC
CO DE
5990
RETL
9200
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
50I
655
1,98?
?60qtq
q 
,715
lL,726 , 
(6E
,07 6
6100
6200
6510
FIRE
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7900
8050
8I00
8200
8900
E9t0
S ERV
76
50
86
73
28
,054
,299
,992
,I20
339,755
I99,904
968, 50 9
E51,595
5 ,2(t7
,5I6.
,545.
,422.
,256,
?65.
50
69l9
50
6I
t7
l0
49(tz
200
1,557L 055
t7
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N | ?7-104
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLING
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONIRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
FlISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSI
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNI
ELECTRIC WATER AND SANITARY SER
GAS UIILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COt'It'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
FORT SUI'IN ER
R EPORT ED
RECEIPI S
625,r55
417,796
r,907,59r
l4,lc7
l7 q ,591
368,55E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
592,067
205 ,934
PAGE I53ATE: 0l/L5/91
ul'lBER: 419.02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
55,412. 11
12,505.47
23 , (tE9 .49
35 ,0q4 .29
70,7I2.30
65E.EE
7 ,l4l .7 6
}E,114.50
?,L32.75
145 , E?? .35
19,r35.65
25,667 .59
27,90r.16
47 ,L07 .29320,52q.?L
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
95
5Z
59
25
109
41
75
56
56
57
TOT
GRO
AL
SS
1581
MI NE
0t00
AGRI
I500
I700
CO NS
I
0
0
0
0
20
24
27
55
59
NF G-
4100q200
48I 0
4900q920
T CU-
5020
5040
50E0
5090
5092
t^lH S L
5200
5300
5400
55r0
5540
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5815
NG,
CAT
vIc
TRANS. SERVICES
IONS
E UTILITIES
425 ,020
7q3,?95
392,66E
5E5 ,421
DRUG5, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
r'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL L ANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING MATERIALS
GENERAL I.lERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
26
5E
5?
,426
,I59
,9?6
75
6(t
EO
502,5
35,7
2,q37,6
q55
56
2,77 L
455q67 , 016
,545
1,I85,504
l0 ,67 2
II9,529
519,945
429 ,25q
467 ,27 5
5 9I0
5990
RETL
2 ,186 ,995
7, 50 0, 526
769 
" 
655
5 ,362 ,290
II
162q55
II
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BX REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N | 27-104
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
ENUE DEPARTI'IENT
El^l MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
REV
FN
REVYS
EPORT ED
ECEI PT5
500,595
2 ,29E ,06q
12,E94,50E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E2,639
?,175,72E
g 
,7 60 ,560
PAGE I54DATE: OI/15/97
NUtlBER: 419.02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
9E2. E4
25,06I.02
L6,844.97
L?9,900,6?
5A3,297.94
RUN
RUN
ANNUAL SUTIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
FORT SUI.lNER
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
T OTA
GRO S
LR5R
6000
65I0
FIRE
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7E00
?5
66
54
76
26q9
HOTELS, T'1OTELS,
PERSONAL SERVICE
NISCELLANEOUS BU
AUTOMOBILE RENTA
MISCELLANEOUS RE
TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
S
5INE5S SERVICESL, REPAIR AND OIHER SERVICES
PAIR SERVICES
90,E93
L27,490
59,907
325, 0E 9
,q62,q3
,6 08 . 44
,569.rr
,5I9.77
5
7
3
I9
90,895
178,104
59 ,9Q7
37 6 ,020
7900
E010
8060
E600
8900
69r0
5 ERV
I'1OTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I7,185
3E6,292
I6,505
3E6,292
75
410
1,255
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N , 27-027
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI.lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
RMDR DE BACA CNTY
PAGE I55
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUHBER: (I 9. O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
322,582
451,608
J,.235,1:25
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
1,0I2,54r
92,652
?6E,990
l58l]5E9
1400
NINE
OIL
OIL
N0 Nl''l
TOT.
r500l6I0
r620
1700
CONS
2010
5900
f'1FG-
5060
5090
509?
t^lH S L
SIC
CODE
0100
AGR I
7000
7500
7500
5 t,.IELL DRILLINGS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
C MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
G
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHhIAY
NEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
MISCEtLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFII'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITIT]ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
AND GA
AND GA
ETAL L I
I'1ININ
NO. TAX
R EIURNS
r54
410q20
46I
490q9?
TCU
5200
525t
5300
5815
5990
RETL
76
55
30
50
t22
600
900
ERV
29E.587
396,620
15,5
?0,7
01.59
56.64
EL ECTR I CA L
MISCEL LANE
PETROL EUM
TOT. NHOLE
GOOD
ous h,t
AND P
SAL E
S AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HOLESALERS
ETROL EUN PRODUCTS
TRADE
52,7E8. 5I
4,859 . 05
14,061.19
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
?7
65
9E,600
5r5,5C2
7
8
S
] 34,86 I]49, 087
452,8I0
131,950
106,q77
5E2,518
6,E60.E45,55I.89
r9,956.24
ii
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N,27-0?7
SIC
CODE
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I?,I50,260
ti
il
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-416
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. t'4INING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, tjo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
r'IISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAs UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NI SCEL L ANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, I99O
SUNTAND PARK
RU
RU
ND
NN
AT E:
UTIB ER:
PAGE 164
0L/L5/91
4r9.02
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURN S
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI S
2,006r566
961,251
3,7 6L ,25q
6 ,159 , 9?.0
I52,590
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
315 ,52q
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
,525.60
,565.13
I7,E82.I6
50,9E0.97
190,574.03
27 7 ,3q4 .7 9
7 ,q29.36
6,685.67
105 ,442 . q0
0700
AGR I
15I0
t.1INE
I500
1610
1700
CO NS
2000
?q00
27 00
5200
3900
NFG.
qzo0
4600
481 0
4900
4920
TCU -
2E
54
lIL517
1,604,5f,6
1,5575,5I4
528
7,q53
29qq
126
546
96 , 58E],569,67I 586
6t
25
5I
I55
(15
951,23I
3, 545,275
5070
5060
5090
5092
l.lHs L
4,937 ,LL9
15r,r76
5200
5500
5400
5510
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
5990
RETL
BUI LDING MATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
55
86
lIE
2,023
,959
,6Eq
L17,092
L,975,697
65TO REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
]. 559, 959
3 ,526 ,2? 0
566,863g, r57, 393
,405
,98E
,56E
,289
75, 90E . E4
L99 ,957 .45
IE,565. (6q23 ,442 .40
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:07-4I6
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NE[,I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORIED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
SUNLAND PARK
RUN DATEI
RUN NUMBER:
PAGE I65
ot / 15/ 9l
419.02
SIC
CODE
6550
FIRE
NO. TAX
R ETU RNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1r,515, q67
12 ,463 ,206
32, lzE ,007
TAXABLE
ORO55 RECEIPTS
17,II1,806
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
20,58I.50
5, I26 . 52
E0,819.68
l?L,597 .96
965,237 .95
-1q(t52,L60
q65
55
6?
?07
7000
7200
7300
7500
9200
9595
GOVT
qq
3E
,855
,7 6q
554,649
55 ,69q
, E57
,639
7600
7900
8010
E900
S ERV
E8Z
II
REPORT NO. 08()
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N:07-007
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'lETAL NINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URAN]UI'I, t'loLYBDENUI'I
COA L
AND GAS 1^IELt DRILLING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
MINING
XR
XE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl MEXIC0
COMB I N ED REV ENU E SYST EI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
RMDR DONA ANA CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4l , 182,86 9
392,359
27 4 ,914
?,057,E99
,7 36 ,228
,497,683
15, 129, E46
5+3,262
1I,655,951
L6 ,57 5 ,699L I29,755
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
107,097
67,601
488,7q8
578, r75
z5E , q?9
LL ,62E ,401
?9,449,8363,9q6,278
48,145,055
47 6 ,0E7
566,559
PAGE I66
RUN DATE: OI/15/9L
RUN NUMBER: qL9.OZ
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,821.50
3 ,7 0E .?7
25,66E.65
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
0r00
0700
AGRI
1500t6t0
1620
I700
c0Ns
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2800
5200
34
55
56
36
57
58
59
OIL
OIL
TOT.
t000
1200
l58 r
158 9
NINE
00
00
00
70
00
00
00
35,7 92,5
+,605,6
4,74L,5
7 ,675,2
50,812,6
79
107
185
775
56
150
15I
I7
+
6
14
66
649,559
654,849l,qgq,z0g
47,175.59
3+,EEZ.Z5
82, 055.84
, 
q7 6 ,634
,525 ,196
,00r,650
,7qE,540
,027 , g(t9
,626 ,262
,585,580
3I
57
90
98
E7
r,65I,675.95
251,599 .91
258,525 .20
418,158.05
2,779,957.I1
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND
APPAREL
LUMBER,
PRINTING
CHEMICAL
STONE, C
KINDRED
AND TEXT
NOOD AND
AND PUBS AND AL
LAY, GLA
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTSILE }1ILL PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
LISHING
LIED PRODUCTSSS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
941
1,882
75
29
q6
lIFG.
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I-IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'IT5.
MISCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UT]LITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTAIION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'1OTOR VEHICL E5 AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
16,207 ,q63
60,551,726
40
91
69
302
t77
43
865,959
5,305,9I4
26,005
20 ,07 5
596,937 .89
04
5E
46 0
48r
483
490
492
TCU
4I00
4200
4500
202
20 r(t28.53I5, 967 .5I
50
94
26
70
47
64
270
25
774
q6 
, 
ttZE ,6
4 ,7 43,781,306,5
1, 6 0E,6
2L4,7?,59?,6
.7q
.65
.62
50I0
5020
5040
50
6E
55
98
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:07-007
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCEs
HARDt.]ARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T4ACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
t'lI SC EL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'1 AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE[^I NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE 5YSTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIOH
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
RI'IDR DONA ANA CNTY
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I67
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: 4] 9 . O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
50,296.85
307 ,717.40
zE ,27 5 .94
55,142.5E
96 ,7 32.65
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
PORT ED
CEIPTS
1,1E6,550
892 ,556
592
6,882
515,585
I ,259, I g5
2,096,081
RE
RE
60
70
EO
90
92
5L
5
5
5
5
5
55I0
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E 13
6000
6120
6?00
6500
65r0
6550
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
FARN EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL F'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I,IOBILE HONE DEALERS
lq,322
2 ,67 9 ,337
3,07 L ,205
1(+,I88,7I7
59, 502, I80
476.9t
,l2E.E9
, 
q2? 
.71
,759.4L
,166.60IOI600
146q5
61
12,092,858
1,379,q7A
667,52L
2 ,30(t 
' 
5
869,0
550,4
57
22
16
51
57
297
E,610
?,(t80,EL7
L,720,256
(+ 
,6lE ,032
9,957, 958
2,
4,
5,
23,
95 , q069l8,4rE
19,661,725!,q70,375
2,547,317
2,145,190
r54
95
25z
557
Erz
5r5
Er0q,5
5r4
t^lH
5200
525L
5?5?
5500
5400
24,q95.09
55, 955 . 95
5q
r26, r54.05
4E, 258 . f,0
50,066.16
.15
.75
.19
q(+5 ,56L
620,95942
69q67
27
104
171
,722
,0I6
552 ,909
5,6?7 ,203
5I5,585
L 056,155
1,775,939
555 ,528
1,980,716
,262
,150
,7 96
,887
,9E6
, 114
,296
,504
.15
.46
.4?
.8E
.92
I'lISCELLANEOUS VE
APPAREL AND ACCE
FURNITURE, HOI'IE
EATING AND DRINK
LIQUOR DISPENSER
NISCELLANEOUS RE
TOT. RETAIL TRAD
MISCELLANEOU
AMUSET,IENT AN
PHYSICIANS,
HOSPITALS AN
L2
HICLE A
SSORY S
FURN I SH
ING PLA5-BY
TAI L ERS
E
5
50
1.,078
79
l5EII75l
108
ND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
T ORES
INGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
CES
THE DRINK
5E
r16
250
r,095
?,q50
I50,477
502,1I2
722,qL6
016,956
465, 955
25
?7
1.28
25.E0
0q.44
54.90
05.12
r7.07
174,36E
?,3q9 ,413
5,530,E76
11,648,049
45,E51,016
1,
tl1L 
'9,
2,
2,
5990
RETL
6700
FI RE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI4DTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCG5., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTNENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
r-lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI4ERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LADORATORIES
AUTOI.IOBI L E RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
7000
7 200
7500
7591
SR
DR
DEN
DO
7500
7600
7900
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
TISTS AND OTHERS
THER HEALTH SERVICES
6q
255
555
56
495
39E6t
I20
69?,901
024,L76
4E5, lE4
9E7,l3Z
927,355
761,?25
610,58E
9E7,588I
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT FIEF1BERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
60r0
E060
E100
8200
E600
55 3 , q95 ,5C7 3 ,2E? ,07 9 178,874.46
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXAI I ON
STA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-007
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNNENT
D REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
OF NEI,I I'IEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEM
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
AN
TE
NE
AX
PAG
01
41
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI'IB ER :
E I6E/15/91
9 .02
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, ]990
RI'IDR DONA ANA CNTY
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURN S
EPORT ED
ECEI PI'S
612,127,8L9
TOTA
GROS
LR5R TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,045,765.66
I , 043, E76 . 956,5I5 ,620.02
17 ,007 ,99L.57
8900
8910
S ERV
9200
95 95
GOV T
1,058
67
5,15E
,004,075
,059,791
,705,695
195,095,459
23,250,5E5
269,57E,180
55
t9tl4
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHTIENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 9 ,56? 5r0,E41,677
I
I
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 05-106
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS T^IELL DRILL]NGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONT'lETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
N0N-BUILDING HEAVY C0NTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHT^lAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'1BER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI.IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I"IETAL PRODUCTS
I-,IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'tENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
FIISCEL LANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., tdAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TRANSPORTATION
EL INE TRANSPORTATION
EPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONSIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
CTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
UTILITIES
. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS,
GROC ER
EL ECTR
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NE[.I NEXICO
COI.lBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
CAR L S BAD
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5 ,E22,027
6 ,lq(t ,7 32
E,558,420
L4 ,8?0 ,97 2
58, 55 9
2,7 63 ,090
5,170,405
,103,8?Z
,256,57q
905,q23
4,555,408
7,467,350
9,665,605
28,637,q55
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,47 9 ,736
4,790,915
54,660
L 794,56 r
936 , E96
5E2
4,452
7 62,085
3,600,857
5,q50,092
E, I0 9, 010
23 ,157 ,7 99
PAGE I69
RUN DATE: ()I/I5/9L
RUN NUMBER: 4I9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
514,556.71
27q,t79.t0
554,I60.476I5,557.09
1,984.59
I0r,947.90
53,772.01
,597.58
,100.r9
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
153
413
0r00
0700
AGR I
1581
158 9
1400
]'1I N E
1500
t6r0
t620
1700
CO NS
554
1,077
5,955, 55 0
I0,750,090
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2800
3e00
3400
5500
36 0 0
5700
5800
3900
IlFG-
5I
60
62
95
34E
55
2s5
,44E
,97 q
I
IO
AIR
PIP
TEL
RAD
ELE
GAS
TOT
4000qr00
4200
4500
4600qEIO
4850
4900q920
TCU-
4t
78
43,q
?07 ,2
70.E2
3?.55
I50
29
329
510,015.05
465,L47 .q9
1,525,6I5.68
CHEl-lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
IES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
50I0
5020
5040
5060
I
q
9
5l
25
5t
55
,091,047
556,688
,7L9,qL4
,7 62 ,588
743,7qL
25,886
355 ,229
6 ,5+2 ,5LL
c+2,Eq0 
.7 0
1,455.82
20,qq9.15
37 q ,05? .7 9
tt
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
ANNUAL SUMNARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, L99O
CARL S BAD
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI'S
6,2q7 ,EA7
5 ,344 ,963
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
4,570,105
,?40,67E
, E?(t , 096
1i,7Ir,7E5
r52, 0 92,?E5
298,9+4
1,332,402
5,614,001
67 0 ,9q9
PAGE }7 O
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
26I,955.20
X REQX EDI
UEST X
TED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION:05-IO6
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS l^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT . t.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING I'lATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FARI'l EQUIPMEN
GENERAL NERCH
DEPARTNENT ST
RETAIT FOOD S
I'1OTOR VEHICLE
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOT,IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
URNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE 5TORE5
NG PLACES
- BY THE DRINK
ARY STORES
ORES
AILERS
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGINGL SERVICES
ANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICESILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
S ERV I CES
RS AND PRODUCTION
ION SERVICES
AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
5q
1]9
250
5t
63q
,695
,I50
,2qL
,7 02
,525
948,E05
,986 ,547
,902 , q50
,507,7E6
, 0 I2, 956
5q,qEl.29
628,554.05
?23 ,951 .7 05I5,545.15
r,66 0 , 950 .6 r
NO. TAX
RETURN S
I25
405
,994 ,69q
,751,595
,41?,7 q3
,565 ,7 +6
,935
,6L9
,052
5070
5080
5090
509?
tlHSL
1,210
14 , 9I6
L5 ,87 q
6,06E
55,999
854
902
?56(167
6
2
I5
tE2
E6 ,6E5. IE8,19E.r7
5 ,97 E .34
1.5I5,015I43,619
104,52E
I,7I9
r45
155
59,E19.87
2,293,86E.79
2,62?,956.6I
94,016.31
3?,q70.70
242,982 .7 3
276,085.4E
574,016.75
9?9 ,565 .08
295,Eq?.20
550,490 .55
155, E54 . 94
67 0 ,362 .7 78,70LqE6.26
508,0r9.89
2q2,q44.75
585, EE7 .27
567,870.75
157 ,64L.27
10
?
5
29
1,0q9,056
40,155,5E0q5,81E,157
L,6q0,769
567,828
q
q
6
t6q
5
,555,640
,2q5 , 656
,17L,7E5
,761,991
,727,066
5,356,879
4,?45,937
6 ,7 q5 ,3996,q?l ,E65
2 ,7 55 ,688
5200
525t
525?
5500
55r0
5q00
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5910
59?0
5990
RETL
FURN I
EATIN
LIQUO
DRUG
PA CKA
1'1I SC E
TOT.
145
195
257
705
t62
I06
50
1,578
5,955
T DEALER
ANDISE,
OR ES
TORES
DEA L ERS
S
EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES 8I
92
576
65
148
1,406,I3q
40,E72,156
52,105,443
15,9q9,405
I , 683, 952
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BANKS
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7500
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7600
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25
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55
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ING CONTRACTORS
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4900q920
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5070
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STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
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ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UT]LITIES
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5020
50q0
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5080
5090
NATURAL GA5 LIQUIDS
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57E
I ,46E, 9
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FUELS
DRILLING
AND POTASH
805 3, 255 , 1 r6 .85
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NON-B
SPECI
TOT.
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PETROLE
5TONE,
PR INA RY
r'lISCELL
TOT. NA
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AL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
AY CONTRACTORS
UILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
AL TRADE CONTRACTORS
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LS AND
UT,I REF
CL AY,
IIETAL
AN EOUS
NU FACT
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ALLIED PRODUCTS
INING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURING
URING
205
4?
59
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6q ,945 ,2Aq
2,882,qE5
39 ,27?,336
15,779,900
122,879,925
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,?70,563
,816,856
,502,E01
5,160,194.10
I56,026.68?,007,117.79
5E7 ,823 . 56
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I1lI7
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
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4,055
746,357
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82,235
q0
tI2
3Z
57,514.05
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4200
4500
46 0 0
48I0
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LOCAL AND HIGHI^JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
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GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
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PACKAGE
MISCELLA
TOT. RET
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N EOU
AIL
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EO
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49,155L oLZ ,97 |
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(tE2,52L
10,502,605
16,047,455
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COI.IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., 5ERV.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVETOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
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ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, ]990
SILVER CITYLOCATION:08-I()7
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, I'lOLYBDENUI'I
TOT. MINING
0100
0700
AGR I
r500
1610
1620
1700
CON S
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
26
222
TOTA
GRO S
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND
L UNB ER , I,I
PRINTING
STONE, CL
PRIT'lARY M
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
L ISHINGSS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
DUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
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l.lFG-
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
1'II SCEL LAN EOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. T'lANUFACTURING
AND SUPPLIES
LOCAL AND HIGHWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOl'lOTIVE EQUIPMENT
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RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
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APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
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TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NE].J NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEFl
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ANNUAL SUMTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
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STATE OF NEI,I I-lEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
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OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
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CAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
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PETROLEUFl AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTST0T. t^IH0LESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL T-lERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT''IENT 5TORE5
RETAIL FOOD STORES
l.lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
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BANKS
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tt
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L0cATr0N:08-205
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUT]ON5
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, 1990
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REPORT NO. ()EO
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LocATr0N:08-505
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHHAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDT^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'lISCEL LANE0US tlH0L ESAL ERS
TOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART14ENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
CENTRA L
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TAXABL E
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NH5 L
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GOVT
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7 200
7500
7500
7500
7900
80r0
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
SERVICES
I'lISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INST]TUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
51tlr 177,804466,52E t77,q57 ,
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STATE OF NEI^I IIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS9IFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEITIBER, ]990
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LIHSL
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
IIISCEL LANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTAIION, COT'INUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
f'lI SCEL L ANE0US ],JH0L ESA L ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTSI0T. I.IH0LESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOBILE HOME DEALERS
27 3 ,995
1,056,716
I 90,557
49 ,620
965 ,5E2
362 ,57 0
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2,q75,509.1r
2,770,q26.72
r5,254 .5I
6I6,586.50
310
6?0
59
I4E
55
LPLS
LTU
0r00
0700
AGRI
1500l6t0
1620
1700
c0N5
2q00
27 00
2800
5200
5400
3900
MFG-
5010
5020
5040
5070
5060
5090
RO DUCT I ON
ERV I CE5
RE
l0 94
r 581
1400
t47 4
1',lI N E
URAN I UI'IOIL AND GAS 1^.IELL DRILLING
NONMETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
PO TA SH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUMBER, t,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
NISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. TIANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI1UNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI.I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
721,015
2,215,406
I6,535, 166
6,917 ,659
24,656,155
4,17q,llg
37 9 ,6e.5
r,5I1,188
I ,5q0 ,7 52
?., EEB , L20
47 ,37 0,055
55,44r,350
L,199,7E?
22,9q7,839
373,E27
7 E9 ,9662ll ,07 6
4000
4I00
4200
4500q600
481 0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
2 ,7 2? ,351
46,366,025
52 ,0L2 ,499
2E6,7L2
Ll ,7 28 ,0275092TIHSL
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:08-008
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I''IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NE SERVICE STATIONS
LANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERSL AND ACCESSORY STORES
URE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPL IANCE STORES
AND DRINKING PLACES
DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITI.E ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI,IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE 0F NEt,l l'1EXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAT SUMI,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RI'IDR GRANT CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
550,539
1, 0 97 ,523
2,q76,474
7,150,5I5
2,3L7,E94
4 ,4gg ,633
122,3E2,93q
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE T89
RUN DATE: () I/I5/9L
RUN NUI4B ER: qlg .02
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
26,037 .21
58,265.?8
61,094.56
507,651.11
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5200
5251
5300
5q00
55q0
5599
56 0 0
5700
5800
58I5
5920
5990
RETL
L50,722
lE0,09E
555, 5E5
515,750
2L4 ,157
77,L3q
253 ,7 22
r,062,950
284 ,680
L ,052,947
207,64q
165,595622,5I5
594,5.a2
545,0Iq
7 9 ,694
65
75
105
75
SOLI
SCEL
PAR E
RNIT
TING
QUOR
5300
65t0
6550
FIRE
7900
80I0
8100
E600
8900
8910
69
104
58
48
GA
l'1 I
AP
FU
EA
LI
250,555
775,682
25q,210
r,057,502
15,404.204L 54I.95I5,58I.60
55,q99 .49
70
98
541
820
90
51
4E7,802
1,093,408
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
! ,5?2 ,7 37
5,769,27E
I , E5q ,5qq
3 ,67 2 ,0q5
102,006,074
E ,0q7 .7 q
9 ,537 . cr9
29,320.31
27 ,q06.44
I L I88 .574,I79.90
S ERV
315
7 9tt
5,07E
99,t92.72
I 95 , 4E5 .86
5,455,1q(t.92
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
Ii
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION : 24-IOE
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
NEAT PACKING AND OTHER T,IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
r'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I'lANUFACTURI NG
TOT. NANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'lENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI-1ARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, I99O
SANTA ROSA
PAGE I 9O
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: qI9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
TAXABL E
$ROSS RECE:PTS
2 ,57 E ,525
?21,619
2,900,r45
715,455
414,900
2,352,029
277,781(t26,?EE
3,261 ,1824,615,553
?97 ,277
1,524,60I
77+,002
745,7q7
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
3?
26
115
28
55
TO TA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
LR5R
0I00
AGRI
1500
I700
CON S
4900
T CU.
2000
20r0
2q00
27 00
5900
MFG-
62
84
tq6
2 ,77 2 ,532
655,426
3,427,95E
151,126.99
L?,924 .04
r64,051.05
I
I NDHREIGNE A
NDT
IGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATIOTIqI00q?00
4EIO
4830
5010
5040
5050
5070
50E0
5090
509?
IdHSL
5599
5600
5700
5600
58I3
59r0
5990
LOCAL A
NOTOR F
TELEPHO
RADIO A
ELECTRIC I.IATER
TOT. TRANSPORTA
HT TRANS. , hIAREHOU
ND TEL EGRAPH CONI'IU
ON BROADCASEL EV
G, TRANS. SERVICES
ATIONS
G
SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESN, COl'1I'lUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
SIN
NIC
TIN
7 98, 548qL6 
,007
41, EI9.55
?q ,36E .91
157,E0r.52
16,519.41
24,8E3.E9
190,90.1 .97
269,92E.90
I7,506.85
ISI
AND
TIO
]'1OTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOTIOTIVE EQUIPMENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD
HARDNARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING
IlACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPL
MI SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
UN AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
OLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE SIATIONS
1'lOBILE HOME DEALERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
APPLIANCES
EQUIP. AND SUPPLJES
IE5
2,7 6q ,002
425,72q
525,5E5
505,760
3 ,332 ,27 5
775,042
PETROL ET0T. l^lH
59
45
1r5
29,50q
23q ,8?71,5?8,5q2
1,4qE.55
I3,819.595L 846 . 45
24 ,45E
23q,827
542 ,7 43
5200
5300
5310
5400
55( 0
5592
27
155
3,Er0,099
5,129,859
194,675.Erq5 
,281 .7 5
32
95
69
99 965 ,7 Lq 43,812. q7
REPORT NO. OE()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION : 24-IOE
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'lEXICO
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99()
SANTA ROSA
EP ORT ED
ECEI PTS
15,74L,qll
190,02E
4,737,176
r0E,954
1,048,637
77 8 ,687
2,556,955
327,q61g,77q,q5q
55,5 97, 995
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
lct,09q,57 I
190,019
q,5?7 ,856
97,q5q
942 ,27 7
769,625
29 ,515 ,9L5
PAGE I9IDATE: 0l/15/91
NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
EZ4,E88 .25
Ir,127.95
897
54,965.65
q(t,920.57
1,727,541.64
RUN
RUN
sIc
CODE
9200
GO VT
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
584
46
120
48
1,776
TO TA
GRO S
LRSR
RETL TOT. RETAIL TRADE
6OOO BANKS55IO REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTFIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI,4USEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
1'1I SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
6010
8060
E900
E9t0
S ERV
240
7t
155
26
720
691.
26q,
5,
147 ,t32.34I5,6E5.lI
5q+ ,523 .37
2,5L7,q95
267,516
9,3r4,652
59
09
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTI'IENT
Et^l MEXIC0
ENU E SYST ET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REV
FN
REVYS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
L7 6 ,537
625 ,427
352 ,566
2, E6E, 556
22L,739
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
9E, 562
112,521
, 17 2 ,922
309,578
625 ,427
?7 2 ,567?,677,251
221 ,7 39
PAGE 19?ATE: 0l/15/9I
UFlB ER : 419 .02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,Er1.14
6 ,57 5 .56
68,652.15
IE, 026 . l7
56,655.50
15,876 .
156,464.
12,9?-6 .?0
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, I99t)
VAUGHN
SIC
COD E
L0cATr0N,24-207
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI^JAY CONTRACTORS
CIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUt'lBER, t,l00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS ]'lANUFACTUR I NG
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
4t
25
50
45
TOT A
GROS
LRSR
HIG
SPE
TOT
1500
I6IO
1700
CO NS
2400
3900
I'tFG-
4EIOq900
T CU-
5080
5090
5092
I,JHS L
6000
FIRE
8900
S ERV
6
1
?
5
60
88
40
265
20q,109
505,4I5
707,52q
189,684
409 ,999
599,665
lL,Llq.72
?3 ,9E6 .4755,09r.19
EAT
LIQ
MIS
TOT
5500
5400
5540
5599
5600
5615
5990
RETL
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7600
7900
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I,IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
1'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ING AND DRINKING PLACES
UOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
CELLANEOUS RETAILERS
. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
2E
43
7Z
Llz ,7 57
1,250,949
355 , q62
9200
GOVT
1t9 2.80,q45 25L 504 15,25E.80
REPORT NO. O8O
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0CATI0N:. ?ct-207
SIC
CODE
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTF1ENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESs ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
VAUGHN
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
3,722,893
PAGE I 95
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: qI9 .02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
2!7 ,675.75
N0.
RET
TOT A
GROS
TAX
URNS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPl'S
4,4E6 ,6I0513
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'1ENT I9(9l5/
02
PAGE0l/1
4I9 .STATE OCOI'18I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et,l t'1EXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI',l
TANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
FN
REVY5
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CO DE
ANNUAT SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
24-Ozq RI'IDR GUADALUPE CNTY
I
t
I
a
0700
AGRI
15E9
MINE
?q00
3900
f-1FG-
q100
481 0
4900
TCU-
5050
5070
50E0
50 90
t^lHS L
1500t6t0
1700
CON S
00
00
00
60
00
00
00
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
L Ul'18 ER , tlo0D AND PAP ER PR0DUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI,II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NC E5
AND SUPPLIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
50
r05
59
117
64
27
150
TOTAL REPORTE:D
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,549,9r0
3 ,629 ,923
536,II5
995, 455
! , ?2L ,160
70,488
L ,q6E ,7 57
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,5I6,4I5
3,499,453
505,526
886 ,265
563,745
70..488
7 56 ,8q7
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
78,6 0E . 90
180,I65.05
L5,477 .50
45,200 .26
28,810.qr
5,570.95
58,6r6.77
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOL
HARDNARE, PLUNBING AND HEATIN
NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPP
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
D APPL IA
G EQUIP.
LIES
5500
s54 0
5E00
5815
5920
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS _ BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSIOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE6510FIRE
MISCELLANEO
MISCELLANEO
NOTION PICT
HOSPITALS A
SINESS SERV
PAIR SERVIC
HEATERS AND
HER HEALTH
US BU
US RE
URE T
ND OT
S ERV
ICES
ES
P RODUCT I ON
SERVICES
I CESEDUCATIONAL
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICESo
75
76
78
EO
8?
66
89 55 50,219 27 , E5E 1,400.E5
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
R EP ORT ED
RECEIP'I'S
15?,0L4
6,560,795
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
I26,090
5, 525, 905
PAGE I 95DATE: OL/15/9I
NUMBER: 41 9. ()2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
6,544.95
273,t43.52
RUN
RUN
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, ]990
2q-024 RI'IDR GUADALUPE CNTY
sIc
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
86
qE5
TOTAL
GROSS
9200
GOVT
SERV TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
iREPORT NO. OE()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:31-IO9
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS'SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, T99O
ROY
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
180,877
12,520
567,6J6
379,762
76,727
1 ,7 71 ,3E2
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
l5 , 015
E,(lIE
354,666
13E, 963
76,7?7
1,555,r60
PAGE 1 96ATE: 0l/L5/91
UMBER: 41 9. O2
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
827. I6
434.77
18,26?.61
7 ,540.07
4,203.95
74,157.72
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RET URNS
26
25
50
50
26
1(0
TOTAL
GROSS
0100
0700
AGR I
t500
I700
co Ns
5900
NFG.
AND
PUB
ONE
2q00
27 00
57 0 0
5090
5092
t^lHS L
4100
4200
48I 0
4900
T CU-
5300
5400
55r0
55q0
5700
5800
58I5
5990
RETL
]'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I-lANUFACTURI NG
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.JATER /AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
MISCELLANE0US t^IH0LESAL ERS
PETROL EUN AND PETROL EUI'1 PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'|E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
L UI''IB ER , I.IOOD
PRINTING AND
TRANSPORTATI
IlISCELLAN
AUTONOB I L
MISCELLAN
NOTION PI
PAPER PRODUCTS
LISHING
QU I PMEN T
BUSINESS SERVICES
TAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
REPAIR SERVICES
THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
6000
FIRE
EOUS
E REN
EO U5
CTURE
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7800
,l
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.lENT
STATE OF NEI.J I'lEXICO
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I 97
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IB ER : (I19 .02
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCAIION:51-IO9
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
ROY
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
7900
8900
5 ERV
AT'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
1-lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
25
92
209 ,67 3
255, 582
195,670
215,500
t0
t1
,705.6E
,765.95
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 377 q,590,632 2,07 0 ,6gL I15,41r.42
la
REPORT NO. OEO
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N:51-208
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUNBER, l^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
TOT. IIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONNUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I,JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATIOH AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSIHESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
MOSQU ERO
TAXABLE
GROSS iiECEiPTS
125,586
96 , 015
PAGE 1 98DATE: 0l/15/91
NUNBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
6,446.75
5,016.51
RUN
RUN
xR
xE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
q2
51
TOT A
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
155,556
97,665
LR5R
1700
CON S
2400
MFG-
4100
4EIO
4900
TCU-
5090
5092
1,lH S L
6510
FIRE
7 200
7500
5500
5q, 00
s54 0
5E00
5815
RETL
7600
7E00
E100
8900
S ERV
MISCELLANEoUS tlHoLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT . NHOL ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINKTOI. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. ,
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL
AND T
ESTA
ITLE ABSTRACT
TE
PERSONAL SERVICES
NIsCELLANEOUS BUSINEsS SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
SERVICES
LANEOUS SERVICES
ERV I CES
L EGAL
r'IISCEL
TOT. S
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION Lq5 423 ,97 2 586,529 20,034.E7
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:3t-031
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PRIMARY HETAL INDUST., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
TOT. MANUFACTURING
I'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAT SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, }990
RI'IDR HARDING CNTY
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ERI
TE:
t4B
PAGE 1990l/ 15/ 9l4I9.02
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURN 5
52
90
45
TOT A
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS
175,16q
400,178
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I58,5I6
565,056
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
7 
'892.(+3
IE,169.12
OI
OI
NO
TO
t 38I
t589
r400
r'1I N E
5599
5800
5990
RETL
L
L
NMETT. t'1
AN
AN
D GAS tl
DGASF
ALLIC I'I
INING
1500
l6 I0
t620
1700
CON S
2800
3400
MFG-
q200
q8l0
4900
TCU-
5070
5090
5092
l^lHS L
5300
5400
55q0
7500
7600
7900
8900
S ERV
HARDI,IARE, PTUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS WHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'l AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELTANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
8
E
2
7
l2l , tr47
2q0,?94
29
12I
,591
,293
I,4E4.II
6,046. 18
I'1I SC EL L AN EOU
}lISCELLANEOU
AMUSENENT AN
MISCELLANEOU
USINESS SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
ERV I CES
SB5R
DRSS
TOT. SERVICES 9(t ,?7 2 64 ,906 5,r94.78
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 277 1,77L,977 1,050,446 5r,400.7I
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION:23-IIO
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHI{AY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'1EAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
TlISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TlOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC WATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE[.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CI.ASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMNARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, I99O
L ORDSBURG
PAGE 2O OATE! 0l/15/91
Ut'1BER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
202 ,962
1,951,529
I , 12g, gg1
3 ,0?5 ,956
3,977 ,565
596,965
500,895
15,915,557
TAXAB L E
SROSS RECEiPTS
1E7,208
1,926 ,57 L
RU
RU
ND
NN
XR
xE
src
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
1500t6t0
1620
1700
CON S
4I00
4200
4600
4EIO
4900
4920
T CU-
qq
89
?.6
67
75
166
E2
45
10
t01
,959.02
,544.55
2000
27 00
5200
5700
5900
NFG-
40
99
00
00
t3
t0
L5q ,557
341,130
92
213
,456
,656
5 ,23q .97
t2,025.78
5040
5070
5090
5092
tlHS L
REL
BIN
t^lH0
PET
5200
525 I
5300
5510
5400
55r0
60
E9
63
42
98
57
37,576
r,150,280
E05,597
I07,791
q,llg,672
3q7 ,259
?0,(176
561,598
608,969
r06,741
3,223,8?0
322,E80
GROCERIES
HARDNARE,
MISCELLANE
PETROLEUM
TOT. I.IHOLE TR
AND
P L UI,1
OUS
AND
SALE
ATE
GA
LE5
ROL
ADE
D PRODUCTS
ND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
AL ERS
EUI'I PRODUCTS
95q ,985
2,337,229
q68 ,3qq
12,519,8q2
5q ,29(t . 96
r53,049.18
I,I39.EE
57,604.80
5q,611.28
6,095.12
185,685.58
18,587 .72
56
55
55
58
58
59
BUILDING I'lATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'lERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
5,917,191
693 , +29
223
59
,468.10
,492 .63
200
707
26 ,656 .8670I,9E0.75
5920
5990
RETL
REPORT NO. O8O
LOCATION:25-I1()
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORIED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
L ORDSB URG
UN DATE:
UN NUMBER:
R
R
PAGE 2OI0l/ 15/ 9lqlg.0z
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
src
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURN 5
l0E
6t2
1,7 96
T OTA
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS
154,683
4 , g5L ,32q
26 ,393,835
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
157,695
4,5q?,782
2?,96 9, 955
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
7,616.29
257 ,7 2(+ .7 0
I,298 ,622.03
6000
6I00
6500
6510
FIRE
7500
7500
7600
7900
80I0
8060
8r00
I NSURANC
REAL E5T
TOT. FIN
EAG
.0P
ANC E
ENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
ER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7 200
8900
8 9I0
S ERV
920 0
95 95
GOVT
HOTELS, 1'lOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MIsCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICEs
ANUSEI,lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
2,22q ,015
250,437
27 5 ,653
652 ,5535I,556
?1 ,17 6
q,952
0,453
2, 585I,959
2 ,909
0,106
114,057.25I3,I2q.68
I5,075.60
?9 ,606 ,95
727.33
L,l0q.q2
?,00
23
?7
5?I
z
I30
E9
5I
l?(t
?E
29
tl
II
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N.23-209
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
MISCELLANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. TIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
EL ECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMF'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASsIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
VIRDEN
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
85, EI2
252,EE4
PAGE 202DATE: 0l/15/91
NUNBER: 4I 9. O2
R EPORT ED
'i'AX DUE
4,595.59
15,405.19
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
5E
E7
R EPORT ED
RECEIPl'S
85 , 812
265,553
1700
CONS
5900
I'lFG-
4r00
4810q900
T CU-
5300
5q00
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
E900
S ERV
9200
GO VT
REPORT NO. O8O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATr0N:25-023
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UI'1OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
ND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
REIGHT TRAN5. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
E TRANSPORTATION
NE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
C [^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
LITIEs
ANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ER5
PETROLEUI'| AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, ]990
R1'1DR HIDALGO CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,997 ,206
I4,53E,621
509,621
705,956
14 ,37 5 ,6?L
16,2E4,880
504 ,7 50
2,1r6,455
2,166 ,567
678,7Lq
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEJPTS
6,153,971
15,595,821
285,520
691,E62
lq ,2ll ,362
15,60L,?00
5r6,594
L910,545
2,I09,137
445,181
PAGE 205DATE: OI/15/9L
NUt'tBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
297,15q.57665,79I.I0
14,130.41
3q,2q6 .90
699,523.27
7 68 ,364 .7 6
15,665.?6
94,318.21
RUN
RUN
xR
XE
SIC
CO DE
1500
16I0
1700
CON S
27
32
59
MF
4100
4?00
NO. TAX
RETURNS
EAN
PLAC
BYT
S
LARF
LIN
PHO
OA
TRI
UTI
TR
0100
0700
AGRI
l0 94
I38 9
MINE
00
00
00
G-
4600
481 0
4850
4900q9?0
T CU-
5400
55q0
5592
5599
5800
58I5
5920
E9
181
L OCA
MOTO
PIPE
TELE
RADI
EL EC
GAS
TOT.
47
94
q0
22t
5020
5060
5070
5090
5092
tllH S L
5200
5252
s500
44
79
50
46
BUILDING 1'IATERIALS
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICL
EATING AND DRINKING
LIQUOR DISPENSERS _
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORE
10q,52E
?L ,927
57
57
D AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ES
HE DRINK
55 L7L,L25 17l,lz5 I ,48q .67
il
REPORT NO. OEO
L0cATI0N:25-025
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COI.lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, }990
RI'IDR HIDALGO CNTY
578,7 0 9
3,554,706
18
179
,509.27
,670.23
PAGE 204
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9L
RUN NUMBER: qI9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
1,70E.28
5IC
CO DE
5990
RETL
9200
9595
GOV T
7000
7 200
7300
7 500
7600
7900
80I0
8900
S ERV
52, 55r4I,895
I04,505
NO. TAX
RETURNS
62
I,I5I
z ,362 , qlq
5 , gg0 ,992
54,70r
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
34,701
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
HOT EL
P ERSO
r-1r scE
AUTOM
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR S
ANUSEI'IENT AND RECREATI
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS A
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
ERV I CES
OUS BUSINESS
RENTAL, REP
S, MO
NAL S
LLANE
OBILE
156
555
652
8,091
9 ,392
35
65
240
S ERV
AIR A
ERVIC
ON SE
ND OT
ICES
ND OTHER SERVICES
E5
RVICES
H ERS 65,77 5
,070
,599
E42,r0
2,775
4,545
8,671
55
OI
00
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 6E,q7q,851 37,00E,994 1,820,607.99
tt
IT
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION : O5-III
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONMETALLIC NINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. NINING
NATURAL GA5 LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLI
FUELS AND PO
TAXAT]ON AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEI^l I'1EXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI.1I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
HOB B5
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
417,555
97 , ql9 ,947
98,707,2Q1
,75q,563
,E50,699
5,10q,755
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
222, EEI
65,9E0, r89
E6 ,95E ,7 55
2 ,212,300
13,824,800
I , (t96 ,6q6
PAGE 205
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER:4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
I2,45r. r9
4,804,849 .86
4, E58, E56 . g0
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R EIURNS
010
070
GRA
ING
RVICE
TIONS
LB
YC
ILDLT
0
0I
I500
16I0
t620
1700
CONS
?900
3200
3q00
5500
5670
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
l5t0
158I
138 9
I400
HINE
2000
2300
2400
27 00
3700
5800
5900
f,1FG-
4100q200
4500
4600
48I0
4850
4900
TCU-
46
r,100
l, lE2
NG
TASH
GEN ERA
H I GHI.IA
NON - BU
SPECIA
UI LDING CONTRACTORS
ONTRACTORS
ING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
RADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, t,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUl'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDU5T., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COIIPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUN
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCAST
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SE
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICA
I CAT I ONS
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
q06
27
5q
821
1,508
,399 r?96
,251,053
,556,?36
,751,48I
,958,056
74,158
66,295
94 ,7 60
98, 57 5
53,E00
.9E
.q6
.60
366,104
225,526
150,189E4l,l70
I ,592 , ggl
205
29
r03Il7
q3z
I55
1,089
1, 948
6r5qrl
2r6
14,9
2g,q
3,250,815
5,65+,759
518,515
1,868,2502,I0I,025
4rZ
5
?, (*
7
(+
3
?0
35
qrl
qrz
Ir6
2r(t
Zrl
2t
25
t22
50
26
4E
29
62,580
50,456
67,847
97 , 111
86 ,324
,095.25
,lqL.26
,875.55
,207.89
l8?,,?6E.?l
l?4,181.77
7 7 2,5t2 .33
85,207.89
t77
512
5
18
208
UTILIT
AND UT
IES
ILITIES
t64
59
56q95
10,272,65q
2,911,203
2r,945, lE9
45,58L 046
7,E56,115
2,77 8 ,59519,508,95I
3(t ,9E7 ,460
,605 .7?
,145.7q
,967.12
,071.58
94
7q
81
l?,7 94 ,255
21,551,6879,409,1I4
90,252q2,972
7 8 ,,456
240 , 084. E1
I9,206.45
158, 542 . 15
IREPORT NO. OE()
EQUEST X
DITED X
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
LOCATION:06-III
IiIACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS I^IHO L ESA L ERS
PETROLEUl'1 AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COl'1DTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'lENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
EI.I MEXICO
ENU E SYST EI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT PAGE 2060l/ 15/ 9l
419.02
DA
NU
RUN
RUN
FN
REVYS ER:
TE:
NB
1,670,0
246,9
93,4
xR
XE
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I!90
HOBBS
src
CO DE
50E0
5090
5092
1.lH S L
5200
525r
5?52
5540
5592
5599
5600
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
25 ,999 ,052
L ,7 g7 ,g4g
E,059,905
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
18 ,7 95 ,7 37
4 ,27 5 ,554
17,377,742
+5,257 ,7L7
REPORTED
TAX DUE
zLZ,78L .05I50,374.I1
95,377 .Eq
T OTA
GRO S
2-99q67
t42]-249
,555,15I
,908,593
, +7 8 ,525
I,049,750.06
?3E,795.80
748,868.89
2,586,5I8.59
LRSR
14
15
I05
7
6
18
5
q
t1
40
2?C
98
209
454
105
I07
4,695,15I
3,5?5,869
3,E00,,765
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7
9
5
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09,(172
01 , 811
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,9I0.16
,957.55
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,594.59
,5E5. 9q
,166.50
,05E.52
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7 ,7
6 rq
18,55rI
4r3
10,4
29,1
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L62,966
620,811
550,641
272,876
,418 ,417
,8I5,470
,0I9,55I
,85 9 , 345
,202 ,29?
, 90? ,17 8
,q6l ,7E9
,940,6q0
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lr5
4
5
1r0
I
2
5Ir6
10,7
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57
55
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4t8I
?2
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100,490.39
336,988.731,929,7\q.71
570,751.50
500,750.54
30
755
r,600
253
15
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
OTELS
SERVI
EOUS
E REN
EOUS
CTURE
2,593
?2t
50I
505, 181 . 26
HOTELS, N
P ERSONA L
MISCEL LAN
AUT OMOB I L
NISCELLAN
I'lOTION PI
, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGINb
CES
BUSINESS SERVICES
TAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
REPAIR SERVICES
THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
21II,I44
794
759
630
?,667 ,61.76,I05,909
37,q80,50qlL6I6,4l.q]0,750,06E
]-796,2L9
5,039,07I
3q,596,743
10,214,516g,g65,g5g
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
109
5E0
159
It
7800
7900
8010
8060
8r00
8200
267
L?q
56 9, 308
15,578,575q3,548,877
4,714,11?
27 2 ,92?
15,
28,
4,
,55q.41
,7 q5 .5L
,488.35
,868 . 29
,IE5. 16
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REPORT NO. O8()
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DITED X
LOCATION:06-1II
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI''IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'lUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I TIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
HOBBS
EP ORT ED
ECEIPTS
51,545,023
167,906,000
705,542,564
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
25,I66,500
L36 ,498 ,7 62
5(t7 
'607 ,723
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RUN DATE: O L/15/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
I ,40 9 ,662.95
7 ,627 ,73q.7L
30,572,150.E5
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
2,025
6,E85
17 ,20L
TO TA
GRO S
LRSR
E600
8900
8 910
S ERV
9200
9282
9595
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
il
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMNARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99()
EUN I CE
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
12,Lq7,052
595,978
7 25 ,5L9
666,rI6
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RUN DATE: OL/Is/9L
RUN NUNBER: 4} 9 . O2
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
709,7 95.50
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EDX
AGRIC
AGRIC
TOT.
0t0
070
GR
X REQUX EDIT
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:06-210
ULTURAL PRODUCTION
ULTURAL SERVICES
AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONNETALLIC I'lINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. ITIINING
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
NO. TAX
R ET URNS
t95
TOTAL REP
GROSS REC
ORT ED
EIPTS
A
0
0I
I500
I6IO
1620
1700
CONS
5200
5?5t
5300
53r0
5400
55q0
5599
131 0
I38 t
158 9
I400
MINE
2010
2400
27 00
5200
3900
HFG-
4200
4EIO
4900
4920
TCU-
5010
5020
5050
5080
5090
5092
I,IH S L
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHI^lAY
I'lEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'1EAT PRODUCTS
LUNBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCREIE PRODUCTS
MI SCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'lANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT
TEL EPHONE AND
EL ECTRIC UATER
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOl'lOTIVE EQUIPI'lENT
DRUGS, CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
1'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI,I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTl'1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
I08
r55
I5,E6r,675
415,246
7 62 ,002
1,069,985
5q5,8?L
L(142,926
5,058,610
?.8,26q
285,9r9
67,0Lq
3,294,005
727,190
550,595
L ,096 ,925
5E,852 .64
30,756.5E
65,515.75
I57,9E3.I9
1,07+.59
10,1r4.35
5, E25 . 56
162,689. 50
36 ,557 . 55
23, 155
42,267
.EE
.t2
q7
TRA
TEL
AN
NS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
EGRAPH CON].1UN I CAT IONS
D SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
54
55
156
59
t00
2,571,155
18,550
I71 , 8I4
65, 451
2,7E5,4]5
624 ,96q
28
49
4l
REPORT NO. OEO
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ANNUAL SUI.IMARY
EUNICE
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART''IENT
STATE OF NEN NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
658,415
2,155,049
7 ,Eg7 ,532
31 ,62(+,3q6
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
623,718
1,910,172
6,909,152
297,492
5,799,400
26 ,912,2q4
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7500
7900
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8900
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GO VT
B ANKS
15E
420
t52
473
7 ?00
7500
57
32
47
56
7
t00]8
54
91q7
6?
7q
128,510l,gq6,q72
508 ,957
962,037
126 ,558
I n7 L7 ,9(t9
322,148
941 , 14I
,281.
,6q7.
,8I8 .
,975.
6L7 ,7 L9
4 ,565 ,592
I7,50I.99
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TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I ,555 1,57r,75E.53
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REPORT NO. O8O
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xE
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TOT
0I00
AGR I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMNARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
JAL
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,430,EE5
PAGE 2I O
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
?5E ,009 .7 2
1I,147 .51
22 ,139 .6q
6,LzL.73
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
159
TOTA L
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
ICULTURAL PRODUCTION
. AGRICULTURE
I58I
138 9
MI NE
OIL
OIL
TOT.
A5 I.IELL DRILLING
AS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
TRACT ORS
G HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI{AY
DE CONTRACTORS
CT CONSTRUCTION
AND G
AND G
I'II N I
c0N
LDIN
TRA
NT RA
1500t6t0
r620
I700
CON S
20
70
EO
90
92
SL
5
5
5
5
5
5599
56 0 0
5700
H I GHI.IAY
NON-BU I
SPECIALT0T. C0
59
86
36
82
57
65
110
, 557
,650
5,053,0I6
lq5,85Z
541,955
L , 093 ,622
4,509,291
7 5 ,401
454,I00
q0,069
3,77(t,777
104,415
q50 ,646
E77,983
2,90q,E22
15,0r9
375,538
39 ,42-q
5,556 ,758
81.I8
86.50
211,795qqs ,461
I90
58r
230 0
?7 00
2900
3200
3900
MFG-
4200
46 0 0
48I0
4900(t920
T CU-
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT
PIPELINE TRANS
TEL EPHONE AND
ELECTRIC t^IATER
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPFIENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS I.]HOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI.lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PORT AT I ON
TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONS
AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
26,75I,5
154 I69,456.78
E7 5 .22
2L,821.75
2,302.7 0
206 ,259 .91
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tlH
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5251
5500
55]0
5q00
5540
25
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LocATI0N:06-305
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
l.lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUH]'1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
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RECEIPTS
1,28q,210
?,240 ,6lq
16,405,8I7
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
75, 0E2 . 31
130 ,622 .46
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TA
GROSS
5E00
5815
5990
RETL
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GOVT
209
372
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6 ,325
27
27
94
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r 6(r5
,27 q
,341
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65
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27
6E
145,209
I57,85E
175,235
222,013
20 9,845
372,27q
81,805
5,912,075
L2,2L7 .E5
2r,505.45
4,750.85
55E,865.90
143,965
l2?. ,97 I
175,255
l(+9 ,17 4
,3q5.12
,088.47
,067.90
,678.65
6000
6500
FIRE
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7300
7500
7600
7900
8010
8200
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HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AFlUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
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STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNNENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
8
7
IO
8
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S ERV
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STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
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CO DE
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R EPORT ED
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AND GA
AND GA
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L GAS,
L ING
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T EL EPH
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GAS UT
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1700
c0 Ns
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481 0
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TCU -
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5040
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GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORST0T. C0NTRiACT C0NSTRUCTI0N
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE FIILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORIATION EQUIPNENT
I,1I SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
AND TELEVISION BROADCASTINGIC ]^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ILITIES
RANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'1ENT
ND ALLIED PRODUCTS
TED PRODUCT
ND HOUSEHOL
AND HEATINNI AND SUPP
MI SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUN PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
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FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL }IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
3,204,515
549,I00
384,843
5 ,3L7 ,92.5
,399.92
,07 q .9L
,q64.8q
,95I.E0
2, 116
4, E58
,E?8
,660
,332
,005
1. 455
3,6IE
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212,145.14
r15,718.26II5,245.00
I 55, 188 . 23
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27 00
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3900
MFG-
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I^IH S L
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EO
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S
D APPLIA
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MOTOR VEHICLES AND
DRUG5, CHEMICALS A
GROCERIES AND RELA
ELECTRICAL GOODS A
HARDI,IARE, PLUMBING
NACHINERY, EQUIPl'IE
NCES
AND SUPPLIES
?,7 5E ,23E
3, 0 19,252
3 ,4L4 ,66L
13,817,275
?,0?7 ,??L
? , 059 ,619
2,779,071
11,200,qq7
L793I?l
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3,5q7,579
?,078,7q0
392, q7 6
7,553,32E
5200
525?
5300 45 16I,805 158, 949 8,857 .47
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DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEl'IBER, 1990
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CO DE
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RETURNS
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GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
7 ,3?0,27Eq3,215,480
747,39E
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r,647,341
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
298,90r.69
2,09q,285.50
57,587.IE
53I0
5400
55q0
5599
5600
57 0 0
5800
5811
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
2,655,995
L6 ,57 3 ,7 69
5,070,094
1,7L0,232
638,520
467,0?3
3 ,562, Lsq
L,576,g94
2,936,977
2 ,651 ,802
L4,797 ,63q
2,6?8 ,?56
L395,410
658,520
456,83E
5,090,455!,576,g94
2,716 ,4(17
147,657 .45
825,566.37
lq6 ,562 .88
77 ,98q.E2
55,570.15
25,0r1.54
172,795.01
87 ,875 . 59
15r ,822 .85
EATING
LIQUOR
DRUG AN
PACKAGE
56
IE5
?L9
536I
459
1 ,4q5
I09
65III
55
DRINKING PLACES
PENSERS - BY THE DRINK
ROPRIETARY STORES
QUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L ASSOC.
5 ECUTY .
I N SURAN
REAL ES
ND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS . , SERV
REAL ESTAT
HOLDING AN
96
6I6
AND
DIS
DP
LI
A
CE
T.
67
58r
202
?82
?26
5I
t24
42
78
41
5,36?,26L
37,517,qq3
6000
6]00
6200
6500
65I0
6550
8010
8060
8t00
8200
8900
S ERV
42 57 2 ,023
AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
E SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
D OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANIES
25
82
,0E7
,225
5
54
,592.89
,518.14
6700
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
R PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
SERVICES
AIR AND OTHER SERVICES
ERVICES
ON SERVICES
ND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
1'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
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STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
r,089,340
r,085,407
335 ,27 q4,0I9,191L,l?4,799
355,435].70q,85q
I , 505, 179
L 07 g ,920
I ,059 ,329
328,819
3 ,445 ,38q
1,059,610
555, 455
1.705,897
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1,157,650
67,5L5
3 ,023 ,127
r5,719,263
,7 q2 .15
,651.09
,20E.74
,580.50
, I3I.38
,759.65
,255.51
,257 .lq
,515.75
,710 .7 5
,590.95
,965.57
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1,965
Eq,I75.75
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7 ?00
7500
7500
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HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILE
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REP
NISCELLANEOUs REPAIR S
AMUSEI-4ENT AND RECREATI
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS A
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I8
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5
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15,205,
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GOV T
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TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION q,947 L02, t+97 ,557 87 ,222,23q 4,E69,8I9.64
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]"lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
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R EPO RT ED
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TOTAL
GROSS
0I00
AGR I
158 9
1400
MINE
1500
I6IO
1700
CON S
4200
4600
481 0
4900q9?0
T CU-
5200
525t
5500
5400
5540
5592
OIL
NON
TOT
AND GAS FIEL
I.lETALL IC MINE
. I'IINING
ICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
D SERV
RALS,
GENERAL
H I GHt^!AY
SPECIAL
BUILD
CONTR
TRADE
ING CONTRACTORS
ACT ORS
CONT RACT ORS
2300
2900
5200
3400
5670
3900
MFG-
5010
5060
5080
5090
5092
NHS L
5599
5600
57 0 0
5800
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY T4ETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I-1OTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOF1OTIVE EQUIPI'lENT
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPL]ANCES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
14I SCEL L ANEOUS t^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I,IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
58
9
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174,159
53L 20 9
qL
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29
29
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TAX DUE
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7600
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8900
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ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
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2,457,760
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45,565,691
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I'II N E
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2900
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3400
5500
5900
MFG-
5020
5040
5070
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5090
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l.lH S L
METAL T'1INING, EXCEPT C
CRUDE PETROL. , NATURALOIL AND GAS NELL DRIILOIL AND GAs FIELD SERV
NONMETAL L IC I'IINERALS,
TOT. NINING
URAN I UI'I, I'10 LYBDENUI'l
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
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GAS,
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FUELS
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GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI.lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUN REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FA
I',IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRI
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURI
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
1'lISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'1 PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
,911,469
,59r,409
,507,158
,701.,531
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,3q4,
,823,
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,841 . 34
,828,9q
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7
+
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?
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3
9
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8
LZ
1I
35
76
60
48
555
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25,
I52 ,
.68
.40
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3I09E16E
104
45
4(t
234
5,598,805
225,585
9,361 ,296
5,606,235
,8 9q
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,87 ct .2q
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TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
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5
5
5
5
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,97 ?
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11
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11,095.50L 416,0E7. I0L761,915.85
52
205
50
550
7 2 ,210q,q67 ,qg6
302 , (t?.13,86?,L72
,834.22
,754.39
,875.68
,981.36
r,866
2I0q9 
,07 9
56,450
I ,86
5
2t9
I5I8I
72,210
4, 048, 988
296,87L
3 , qZL ,812
676
32
1,575
I4,610,764
20(,358
25,6I7r035
686,559
9,577
L12?,537
16
52
5t
9200
GOV T
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,0q5 1l ,21 9 ,877 .06
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AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
MO LYB D ENUMOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAI PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t"IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONI.IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
x
x
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RU I DOSO
7 ,276,49q
I1,818,395
].5gl,35l
4 , (t(t7 ,9L?
2,557,8906,glg,7za
15 , q92 ,8q0
88I,l6l
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,5q7 ,662
L 04(t ,57 4
968,950
I4,456 ,5 95
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450, 18I. I5
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55,875.44
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CODE
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49E
E92
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R EPORT ED
REC EI PT S
0700
0800
AGRI
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158 9
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1500
t6I0
t620
1700
CON S
2500
?q00
27 00
3200
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5400
36 0 0
37 0 0
3900
MFG-
l0
20
40
60
70
90
9I
I95
516,4553,q50,674 1 
0E, 056
r, 154,876
7,r28.56
76,107.00
410 0
4?00
4500
48I0
4830
4900q9z0
T CU-
t27
I04
37
4,165,10r
?,508,504
5,545,500
27q,
tq7 ,
418,
905.E9
114.96
951.97
NOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPNENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
IlISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
5092
I.IHS L
523
54
87
52
2I8
2I
1r5
,542
,0i 7
,7 52
t4
8
10
57
?L3 ,269
126,643
166 ,077
57 2 ,836
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66
76
,094.1I
,318.54
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,808 . 57
52OO BUILDING MATERIALS 45 3,527 ,ZL4 i , (55, 5r5 96 ,921 .7 6
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HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORESE, HOI''IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PROPRI ETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND CONDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
2
10
81
I
I62t
I,505,169
16,001,407
2A ,322,314
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL
GRO 5S
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
,573,777
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2 , 953 ,197
9,972,34q
2,792,q28
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,093 , ql q
4,391,673
77q,636
3, 291 , 934
9,925,055
TAXAB L E
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1 .857 , 552
, 552,50 9
,055,?04
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1,075,90I
4 ,692,905
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
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S ERV
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EAT
LIQ
DRU
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559 , q23
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NITUR
ING A
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G AND
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400,721
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1,955,004
25
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2,52L
57
40
3E
382
5IE
45
262
56
640
I84
I55
5324,60I
3I4,039.45
81,471.07
7 6 ,807 .27
65,001.49
35,556.77
2q ,992 .09
220 ,829.86I46,157.39
108,515.68
,650.73
,q41.39
,929.0I
,9q3 .92
,5E9.5E
, 592 .85
,485.40
,7I5.5r
5920
s990
RETL
6550
67 00
FIRE
8060
EIOO
8200
2
o
72
7 ql ,994
?,630,626
70,875.6E
310,340.81
49,
t74, .5E. (tZ0971I0REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
ICESMISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERV
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR A
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVIC
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SE
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OT
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH
LEGAL SERVICES
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
ND OTHER SERVICES
ES
RVICES
H ERS
S ERV I CES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.lEI.lBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES]OT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
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351
273
t52
1656I
508
55
98
4 ,7 52,939L254,196
1,164,578
954,755
538,25I
58r,8805,55I,554
2 ,215 , ql3
1,640,554
2,9E5,939
657,600
21,198,609
9200
GO VT
759
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2,87 6
2,595,58r
287,56E
l9 ,266 ,0q8
L70,7 56.15
L9 , 02q .45
L,270,811.40
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TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L22,221 ,523
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GROSS
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
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STATE OF NEt. TIEXICO
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CAP I TAN
TAXAB L E
6ROSS RECEiPTS
268 ,9qL
6q7,7L8
505,2I6
L,287,226
I9 , I38
298,515
q45 
,966
?9q ,57 2
1,E25,288
+7,122
rg4, 044
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RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: (+L9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
15,802.6r
57,96E.08
29 ,q52.59
75,58I.57
r,114.66
17,557.5q
?6,165.99
L7 ,205.20
106,755.86
?,7 L2 .35
l0 ,7 66 .12
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
82
45
26
IOE
TOIA L
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPI-S
0100
AGR I
?7 00
5900
FIFG-
BU
c0
TR
NTR
FRE
ONE
AND
IC
1500
I610
1700
CONS
5251
5500
5400
5540
5600
5800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
72
75
75
76
79
GEN ERA L
HIGHNAY
SPECIALT0T. C0
ILDING CONTRACTORS
NT RA CTO R5
ADE CONTRACTORS
ACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
HOT OR
T EL EPH
RADIO
EL ECTR
IGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AND TELEGRAPH CONNUNICATIONS
TELEVISION BROADCASTING
I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
45q,251
67 L 950
59E,737
L ,631 ,57 2
19,304
qql,q29
q57,519
(++0 
, 
q65
2,259,056
4E,?2(t
I84, 3IE
4200
48I0
4830
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
5070
5090
NHS L
5920
5990
RETL
55
25
50
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'|ENT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
STORES
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
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AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
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040
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBiNG AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
1'II SCEL L AN EOUS I^IHO L E5A L ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
7Er,028
2, qq5 , ggg
3E5,858
I ,7 05 ,957
10,E86,549
..199
,586
,505
I0t.65
4?6 .69
23I .46
850.55
529 . q8
255
2
5
73,
44,90
9?
t!
NHSL 598 16,996,654 5,061,5I7 170,q9q.96
REPORT NO. OEO TAXAT I ON
STA
CONB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TX REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:52-052
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANI E5
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGIHG
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI.IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
FlISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
D REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
OF NEI.I MEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTET'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
0t
4I
AN
TE
NE
AX
RUN DATE:
RUN NUNBER:
E 231/t5/9L
9 .02
q97 ,985.64
r58,517.92
165,546.04
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
LOS ALANOS
sIc
COD E
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
64
5I
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI S
2,529,878
, 955,848
,q78,L77
,410 , q66
550,020
2,350,797
29 ,382
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
| ,362 ,492
650,020
?,7L0,?12
1,155,2I5
g ,952,3E9
2,859,841
2,97E,780
r5, 90 3,557
76,2ql,qqE
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
76,515.56
55,217.15
151,202.01
64 ,942 .85
5200
5252
5300
5510
5400
55r0
5540
5592
5599
56 0 0
5700
5800
100
26
103
345
94
56
1,101
59
159
I50
q
?
34
9
2
3
3,555L 506
6
5
16II
5
,925 ,66L
,(75,505
,9I5,I4I
4
?
55
276,809.1?
137,951.E1
I,E90,519.70
5I
69
3,299,2L6
1,540,600
,091,568
, E39,841
,198 ,7 8?
581 5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
6000
6100
6500
6 510
6550
6700
FIRE
7800
7900
8010
8060
8I00
8200
E600
8900
E9l0
S ERV
1,143
z,l?6
qq
54
175
53
,8I I
,958
23 ,683 ,929
89 ,0q4 ,6?.2
7 ,sl(t ,47 E
16,266,786
2,9L5 , ?29
16,l??,qlg
774, 950 . 55q,?51,23q.Lq
50,477 .3q
r,65r.94
99,307.00
5,515.85
165,099.05
900,669.52
90?,408
29 ,,382
,219
,2q8
7000
7 200
7300
7391
7500
7600
555
I?Z
832
737
,429,099
,005,5I5
,847,52q
,981,5I5
,7L0,L9q
905,9C6
5,III,552
?,990 ,92L
L4,L32.067
8.E03,508
5,25 r ,920
5q0,534
,859.09
,237.41
,480.I9
,469.0?
,419.81
,rI1.52
1,774
93
97
2EI
286
t66
79t
495
182
50
5q ,47].5
4r5
6,015,9
626,7
9,667 ,9
7,757q,678
0,I17
1,775
q 
,167
8 ,298
87
t67
34
800
t58q,q3q
980, I57
3,005,994172,lt6
125,556,012
lL , l9q ,7 24
198,697,q55
95.6I
?6.45
25 .40
51.35
40.46
30.02
6
101,4911,I6
172,75
92 O O STATE GOVT . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
!REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N : 32-052
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . COUNTIES
TOT. GOVERNlTlENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA:iSIFICA'TION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 19?O
LOS ALAMOS
R EPO RT ED
RECEIPTS
414,85r , 0 92
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEJPTS
522,858,591
PAGE 23?
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
17,997,578.05
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
9300
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 9,555
I
e
I
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I9-I15
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I,IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, MOLYBDENUFI
COP P ER
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, bIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
NISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. IIANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t,JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILIIIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I |tlEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II,IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD END]NG DECEMBER, I99O
DEMI NG
PAGE 253
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEiPTS
1,677 ,7 97
4 ,59? ,860
660,844
559, IE6
SIC
CO DE
3900
MFG-
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REP
GROSS REC
ORT ED
EIPTS
0100
0700
AGR I
I000
1020
NINE
2000
2400
27 00
1500
161 0
I620
1700
CO NS
3200
5400
5670
57 0 0
450
460
481
465
490
93,7 94
257,35?515522
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHET'lICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUHBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPL I ES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS I..IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
,250
, 57I
2,994I,513q,5L9
515
2,37 L
2,993 ,556L505,059
3,599,717
(t5
35
q5
72
3l
13
4l
t76
t26
3t
55
955 ,7 37
644 ,7 6l
721,095
r,925, 575
2,17?,951
5 ,9?9 ,99L
,334
,097
, L97
51,996
I ,262 , q28
567,075
2+9,5?5
{7,048.05
20,059.30
1,781.21
70,700.07
.87
.56
,4I8
,922
92
77
4000
4100
4200
q9?0
T CU- 556
29
50
lq ,569 ,7 59
r , Lsq ,327
4,700,570
I0,008,2Ir
658,078
594 ,043
t54 ,77 5 .55
8(t , (t?l .9L
207 ,602 .7 0
548,580.0r
56 ,868 . 97
35,50r.88
27 ,E?2.83
65,388.17
164,880.97
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
I..IHS L
160
59
340
614
I,95E
8,505
,559
,09q
,861
499,85I
1,127,595
2, 941 
" 
847
il
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCAIION : I9-II5
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPII1ENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARII'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
TAXATION
STA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
CESSORY STORES
E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
NKING PLACES
ERS - BY THE DRINK
D REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
OF HEI^I NEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEN
BY STANDARD INDUSIRIAL CTASSIFICATION
PAG0l
4I
728,132.05
4qL,056.79
70q,190.21
58 ,656 .7 |
185,09E.08
55,63
?10 ,7 6
5,746,55
232,7 32. 51
87,755.6E
132,665.17
75,767 .25qq,574.76
155
59
62
l? ,97 9 ,6097,g6g,II6
!2 ,5gq ,47 2
1,048,455
3 ,327 ,357
2,515
l.,307
2 ,397
6,580
5 ,625
656
3,762
66,906
656,045
5, E40 ,849
7 6 ,5L9 ,27 9
118,591
2,59r,599
I ,056 ,5E?
1,127,115
7l4
t
3
2 ,955 ,690I,3I5,E62
? ,564 ,2L5
7 ,264,521
5 ,6q2 ,525
q
I
?I
?5
E7I
2,366
AN
TE
NE
AX
T
IA
IE
T.
S
E
I ES,
LOAN
ENTS
ER- L
5UB D
EL L
REL
ITU
NG
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5813
5910
00
IO
t?
505l
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, 1990
DEMING
RUN DATE:
RUN NUFIB ER:
e 23q/ L5/ 9l
9 .02
,969.47
,697 .25
,7 95.56
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURN S
75
25
t4q
2L7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSs RECEIPTS
5,61L786
15 ,4L2 ,999
536,988
665,7Lq
1,559,803
4,514,165
20,429,396
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 ,57 1 ,056
159,786
665,120
!,135,7??
4,104,149
I 9, 384,885
R EPO RT ED
TAX DUE
Lqq,093.77
7 ,815.27
56,898.09
63,37 I .78
5,628.01
5200
5?5L
5252
5500
55r0
5400
5510
55q 0
5592
5?q4
I85
55
186
,904, q85
,214 , 039
,291 ,299
,567,347
NI SC
APP A
FUR N
EATI
ANEOUS
AND AC
RE, HOI,I
AND DRI
95
95tr8
292
225
,597
,265
,032
,97 5
,6Lz
129,778.96
73,427.08
154,203.83357,27I.59
31q,772.97
,046
t 564
, 
q6l
9.81
5. 55
0.24
5920
5990
RETL
8 9I0
S ERV
EXC EP
AS SOC
, CARR
E5 R-AG
IVIDER
LIQUOR DISPENS
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENC
SAVINGS AND
INSURANCE AG
REAL EST. OP
REAL ESTATE
BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
TIONS
RS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
, ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
AND DEVELOPERS
AND REAL ESTATE
550FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANC
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
321
455
347
228
tE4
,519 ,7 $9
,588 ,27 5
,q79,786
, 
q28 
,7 47
87 ? ,617
q,153,?2L
L 56E ,07 7
2,375,780L 553, 551
7 95 ,595
95
178
72
95
126 ,5i 8?,477,64LL 1 06 ,926
1,146,605
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
8010
8060
8r00
8200
8600
8900 229,59q.80
r, 084,597 .5I
92OO STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
ct65
2,q7E
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:19-II3
SIC
CO DE
9595 LOCAL GOVERNFIENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENTGOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEI^I T4EXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESg ACI'IVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
DETII NG
EPORT ED
ECEIP]'S
153,292,604
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 0E, 938,422
PAGE 235
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
6,086 ,9q8.27
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6 ,525
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
il
REPORT NO. O6O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N I 19-212
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSIRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTIIIIARY .. BUSINESS ACTIV]TY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
CO L UMBUS
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER!
E 236/t5/9t
9.02
PAG
OI
41
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
3Z
TOTA L
GROS S
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
508,594
529, 337
690,375
60,859
788,739
1,51r,206
28l,q7L
5q1,299
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
16,387.83
15,075.48
28 ,97 5 .57
23 ,0q2 .68
5,140.52
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
505,606
LBLT
ONT
I500
I700
c0N5
qz00
48I0
4850
3900
MFG-
0700
AGR I
4900
TCU-
5070
5090
I^IHS L
525I
5300
5(00
GEN ERA
SPECIA
TOT. C
HOTELS,
P ERS ONA L
NISCELLA
AUTOMOB I
MISCELLA
AMUSENEN
MI SCEL L A
TOT. SER
UI LDING CONTRACTORS
RADE CONTRACTORS
RACT CONSTRUCTION
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
NOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , t.JAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COt'lI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI.IARE, PLUl.,IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
r'II SCEL L AN EOUS I.IHO L ESA L ERS
TOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
S TORES
68 ,3?7ll8,75r
5E ,7 L7qq0,729
6E ,327
I18,751
56,q19
432,16E
5,
5,
2,
5q
52
92
50
62
652.
295.
969.
55
52
51
189
551 0
554 0
56 0 0
5600
58I3
5990
RETL
T'IOTELS, T
SERVICES
NEOUS BUS
LE RENTAL
NEOUS REPT AND REC
NEOUS SER
VICES
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8900
S ERV
RAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
INESS SERVICES
, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESAIR SERVICES
REATION SERVICES
VICES
25 60,259
9200
GOV T
sTATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
28
84
109,q78
270,q62
5,826.37lq,29q.12
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENTSIATE OF NEW MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
0t
4I
E 237/15/91
9.02
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'18 ER :
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUF1NARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CO L UNBUS
DECET'IBER, 1990
LOCATION. L9-2L?
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIP'I S
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPOR
TAX D
TED
UE
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 595 4 ,lgq ,7 55 1,775,L42 9q,561.20
ll
IREPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I9-019
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].1ENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA]'ION
ANNUAL SUNNARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RNDR LUNA CNTY
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 238DATE: OL/15/9L
NUI'IBER: 4I9 . ()2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
2l 0, 535 . 04
518,564.2r
8,215.30
3,243.5I
t6,255.26
7,510.65
63,161.95q0E,869.38
526,676.79
5,39E.87
86,656.67
15E,088.05
RUN
RUN
src
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
I58
295
?5
32
88
45
,295,581
,677,545
?,920,889
?32, q?l
3 ,361 ,27 6
389,5E2
L 255 ,37 6
7 ,945,069
10,457,612
I ,859, 988
4, 191 ,927
7 ,63E,759
5,987,560
9 ,7 q6 ,960
TOTAL
GROS S
I
9
E
56
58
IN
II
M
0I00
0700
AGR I
1500
I6IO
I620
r700
CONS
OIL AND GASOIL AND GAS
TOT. I'IINING
1^IELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRE
APPAREL AND TEX
LUNBER, WOOD AN
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
RODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
E MILL PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
q
IO
6l
505
DP
TI L
DP
UILDIN
ART4 EQ
EN ERA L
ETAIL
2000
2300
?q00
3500
5500
3700
50 9
509
tlH S
5200
5252
5300
5400
152,392
3900
NFG-
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., WAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
NACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS T.IHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI.l PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
,555
, 014
4200
4500
4600
4810
4900q920
T CU-
89
55
250
26
25
155,464
1,254,539
7,659,959
9,917 ,546
L00,726
l. 620,083
2,95r,5E0
5040
5070
5080
0
2
L 65
B
F
G
R
G MATERIALS
UIPNENT DEAL ER5
MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTNENT STORES
FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
5510
554 0
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I9-OI9
ANNUA L SUTII'IARY
RI'IDR LUNA CNTY
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'lENT
STATE OF NEI,I TlEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
RUN DATE:
RUN NUNBER!
E 259/ t5/ 9t
9 .02
PAG
OI
4I
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
32
126
?87
50
107
72
285
1,504
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
588,210
2,652,195
3,798,9q7
65,006
I,052,386
58, 154,250
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
246 ,E7 9
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
I5,106.95
6q4.15
?5,151.1q
13,9E9.6I
.t? ,7 37 . E6
I,411,515.05
5599
5600
5E00
700
720
750
750
760
5E I5
5990
REI L
65r0
FIRE
9200
GO VT
1,614
?,435
,87 9
, L25
86,469.59
I30,1.66.49
7900
8200
8900
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
?85 ,gcrl
1,605,257
26L637
E00,014
12 , L67
q7 L ,69(t
26,516,774
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AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. 1'IINING
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDs
EXCEPT DRILLING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE].I HEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA95IFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
GALLUP
R EPORT ED
RECEIPI 5
,355
,666
5,7q0,270
2,7 92,2tt3
32,824,866
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2 ,943 ,356
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I ,44?. , q29
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
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L5 ,97 4 ,E49
5 .259 ,7 3q
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R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
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895,715.64
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NO. TAX
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AGR I
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151 0
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I'tI N E
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1700
c0N s
2000
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2500
2q00
?7 00
2800
2900
00
00
00
70
00
00
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
1'1EAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCIS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCELLANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
557
956
E,7lg
24 , ctll
52
54
56
56
57
59
29
55
50
!,776,214
3,q72,794
2,569,771
1,776,214
514,00I
25 ,0q9
MFG-
155
450
55
60
1I9
49
r55, 068
5,900,019
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4r00
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4500
46 0 0
46I0
4830
4920
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L0c
MOT
AIR
PIP
TEL
RAD
GAS
ORT AT I ON
AY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
RANS. , l^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
ION
ORT AT I ON
EL EGRAPH COI'II'IUN I CAT I ONS
ISION BROADCASTING
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'lICAL5 AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
r'lACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
520
t74
3q8,229
7 97 ,275
LROAD TRANSP
AL AND HIGHti
OR FREIGHT T
T RANSP ORTA T
EL INE TRANSP
EPHONE AND TIO AND TELEV
UTILITIES
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46
330
59
99
5 , 055, 559
2 , 9g6 ,2L4
r5,953,071
1,8E8,725
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543,581
It
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5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
40
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ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
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LOCATION : 15-1I4
MISCEL L ANEOUS [.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT . I,]HOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI-,I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
ND
NN
TEOFN
NED REV
AXBYS
AT E:
UMB ER :
ANNUAL SU].IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
GALLUP
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 3 ,966 ,407]-7g7,84!
90,205,956
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
? ,620 ,07 E
65r,061
6 ,7 68 ,38?
5,809,696
,909,94I
,25L308
,55]- 558
24,855,0I5
259,809,5?6
?- ,17 7 ,426
75,673
R EPORT ED
.I AX DUE
155,707.05
36,807.81
396 , q68 .27
34t ,532.7 Z
57 9, 087 .41
7 l6 ,425 .46
502,7 60 .7 9
IL F
RVE
L INE
LE H
5090
5092
l^lH S L
5510
5400
5510
554 0
5592
59?0
5990
REIL
7900
80I0
8060
8I0 0
729
5200
525I
5252
5300
5599
5600
57 0 0
5800
58I3
5910
6000
6100
6I20
6300
6 5I0
6550
6700
FIRE
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7 600
7800
95I,067
58
28
70
t7q
, 413
,701
64 Lq,256,545
RETA
1.10 T 0
GASO
MOB I
00D
HICL
SER
ONE
STOR ES
E DEALERS
VICE STATIONS
DEAL ERS5 VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ACCESSORY STORES
MISCELLANEOU
APPAREL AND
175
68
356
,7?9,595
,770,71.7
,946,99I
,585,675
,457,26 1
7 ,559,219
53,517,690
55,834,7969,657,5I44,g2g,575
447 ,q81.36
5, ]32,357.01
5,265 ,72q .lL
506,711.30
282,7 35. r5
25q
2L6
I7E
782
24E
61
5q
L,872q,775
,458,868
, 7 95, I0E
,599 , q7 I
,959,581
,5L0,217
,5
,9
,4
'7
].808,
453,
392,
.E1
.97
.65
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTNENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I09
50I
7
54
57
I5
I1
t?l2tt
30
7
8I
52
5t 0
2,?72
85
9
t?
I
5C
a
6
1
ll ,9
5,2
4 r7
1,3
,642 ,8L6
,2E9,5q1
,578,805
,888, 934
14,56(t,q72
5 ,640 , q12
4,345, I I g
5,I90,597
1,699,4I5
I
7
5
2
590
237
157
E6
91,012.25
L,(r5?,958.9(
I4,025 ,959.92
127,551.25
4,400.05
q56,002
2,I99,563 554I,599 ,?7 3,39q
19
95
,485 .56
,453.60
557 E,I4I,858
,562,5IE
,35E, 07 5
4,60E,575
l?,637,952
269,567 .59
469
610qE2
518
2E8
91,915
27,420
47,468
7 I ,45q
7q
29l8
27
8
I,591 .78L249.598,54I.69
7,Lq7.q70,5I6.56
I05
432
r45
69
87
89
85q5
63
t62
25
25
ll
6200
8600
,7 17
,I05
, 981
,86 9
993,776
7 ,259,092
t; 
,199 ,07 5
3,199,917
I54,534
55 , 7I5
57,79L
424,107
30q,226
I28,550
9,075
2, 088
iREPORT NO. OEO
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ANNUA L SUI'IMARY
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I'IISCELLANEOUS
ENGINEERING A
TOT. SERVICES
I CE5
CHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
8,154,458
56 ,632 , q06
565,205,785
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
6 
" 
9L3 ,96?
50 ,?23,8+5
35?,2E?,7 L9
PAGE 24?
UN DATE: OI/I5/9L
UN NUMBER: 4I 9 . O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
404,59r.06
2,937,715.82
20,568,664.89
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I,'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
R
R
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI{BER, 1990
S ERV
ND AR
8900
8 910
S ERV
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r,004
4,352
r2,315
9200
9395
GOV T
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT1ENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
ta
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-OI5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCIION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'1ETAL T''IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, MOLYBDENUI'I
URANIUI'I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
RMDR I'ICKINL EY CNTY
PAG
01
4t
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NUNBER !
E ?C3/ L5/ 9l
9.02
sIc
CO DE
0100
0700
0E00
AGR I
2500
2400
27 00
2800
2900
PETROL., NATURAL GAS,
ND GAS NELL DRILLING
ND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
R EPORT ED
RECEIPI-5
79,987 ,376
E0,865,836
82,515,161
4 ,E42,496
34,(178,256
I05,769,338
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEiPTS
7,001,551
14,97L805
22,055 ,350
22,586,112
4 ,942,3q0
19,007,470
26,595,514
R EPOR
TAX D
379,000.07
l,16l ,224.92
r,198 ,602.67
255,415.14
1, 0 15 ,78?.3q
L40r,3qq.55
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
90
29
E7
154
I7I
591
TOTAL
GROS S
TED
UE
OAL
RUDEIL AIL A
1000
t094
1200I5I OI38I
15E 9
1500
I5IO
L6Z0
I700
c0N5
5200
5400
5900
MFG.
c
c
0
0
I400
MINE
NONMETAL L IC MINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
L6?
55
29
279
505
,q76
,57 Z
' 
LLC
,666
,956
,095,960
,77 3,qlq
,586,787
,225 ,964
804,525.74
I65,525.66
I50,679.93
542,80q.41
1,465,535.74
APPAREL AND TEX
LUMBER, I^IOOD AN
PRINTING AND PU
CHEMICALS AND A
PETROLEUN REFIN
DRUGS, CHEMICAL
GROCERIES AND R
ELECTRICAL GOOD
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
ILL PRODUCTS
R PRODUCTS
NG
PRODUCTS
D RELATED INDUSTRIE
LIED PRODUCTS
RODUCT S
USEHOLD APPLIANCES
5
2
6
zv
16,550
7 ,225
5,076
E,759
55,411
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCT
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'lETAL
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RODUCTS
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TILE I'1
D PAPE
BLISHI
LLIED
ING AN S
S
P
4000q100
q200
4500
46 0 0
481 0
4830
4900
4920
TCU -
5020
5040
5060
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ELATED PS AND HO
il
,l
REPORT NO. ()8O
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NBING AND HEATING EQUIP
UIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I.IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARN EQUIPI'lENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD sIORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO /ACCESSORY DEALERS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'1I'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, 1990
RMDR MCKINLEY CNTY
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
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R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
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?,357,q32
5,555,664
L6?.,736,q7E
1E5,455, 087
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ND
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CODE
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q5
L77
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5 ,539 ,467
20,597 ,li 9
26 ,67 6 ,393
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TOTAL
GROSS
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
HARDl,IARE, PLU
MACHINERY, EQ
I.lISCELLANEOUS
PETROLEUM AND
I TURE,
NG AND
OR DIS
AGE L]
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29
226
I56
115
I,512,653
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525t
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5300
5q 0 0
5510
55q0
5599
5700
5800
58I 5
5920
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15
9
,498,15E
,446 ,4A2
23, 048 .88
3I5,42I.80
567,783. I5
I3, 037 . Eq
FURN
EATI
LIQU
P ACK
HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
DRINKING PLACES
PENSERS - BY THE DRINK
QUOR STORES
I , 043, 081
2,507,L92
5,555,664
L26
I90
,157.16
,401.79
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
581
1,506
,496,386
,650,500
545
?5
Et2
2, lg9 ,0q?L 092, 503
5 ,4gl ,77 0
I65
203
E,69I,265.09
9,797,620.0r
SR
DR
DEN
DO
6I00
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6550
FIRE
700
720
730
750
760
790
80I
ASS
ABS
0c.
TRACT
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
55E,657
8q5,qe6
586,671
I45,683
I26 , 0 Sdr
354 ,3q5
57 q ,38q
3q3,442
155,65r
L22 ,584
IE,756.30
50,682.54
L8 ,422 .7 3
7 ,240 .02
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5E
tq7
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qqMISCELLANEOUANUSEMENT AN
PHYSICIANS,
HOSPITALS AN
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
TISTS AND OTHERs
THER HEALTH SERVICES806
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
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STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
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TOT. GOVERNI.IENT
89I0
S ERV
1,660,E07
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5,665,065
68, E55 . E5
I2,559.52
196,697.37
tI
9200
9593
GOVT
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CO DE
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}1I'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
RMDR I''ICKINLEY CNTY
R EPORT F.D
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NO. TAX
R ETURNS
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TOTAL
GROSS
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REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:30-115
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, I.JOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY sTANDARD INDUSTRIiAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I9'O
NAGON MOUND
RUN DATE:
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PAGE 246
0L/L5/914I9.02
src
CODE
0600
A GRI
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
q4
40
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EP ORT ED
ECEIP'I S
456,900
52q,3E7
77L803
TAXAB L E
GROSS EECEIPTS
555 , E30
161,045
597,550
TOT A
GROS
LR5R
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
19,295.59
9 ,163 .7 q
22,7 55 .51
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I610
I700
c0Ns
2400
MFG-
6000
FIRE
4I00
4200
4810
4850
4900
TCU -
L OCA
I'10 T 0
TELE
RADI
5040
5090
T^IH S L
5300
5400
5540
5599
5E00
5815
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RET L
GHT
AND
TEL
L AND
R FREI
PHONE
O AND
HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
EV ON BROADCASTING
SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESN, COT4NUNICATIONS AND UTILITIESEL ECTRIC I^IATERTOT. TRANSPORTA
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
l'1I SCEL LANE0US tlH0L ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE,REIAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STAT
MISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E
EATING AND DRINKING P
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - B
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILE
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
ISI
AND
TIO
EXCEPT DEPARTI,IENT STORES
I ONS
AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
LACESY THE DRINK
RS
7 200
7300
7500
7900
8010
8900
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERV]CE5
I'IISCELLANEOU
AUTOMOBILE R
AMUSEMENT AN
PHYSICIANS,
I'lISCELLANEOU
TOT. SERVICE
S BUSINESS SERVICES
ENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
D RECREATION SERVICES
DENTISTS AND OTHERSS SERVICES
SS ERV 27 37,6q2 37,qL4 2,1Ir.70
REPORT NO. ()8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
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RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI.IBER: 4I9.02X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:50-115
ANNUAL SUI,II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
LIAGON MOUND
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 230 l,77l,gqs 990,972 56,85I.28
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:30-030
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. T'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BU][DING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
,I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
NG AND PUBLISHING
CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
1'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , [^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMl'lUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MISCEL LANEOUS 1^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEt,l I'1EXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
RI'IDR I'IORA CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI'S
8r9,827
551,6r8
52,86 9
1,106,896
2q9,430
TA)(ABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
780,046
827,9506,224,022
207,006
51,619
910,7E5
115,I50
PAGE z(tE
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IB ER : (t19 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
4l ,125 .04
45,250 . 08
526,830.85
10,964.18
I ,654 .23
47 ,659.77
6, 052. 7E
SIC
CODE
r389
MINE
0100
0700
AGRI
1500
1610
I620
1700
c0Ns
NO. TAX
RETURN S
59
E8
181
45
26
59
89
L590,005
7 ,274,922
2400
?7 00
5200
37 0 0
4I0 0
4200
4EIO
4900
TCU-
5040
5090
5092
HHS L
00
00
00
10q0
L UMB ER
PRINTI
STONE,
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
3900
MFG-
75q4
148
7 65 ,719
L ,258 ,024
2,06?,954
,850
,038
,I05
31,807.16
58,291 .88
92,12L.74
2E
61
45
134
505, 96E
6 I ,886855,5I4
r,404,589
q5 , L84
44 ,356
552 ,557
642,097
.54
.74
.13
2,364
2 ,324
28,976
53,665
609
1,116
1,765
104
515
50s
I ,86I
l0q
5t5
507
2 ,4q4
25
76
102q32
.21
52
55
5q
55
55
5599
56 0 0
5700
5800
5E I5
5990
RET L
ERIALS
HANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
STORES
E DEAL ERS
VICE STATIONS5 VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ACCES5ORY STORES
ONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
RINKING PLACES
APPAREL AND
FURNITURE, H
EATING AND D
BUILDING I'1AT
GENERAL MERC
RETAIL FOOD
I.lOTOR VEHICL
GASOL INE SER
MISCELLANEOU
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
, 81.9
,328,
,4] I
,188
,819
, 528
,7 64
,444
5,q86.q5
I6,595.2E
I5,982.00
97,410.94
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocArI0N:30-050
ANNUA L SUMI'IARY
RMDR I'IORA CNTY
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAt ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
T/AXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
PAGE 249
RUN DATE: OL/L5/9L
RUN NUI'18 ER : 4I9 . O 2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
550,544
14L 696
1,24L 950
I2,01L,592
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, 1990
sIc
COD E
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
6 5I0
FIRE
8900
89r0
S ERV
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
80I0
E200
E6 0 0
6
4
Ct
l7
527
t16
07I
535
tr5
77
80
544
1I7,855
77,130
80,07I
392,659
3Zq2
6q
E5
, 082. 0 9
,00q.q2
,L54.48
,86 9 .82
?5
79
3E0
(+80 
,7 4L
l8q,qql
1,q77 ,838
15 ,0E5 ,952
18,561.52
7,35I.28
64,807 .q6
629,q89.26
910 0
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
TOT. GOVERNMENT
ALL OTHER
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALI INDUSTRIES IN IHIS LOCATION 1,35I
tt
iREPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: I5-II6
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUN, NOLYBDENUT'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'1EAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I1EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I',IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
l,IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENIS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC HATER /AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, I99O
A L AI'IOGORDO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
19,7E2,74q
57,170
E2 ,6(,6
26?,7 98
,105,766
,8L9,225
2,009,887
543,355
40,119,793
(t 
,238 ,217
296 ,599
37 ,521,923
2 ,7 53 ,167
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,gg5,g?2
+,024,0932r,18I,6r5
2?2,318
90, EE3
? ,7 32 ,607
252,354
133 ,27 7
5,580,568
8,266,369
5,645,270
12 ,27 2 ,57 7
51,400,402
1,q96,257
PAGE ?50ATE: 0l/15/91
UMBER.4L9.02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
919,827.II
25L 697 .55
1,220, I0E.72
lz,8l7 .27
5, IE6 . 25
157 ,2?L.5?
14,623.I5
7,750.q3
206 ,216 .7 9
56,170.50
L?,227.05
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE
SIC
COD E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
755
26
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0100
0700
0800
AGRI
r000
I58 9
MINE
t500t6l0
t620
I700
CONS
I
t
I
2000
20r0
9rl
50,7
6
5
E09L569
2500
2400
27 00
2800
5200
3400
3500
56 0 0
48
77
27
5670
5700
3900
I'IFG-
75
340
4r00q20 0
4500
q6 0 0
48r0
4830q900
q9?0
T CU-
22t
51
189q9
52
8,27q,4i33,8I9,799
Lq,2E7 ,832
979,270
2I L 455
q36,7 I5.222r0,r09.r4
709,92L.12
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'1ENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
L,769,(+77 .20
E5,755.70
tl
5 010
5020
5040
5060
605
5?
6q 7,959,073 l,4L7,7ql 82,169.58
il
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-II6
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
FIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
}lISCEL LANEOUS NHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI,JARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIAUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I,IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COFIDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. 0PER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTReCT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTNENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
SIATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY.*- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, 1990
A L AMOGORDO
EPO RT ED
EC E I P'I'S
3 ,925 ,025
L,231 ,244
87 r , 7l r
16,955,675
44,579,85E
15,000,869
6,q96,2:;9
2L,077 ,786
Lg? ,7 92 ,27 E
15, 918, 523
402,8I.1
r,2I5rq05
5,804,4(l 6
L7 0 ,492
2r ,835,555
,155,268
,9I5,020
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE:[PTS
525,39r
PAGE 25I
RUN DATE: ()L/L5/9I
RUN NUI'.IB ER: 4I9 . O 2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
30,210.20
51,668.65
4E,950.4r
2E9,I78.40
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
43
76
56
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHS L
200
25
418
55 5, 455
7,949
9,651
5200
5251
5500
5310
5400
55r0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5813
5910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
6100
6120
6200
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FIRE
7000
7 200
7500
739r
7500
7600
7800
7900
80r0
E060
85
5E
164
82
357
97
t5q
,El5
,280
,151
,946
,043
,05I
441
847
315
919
E9?
229
5
1
5q0
58
?
z
J
5
5
17
7
3
6,
6,
4,
4,
l0 ,827 ,7 95| ,962 ,37 |
3,945,057q0 
'7 
(13, 967
qr6
5r6
6rl
19,2
7 r8
q r4
E
5
5
q
4
2
96E
63q
5?0
830
E45,0I
7 L?,
5, 537
,507 ,7 03
?. ,394 , q0q
196,585
96.2L
25 . tt5qL 
.02
8? .32
22.590r.606r.45
3Ig,g
A3,2
222,5
2,525, 0
2,244 ,0
L66,4
l2g ,0
5
0
4
2
l5E
295
178
625
l.9I
45
7 6 ,83(1
20,180
3I,701
89 ,597
00,498
36,284
,857,I6r
.805,005
, 57 5, 96E
,675,qE9
,791.185
,9E9,225
22L ,39
334,75
21 ,70
20,(+29.56
49,80E.1E
22,564.15
9E8, 0 96 .519,155,I91.36
I38,539.29
Ir,395.I7
I.3I
6.E5
0.80I
1,906
q ,4LL
46
623
18I
5IE
L79
17 ,0Eq ,7 04I5E,669,995
9q
530 '372,252
40,529.05
195,220.09
L7 0 ,492
6 , 955, 504
67 q .68
6E3 .27
9,40L
504
390
292
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
qL2
1,214
650q?
63I
370
,690
,442
,956
,55I
36q ,327
485, 75 I
699,601850,55I
856,046
430 ,5L7
366,81r.79
374,004.EE
269 ,025 . ?7
276,687 .12
222 ,452 .9q139,895.I6
5q8,q75
11,857,76(
5 ,E22,237
548,Ii,EI2,
5,755,
51,
6E?,
552,
275.16
97 6 .22
870.45
REPORT NO. (,8()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION : I5-I I5
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNNENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORIED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, ]990
A L AMOGORDO
TAX.q B L E
GROSS RECEiPTS
?,997,524
651,752
PAGE 252
RUN DATE: OL/Ls/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4I 9 . O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUESICCODE
NO. TAX
RET URNS
R EP ORT ED
R ECE I PTS
TOTAL
GROSS
8I00
8200
8600
8900
69I0
S ERV
2lct
55
1,066
5I
5,591
5,708,850
580,599
6I,450,481
58
55 ,67
7,950
5,862
6 ,917
25q,698.77
55,760.01
3,209,692.2q
5,001
750
,q72
,7 27
17 2 ,565 .
56,419.
56
58
q,q2
9200
9595
GOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 15,667 405,498,523 2E5,30I,584 l6 , qL2,946 .07
REPORT NO. O8(,
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N:15-215
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
4?00
4810
4830q900
T CU-
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'INUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UIILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI..IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESALERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
xR
XE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I HEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSIET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAT'ION
ANNUAL SUI.IMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
CL OUDCRO FT
PAGE 253
RUN DATE: OL/L5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4L9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5E5,220
L224,753
?13,249
756,158
59, 566
7 25 ,907
r,6E4,E52
5,756,096
SIC
COD E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT A
GRO S
LRSR EPORT 
ED
ECEIPTS
585,220
r,514,754
215,901
756, ]58
59,941
755,E1.I
95E,858
20 ,857 . I7
7r,68r.15
I2,810.92(15 
,7 50 .95
2,585.17
45,650.14
I01,767.93
225 , q25 .40
59,815.91
L7 4 ,9q2 .7 qI,535.05
5,650.58
I500
1610
1700
CONS
5251
5500
5400
5540
135
?.t6
79
L26
92
657,75L
I,819,E43
598,5201.321,rI0 ?.479 ,32q,655
(16
30
2500
2q00
27 00
5200
5900
MFG-
APPAREL
LUMBER,
PRINTING
5070
5090
l^lHS L
5599
5600
5800
5E 15
5990
RET L
MI
AP
EA
LI
NI
TO
6000
6 510
6550
FIRE
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
LLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EL AND ACCESSORY STORES
G AND DRINKING PLACES
R DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
LLANEOUS RETAILERS
RETAI L TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
SCE
PAR
TIN
QUO
SCE
T.
55q0
29
59
252
450
]. 941 ,667
5, 906 ,546
HOTELS, MOTELS,
PERSONAL SERVIC
MISCELLANEOUS B
AUTOI.IOBILE RENT
RAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
INESS SERVICES
, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
99
41
39
T
ES
US
AL
,539
tt
7000
7 200
7500
7500
2,9L6
226I ,17 
9
,E77
662 ,128
?, EEI , 955
2? ,17 9
6L,E77
iREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-2I5
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AlIUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEhI I'lEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
CL OUDCRO FT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2+2,030
5,67r,540
11,75q,69q
TAXABL E
OROSS RECEIPTS
250, E57
5,615,284
10,650,66E
PAGE 254
RUN DATE: OL/L5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER:4]9.02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
13,EI7.88
2i.8 ,965 .82
64L,?29.93
sIc
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
85
3?9
L,26E
7600
790
EOI
86 0
890
89r
SER
0
0
0
0
0
V
9200
GOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS IOCATION
TT
(
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-508
OIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLING
TOT. I.lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, l.l00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
T EL EPHON E AND T EL EGRAPH COM]'IUN I CAT I ONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUT.lBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
NISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUN AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
CO1'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
TU L ARO SA
2, q54 ,0Zg
60 ,67 6
7 6 ,6t+5
5,603,2E6
]-649,gZ5
I ,0q2,0L9
TAXIT B L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
11,448
59E,616
2, 0E3,434
14,55r
7 6 ,057
5, 0E6 , 4f,8
858,990
1,040,944
585,600
6,855,220
PAGE 255DATE: 0l/15/91
NUMBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
l?,23E .78
18,477 .76
116,942.90
E47 . 36
4,392.61
177,780.E5
48,167.12
60 ,zll .7 6
39,515.96
39q,7 91.95
RUN
RUN
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
26
77
r51
41
50
42
50
65
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT E:D
RECEIPI'S
I5E 1
MINE
1500I6t0
I700
CONS
q200
q8I0
4850
4900
4920
T CU-
115
I4E
515,765
44q,316
20 9, 356
5I4,352
2500
2400
5200
5900
MFG-
5090
5092
NHSL
17 9 ,40q
598,6r7
658.57
51,295.I5
5040
5070 AND SUPPLIES
, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
r'l0BILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUs VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
OPRI ETARY STORES
UOR STORES
US RETAILERS
T RADE
5200
5251
5500
5400
55r0
s540
5592
5599
5700
5E00
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALE
DPR
LIQ
AN EO
TAIL
DRUG AN
P ACKAGE
NISCELL
TOT. RE
6OOO BANKS
t29
365
825
L526 ,87 
B
,7 99
it
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
t0cATr0N: I5-508
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NE],I NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
TULAR0S/A
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
100,050
59,949
4(t8 ,27 5
25, 508
I2,590,E91
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
97,923
59,9q9
142 , q39
19,565
90,065
364,058
9,797 ,314
PAGE 256
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 
'+L9.0?
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
5 ,646 .72
5,596.92
8,222.24I, I0 9. 94
5, 194 . 34
20 ,7 07 .q6
560,719.48
sIc
CODE
6500
6510
FIRE
9200
GOVT
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7900
8600
6900
S ERV
HOTELS, I'1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'1I SC EL L AN EOUS
AMUSEMENT AND
NONPROFIT MEMB
NISCELLANEOUS
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPAIR SERVICES
RECREATION SERVICES
ERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
5 ERV I CES
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
38
6t
76
?5
90
280
1,048
115,652
7 22 ,839
REPORT NO. ()8()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-OI5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOREsTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I FlEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING BECEMBER, }t)90
RI'lDR OT ERO CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
rE5,394
85L ,29?
505,056
15,q40,059
6l8,lr3
5q9,256
580,540
45r,877
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
75,806
595,907
43,L67 ,736
(t5 
,7 8q ,551
r01,206
12,835, 507
101 , 617
11r,795
PAGE 257
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: qI9.02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
5,99r.E1
?0,961.52
SIC
CODE
TSIO
r569
MINE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0100
0700
0E00
AGRI
50t0
5020
5040
5070
50E0
s090
50
68
NATURAL GA5 LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
I500
16r0
1620
I700
CONS
4100
4200
4500
4600
48I0
4830
4900q920
T CU-
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
457
2E
38
5r8I, O4I
45 ,593 ,3622'767,370
7 5?,846
10,000,(5359,II4,031
,829
,350
,656EXCEPT 
HIGHI.IAY
?,?51 ,E7 5 .82
L4,2?4.E5
2,304 .22
l?L ,458 .?9
2,399,86 4 . 18
?71
44
2,300
,569
,929
3,774I6,82r
q
t9
230 0
2q00
27 0 0
2600
3200
3400
5600
5670
5700
3E00
3900
I'I FG-
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'1ILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY FIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
MISCEL L ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMTIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPNENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
26
32
57
10r
t55
55
144
25q95
5 , 5qE .64
680 ,751 .27
197,728.01
889,758.60
5,577.40
5 ,962 .42
74
t7q ,576,143,217,446
556I
6r2,I60
71,170
3?,1q9.77
5,7 93 .65
(t 
,914 ,91.7
29q,259
15,E46,02r
3,2E5,790
23,767 rq96
q 
,858 ,47 5
25E ,850
6,54r,E41
407,4L6
LZ,7 36 ,9q8
?46 ,012 .95
12,57 9 . 56
5q4,808 . 65
2L , ct42 .4066I,I59.79
II
it
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOCATION: I5-OI5
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING FIATERIALS
HARDhIARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE sERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.1I SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTMTY REPORTED IN PERI0D ENDING DECEI'IBER, I990
RI'IDR OTERO CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
?7 ? , g?.7
q 
,6?9 ,7 63
22?,q'L
I 93,452
2,37 2 ,326
435,750
1,069,444L05r,226
,118,2C(
,9q2,57 3
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECE:PTS
230,9E1
5, 2I I , 285
162,998
PAGE 25E
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IB ER : 4L9 .02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
12,217.06
169,056.6I
E,601.39
7 ,47 5 .56
82 ,642 .24
15,147.5I
56,?50.2q
52,182 .7 7
1E4,285 . 50q25, 906 . 90
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETU RNS
5092
h.IHS L
26
207
5200
525L
5300
5400
5510
55q0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
58r5
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7?00
7300
7391
7500
7600
7900
8010
4I
79
67
134
14L 095
1,577, rEs
249 , (+95
35
33
15I
72
6IT
I ,467
IOI
545
?39
q28 
,57 0689,17I
q 
,47 4 ,554
172,q88
IE,5(,9 L20,56518,509 6, 359 .8495E.30
i ,068,320I,00E,156
6000
5 510
65s0
FIRE
8060
6100
E200
8600
8900
8910
S ERV
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS
CONI'4ERCIAL RESEARCH AND
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPA
I.lISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SE
ANUSETIENT AND RECREATIO
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AN
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEA
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
ERVICES
TH ERS
SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT. GOVERNNENT
, 156
,696
, 58I
,755
,592
,346
23
75
05
I ,389 , 926
48r,030
279,7L2
560,050
I,I47,qlg,
272,
557 ,
,508
,07 7
,22L
,4?8
02
97
56
51
44q0q
6I
1,609
4,
54,
6E,
3?9 ,096
3,772,6?2
53 ,97 0 ,694
66 ,842, r59
169
SERVICES
DEVELOPT4ENT LABORATORIESIR AND OTHER SERVICES
RVICES
NS
DO
LTH
94(t+
5I
3,q99,1149,rI0,9905IO
537,035
466 , L34
18 L 955
528,r01
1t
35
236
60
22
14
29
6q9
I95
754
92q
224
675
(+ 
,432
17,567.2I
l9E ,42-5 .7 62,8q5,289. 9I
3,5;'6,494.56
!t
9200
9596
GOVT
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-OI5
SIC
CODE
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RI''IDR OTERO CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
187 ,126,057
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
154 ,162 ,7 50
PAGE 259
UN DATE: OI/I5/9L
UN NUMBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
9,I07,075.7q
R
R
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5,105
it
lREPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:10-II7
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OI L AND GAS t.IEL L DRI L L ING
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI,IAY CONTRACTORS
-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHT^IAYCIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
. CONTRACT CON5TRUCTION
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, l^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'1EIAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARII'lENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS,SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUt'1t'lARY -- BUSINESS ACTMTY REPORTED IN PERI0D ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
T UCUMCAR I
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,165,830
12, 980 ,552
654,899
62,162
9,940,052
530,257
2,366,775
87 E ,241
9,0E1,46r
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE;PTS
2 ,302 ,129
11,5E3,07E
(t7 8 , ?17
4(),9IE
703,48r
PAGE 260
RUN DATE: OL/L5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.OZ
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
tqz,292.94
7I0 , 6 (+7 .0q
29,lql.q8
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0100
0700
AGR I
138I
MINE
I700
CO NS
HIG
NON
SPE
TOT
I500I6l0
I620
AND A
AND H
G AND
ENT A
5020
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^lH 5 L
282
s05
40
55
I35
2 0I0
2400
27 00
2900
5200
5400
3700
5900
MFG-
4100q?00
481 0
4830
4900q920
TCU -
2 ,48q .?7(.?,8qq.73
15,977 .0q65,I96.0782,203.8I
26L ,165
1,067,55q
I ,3q5 ,5?2
277,609
L,067,55q
1 ,47 3 ,402
I
2
5l5
48trl
27
44q9
58
50
L26
158,874
2,566,360
859,967
7 ,747 ,235
9,776.17
127 ,q6l.82
51,301.74
454,891.80232
DRUGS, CHEMICALS
EL ECTRICAL GOODS
HARDI..IARE, PLUNBIN
MACHINERY, EQUIPN
LLIED PRODUCTS
OUS EHO
HEATI
ND SUP
L I ANCESIP. AND SUPPLIESLD APPNG EQU
PLIES
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
FARI'I EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
115
55
181
5200
5252
5300
53r0
5400
STORES
858,571
,979,830
,936,058
,820,258
,594,556
664 ,590
7 37 ,609
2 ,905 ,821
5,790,307
I3,438,075
40,55I .04
45, 0I I .82
I76,485. 06
553,19E.9E
8 I8 ,837 .87
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION
STA
COFIB I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-II7
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
AN
TE
NE
AX
D REVENUE DEPARTT'lENT
0 F N Et^l l''IEXI C0
D REVENUE SYsTE1.1
BY sTANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPl S
2,qsl,lzq
q,gg2,gg5
50,727 ,083
154, 050
907 ,V 99
I,459,507
LE,Eq7,92l
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,L78,687
1,06E,595
409,895
5,995,609
45,55I,495
126 ,7 63
900,512
6 ,136 , q(t?
08 ,482
PAGE 26L
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNB ER : III9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
155,I5I.r0
65,151
2q ,97 0
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
TUCUI'ICARI
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r70
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
5920
5990
RETL
5700
5800
58I5
5910
9200
9595
GOVT
57
41
70
27E
172
58
1,257 ,840
415 , 516
6q1,664
7,29?,672
3 ,57 5 ,253L713,484
75
4q
7q
4E
46
97
9r9.
052.
724.
265.
375,I4
43 ,12
125 ,0q
91,93
5L,?6
658,152
7 ,253,291
5 ,57 2 ,29L
1,515,458
7
,0
,5
8
6
2r6
Ir5
6
67
L2
t9
58rq43,
?t7 ,
9?,
452
1,659
242,868.60
2,7 63 ,7 92 . q0
7,679.8I
54,898. 95
6r4
7
aa
-r-Ir5
9
DL
AGE
OPEE5
CE,
6000
6100
6t20
6500
65I0
6550
FIRE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
V
730
750
760
780
790
801
806
8r0
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC
SAVINGS AN
INsURANCE
REAL EST.
REAL ESTAT
TOT. FINAN
OAN ASSOCIATIONS
NTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
86
L62
7000
7 200
820
86 0
890
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEAIERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
TlISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI''IENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
402
?05
2s0
507
L77
(tq,823
16,05545,4I5
65,710
07,035
, E97
,43?
,97 q
?
I
86,79r.00I,I05,099.73I,429,555rE,1r6,456
5.29
8.94
0.58
r.06I.06
E5
t77
55
6q
2q2
1,998
67E,4L2
z ,505 ,37 ?
L,421,240
685, f,I6
08,209
01,269
87,94I
E5 , 516
37,060.45
158,682.56
E4,723.55
4r ,686 .85
SER
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION q ,9L5 104 ,7 95 ,645 86,399,43q 5 ,255, 54 9 . 0E
IRE.PORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-2I4
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'lISCEL LANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL IAND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS I^IHOL ESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI.II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PER]OD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
SAN JON
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
437,877
85,597
545,E90
964,832
r,007,260
TAXABL E
GROSS !(ECEIPTS
566,895
6 9, 985
282,354
96q,E3?.
1,005,495
PAGE 26?ATE: 0l/L5/91
UI'IBER | 419 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
22 ,37 E .37
4,272.79
17 ,207 .39
5E,E91.E5 I
61,42r.98
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
COD E
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
42
ctz
EI
?5
68
t
I
t
t
o
o
0100
AGRI
I500
I700
CONS
27 00
3900
FIFG-
4100
48I 0(830
4900
T CU-
5300
554 0
5599
5700
5990
RETL
E060
E6 0 0
E900
E9IO
S ERV
5080
5090
5092
tlHS L
700
7?0
730
750
760
790
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
NONPROFIT 1'IEI.IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
a
II
92OO STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
87 3I6,945 197 , 71I 12,025 .66
a TI
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-2I4
SIC
CO DE
GOVT TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEt^I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, 1990
SAN JON
RU
RU
E 265/ t5/ 9t
9.02
PAG
01
4I
ND
NN
ATE:
UI'18 ER :
NO. TAX
RET URN S
322
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,210,155
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
1, 955,525
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
119,117.93
iREPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N: l0-509
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l l'1EXIC0
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI,II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, Ig9()
L OGAN
R
R
PAGE 26q
UN DATE: ()I/I5/9L
UN NUI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
7
59
60,205.45
5,929.34
70,527 .57
9,875. r1
22,E66 .46
59,643.40
1E9,058.07
5,125.29L888.65
,666.36
,E90.E7
sIc
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAX
GROSS
ABL E
RECEiPTS
1500
t5?0
1700
CON S
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
57
67
5q
256I
48
53
84
334
L ,262 ,545
9E, I ct8
1,345,156
??2,7 9q
575, 544
965,501
3,694 ,2E7
1I1,575
26?,320
88 , 014
254 , E7E
9E4 ,27 9
97 , 3I9
r,152,593
16? ,17 9
37 5 ,3q4
5,539
15,49r
8125 ,520
299,187
3900
MFG-
4900
TCU -
H I GHI.IAY
GHT TRA
AND TEL
TELEVIS
ATER AN
PORT AT I
4I0 0
4200
481 0
4850
5040
5090
I.IH S L
6000
65r0
FIRE
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND
MOTOR FREI
TELEPHONE
RADIO AND
ELECTRIC I.I
TOT. TRANS
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
EGRAPH COI'IMUN I CAT I ONS
ION BROADCASTING
D SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ON, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
5251
5300
5400
5510
5540
5599
5700
5800
5815
5990
RETL
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
NI SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . NHOL ESAL E TRADE
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'lOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
650
3,096
,520
,655
353I
50 ,97 73r,079
50,9775L 079
l0 9,855
242,258
6l4
at
7E00
7900
57
48
IT
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-509
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NONPROFIT FIENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT{ENT
STATE OF NEI..I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99()
L OGAN
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 265DATE: 0l/15/91
NUMBER:4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL
GRO SS
R EP ORT ED
R ECE I PTS
80r0
8600
8900
5 ERV
54
264
77E
156,419
787,321
5,239,945
l(.q ,7 56
7 49 ,004
8,765q5 
,7 39
46
74
9200
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5 ,239 , LL+ 3I 9, 90 9. 95
REPORT NO. 08O
LocATI0N:10-407
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTTIENT
Etl MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEN
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA'TION
REVFN
REVYS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
452, q42
92,7 89
2,070,7 04
TAXABLE
OROSS RECE:PTS
505,56E
75,573
1,5r5,5E5
PAGE 266ATE: 0L/15/91
ul'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
17,E90.85
4,4r3.55
88,610.08
RU
RU
ND
NN
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, T99()
HOUS E
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
4I
r08
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
1500
1700
CONS
5?
55
59
4r00
46r0
4900
T CU-
5090
HHS L
5l
00
90
LOCAL AND HIGHI,I
TELEPHONE AND T
ELECTRIC NATER
TOT. TRANSPORTA
AY
EL
AN
TI
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
EGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
D SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESON, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
RETL
MISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
t'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNFIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7600
7900
S ERV
9200
GO VT
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RMDR QUAY CNTY
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L559,526
1,q46,475
PAGE 267ATE: 0t/t5/91
ut'tBER: 419.02
80 , 957 .87
182,407 . 16
56 ,25E. 54
68,597.05
l r7 ,486 . 95
IE,8tE.98
2,5E6.4E
RU
RU
ND
NN
X REQX EDI
UEST X
TED X
L0cATI0N: l0-010
URAL
URA L
ICUL
5IC
CO DE
0r00
0700
AGRI
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL
GROS S
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
AGRICULT
AGRICULT
TOT. AGR
PRODUCT I ON
SERVICES
TUR E
UILDING CONTRACTORS
ON TRACTO R5
ING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
RADE CONTRACTORS
I58 9
MINE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. MINING
TRA
USI
UNI
SER
LB
YC
ILDLT
1500
I6t0
1620
r700
CONS
?400
3900
MFG-
50I0
5070
5090
5092
IL F
R VE
LINE
ITUR
NGA
ORD
ELLA
RET
5200
525t
5252
5500
5400
55t 0
5540
5700
5E00
5815
G EN ERA
H I GHI^JA
NO N- BU
SPECIA 57
1I5
2 , ?59 ,090
4 ,218 ,529
75r,855
r,42J,076
2 ,44E ,539
352, q06
q9 
,695
69r,1]-e6L9 1517
4t00q200
481 0
4900q920
T CU-
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI..IAY PASSENGER
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS., tlAREH0
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT1M
ELECTRIC t^IATER AND SANITARY
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPNENT
HARDbIARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. IIIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING FlATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
OOD STORES
HICLE DEALERS
SERVICE STATIONSE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
NEOUS RETAIL ERSAIL TRADE
NSPORT AT I ON
NG, TRANS. SERVICES
CATIONS
VICE UTILITIES
108
55
2t4
29
27
2,220 ,333
55L 545
48,206
tlHS L
5990
RETL
RET A
MOTO
GASO
FURN
EATI
L IQU
1'1I SC
TOT.
65IO REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC AND TITLE ABSTRACT
508I
202-
90 ,92q
705,6(,5
2,5L2,949
90
l6q
L ,2q5
,924
, 556
,640
q,8qq
8,756
66,60E
.t2
.8r
.05
IREPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-()IO
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH F1EXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAT SUMI'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEFIBER, I99()
RI'IDR QUAY CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
17,9G4
L ,7 67 ,650
I1,459,I24
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
17 ,883
1,505."456
9,700,003
PAGE 268ATE: 0L/15/91
UI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
95t.27
69,85L.64
462,134 .tt6
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
9200
GOVT
7000
7500
7500
7600
7900
8060
E200
8900
89r0
S ERV
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUs REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPIT
EDUCAT
MISCEL
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
104,117
7E9,051
L7 4 ,929
I04,I17
767,38q
151,684
5,512.?2
41,2r3.5E
7,052.06
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
48
20r
796
4I
40
55
ALS AND OTHER HEALTH sERVICES
IONAL SERVICES
LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES III THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OEO
LOCATION: I7-II8
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSIRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
CHAMA
PAGE 269
RUN DATE: OT/I5/9I
RUN NUI'18 ER : 4L9 . O?
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
145,075
456,558
8r2,480
1,697,?12
205,680
1,976,3I5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
701,847
L ,515 n 627
r54,665
I,973,320
src
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
1500I6r0
1520
1700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUIL
H I GHhIAY CONT
NON-BUILDING
SPECIAL TRAD
TOT. CONTRAC
DI
RA
H
E
T
NG CONTRACTORS
CTORS
EAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
CON TRA CTORS
CONSTRUCT I ON
75,012
5r5,095
4, 30E
18,405
74
IO
NFG-
2000
2q00
27 00
5900
800
8r3
9I0
9?0
990
ETL
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUNBER, WOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
IGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPOR
ND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIO
42
EI
35
76
37
4r00
4Et0
4830
4900q920
T CU-
RADI
EL EC
GA5
TOT .
5040
50E0
5090
5092
t^lHS L
s200
5?5r
5252
5300
5400
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5
5
5
5
5
R
L OCA
TELE
TATION
NS
UTILITIES
AND UTILITIES
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE
ES
ORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS
LANDH
PHONE AOANDT
TRIC tlA
UTILITI
TRANSP
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERs
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUIT1 PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'lATERIALS
HARDI^JARE STORES
FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI-1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
2E
34
59
5I
60,1853I5,619
2,600,4r3
558,407
6 0, 1863I4,580
5, 545, 530
417,6il6
41,0E6.0r
E8,584 . 57
7,982.9r
r15,5E9.E1
5q,5q9.66
4I4,392 . 18
5,595.82
18,551 .72
152,q52.592L 056.99
EE
6OOO BANKS
t57
5r5
1,056
8,252
, 9I8
,554
952, E02
7,07q,(166
!I
REPORT NO. 06O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-}IE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESIATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
CHAMA
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUNB ER !
PAGE 27 O0l/ 15/ 9L
4I9.02
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RET URNS
35
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
I4
09
34
65
5I
26
EP ORT ED
ECEIPI S
229,24L
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
15,296.48
,E28.I7
,475.98
6(9,3I7.31
?28,764
504,955L7 95 ,991
r1,0E2,701
TAXAB L E
SS RECEIPTSGRO
6510
FIRE
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7900
80I0
8060
EIOO
8900
5 ERV
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNT'1ENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
,738
,283
,968
996 ,607
97,955
106,958106,I3I
22,8q5
5E, 977 .51
5,626.02
6,125.78
6 ,2?2 .7 3
1,528.52
IIl
6E
997,669
97 ,9e.5]I
1,233
350,040
r,965,589
12,761,009
98
462
l7
105
9?00
GOVT
REPORT NO. 08() TAXAT I ON
STA
CONB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-2I5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NONI'IETALLIC T'lINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT IlEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY T'1ETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
EVENUE DEPARTMENT
NEH tlEXIC0
EVENUE SYSTE]|'I
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
AND R
TE OF
NED R
AX BY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
?,037 r994
2 ,426 ,845
5,550,699
995,118
9g,8lq
2,299 ,223
166,225
2,4?2 ,250
TAXAB L E
OROSS RECEIPTS
2,070,901
1,604,70E
5,77E,966
6EE,54Z
22,538
L,6Zq,55g
48,054
tr ,655, IE5
PAGE ?7L
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
I21,t71.69
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -_ BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
ESPANOLA (R.A.)
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
121
1400
I.1I N E
0100
0700
0600
AGRI
1500
t6I0
1620
1700
CO NS
2000
2500
2q00
27 00
2900
3?00
5400
5670
5700
3E00
3900
r'1FG-
4100
4200
4500
4810
4830
4900
4920
T CU-
ELECTRONIC
TRA NSPORT A
PROF. , 5CI
MISCELLANE
c0
TIO
ENT
OUS
I'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
N EQUIPMENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUl'IT5.
I'lANU FACTUR I NG
236
586
51
q0
L57
95,607
220 , Eq8
I
94
q0,?36.(16
,506.55
,947.qr
.69
,67
69
94
5010
5020
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
60
70
80
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRiC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'l AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
90
9?
90
37 IO
2, E06 .8,755.
ii
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-215
ANNUA L
ESPANO L A
5IC
CODE
I^,IHSL TOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARl'l EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.lENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I 1'lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
SUNNARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
(R.A.)
EPORT ED
ECEIPI'S
2, gEl , L?.2
1,551,006
999,098
7,960,568
2,191,?22
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECE]PTS
2,004,040
PAGE 272DATE: OL/15/97
NUNBER: 419.02
NEPORT ED
TAX DUE
1r7,55r.9r
67 ,L5L.q2
?1 ,68L,72
q5 ,2q5 ,53
33,777 .96
86,950.75
q7 ,095.21
597,915.53
RUN
RUN
NO. TAX
RETURN S
I94
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
EI
27I
5200
5251
5252
5300
5 310
57 0 0
5800
5815
59r0
6000
6100
6500
6510
6700
FIRE
29
55
.+6
r06
I9I
354
432,7 92
4,517,530
59,956,934
:1 ,4E6,1I7
80E,39I
6 ,7 92,457
2,050 ,955
11,297 .57
542,548 . 64
155,165.0Iq3 
, 
q55 
.5?
5 ,7 47 ,66tt
38?,Z(iZ 1. l59573
773,95q
,58q
,6q7
,530
,983
,859
I
5920
5990
RETL
5400
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
97
56
L45
40
60
,523,760
,90E,759
,596,3I6
,5?L r828
7 q2,34q
89
52
507
8?
49
55
436]-5q7
7 9L ,599876,71I
6 ,5?8 ,7 5A
?,647,9&3
9,461,46, I
43?,7 92
4,8E1,209
75,000,r59
5El,tsq,q25,
25,
264,
3,447 ,
6,2-09,6?0
L,904,927
23 ,692 ,367
I ,439,956
323 ,265
577
6,525
2 ,6q7
7,307
I , 4Ig, 297
L,332,779
335,357
615,019
363 ,422 .0qI10,450.95
r,586,380.r0
84,?66.60
18,938.62
755.50
495.50
795.80
2E9.95
000.60
955.70
85,250 . 0 I
77 ,(15+.47
r9,596.63
55,602.71
EATING A
L IQUOR D
DRUG AND
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PROPRIETARY STORES
,325t
o
I
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT CONPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL,
I.lISCELLANEOUS REPAI
NOTION PICTURE THEA
AT4USEMENT AND RECRE
PHYSICIANS, DENTIST
HOSPITALS AND OTHER
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
1'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
53
255l6t
2q5
1,604,765
1,359,663573,6i4
6 94, 554
61
365
40
79
195,900
5,955,992
2,657,5).1
7 42 ,6ll
I95,1I4
5, E4E, 1 13
2,657,51!
7 q2 ,6ll
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
8060
8100
8200
8900
89I0
5 ERV
REPAI
R SER
T ERS
ATIONS AND
HEAL
R AND OTHER SERVICES
VICES
AND PRODUCTION
SERVICES
OT H ERS
TH SERVICES
120, 0E8 . E2
,
92OO STATE GOVT. - EXCTUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
1,651 16,587,520 15,615,281 9I5,004.46
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-2I5
SIC
CO DE
GOVT TOT. GOVERNF1ENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
ESPANOLA (R.A. )
119,557,554
TAXABLE
OROSS RECEIPTS
97,915,897
PAGE 273DATE: OL/15/9L
NUMBER: 4I 9. O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,725,785.55
RUN
RUN
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
q,27L
TOTAL
GROSS
R EP ORT ED
R EC EI PTS
IREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N: l7-017
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5,OIL AND GA5 T^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONMETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. MINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI,I I.IEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
RT'IDR RIO ARRIBA CNTY
PAGE 27q
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r7,E75,48r
25 ,885 , 559
195,257
50E,275
58 ,7 27
18,017,788
545,979
5rc
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
266
521
57
56
36
87
279
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPO RT ED
RECEIPTS
464,9
142,0
728,1
2E5,9I,518,9
9r8
5r9
14,q
6 16
34 ,9
560
70
rl5
577I,I2(}
1000
I0 94t3l0
I38I
1389
1500
l5 I0
1620
I700
CON S
t400
MI NE
0100
0700
0800
AGRI
2000
20I0
2300
2q00
27 00
5200
5400
URANIUl.l, NOLYBDENUI'l
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
19,r73,952
27 ,216,832
916,493
]-329,659
qI
98
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAI PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
L UMBER, t,IOOD AND PAP ER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
MISCELLANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI.IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS IdHOLESAL ERS
I 
"L26,7792,747,412
14,309,358
5,550,1I0
51,755,559
53 . 11
0 0 . 25
98.75
E5.65
55.72
55,1559r,549
60, 965
54,207
6l ,655
5500
3800
5I9,917
2,327,E65
22(t,128
4,710,056I1,2I3,5r4
2! , ?q2,895
?,57 5 ,669
9,987 .67
15,q55.70
I6
t4
2,97 3 .62.
55,675.46
94 ,717 .19
15 ,41? .7 29,958.I0
917,177.7L
r7,580.20
3900
l'1FG-
2,9E5
6,389
307,974
645,1€;5
,949
,663
1,045,409
1,953,879
306 ,7 q5
194 ,467
4I00
4200
46 0 0
4EIO
4900q920
T CU-
134
178
506
80
6I
90
228 ,7 4?
471,752
4,475,6E5
9,249. 9?E
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090 151 361,787 129,805 6,623.7E
REPORT NO. 08O TAXAT I ON
STA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
0F NEt^l NEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTEI'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
AN
TE
NE
AX
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 275/t5/9L
9 .02
3
t6
,558. 95
,925.10
PAG
OI
41
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION :
SIC
COD E
ANNUAL SUI''II-1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
I7-017 RI'IDR RIO ARRIBA CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
290
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
2,599,945
2,350,629q37,623
t
I
E8
05,
65,
2
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
q,qq3,g6E
266,128
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
85q ,90(t
?32,561
598,823
69"579
531,560
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
45,501.56
ll ,87 4 .02
46,607 .9q
50,472.58
5092
bIHSL
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
I.lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESsORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE SIORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIAUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]'lISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
? ,?2E ,000!,8q9,629
52,990
74
14t6I
559
115
94
2
,601.95
,23q.27
,699 . 12
5200
5?5L
5252
5500
5400
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5920
5990
RETL
203
259
9T
t26
2?3
36
565
1,616
9I0,500
1,469,654
292,906
3, r66, E62
I0,58L,6qq
,E74.37
,E16.E9
,??5.12
,299.10
36
(t9
29
5q
4,2!,
65
IE
145
25
6
15,7
15E,1
35, 0q90,q
505,347
569,8]0
544,532
060,1(5
584,523
qg5
409
7q8
139
5
8
6]
,7 66
,7 C7
,99I
,457
6100
6510
FIRE
E9t0
S ERV
9200
9300
CREDII AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S_AND-
REAL E5T. OPER-LE5R-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITL
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
LA
EA
ss0c.
BSTRACT
U5 BUSI
RENTAL,
U5 REPA
URE THE
ND RECR
DENT I S
ND OTHE
SERVIC
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7600
7900
80I0
6060
8200
86 0 0
8900
HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERViCES
2l(t
198
7L
1,239,529
37q,676
2,87 9 ,29?
495,650
157,5E7
,850.77
,987.65
,757.73
,Lql.z0
,905.04
9tl5I
64L 596
].317,9??
77,
7 3 ,5q5
551,560
MISCELLANEO
AUTOMOBILE
NISCELLANEO
MOTION PICT
ANUSEMENT A
PHYSICIANS,
HOSPITALS A
EDUCATIONAL
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENI - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNNENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
NESS SERVICES
REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESIR SERVICES
ATERS AND PRODUCTION
EATION SERVICES
TS AND OTHERS
R HEALTH SERVICES
ES
57
531
5I
1,440
5I5
4 ,269
751
11,138
5r4,9165,lI3,0gE
653 ,697
g 
,652 ,619
59.E9
69 .0q
59.q0
58.65
95
95
VT
95
95
GO
INSTITUTIONS
iI
REPORT NO. O8O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CO DE
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA$SIFICATION
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
r26,50r,975
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
gg,6?q,503
PAGE ?76DATE: 0l/15/91
NUMBER: 4I 9. O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,086,79I.6I
RUN
RUN
xR
xE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
17-017 RNDR RIO ARRIBA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5 ,6E9
TOT A
GROS
LRSR
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:17-951
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'lEXICO
COl'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I9?O
SANTA CLARA-IN ESPL
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE ?77
RUN DATE: OI/Ls/9I
RUN NUMBER: CI9,02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
NO. TAX
R ET URNS
TOTAL
GROS 5
R EP ORT ED
RECEIPTS
tl
REPORT NO. 06O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-94I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI.1I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
SANTA CLARA-OUT ESPL
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
PAGE 278ATE: 0l/15/91
UMBER: 419.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
RU
RU
ND
NN
TOTAL
GROSS
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
I
REPORT NO. O8()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: l1-119
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GA5 LIQUIDS
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER FIEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I,JOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY,EQUIPTIENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTUR I NG
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI,JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH F1EXICO
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
PORTAL ES
PAGE 279DATE: OI/15/9L
NUI'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP'I'5
5,456 , 1439,557,979
2 ,7 23 ,556
3, 356 ,579
6 ,7 53 ,824
16,215,51, I
qE? 
, LE6
19 ,47 9 ,829
54E,971
3,907,125
?q , q63 ,7 42
2 ,0q9 ,097
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,999,9056,65L 556
I72,505
3 ,328 , E25
5,1.58,65q
11,675,796
2q3,?05
994 ,7 53
69r,665
l,?15,17?
RUN
RUN
a
I
sIc
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
329
57 tt
0700
AGRI
151 0
MINE
1500
t620
1700
CONS
5200
3500
5600
5700
5900
1r7
5E9
,518.74
,912 .59
t
NFG-
2000
2 0I0
2300
2q00
27 00
5200
525t
525?
4100
4?00
4810
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
55
16I
50
508
26
52
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092-
l^lH S L
9,99?.q6
r75,836.92
5J1,975.65
660,865. rE
Lq,229.63
58 ,2-60 .9?
52 ,19(+ .41
71,152.58
1.1OTOR VEHICLES AN
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS
GROCERIES AND REL
ELECTRICAL GOODS
HARDI^JARE, PLUMBIN
MACHINERY, EAUIPI'1
DA
AND
ATE
AND
GA
ENT
UTOl'lOTIVE EQUIPMENT
ALLIED PRODUCTS
D PRODUCTS
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
ND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
AND SUPPL I ES
1'II SCEL L ANEOUS t.IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. T,IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
t7?
37
545
4,57I.51
5 ,9L2.?3
5 ,2??.61
qlE ,9?l
960,340
? ,658 ,97 7
?
5
t5
45
q? l,72q,ql g
ao
SIC
CO DE
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-II9
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
PORTAL ES
RUN DATE:
RUN NUl'18 ER:
E 280/ L5/ 9l
9.02
PAG
OI
4I
I
RETAIL FOOD S
NOTOR VEHICL E
GASOL INE SERV
FIOBILE HOI'1E D
MISCELLANEOUS
APPAREL AND A
TORES
DEA L ERS
ICE STATIONS
EALERS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,915,962
E,gl4,g55
68,575,632
650,529
6q6,320
1,69]' 543
1,679,305
21,181,060
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
3,262,551
,52I , 0 0E
5, 575, 497
3 ,5?0 , q62
52,057,270
655,878
55E,E63
1,561,958
I ,6+? , q64
20 ,268,47 q
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
197 ,743.05
205,501.47
3 ,04+ , q55 .97
57,I59.65
32 ,655 .7 7
9L 441 . I4
95 ,6E9 .67
r,l86,l?2.72
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5300
5310
5400
551 0
5540
5592-
5599
5600
5700
5800
5813
5910
q
I
t9
5I
2?
t
7
t4+
45
159
56
9E
6t?t
76
61
?32
2,872
8,664
654
]-l8l,220
1,454,485
7 89 ,5252,07E,2i1
EI6,879
?34
2,980
9,I6E
654
S
ER
TI
A
HE
,084 , qzq
,398,40q
, 059, 553
,046,906
, 56E, 5 56
,621 ,985
,595,705
,342 ,06E
999,550
269,725.53
81,566.26
1,150,575.61
58,589.51
190,964.9r
2 ,7 g6 ,342
1,066,636
1,E15,857
5 , 165,595
VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
CCESSORY STORES
I'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORESFURNITURE, HO
50
60
I10
2(tl
?I
L
5
t47
62
97
515
056
660
590
,2lL
,6?5
,657
,4E8 .7 9
,384.2I
,?42.E5
,781.36
I
I
a
t
59?0
5990
RETL
6000
6I00
6I20
6300
6510
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-IAND-L ASS0C.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
60
550
r95
2?q
r6q
1,069,64I
! , q43 ,4q4
76E,891
2,023 ,0E5
755,45E
62,650.06
8q, I94 . 57
44,773.4q
Ll8 ,47 2 .23
44 ,047 .26
68
2t7
4I
80
,555
,929
,97 4
,853
,7 82
,7 60
,788
,855
I3,60I.
167 ,990 .
508,089.
56,994.
739]. E89
61
3?
10I
186
497
I ,921
6550
FIRE
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
8060
E100
8200
8600
8900
E9IO
S ERV
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR
MOTION PICTURE THEAT
AMUSEMENT AND RECREA
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
r'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
ERVICES
S AND PRODUCTION
ON SERVICES
ND OTHERS
ALTH SERVICES
9200
GOVT
a
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,3E5 207,577,112 g'? ,253,95q 5,666,777 .6L
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-2I6
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. T.lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPOR
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'INUNICATIO
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONI'IUNICATIONS
MOTOR VEHICL E5
MACHINERY, EQUI
NISCELLANEOUS 1,.I
TOT. I.IHOLESALE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOFlE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARIT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
ELIDA
R EPORT E:D
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
91,E96
250,109
17 ,292
152,778
750,056
126,551
PAGE 28IDATE: OI/15/9L
NUMBER I 4I9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5 ,296 .93
14,514.09
r,00E.55
8 ,9?l .7 2q2,734.69
7, 599 .85
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
50
65
26
95
TOTAL
GROSS
I38 9
NINE
I500
I610
1700
CO NS
(100
4El0
4900
T CU.
5010
5080
5090
NHSL
TAT I ON
NS
UTILITIES
AND UTILITIES
104,735
2Er,595
L7,456
AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI.IENT
PI.lENT AND SUPPLIES
HOLESALERS
TRADE
5200
5300
5400
554 0
5700
5800
5990
RETL
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7900
8900
S ERV
? ,086
2,7 00
78
154
,038
,lI7
9200
GOV T
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I-lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
. GOVERNMENT
STA
TOT
127,754
tl
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIEs IN THIs LOCATION 36 9 3 ,229 , ql6 J.,213,029 70,892.74
it
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-3IO
SIC
CO DE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEl'1BER, 1990
DORA
TAXABLE
GROSS RECE:PTS
53, 57 9
227,585
54,293
PAGE ZEz
RUN DATE: OI/15/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4I9.0?
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
I,79E.I7
12,lq9.q2
5,444 .51
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
q3 r2ta8
256,128
?37,364
LRSR
1500
I700
c0Ns
27 00
5500
NFG-
5070
5090
t^lHS L
7500
7900
E900
S ERV
9200
9595
GOV T
GENERAL BUI
SPECIAL TRA
TOT. CONTRA
r'lISCEL LANEOU
AMUSEMENT AN
r'lISCELLANEOU
TOT. SERVICE
CONTRACT ORS
NT RACT O RS
N5T RUCT I ON
LDING
DE CO
cT c0
LO
TE
EL
TO
4t00
48r0
4900
TCU-
5500
5540
5800
5990
RETL
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TOT. MANUFACTURING
CAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
LEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIEST. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI.IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
57
9I
SB
DR
SS
S
USINESS
ECREATIO
ERVICES
ES
SERVICES
N SERVIC
5Z
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I-lUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
I'
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 204 879,545 575,607 50,646.92
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI..I 1'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA ION
PAGE 285ATE: 0l/15/91
UI'IBER: 419.02
RU
RU
ND
NN
X REQUESI XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N : I l-408
ANNUAL SUI,II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
CAUS EY
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
1500
1700
CON S
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOI. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
48t0
4900
T CU-
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI.IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, COMI.IUNICATIONS AND UTI L ITI ES ?9 4E,549 59,560 2, 015 . 25
5092
NHSL
PETROL EU]'I AND PETROL EUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
5990
RETL
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
9200
GOV T
STATE GOVT. - EXCIUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5q 3q2 ,547 553,0r5 17,014.07
REPORT NO. ()EO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION : I I-502
SIC
COD E
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI,I HEXICO
CO}IBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEIYIBER, T99O
FL OYD
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
215, 16 0
22,4qE
15,90r
zEl,25q
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I60,589
19,7I0
I5,901
219,L70
PAGE 28q
RUN DATE: O I/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
E,167.79
995.23
798.55
I1,116.20
27 00
MFG-
DIN
EC
TC
I500
1700
CON S
50E0
5090
NHSL
7500
7600
7900
E900
S ERV
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. ]'lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
GENERAL BUIL
SPECIAL TRAD
TOT. CONTRAC
M I SCEL L AH EOUS
NISCELLANEOUS
ANUSENENT AND
NISCEL LANEOUS
TOT. SERVICES
G CONTRACTORS
ON TRA CTOR S
ONSTRUCT I ON
BUSINESS SERVICE5
REPAIR SERVICES
RECREATION SERVICES
SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
48
35
5t
14I
4I00
4810
4900q9z0
TCU-
5500
5990
RETL
t
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORI NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: ll-011
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I^IELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI,.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXC EP T H I GHNAY
FOOD AND K
MEAT PACKI
L UMB ER , I..IO
STONE, CLAY,
NISCEL LANEOUS I.lANUFACTURI
TOT. FIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
N0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , 1^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
C I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
LITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEN NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEHBER, 1990
RI'IDR ROOSEVEL T CNTY
PAGE 285
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4I 9 . O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
46 ,84E .8r
29,971.6q
,3?5.qq
,505 . E3
9,520.E?
1,220.90
15,270.E6
5c9,505.60
5I9 ,6 52 . 2I
sIc
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
75
59
TOTAL
GRO 55
R EPORT ED
R ECEI PT S
TAXi\BL
GROSS REC
E
EIPTS
0r00
0700
AGR I
2000
2 010
2400
3200
5900
MFG-
I5E I
158 9
NINE
1500
16I0
I620
1700
CONS
4100q200
qEIO(830
q900
OIL ANDOIL AND
TOT. MiN
OA
TRI
UTI
S
S
G
IN
NG
OD
GA
GA
IN
7,575,190
591,259
L,72g,gl5
7 ,205,17 I
190,079
84,63E
5,703,q55
4,30q,077
1 ,382 ,7 44
I 0, E52,807
IE,594,562
9L6,541
590,209
r69
279
26
z5
1,367 ,7?3
6,?00,67?
70
3I5
9,490.51
59,606.79
a
a
DRED PRODUCTS
AND OTHER FIE
AND PAPER PR
GLASS, AND C
, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
AT PRODUCTS
ODUCTS
ONCRETE PRODUCTS
NG
lE7 ,46(,
25 
" 
9I7
RADI
EL EC
GAS4920
T CU-
79
57
t4q
56
283
500,736
188, 047
I,1E8,265
6,825,056
I0,19E,580
5070
5080
5090
5092
I.IHS L
5200
525 I
5252
5500
5400
55t0
55q0
559?
5599
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI,IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUl'I PRODUCTST0T. tIH0LESALE TRADE
AI.iD SUPPLIES
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HONE DEALERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
55 209,00? 1I0,957 5,65E.64
it
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:11-OII
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'1ENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COI'lBINED REVENUE SY5TE1'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
ANNUAL SUN}1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
RI.IDR ROOS EV EL T CNTY
PAG
01
4I
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUFIBER:
E 286/ 15/ 9l
9.02
e
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,l92,I05
3,054,675
2,7 50 ,837
5,432,96E
48,514,1I9
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 96 .,7 E7
2 ,32L ,355
2,679,675
3,539,41r
23 ,993 ,09q
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5700
5990
RET L
65r0
FI RE
I59
286
40
r18
,553. 07
,3I5.75
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ET
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND
ND TITLE ABSTRACT
ESTAT E
C., A
REAL
o 70007 200
7500
7500
7600
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
7q
32
52
297 ,III,
?21,
297,5q2
10E,502
20? ,57 E
15,125.23
5,509.55
r0,245.55
E09
455
4s5SR
DRSS
AND
S
7900
8900
89I0
S ERV
MISCELLANEOU
AMUSEMENT AN
I'lISCELLANEOU
ENGINEERING
TOT. SERVICE
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
ERV I CES
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
t52
557
1,q49
157,052.54
I70,5I5.69
L,22?,52q.21
920 0
GO VT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INST]TUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
I
I TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
tt
REPORT NO. 08O
sIc
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
TAXABL E
i)ROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 287ATE: 0t/t5/9L
ul'IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
70,842.50
265,5E7 .96
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX B
EI,J I'lEXICO
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAiIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION.29-L2O
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC NINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI^JAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT NEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, t.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTR
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODU
PRIIlARY I.'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED NETA
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
ND
NN
FN
REVYS
LR5R
2 ,205
5,972
RU
RU
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
BERNALILLO
0100
0700
AGRI
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
29
t27
199
TOT A
GROS
EP ORT ED
ECEI PTS
1500
I6IO
I620
1700
CONS
2000
2q00
27 00
2900
3200
3400
5800
5900
l,lFG-
4000(t?00
4500
4810
4900q920
TCU -
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
l^lH S L
EL ECT
HARDN
MACH I
NI SCE
I58 9
1400
FIINE
5200
525t
5500
5400
4
q
7
0
2
c
II39
,7 89
,07 6
L 244, 56 5
4,619,905
IES
cT5L PRODUC
. INSTRU
TS
l'1TS.
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH CON]'lUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'INUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I09,q27g ,692, 17 6
147,99?
L,q70,5ga
q 
,?61 ,07 |
I0,814l.r90,750
50,552
1,404,209
5,574,590
ltt4 ,57 3
205,06r
61E.04
68,074.11
3,4E5.30
76,6EE.38
200 ,E50 .7 9
8,259.58Ir,556.75
?5,797 .32
159,598.62
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND R
AL GOOD
, PLUNBY, EQUI
NEOUS N
TOT. NHOLESALE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
RIC
ARE
NER
LLA
ELATED PRODUCTS5 AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
ING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
PMENT AND SUPPLIES
HOLESALERS
T RADE
87tI5 460,I66561,1?4
43
4(t
461
3,5L2
tt
,2i 3
,775
450 ,926
2,765,306
il
REPORT NO. O8O T AXAT I ON
STA
COMB I
ANALYS]5 OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION.29-L2O
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I,IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
D REVENUE DEPARTIIENT0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTEI'l
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTF:D
GROSS RECEIPTS
]-235 ,7lq
955,0q4
2 ,7 24 ,64ql,572,ElE
2 ,17 L ,662
15,755,551
468 ,022
187,979
664,159
2,93q ,5Lq
TAXABLE
OROSS RECEIPTS
9E4, 0 I5
6+5,597
PAGE 266
RUN DATE: () I/15/9I
RUN NUMBER: qI9.O2
REPORT ED
IAX DUE
56,278.89
55,609.64
ANNUAL SUMNARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
BERNALILLO
SIC
CODE
N0. T/AX
R ETURNS
69
50
5540
5592
5599
5600
57 0 0
5E00
5815
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
8060
8r00
E200
6900
8 9I0
S ERV
123
55
294
7qq
2,7 L
r ,57
I ,7 94 ,3E211,7I3,45r
1,7542,8r8 156,08889 ,7 65
65
5E
l0? ,6?? . ?3
669,577 .?5
5000
6300
65r0
FI RE
654.81
468.3q
701.40
7E5.72
II
L7
7
7
390,52q
204,059
305,566
135,07I
156,444
989
470
322
075
749
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7600
7900
EOIO
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI.,IENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
65
?7
157
t29
59
62
q37 
,
74q,q52,
!(+2,
155 ,
39
2q3
762
q2?,7 ?9
lE7 ,57 9
512,EEz
2,00LggE
2(+ ,0q9 .3?
zz,qE3 .?5
L0 ,7 tr& .7 4
29,25I.36
LL4 , q9q .9L
9100
9200
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2 ,410 36 ,96q , q55 25 , 955, 5l 1 r,564,\?E.79
REPORT NO. 08()
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N | 29-?17
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, CONHUNICATIONS AND UTI L ITI E5
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl,I T,IEXICO
COl'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
J EI'IEZ SPRI NGS
TAXABL E
SROSS RECEIPTS
420,qlq
20 ,666
98,564
456,544
17,599
PAGE ?89
RUN DATE: OI/15/9I
RUH NUMBERI qI9.O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
24 ,100 .62
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
68
26
55
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
466,lzl
21,232
2L ,627
LRSR
1500
138 9
I.II N E
1700
c0N5
2700
3900
NFG-
48I0
4900
TCU-
?5
25
5I
520,146
23?.,?47
752,555
56
46
82
2E
9
57
490,6?9
160,955
651 ,564
,145.
, r91.
,354.
5070
5090
tlHSL
H AR DtIA R
NISCELLT0T. tlH
E, PLU
AN EOUS
OLESAL
MBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I.IHOLESALERS
E TRADE
- EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INsTITUTIONS
ENT
5200
5500
5E00
58r5
5990
RETL
BUILDING t'lATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t.1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
CES
D OTHER SERVICES
s
ER5
AT I ONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL
TOT. SERVICES
SERVICES
99,108
459,5I7
56
114
1, rE4.43
5,662.06
24, 9E5. E3
978.66
6510
FIRE
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
E010
E600
8900
6910
S ERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVI
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AN
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICE
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTH
NONPROFIT NENBERSHiP ORGANIZ
STATE
TOT.
GOVT.
GOV ERNI'I
lt
9200
GOVT
r18 q24,63q 518,459 IE, I26.53
il
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N | ?9-217
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EN I'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
RUN
RUN
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 ,112 ,27 3
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECE:{PTS
1,E50,910
PAGE Z9ODATE: 0l/15/91
NUI'IBER I q19.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
r05,947.58
ANNUAL SUFIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, }990
JEMEZ SPRINGS
SIC
CODE
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 579
I
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:29-5II
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
}1I SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. MANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, ]990
CUBA
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,555, gE5
6?,77 0
1,2E0,507
59,976
II9,7E7q9l 
, 
qzq
PAGE Z9I
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUI,IBER: 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
77,857 . 08
5 ,582 . q9
73,270.79
?,296.62
,7 35 .9q
,??E.92
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
89
29
7A
50
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPOR T ED
RECEIPTS
]-793,qZ4
?56 ,7 95
1,649,513
245,8(,8
1,596,297
I , 545, E08
597,050
755,1r4
755,695
490,096
848,081
6,650,927
0800
AGRI
t510
MI NE
27 00
5900
MFG-
]500
1610
1700
CO NS
5510
5540
5599
s600
5700
5E00
4?.00q8r0
q850
4900
4920
T CU-
5040
50E0
5090
5092
NH5 L
5200
525t
5252
5500
5400
RADIO AN
EL ECTRIC
GAS UTIL
TOT. TRA
D TELEVISION BROADCASIING
I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, CONI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS WHOLESALERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING MATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL t'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
IIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOFlE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
64
65
655l
6I
58
l,Ill,07I
1,5r5,455
65
87
q2
?8
,0I5.0E
,087.57
6,816.05
27 ,899 .67
73?,052
490,098
q0,24I 
.95
520,058.98
5Et5
5910
5990
RETL
95
457
704,979
5,580.953
iREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPT5 TAX BEQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION:29_5II
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
ENUE DEPARTI'IENT
Et.I NEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI.I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REV
FN
REVYS
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
MB
PAGE 29?0t/ t5 / 9L
4r9.02
xR
xE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEFIBER, I99O
CUBA
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RET URN S
222
9(t4
TOT A
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPl'S
904,827
1r,490,029
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEJPTS
7 95 ,920
g,zq7 ,602
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
45,485.75
55I ,337 . E3
70
29
59q6
6000
65I0
FIRE
7900
80I0
E060
8900
S ERV
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
9200
9395
GOVT
301,002
97,6E5
32,915
27 I ,586
250 ,3q6
97,68332,5r5
25? ,0E0
1q,577.95
5,5E2.I6
1,E82.(6
14,372.3E
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCAT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - ]'IUNICIPAL
TOT. GOVERNI.IENT
AND INSTITUTIONs
ES
IONITI
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
REV
FN
REVYS
ENU E DEPARTI'IENT
EhI MEXI CO
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 293
0L/ L5/ 9l4t9.02RUNRUN
DA
NU
TE:
t'I8 ER:
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N | 29-q09
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET.IBER, 1990
SAN YSIDRO
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
T OTA
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEiPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
0100
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
t500
1610
1620
I700
CON S
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
2900
5900
MFG-
PETROLEUI'1 REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
NISCEL LANEOUS ]'lANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'lANUFACTURING
481 0
4900
TCU -
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONs
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 26 497,785 466,057 26,75r. 16
5090
5092
I^IHS L
NISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
5300
5400
5540
cENERTAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT ST0RES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
58r5
5990
RETL
25
80
3+? ,538
? ,17 5 ,883
254,E59
1,504,655
1q,559.87
66,196.25
7000
7200
7300
7500
HOTELS, T'1OTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES7600S ERV 58 105,480 96 ,512 5,505.65
9200
9595
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATI
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - NUNICIPALI
TOT. GOVERNMENT
ON
TI
AND INSTITUTIONS
ES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 20q 3 ,zqg ,695 2,516,517 Lqq,295.99
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L0cATr0N | 29-504
SIC
CO DE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN HEXICO
CO]'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CI-ASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
CORRAL ES
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
554,701
2 ,692 , 9E7
t52 ,455
PAGE 294DATE: OL/L5/9I
NUI'IBER: 419.02
R EPOR
TAX D
8,604.85
?,526.61
IE,405.98
q4,716.01
201,560.76
4,E4E.07
6L ,77 ct .7 0
256,555.43
RUN
RUN
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
R EPORI ED
RECEIPTS
TED
UE
0100
0700
AGRI
AG
AG
TO
LTURAL PRODUCTION
LTURAL SERVICES
GRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHt^lAY
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.lETAL PRODUCTS
I'IISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RICU
RI CUT. A
1500I6t0
1620
r700
c0 Ns
5200
5500
5400
198
377
56
55
r59
65
100
91
902,rr88
3 ,445 ,099
35? ,0?5
250,565
795,r25
845, 99r
5, 766 , 558
L,357,992
2r0EI,585
5,gg4,g0g
44,562
32q,qq3
3r,780.10
I53, 922. 5I
?q00
27 00
3200
3400
3900
l'1FG-
4100
4E 10
4900
49?0
TCU-
5010
5020
s040
5080
5090
l.lH S L
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E 13
5910
5990
RETL
RETA
NISC
APPA
FURN
EATI
LIQU
DRUG
NI SC
TOT.
859,456
5,5E4,3I0
84,781
2E
IL FOOD STORES
ELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
REL AND ACCESSORY STORES
ITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
NG AND DRINKING PLACES
OR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
AND PROPRIETARY STORES
ELLANEOUS RETAILERS
RETAI L TRADE
?6
57
56
L0l1,5r 6 ,5262,0003,1I1
1.,001,161
L,463,E74283,1]I
57 ,3L?.77
85, 958 . E7
15 ,992 .57
552
550
6OOO BANKS
r,085,275
4,490,129
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L0cATr0N.29-50q
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'1ENT
STATE OF NEN NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I9?O
CORRA L ES
PAGE 295
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: qI9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
r0,506.07
23,403.?q
30,767 .l?
I0E,665.59
7E0,067.6r
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
25
64
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP]'5
lE0,02l
4IE,79e
EE7,E52
2,801 ,7 32
18,776,737
TAXAB
GROSS RE
LE
CEIPTS
IE0,02r
4I L 505
541,259
].906,757
15,7r7,69r
6500
6510
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
9I00
9200
GO VT
HOTELS,
PERSONAL
I.lISCELLA
AUTOI.IOB I
MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGINO
SERVICES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
LE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
81
170
50
17r
966
129
,657
,606
,552
170. 450
595,E25
I00,454
9,686. I4
55,936.64
5,761.79
7800
6010
6060
6200
8900
89I0
S ERV
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISIS AND OTHERS
HOSPITAL SAN
NAL
N EOU
ING
VICE
TIO
LLA
EER
5ER
D OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCA
MISCE
ENGIN
TOT.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT -
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE
TOT. GOVERNMENT
SERVICESS SERVICES
AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
S
ALL
EDU
OTHER
CATION AND INSTITUTIONS
?L6
655
2,004TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
tt
REPORT NO. OEO
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N | 29-524
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE''I
ANATYSIS 0F GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STAND/qRD INDUSIRIAL CLASSIFICATI0N
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RIO RANCHO
REP ORT ED
R ECE I PTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15, (54, I75
q,727 ,520
24,590,0E5
5L3 , ?27
25E,E95
7 60 ,644
PAGE ?96ATE: 0l/15/91
UMBER: 419.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
917,2r0.15
28q,240.ELL 455,559. r4
50,5E2.35
l+,?84.63
4+ ,692 .95
23,097.22
56,347.69
L93,?53.92
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
556 20 ,2q? ,27 7
l2 ,37 5 ,00q57,1I7r10r
711,0(,9
5,5E7,5I4
5,909,27r
TOTAL
GROS 5
0700
AGR I
50r0
5020
1500
I6IO
1620
1700
CONS
5500
5600
5670
5600
5900
tlFG-
50q0
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
tlHSL
EXCEPT H I GHIIAY
2000
2300
2q00
2? 00
2900
3200
3400
4I00
4E10
4850
4900
49?0
T CU-
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUN REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
1'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIC COI,IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'IT5.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS i.IHOL ESAL ERs
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORES
I6
26
735,976
,963 ,9+7
,E96,16]
582,584
610,785
5,?45,199
9t4I,49I
54
202(t +7
40
50
56
I46
56
207
?7
ql
z9
26
241
q04
95
81
7,100,721
2E , q32 ,2Q6
qI 
, 969, 380
E84, 955
94,631
116,r90
2,75L,767
z,gqq,677
7 ,326,036
4,159,655
2,233,E69
'1 
,07 5 ,50E
27 ,95E,5E7
4l ,q25,735
535,574
55, E40-
7,2?9
129,119
75l, r5r
'1,795,259
L599,760
2,209 ,009
5E6,755.E3
1,676,041.75
2, qql, 525 . 68
20 , L57 .25
2,097.97-
428 .88
7,759.00
43,662.62
107,407.06
85,552.85
r51,723.52
II
5200
5251
5300
t1
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DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
I'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COl'1DTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LE5R-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTIIENT COHPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT4OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'llSCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEII1BERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS sERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART}'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMT'1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, ]990
RIO RANCHO
TOTAL REPORTE:D
GROSS RECEIPI'S
36 , (+68 ,7 9q
2 ,590 ,07 9
24 ,6+9 ,7 99
95 ,67 L 558
614,175
7 28 ,656
2,420 ,2e.7
2l ,912,8L5
TAXABL E
6ROS5 RECEIPTS
E, IE5, E54
7 3 ,112 ,6?q
564,159
I9,829,55I
2,928,0I0
z ,259 ,451
1,295, 7EE
26 ,718 ,7 3L
PAGE 297
RUN DATEI OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI4B ER : 4I9 .02
R EPO RT ED
TAX DUE
I25, 956 .04
,590.63
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5 5I0
5400
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
581 5
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
5t2
620
650
65I
655
670
FIR
7900
8010
8060
EI()()
8200
E600
E900
8910
S ERV
116
61
40
34 ,426 ,694i,?97,090 z ,05q77 ,492.Eq,57 5 .65
69
45
29
550
9I
2,I()E,I9E
20 9, 561
43,565
9,206,679
4,232,E69
1 ,67 2 ,sEL
385, q07
L?2, 17 q
5.466,4E7
?,9r4,599i,096,505
256 ,826
90, 154
9,306,956
2 ,316 ,07 7
210,950
q3 
' 
(+'/ 3
g ,329 ,7 66
4 ,23? ,86 9
2,07 6 ,0lg6(I,206
500,089
5,4E6,653
? ,9!4 ,399
52
28
16
t2
?
550
?52
,5E5.
,432 .
,E79.
950
L,925
469,6E9 . E5
+ ,369, 904. I 0
55,745.E6
1,182 ,6q5.72
I74,675.50
154,591.09
99, 755. 95
22,900.?3
6000
6100
0
76
151
465 ,194
904,?95
27 ,678.68
,3 ,942 .57
7000
7200
7300
759r
7500
7600
508
,065
,089
2,99?5,I76670652
207
1954I
509
7q
10r
86
26].27 4
56
5r75r
1,100,010
256,826
95,661
I5,628,E06
L559,851
35,960,?C5
7,19E.61
206,920.62I74,2r0.E5
65,587 .9qI5,I85.53
5,373.79q9q,973.??
77,q21.70
L,59q, 0 95. 95
9200
GOV T
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
tt
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 8, 566 26E, 545, 504 I 90 , 950, 047 1r,56E,099.01
iI
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET''I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBHR, }990
RI4DR SANDOVA L CNTY
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEiPTS
468, 308
L 360,655
2'L ,8q? ,86q
,555,759
l22,LsE
1q4,000
522,340
? ,035 ,57 7
7,01].1I5
10,295,591
I09,512
567,550
PAGE 298DATE: OL/L5/9I
NUI.IBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
24,536 .23
70,q12.4L
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURN S
TOTA L
GRO S5
I,I4I
70
195
329
1,756
688
500
1E5
1
3
6
35
2q ,638 ,78,,4
1,596,385
4,055,105E,?7lr85l3E,552,I23
L ING
VICE
EXC
IL
R
NG
D
HIG
NON
SPE
TOT
00
00
00
RI
I500
I6 I0
I620
I700
CO NS
200
400
500
670
900
FG-
0l
07
08
AG
t094
158I
I5E 9
r400
MINE
500
400
700
900
4r00q200
461 0
4630
4900q920
TCU -
5020
5040
5050
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^lHS L
URA N I U1'1OIL AND GAS t^IELL DRILOIL AND GAS FIELD sER
NONMETALLIC NINERALS,
TOT. I'lINING
APPAREL AND TEXTILE N
LUNBER, WOOD AND PAPE
PRINTING AND PUBLISHI
PETROLEUM REFINING AN
S, EXCEPT DRILLING
EPT FUELS AND POTASH
L PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS
RELATED INDUSTRI ES
ND ALLIED PRODUCTS
TED PRODUCTS
ND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCEs
ND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
AND SUPPLIES
ALERS
EUM PRODUCTS
481
3?
z7
.+7 3L 015
,595
,547
,562
(+4
r00
t+69,E22
3,ggE,61g
I ,599,548
2 ,03E ,52.2
7,E60,855
lL 3r0,?45
229,938
7 16 ,54E
,7 q9 .06
,595.57
,27 I .q7
,363.90
,798.00
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI^IAY CONTRACTORS
-BUILDING HEAVY C0NTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHT^IAYCIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
2
2
2
2
3
5
5
3
5
M
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAT INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IEIAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COI4PONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
NISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
73
195
2,655,3914,913,0r6
55
?59
t0E
4qt
.95
.65
7,459
27,0L9
6,27q.6q
102,575.26
565,092.I6
552,158.78
5,620.05
20,540.06
DRUG
GROC
EL EC
CHET'IICALS
ES AND REL
CAL GOODSE, PLUMBIN
5,
ERI
TRI
A
A
A
G
E
HARDI.IAR
MACHINERY, EQUIPN N
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLE
PETROLEUM AND PETRO
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRAD
A
T
s
L
E
65
t26
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BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
INE SERVICE STATIONS
E HOI'1E DEALERS
LLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
14ISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST . OPER-L ESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITL E ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
RI'IDR SANDOVAL CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5E0,77q
5,205,574
7,95E,555
5,705,56E
TAXABL E
OROSS RECEIPTS
596,600
57 0 ,634
PAGE ?99
RUN DATE: OI/Ls/9I
RUN NUI'1B ER : qI9 .02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
20,4E5.79
?9,527 .01
89,590.29
260,87I.99
60 ,7 06 .72
SIC
CO DE
6500
65I0
5200
5500
5400
5510
55( 0
5800
5E l5
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7 ?00
7500
7591
9200
9593
GO VT
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
75
92
q7
47
90
l,24g,gIE
65 ,329
1 r 569,551
q6L,4?7
29-651
64,669
1,275,50I
].54g
5,559
66,500
.9tt
,79
.E?
ASOL
OBIL
ISCE
5592
5599
5600
5700
G
M
M
qtq
826
1,718,00
5 ,OzL , (t?
6,167 .26
40,705.59
LL9,q77
78E,321
144 ,7 ql]-125,5lq
8
tr
6550
FIRE 1.06 1,161,065
7500
7600
7800
7900
E0t0
8060
EIOO
8200
8600
8900
E910
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERsONAL SERVICES
I,IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI.1I'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
VICES
AND PRODUCTION
SERVICES
OTH ER S
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCTUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
57
27t
4I
66
36
57,2q5
480,061
32,956
,7 08
' 
15?
,956
55
415
3?
2,87 3 .7 3
21,569.66
1,697.7q
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, RE
MISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR
MOTION PICTURE THEATE
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREAT
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER H
PAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EALTH SERVICES
5ER
RS
ION
AND
3qq
59
958
92
4 ,17
q,965
2,L67
9,180
756,575
878,989
3,45L,7 17
59,709.57
45 ,?96 .04
I7E,195.95
9q
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,807 75,755,253 55"575,9?3 2 ,E95 ,556 .64
___rltIrt
AGR
AGR
TOT
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:16-12I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTlENT
TAXABL E{iRO5S RECETPTS
45,839,1Zl
59,09L149
1.5,E0E,714
PAGE 5OO
RUN DATE: OL/I5/9L
RUN NUMBER: 4L9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
2,576,463.12
5,501 ,607 .E2
EEs,582. E5
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et,l l'1ExIc0
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS,SIFICATION
FN
REVYS
ANNUAL SU]'1I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, L99O
FA RT'1I N GT O N
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
775
TOT A
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS
49 , 157 ,67 q
62,157,E:z8
20 ,5(t2,328
17,950,951
45,594,505
745,557
7 ,?61,L22
58E,750
86 9, I85
4l ,27 8 ,7 L3
15,9
55,5
30,446
I5,766 E95,99r1,ggr,E50
548
732
1,072]-952
ICU
ICU
.A
0I00
0700
AGR I
I500
1610
I620
1700
CON S
2900
5200
5400
5500
5600
5670
5700
3600
5900
I'l FG-
LTURAL PRODUCTION
LTURAL SERVICES
GRICUL TURE
I000I3t0
I58 t
l5E 9
MI NE
2000
2300
2400
27 00
4r00q200
4500
46 0 0
48I0
4850
4900
4920
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5,OIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
URANIUI'I, MOLYBDENUl'I
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, l.l00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
ETROL EUI'1 REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS
MI SCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
INSTRUI'ITS.
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORIATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPMENT
LS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
RELATED PRODUCTS
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L26
6t
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57
L 05?,0245,9I5,052
7 ,225,5&3
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-5,E54,656
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S
P
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CHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
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R
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GROCERIES AND
57
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INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKE
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , A
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVEL
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMP
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
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DAT E:
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SIC
CO DE
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TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
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r9,721,138
5,956 ,96 9
9,552,6 I g
504,919
10,028,5]4
10,556,4?6
8,825,?92
20,3?6,593
20,662,I18
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TAXABL E{JROSS RECEiPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
523 ,523 .9qI54,6Lq.7q
4L5 , qE5 .2?.4,763,Lq7.075,Ir0,247.1?381,652.9I
194 ,99E ,29
L40 ,7 69 .E2962,251.06
E90,557.55
850,007.0q
2,080,Er2.99q37,E47.05
654,255.51
5E ,7 2q .E7
4,155 ,197 .77
21,715,852.75
20,592.II
406,E69.76
285,094.54
931,?49 .25
492,L06.26q59,E96.?0
996,592.7?
7 (t5 ,455 .7 4
725,135.10
205,596.32
1,6r5 ,3E3.?4
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
tlHS L
5200
525t
5300
53r0
5400
5510
554 0
5592-
5599
6000
6100
6I20
6200
6500
6510
6550
6700
FIRE
,q27 rq?l
,47 2 ,352
,945,961
,560 ,6t+7
,7+3,0q0
.i,616,205
2,0E7,793q2 ,592,617
18,1E7"885I7, ]17 ,741
90 ,646 ,947
270,548.08
117,523.40
2, 5EE,65 I .5E
r,02I,577.70
965,586 .75
5r089,7?9.75PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'l PRODUCTSTOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE ST0RES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOI. RETAIL TRADE
6
55
70
54
2t0
81
89
57E
60E
93
1,450
156
EO
189
95
591
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APPL
EQU I
ES
I ANC ESP. AND SUPPLIES
S-AND-L ASSOC
, EXCGS. , SERV.
AND SERVICES
TITLE ABSTRACT
ERS
IES
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85
342
442
305
9I5II5
E7
50
2,963
6,485
,329 ,9Aq
,505 , 97 9
,344,7eq
,60! ,24?
,1E0,985
,E7O,6EI
,250,980
,646,I54
,455,61'0
,8I6,9I0
,506,34I
, 04E,788
,3q6 ,07 I
,77E,3L2
57,I50, 1557.816,910
11,545,956
1,04E,752
73,77 9,945
5E7,E57,I25
9
?
7
E5
91
6
3
?
17
t5
I4
E6
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t5
5
5
20
I5
L7
38
7
L2I
90
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,522,05E
,405, 527
,426, 560
, 
qE5 ,392
,549,E14
,904,485
,49E , 6L7
,546, 955
,156 , E7 9
,90e,059
, Ezl ,527
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3,777,q71
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, lvl0AL S
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CIAL
BILE
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ENT
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5700
5800
58I3
59r0
59?0
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7500
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7500
7600
7800
59q6
2]1,495.04
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4 ,505 ,57 1
50 ,64?
S.
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OP
AN
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52
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TELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
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OUS BUSINESS SERVICES
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L7,7
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5 ,9252l ,097TATE
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97E
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3,697 ,2E7
28 , EL5 ,7 55
7900
80r0 PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
536l,l6l 5,70029,3+l ,555,80/r
REPORT NO. OEO
LOCATION: I6-I2I
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
RVICES
NAL SERVICEST I'1EMB ERSH I P ORGAN IZAT I ONS
NEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'lENT - I'lUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART}1ENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMHARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, T9''()
FARI'1I NGTON
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
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ATIO
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L EGA
EDU C
NONP
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485
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1,886
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9 ,349
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2
4
7
,(t66.82
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lr4
2
Erz
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
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LDING CONTRACTORS
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G HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
DE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'1EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, lll00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'lENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
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RETURNS
75
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,951
,5E2
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55,r59.65
92,72L.7E
tE,47Z.3q
96,557.E4
?21,785.90
5,7E5.60
+,?5q.q0
265,1q9.21
27 ,9q8.75
586,69q.02
q0,662.5q
1q7,74?.93
0100
AGRI
1589
I'1I N E
I500I6t0
I620
1700
CON S
GENERAL
H I GHI.IAY
NON-BUI L
SPECIAL
BUI
c0N
DIN
TRA I,II5
1,E04
I6E
?65
910,
I ,525 ,
564
005
2000
2500
2q00
27 00
2900
5400
57 0 0
4200
4Et0
4920
TCU -
5599
5700
5800
PETROLEUN REFININ
PRII4ARY NETAL IND
TRANsPORTATION EQ
NI SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I.lANUFACTURING
ND RELATED INDUSTRIES
., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
M ENT
GA
UST
UIP
3900
MFG-
t'10T0R
TELEP
GAS U
TOT.
FREIGHT T
HONE AND T
TILITIES
TRANSP O RTA
RANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONs
TION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
458,I30
1,7L7,775
4,625,26L
6(19,959
r45,850
5,051,450
q7 3 ,06?
6,600,?23
977,381
2, q26 ,831
502,465
1.,717 ,692
4 .022 ,9E9
62,008
70,054
q ,332 ,3?9
664,629
2 , qlg ,597
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5020
5040
5070
5090
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t^lH S L
5200
5?51
5500
5400
55r0
5540
28
9q
L6q
t'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
r'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
75
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456,5E9
6,345,665
29
r40
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STATE 0F NEt^l f'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
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GROSS RECEIPTS
505, 9E2
Lq.+ ,7 1 0
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29
58
I14
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7500
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7600
7900
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GOV T
YTH
STOR
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I
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1. l84
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17,486
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t21
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6500
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PERSONAL SER
I'II SC EL L AN EOU
AUTOI'lOBILE R
MISCELLANEOU
ANUSEMENT AN
PHYSICIANS,
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
T'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCA
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I4UNICIPA
TOT. GOVERNMENT
528 , E6q
426 ,07 I
535, 564
9I5,553
r,047,97E417,I89
159 ,697
1,5?-7 ,035
sct4 ,97 I
262,07 ?
555,505
90E,0956I5,765
194,E05
r59,685
1,527,016
54(t ,97 I
15,02r.15
20,5E5.55
56,40E.51
37,56q.41ll ,77 0 .?39,766.II
95,102.50
55,292.55
LS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
VICESS BUSINESS SERVICES
ENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESS REPAIR SERVICES
D RECREATION SERVICES
DENTISTS AND OTHERS
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t77
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t
e
28E
lrl00
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ON AND INSTITUTIONS
TIES
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e
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II
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LOCATION: I6-5I2
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
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TOT. NINING
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STATE OF NEt.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, I99()
BLOOI'IFIELD
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEiPTS
\,749,082| ,7 +g ,iEz
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GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^IAY CONIRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHI.IAY
PRODUCTS
UBL ISHING
NING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
NANUFACTURING
RING
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2I0
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r,790,896
?,7 25 ,l r- 4
(+ 
,27 7 ,525
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FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'1EAT
I'1EAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
tUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
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78,L37.74
q5,q07 
.0q
55 ,7 49 .67
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5L,206 .59
PRINT
P ETRO
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1,040,673
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5040
5070
50E0
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4900
4920
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5500
5400
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPl'IENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
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FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPTIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY 5TORE5
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAII TRADE
TAXATION AND
STATE O
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9595
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LRSR
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AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
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AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
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RUN NUl'1BER ! 419 . O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
REPORT NO. OEO
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION:16-()I6
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, I'lOLYBDENUI'I
COA L
CRUDE PETROIL AND GAOIL AND GA
NONI'IETALLI
TOT. I'IININ
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH T4EXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 19'O
RMDR SAN JUAN CNTY
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUMB ER :
E 506/L5/9L
9.02
PAG
OI
41
5r9.5r
307. r1
502.55
955.32
062.27
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xE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOT A
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS
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R ECEI P TS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
28,210.60
18,556,055.56
1,061,970.45
?,293,856 .6E
?l ,99L, 6E 1 . E5
2, 0EE .50
678,?95 .7?
190,90r.r5
93,r0E.98
999,065.57
785,668.12
35q,5q6.0?
446,417.56
?,09E,156.05
3L ,7E2.7 9
15, 082 . 96
TA
GROSS
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AGRI 61 ?,6L9 ,7EE
27 3(+5 ,652,960
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3q5 ,6q2 , qsl1000I200
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158 9
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2000
2400
?7 00
2600
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DING CONTRACTORS
RACT ORS
HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
E CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT 14EAT PRODUCTS
LUNBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALs AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'1 REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY F1ETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI-IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
, NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
EQU I PNENT
. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS . INSTRUNTS.
ANU FACTUR I NG
ING
ES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPMENT
CALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
D RELATED PRODUCTS
OODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
574
3I
IE5
697I,qEl
66,406
66,q02
06 ,49q
58,244
07,5qL
2E,905,I50
5,198,020
2?,54q ,Eqs
35 ,7 18 ,22?g? 
,366 ,Zq4
L 548,
?78,1,2II,
1,909,
4 ,94E ,
L9 ,6?5q2 
,57 3
01.StlSF
c I'l
G
55,0
5r9
23,q
41,6I()6,I
74
61E
24,672,7?6
54,569,122
q29 ,257 , qe'3
142 ,539
12,7 02,?29
6,?17 ,122
I9 ,8 96 , l7I
6,g5L,792
23 ,923 ,539
68 ,39q ,07 5
955,277
L ,962, 17 6
q09 
,6 95, 57E
59,557
12,7 0?,229
3 ,552,7 50
,724 ,7ll
,666 rlq?
I4,687 , I26
6,89L170
8 ,562, l6E
59, 435,7E1
595,564
?45 ,7 LL
,56 9
,007
r500
t6I0
1620
1700
c0N s
3200
5400
3670
5700
5E00
5900
MFG-
4100q200
q500
4600q61 0
4900q920
TCU-
GENERAL BUIL
H I GHI^IAY CONT
NON-BUI LDING
SPECIAL TRAD
756
36
60
69
7L
28q
539
T RA NSPORT AT I
PROF., SCIEN
NI SC EL L AN EOU
TOT . I.lANU FAC
I.lOTOR VE
DRUGS, C
GROCERIE
EL ECTR I C
ON
TIF
SN
TUR
r,8I2,r55
2?,397,0c)9 I18
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANs. , I.]AREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I80
128
710
57
64
HICL
HENI
SAN
ALG
50I0
5020
5040
5060
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION : 16-OI6
HARDhIARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I''IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l,JHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FARM EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HONE DEALERS
I'IIScELLTANE0US VEHICLE AND AUT0 ACCESS0RY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE 5TORE5
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAl'ION
ANNUAL SUI'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
RI-1DR SAN JUAN CNTY
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ECEIP'I5
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GROSS RECEIPTS
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23,q90,963
2q7,677
L 076 ,839
136,902
29,5E9,659
501,17I
4? ,0q3 ,, ?39
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURN S
TOT A
GROS
LRSR
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHS L
5200
5252
5500
5400
5510
5540
5592
5920
5990
RETL
EAT I
LIQU
PACK
NI 5C
TOT.
6000
65I0
6550
FIRE
405
6??
190
650,226
2,629,5E1
I,599,167
1,077 ,?02
2 ,7 37 ,320
L609,779
Eqr9
3r0
5r5
5
5I5
?25
770
665
028
559
565
74?,6qq
5, 924, I 5E
2, 088, 1503,EII,7I7
566,555
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23I
55
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5I
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S ERVIR A
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N SE
DOT
LTH
,q73,735
,055 ,622
,021,60I
,067,282
I , q54 ,364
684..5r7
270,761
5,gg0,l96
77,9q7.26
47,509.18
17,029.98
523,I66.00
zqq,
3 ,29E ,
5,456 ,
3?
58
lE6
2q3
50
7L
54
67
12,87 6 ,820
217,449
1,22E,561
29,654
2,g2g,757
91,
807,
2,601,
3,57 9,
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545 
"27,
I
5
t7
55
4,910.25(t3 
,?ll .97
159,IE5.5E
19I,970.56
7 ,281 .20
29,442.2?L471.45
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5600
57 0 0
5800
5Et5
3(r ,67 q .5qI40,758.26
85, 165. 97
NG PLACES
- BY THE DRINK
OR E5
AILERS
B ANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'lOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES 2t7
326
307
567
179
90,709
07 ,949
5E,I3O
Lq ,357
70,599
59,627.55
?08 ,22q .901]1,515.75
?02,9q0.52
30,256.q8
440,095.55
L,257,5I I .59
NG AND DRINKI
OR DISPENSERS
AGE LIQUOR ST
ELLANEOUS RET
RETAIL TRADE
700
720
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
V
957
1,9q9
59
94
50
15,195.40
57,759.1I
7,IE0.78
L ,57 5 ,7 2q .15
26,735.09
2,250 ,llq .(+?
750
750
760
790
EOI
E06
EIO
820
E60
890
891
SER
MISCELLANEOU
AUTOMOBILE R
MISCELLANEOU
ANUSEMENT AN
PHYSICIANS,
HOSPITALS AN
5B
ENTSR
DR
DEN
DO
USINESSAL, REPA
EPAIR 5E
ECR EAT I O
TISTS AN
THER HEA
ICES
ND OTHER SERVICES
ES
RV I CES
H ERS
S ERV I CES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHIIECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENI - T'IUNICIPALITIES
106,2E7,605
725,109
I24,60E,696
TI
9200
9395
r,064
75
2 r6q?
iREPORT NO. OEO
LOCATION: I6-OI6
TOT. GOVERNNENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENIS - (SERVICES)
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH I,IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUsINE55 ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, I99O
RIIIDR SAN J UAN CNTY
REPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
6ROSS RECEIPTS
645,91r,809
PAGE 3I(lATE: 0l/15/91
UI'IBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
54,5?7,616.E1
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ND
NN
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
SIC
CODE
GOVT
9999
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I ,492 845, 542, I5I
TOTAL
GROSS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N. 12-122
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
LAS VEGAS CITY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEI P]'S
PAGE 5I 1
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'18 ER : qI9 .02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECETPTS
,500,415
,956 , q3?
47 , 5I56I2,955
9??,23L
?.7 E ,461
658,726
5,9EE,567
L ,7?5 ,09?
Lt+ 
'594 '854
r28,555
src
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGR I AGRICULTURTOT. AGRIC
S ERV I CES
TURE
20
z0
3,55
5, 53
AL
UL
2,E67 .7 936,656.I5
16 , I1
59,50
2E
28
107 ,ZctA
107 ,?44
6 0, 118
6(),I18 4.q.
1500
16I0
1620
1700
CON S
4E50
4900q920
TCU -
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON.BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KI
MEAT PACKIN
L Ul-1B ER , 1,100
PRINTING AN
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRODUCTS, EXCEPT NEAT PRODUCTS
OTHER TlEAT PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
LISHING
9
14
15,85E
20 , q37
542
7E8
5E
28
,219
,594
566,E78. ]9
EgZ , 26? .7 Z
55,099.72
2000
2010
zq00
27 00
2800
3200
5400
5670
5700
5800
5900
l'1FG-
N DRED
G AND
D AND
D PUB
3?0,1(+2
6L9,404
5,499,15E
550,I09
2,005,508
q,037,770
1,610,592
21 ,2(13,7 9E
4,EIg,5g7
4000
4I00
4200
4500
4600q81 0
5040
5050
5070
5080
5090
CHE}4ICAL5 AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'IT5
I'IISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'lOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPI'lENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS IdHOLESALERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
5q8,
5E4,
2,692,
E2
50
r25
57
146
335
97
6.56
0.22
50I0
5020
2I5,885.95I05,266.I0
846,776.05
7 ,6 95 . 0 3
5092
l^lHS L
737
204
965
2
4tt
ti
52
152
86
599
539,059
,087,49L
,057,I74
,789,485 3,8I7,5EI
?0,869.44
55,091 .47I60,555.7I
?28,0 11.51
i
1
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4r9.02
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NN
ATE:
UMB ER :
REPORT NO. O6O
X REQUESX EDITED
L0cATI0N I l?-l?2
BUI LDING MATERIALS
HARDWARE STORES
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOI'1E DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
xT
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS 0F GR0SS RECEIPTS TAx BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS,SIFICAII0N
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD EHDING BECEI'IBER, 1990
LAS VEGAS CITY
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
?5
54
L5?
Lt2
6l
107
259
45I
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT ED
RECEIPl'S
2 ,345 ,184
5,565,4;:5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
50,I48.53
I5E, E65 .85
77 ,925.19
,917.9?
69,450.50
5200
5251
525?
5500
55I0
5400
551 0
55q0
5592
5599
56 0 0
5700
5600
58I5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
60
100
155
4I5
2q5
6?.q0
60?
2,q36
1,161
L091
?,097
8,662
5 ,7 8(+
5,56E
9q5
5,604
7 8 ,423
.84
.59
.75
.2E
a1
1..507,709
21,E02.050
23, 155,047
555,915
937,?06
2r1
59
15q
L , 50 9,266
22,127,557
?g ,094 ,259
968 ,624I,007,825
,5
,l'
,0
505,565
2,657,358
7 54 ,398
405, 51.5
3,5r2,406
I , E25, 08r
19,965,507
, r35.15
,4E2 . L?
,997.I0
48.6EqI.89
25 .89
555
675
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025
I,500
I,3E2
55
56
,403 , q97
,09E,q74
,357,1E5
,685 
' 
5\q
II
2
8
5
q
2I
5I
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t25
5I7
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2I5
56
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4,585
I05
E7
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55
50
IO
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I5
,7 90
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,67 5
..090
..510
." 46E
,EII
,EI()
, 91I
2,204 ,E07
1,734,0E9L470,9r0}. 186 , E55
5E8,I15
84q,q70
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6 ,132 ,559
? ,59L , lq5
816, 549
2?7,1E3
EAT I NG
L I QUOR
DRUG AN
P A CKAGE
AND
DIS
DP
LI
I N S URANCE
REAL EST.
REAL ESTA
HOLDING A
TOT. FINA
DRINKING PLACES
PENSERS - BY THE DRINK
ROPRI ETARY STORES
QUOR STORES
,E02,998
,854,823
945,811
6000
6100
T4ISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L A55OC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TE sUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
ND OTHER INVESTNENT CONPANIES
NCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
q 
,67 2 ,6q7
91,088,159
9q9 ,7 39
4,673,g5l
6,r62,530
'605,I45817,955
268 ,57 ?
2,II6,587
q5 
, lz2 .80
24,386.94
19E,499 ,2(t
132,076.7E
I 08,457 .55
6I20
6500
65r0
6550
6700
FIRE
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
6010
8060
8I00
HOT ELS, NOTELS, TRAITER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
SONAL SERVICES
CELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
]'lISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
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2q7
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56
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E2
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657 ,
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5qE
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74q
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AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUs REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
5
2
6200
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E9t0
S ERV 2,689 22,550,820 1,I9L856.65
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REPORT NO. OEO
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TOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIVII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'1BER, I99O
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COD E
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TAX DUE
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AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
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1620
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GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-B
SPECI
TOT.
UI L
AL
c0N
DING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
TRADE CONTRACTORS
TRACT CONSTRUCTION
55
r 07
156 ,
769,
651
71I
14L 566
709,895
8
+2
,575.35
,469.5r
2400
?7 00
3200
5900
NFG-
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
4Iq2
48
49
TC
00
00
10
00
U-
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I,lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUS
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT4UN
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY 5E
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICA
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RVI
TIO
, TRANS. SERVICES
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5090
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TOT.
RIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
LLANEOUS hIHOLESALERS
LEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
NHOLESALE TRADE 46 89E,439 594,983 55,497 . E6
5200
5300
5540
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
STORES 54
36
101,I19
5IE, 787
9E
318
,,962
,787
5,909
19,050
.25
.64
56 0 0
5800
5Et5
5920
5990
RETL
56 23q,255 233,77q I5,94I.69
LI
PA
I'l I
TO
QUOR D
CKA GE
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LIQUOR STORES
NEOUS RETAI L ERS
AI L TRADE E22?.4 791,977 ,88?,150
7 E ,52qLg00,956 4,641.651r5,551.I4
6550
FIRE
REAL ESTAIE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7500
7500
7500
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
I''IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
9,573.99
6,525.65
ll
27
40
15E,757II1,75I 15E, 7 38L05 ,542
it
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:12-3I5
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'1ENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE 0F NEt^l l'1EXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORIED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
P ECOS
T AX,lB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
596,005
4,555, I 02
PAGE 5I6
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
23,51?.52
270,5?6.67
ORT ED
EI PTS
SIC
CO DE
7600
7900
80I0
8900
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t47
6ts
TOTAL REP
GROSS REC
S ERV q7 9 ,9E5
7,I57,I96
9200
9595
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 517
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUFIB ER : q79 .02
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:12-4IE
ANNUAL SUMTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
I'10 SQU ERO
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
RE
P.E
PORT ED
CEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
1500
1700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
50 90
I.JHS L
NISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESALERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
5500
RETL
GENERAL T1ERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
7500
7600
S ERV
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICEs
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 27 17,455 Lq,787 803.49
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'4ENT
STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAl'ION
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
23,291 ,14(+
?51,204
392,0?5
75E,285
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
4 ,932,E23
7 ,279,97219,]02,049
20L587
50q,473
2q7 ,252
295 , Ll?.
595,695
PAGE 518
RUN DATE: OI/15/9I
RUN NUNBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
257,E72.ql
I0,655.29
26 ,47 I .7 (t
12,7 35 .E7
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION :
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUT,ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99(l
L2-OI2 RMDR SAN I'IIGUEL CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
r06
54
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
1500
1610
t620
r700
CONS
2010
2300
2400
27 00
5200
5400
5900
I'lFG-
138 9
T4INE
0100
0700
0E00
AGRI
4100
4200
4500
4810
4900
TCU.
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
l.lHS L
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
I'IEAT PACKING AND
APPAREL A
LUNBER, N
PRINTING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURI NG
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHl,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II''IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC l^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELAIED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDt..IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS [^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'lATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
1''IOBILE HONE DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
26
25
?5
76
I6,065,070
2,670,081
5l , l8z
18,784, 535
5..69r,557
1E2,57 5q0,622
5 ,glq ,55(t
,125.
,554.
,121.
,80r.
t92
40 (t
l(+4 5 , q95,?97
9,616,466
2r,609,569
4? 22 ,2E5 ,14q
379,399.79
999,5q1.qq
7lq5
?t
37
?99
9
2
510
79,r56.69
347 ,7 q8 .7 4
4q2,294 .t7
ND
00D
AND
TEXTI
AND
PUB L
OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LE MILL PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
ISHINGS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
r07
E4
272
L ,622 ,57 6
7 ,656 , E53
9 ,658,042
L 546 , 562
6,6q7 ,q3l
9,492,549
15,559
3L,23?
5200
5500
55r0
5400
5540
559?
5600
46
EZ
54
I1
il
REPORT NO. l)8() TAXAIION /qND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEh.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 5I 9
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER! 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUNI.4ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
12-OL? R]'IDR SAN ITIIGUEL CNTYLOCATION:
SIC
CODE
5700
5E00
5E I5
5990
RETL
6sl0
FIRE
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-L ESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITL E ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I-lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI4ERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
TOTA
GROS
5Z
5?
I44
53
E5
1,291,567
67,887
497,510
| ,262,?L9
67 ,887
217,L75
(tq
42
47
295,q47
551 ,9q6
E77,89q
5,002,E75
?95,407
496,2566l?, q93
2 , ql6 ,0gz
15,446.E9
26,076.35
52,I06.07
126,554.23
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
152
582
?. ,015
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPl'5
25
102
181q7L
q,655
q,635
E,516.05
1I.061.95
1,62?.52
165,
?LZ,
51,
87,898
87,69E
,966
,966
435
199
071
rt8
I t8
I 9E, 54E
?L9 ,6975I,071
EPAIR
SERVI
ERs AN
TION S
AND O
7000
7 200
7500
7391
7500
.54
.5+
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
8I00
E200
E6 0 0
8900
E9t0
S ERV
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, R
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR
MOTION PICTURE THEAT
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREA
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INsTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
AND OTHER SERVICES
CES
D PRODUCTION
ERVICES
THERS
E95,001
4,569,535
8l ,22q , ll7
?26 ,57 5
5 ,325 ,659
39,922,660
65,98q.28
5,506.53
11,522.I0
11,900.9E
174,605.5I
z, 06E, 990 .85
9200
GOVT
REPORT NO. ()EO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: OI-I25
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, TIOLYBDENUI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETAL L IC FIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. NINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAiION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBgR, 1990
SANTA FE
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEiPTS
4,524,271
7 ,604,6L5
1,5Er.574
7 ,553,265
58E, 526
565." 644
4 
" 
265,45E
26,565,791
PAGE 520
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'1BER: 419. O2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
259,685.96
+35,322.90
5,17q,797
8,E88,565
7r215,903
g 
,7 12 ,562
3 , g5g ,502
src
CODE
010 0
0700
0800
AGRI
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
567
+25
222
79
57
R EP ORT ED
RECEIP'I'S
TOTAL
GROSS
1000t5t0
138 9
I400
ItlI N E
1500
t6l0
1620
I700
CON S
4,E7
2000
2500
2q00
?7 00
2800
2900
5200
3400
3500
36 0 0
3670
5700
5800
5900
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BU]LDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI1 REFINING AND RELA]ED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
r'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQU]PNENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
2,682
7I
t79
3,579
6,511
,3q7,764
,9E1 r 567
,170 r 559
,625, 5ti3
, L25 ,069
E4 ,9E4 , 17 Ii,07E,545
21,5I7,02L
23 ,6q3 , q3713i,023,180
6
1,54
1,55
7 ,63
(,041.06
1,805.E2q,059.57
6,E74.57
6,781.02
105
I15q55
475
50
3 ,24IZ,0l
104I
27
74
20E
20 ,6?0 ,361
5,594,059
12,166,900
IE,580,405
I
I6
94
l .78 9, I88
5,3410,99r
5,055
l0? ,525 .9L
17,5E2.59
lEs , q62 .42689,0I5.9E
90,870g9 
,26 r
q7
77\
MFG-
PROF. ,
NI SCEL
TOT. M
7I
661
2,281
I85
201
28
262
102
5CI E
LANEO
ANUFA
(I00
4200
4500
4810
NTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUNTS.
US NANUFACTURING
CTUR I NG
,297,!7E
,695,3qq
,q74,548
2,327,057
7 ,gg0,2qg
L55 ,924
52, 3E6 ,6 0E
5,257 ,90?
1,989,748
2,555,004
70..012
51.,845,599
4,E49,71r
I 08, I56 . 52
Lq4,976.q6q,03L.2q
I ,6 98 ,?66 .36
277 ,73q.08
22,00+.71
32,2q6 .85
24q,973.5E
1,522,059.50
4850
4900q920
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANs., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
l,
5010
5020
E0l ll5,E60,qlq 9E,197,8q? 5,qE6,q?5.E2
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: OI-I23
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING
NACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLI
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI4ENT
STATE OF NEN T.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT1MARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I!90
SANTA FE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP'I5
TAXABL E
CROSS RECE]PTS
L5,q71,229
PAGE 52IATE: 0l/15/9L
UNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
195,755.60
l,?69,707.E5
351,515.91
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE
5IC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
?5(t
55
t54
165
1,309
9E
2 ,069
,542 ,951
,67 5 ,49L
,EI4,I95
,055,055
3,417,196
90q ,651
4 ,059 ,237
10,587,89+
l0 ,552 ,,5q5
2 ,57 9 ,03252,0I5,65r
,997.+
,97E.5
,552.5
,541.2
,055.5TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING T''IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARN EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL T'IENCNIXOIST, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
r'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I"IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOFIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND CONDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
THER INVESTMENT COI'IPANI ES
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAIT ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
IlOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
APPL IA
EQUIP.
ES
NCES
AND SUPPLIES
7,576
I3,99E
27 ,17q,q67
5 , ggE, 552
41,297 ,144
35 ,7 62,90,4
E,75E, 556
IE, 594,8(5
10,059,966
1,
52 ,16q . q ?
5
q
1
(i
2
05r
750
920
20q6
5
145
E7
t27l5
9
2Iq6
16
4
82
2qlL365
740| ,90?
342
I12
50
55
110
1I7I,5I2
1I9
69
2 ,164
3
120
555
56,471,r61
24,E52,494
E3,0r6,506
187,98q
TE 5
NDO
NCE,
REA
HOL
TOT
5910
59?0
5990
RETL
500
5t0
550
700
IRE
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
232
594
605
I4E
I,E56
g4q ,9q,957 ,56,818,8
5EI,EI75,9
75I,5
5,554,E
L,677 ,E5,341,I
1,250,9
1,50r,9
173,26,878,9
56,507,6
46qqq
6
1q1
76
2,07 5
757
I4E
5,7r4
3 ,82? ,3?5 .56
1,41 9, E6E . 55q,7qq,964.51
10,E10.45
9t8,180.47
zq7 ,6q7 .25
E4, q50.50
5200
5?51
5252
5500
5 310
5400
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
57 0 0
5800
581 3
195tr5 ,528,590??,1506,159
302
95
558
152
?26
,q77,779
,620,772
,545,157
,106 ,52q
E6,Il9,
IO,
5,
" 
50E
, 561
,775
,021
75.69
7L.7q
76.7E
4E .57
85.72
6tI
079
l(t7
045
16 ,0q5 ,Zlq{,54q,509
I , (178,845
16,196,
68,?l(+,
58,629,
9q ,08q ,2l ,62-5 ,
2q ,50L ,
I3,105,671
62 ,047 ,7 99
29,26q,q01
93,156,958
2i,q72,75L
22,772.,9?4
97.18
6E.05
73.92
57.t7
57.EI
73.62
?5.6E27.II
84.75
5,
22L,
795,
,016,438
,045,5E5
,750,,045
8rI
7I
7,(tI"5
36,2
15,5
'E
64 ,9
7s7
500
?08
8q6
189
?74
869
cLzq57
088,454
115,85?
720,9i7
597,6r3
021 ,17 7
220 ,7 50
275,649
081,357
0006
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
F
85
119
04 ,507
82,6?8
I5,852
75,519
35 
" 
885
50,60r
02,7 92
79,57 I
45, 555
,020.16
,594.51
,650.21
,750. q5
,856 . E5
,547.91
,541.20
,014.53
,555.8E
100
t20
200
L ESTA
DING A
. FINA
7000
7 200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7E00
752
3, 54E
4,E0?q2
l,lzq
572
1q9
70,E26,3I526,34I,7I0102,r1I,605
588,467
lE ,656 ,7 L6
5 ,392 ,27 3
2,501,8e1
- ^ 
--t
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! OI-I25
AI-lUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I"4EMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEI T'lEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99()
SANTA FE
PAGE 322ATEi 0l/15/9I
UMBER: 41 9. (}2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
T AXI\B L E
GROSS RECE]PTS
r,392 ,275,729
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
LRSR
AL G
GOV
GOV
GOVE
7900
EOIO
8060
8100
9100
9200
9395
GOVT
5
2
5q
t7
465
246
2,579
485I,7I6
565
1394,8I9
914
22,253
4,4qq,l(,5
59,119,299
35,57L,q6q
60,197 ,20?
, rE6,59f,
,92q , LC,4
,356 ,66 9
,390,q4Z
, 578,895
3 ,529 ,52L
58,745,585
23, q46 ,23q
58,010.460
2,400,055
2 ,olq ,207
55,2r0,951
15,216,?13
595,969,516
20L,E57 .41
,56rr,665.69
,545,27q.26
5I
5
8200
E600
8900
8910
S ERV
,320,97E.54
137 ,?7 9 .7 3Lt6,077 .q8
FED ER
STAT E
LOCAL
TOT.
OVERNI'IENT - ALL OTHERT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
ERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
RNMENT
2,069,Eqz.18
655, 950 . 3E
22,668,172.77
79,619,045.03TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 50,569 I,915 t477 ,840
!t
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENl
STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSIEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUrT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
ESPANOLA (S.F. )
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
87 5,8I2
1,534,444
| ,7 6E ,E6Z
3 , q98 ,96?
115,449
EI2, 96E
5 ,7 E6 ,517
TAXAB L E
OROSS RECE.I PTS
502, 023
732,739
I ,559, l5I
? ,7 g5 ,0(+6
5E , 916
265 ,935
r+ 
,E47 ,957
558, q26
11,063,559
PAGE 525ATE: 0L/15/91
ul-1BER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
29,9q7 .6q
43,757 .47
95,585.29
t67 ,t29.78
2,329.62
15,859 . 0 9
2E9,6E0 .59
2t.400.15
781 ,295.55
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N | 0l-226
AGRICULTURAT PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHl^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUI'IBER, t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRII'1ARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS TIANU FACTURI NG
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I.JAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT.1I'lUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
1500
t6t0
1620
I700
CONS
2400
5400
3900
I'lFG-
410 0
4200
48I 0
4850
4900q920
TCU.
5040
5070
5090
l,,lH 5 L
t47
I84
EE
27
45
5200
5300
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDtiARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I-1I SCEL L ANEOUS I^IHO L ESAL ERS
TOT. ]^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING 1'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
2,755,375
166,5E0
I,527,715
2,555 ,382
5lq,22E
50
80
25
2l
36
,545.03
,897 .62
,6EZ . (t7
,I91.20
,706.70
5592
55 99
5600
5700
L 950,0
I66,3
l 
' 
(152 
,6
? ,646 ,3qEz,l
I,258
15,401
49It0
65
5510
5400
55r0
5800
5815
5920
5990
RETL
q2
q9
25
26
t25
52L
,774
,966
I
I
I6
9
E6
5E
28
tl
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEI,I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
PAGE s4t
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUl'IBER! 419.02
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
LOCATION . OL-226
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
ESPANOLA ( S. F. )
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
6500 iNSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AN
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TI
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTAT
D5
TLE
E
ERV I CES
ABST RACT6510
FIRE
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7900
8010
8100
E200
8900
8 9I0
S ERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T4ISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
1'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
70
72
50
55
217,767q09 
,062
76,575
255, I6 0
217 ,6(t9
32?,832
7L,67?
??L,92CI
15
i9
q
l5
,000.25
,220,89
,277.8q
,2E2.31
5q 7 02,020 7 g? ,020 41,9E5.20
72
37q
159,766
I,96l,747
155, 46 0
1,E17,675
9,287 . qE
10E,5q0.45
9200
GO VT
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,268 23,884, 15E 18,520,26 0 I,I07,37q.72
REPORT NO. O8()
EQU ES
DITED
SIC
CODE
xR
xE Tx
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENl
STATE OF NEI.I T'lEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYsTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 1990
RMDR SANTA FE CNTY
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
9 ,20E ,9e?
2 ,920 ,l:'2
5,974,6IE
45, 6I9 ,7 32
9 , qgg ,7 6(t
II,0E0,260
19,001,I6,6
5l ,525,5E3
5,560,7I2
2,E7 6 ,qA0
TAXABLE
GROSS RECE]PTS
64 ,728 ,9E9
PAGE 325
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUI'IB ER: 4I9 . O 2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
EE,493. r6
25,287 .00
99,qql .9(t
50E,099.40
26 ,7 L? .50
540,285.q6
E62, 554 . 25
1,6E7,E79. l5
5,545.24
59,754.EE
x
L0cATI0N:01-001
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'lETAL NINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URANIUI'1OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. TlINING
URANIUI'I, MOLYBDENUI'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOT A
GROS
LR
SR
0I0 0
0700
0800
AGRI
1000
10 9q
i589
MINE
+
(,
15
69
1500
t6I0
I620
I700
c0Ns
?Eq ,9e".6I,75]. 140
923,7 Aq
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUIlBER, t^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
1'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS
1'lISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
1'1OTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC IdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'1I'IUHICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'1OTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOIiIOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARD],IARE, PLUI''IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
1,q64
109
t72
I,403
5,14E
75,5E7,605
6,556,511
7,559,362
20,272,732
I07,E56,209
,980,537
, 
gE5,155
.10I,669
,7 96 ,3q9
3,5(t2,505.45
272,307.07
5EL4I(t.65
7t9,520 .26
4, 915 ,5q5 .q2
290
712
667
9, 9E6 .76
50,236 .20
2E,IE0.09
2000
2500
2(t00
27 00
2E00
5200
5q00
5500
5600
3670
5800
3900
MFG-
4I00
4200
4500
48I0
4E30
4900q9?0
T CU.
q2
t9I
66
15E
26
1E2,92t,
513,
1,609,945
462,09I
\,E17 ,2q7
5 ,6?q ,952
229
760
69
296
14I
570
4E9,790
10,405,51I
L5,759,80(+
51,405,q40
6? t 00?
7?6,167
5010
5020
50q0
5050
5070
(t6
5I
REPORT NO. O8O TAXAT I ON
STA
CONB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TEQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N:01-001
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI,IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING IIATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL T'lERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
r'IOBILE HOI'1E DEALERS
1'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACEs
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
TIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AS5OC.
SECUTY. AND COT4DTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTl.lENT CONPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
EVENUE DEPARTMENT
NEN NEXICO
EVENUE SYSTET'1
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA'TION
AND RIE OF
NED R
AX BY
EPORT F.D
EC EI PTS
5 ,551 ,25E
1,755,079
5 ,652,916
q ,,gq ,936
4 ,090 ,8Ez
] 700,qza
5,873,655
1I,459,E65
TAXABLE
6ROSS RECEIPTS
2,255,559
L , q3l ,492
5,133,224
+,525,01E
4, 052,555
L 076,469
2,250,16I
6E5,055
7 ,27 3,EqZ
PAGE 526
RUN DATE: OI/15/9L
RUN NUNBER: 4I9.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
2q,335 ,4q
q7 
,455.45I25,II7.I9
123,765.54
79,3q4.77
281,7E0.05
xR
XE
ANNUAL SU]'IMARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
RI'IDR SANTA FE CNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
95
TOTA
GROS
LR
5R
50E0
5090
5092
l.lHS L
5200
525t
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7500
7500
220
35
5E9
5,120,054
88L 729
I0,746,595
85
2,24
6,675
3,515
E,67 9
q4
575,558
5500
5400
55t 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
58I5
5 9I0
6000
6100
6200
5500
6 5I0
6550
6700
FI RE
7600
7E0 0
7900
80I0
E060
EIOO
8200
8600
E900
85
182
7E
56
75
45
949,542q,0gE,692
1,723,Eq7
I9E,107
255
15E
25
I,150
2,2q2
,21E,720
,535,0EE
,?55,5qq
I
I4
q6
1,218,720
E ,67 6 ,6q0
35,477 ,850
3,910,402
1,355,719
ll5,07E
3t
?14
73
6
,37 Z .07
,26I.lE
,342 .97
,277 .15
56,912.I0q75,619.34
I,956 ,566.q6
63.07
18.OI
2q7 ,89?.36
222,2E7.?L
5E ,525 .7 5t72
219
HOTELS, T'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
r'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI1USEI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERViCES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT t'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
206
59E
E45
297
I49
E,650 ,5gg
3,7 33,25q
9,595,257
2,625 ,g2l2,00I,506
7 ,7+5,7E2
2,685 ,77 6
7 ,5q6,451
2,297,549I,1I4,737
tzt,705.63
427 ,7 9E.75
I46,E52.5E
415,559.00
125,?89.09
60 ,7 02.7 6
7I
8t ,289
,645
,680
6 ,542,7 48
7I0,055
2,Eq5 ,927
554,540
555 ,565 . E9
5E,E2I.55
155, 485.20
I 9,554 .5I
56
4E
710
2,Eq9
564
52
I,551
90I,087
10,545,550
4E ,6
596, 5
REPORT NO. 08{)
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: OI-()OI
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl MEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEN
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTMTY REP0RTED IN PERI0D ENDING DECEMBi:R, 1990
RT'IDR SANTA FE CNTY
TA]{i\BLE
6ROS5 RECEJPTS
PAGE 3?7
RUN DATE: OL/L5/9I
RUN NUNBER: CL9.02
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
2,622,3?.3
55,3I5,E65
525,732,151
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GRO S
LR
SR
E9t0
S ERV
9200
GOVT
175
1,741
2,q7E,7Lq(l? 
,7 ttE , 257
135,?72
2, 341 , 450
50
I9
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'1ENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION LL,262 211,4E6.,9E5 II,55I,207.51
I It
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNEN'I
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
CO|IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYsIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY SIANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 528ATE: 0t/15/91
ut'lBER: 4I9.02
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
LOCATION ! OI-9II
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
POJOAQUE PUEBLO
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOT A
GROS
LRSR
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
TAXNBL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
REPORT NO. O8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COl'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYsIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY sTANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 3?9
RUN DATE: OI/15/9I
RUN NUI'IBER: 4I9. O2
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: ()I-92I
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
SANTA CLARA PUEBLO
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
r!
REPORT NO. {)8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N.2t-t24
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, MOLYBDENUM
TOT. I'lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
TORC
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 550DATE: OI/I5/9L
NUI'1BER: 419. O2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 , l6q ,490
4 ,60?,7 57
549,7El
2,055,73E
512, (+?.5
7 ,004 ,7 07
1,557,365
2,4q9 , g\0
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
0100
0700
AGRI
1000
I'lINE
1500
I6t0
I620
I700
NSc0
2q7q2q I ,355 ,5973,327 ,789
77,205
I90,955
.78
.60
2000
2400
27 00
320 0
3700
3900
MFG-
410 0q200
4600
4EIO
4E50q920
TCU-
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
509?
tJHSL
5200
5300
5310
5400
5510
554 0
FOOD AND KINDRE
L UNB ER, t^100D A
PRiNTING AND P
STONE, CLAY, G
TRANSPORTATION
N
D PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
D PAPER PRODUCTS
UBL ISHING
LASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
EQU I PNENT
NISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.JARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCEL LANEOUS I,IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUIl AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EI
65
54
159
75
t27
1,969,3I7
49E, E59
Il2,
?E,
888. (r
52t.69
350, EI4
3 ,625 ,569
lEl,907
63I,645
20,07E.25
205,995.3E
10,370.06
36,250 .E2
5020
q2
t04
2E
I40
33q9
2,755,051
2,997,602
8E8,395
I5,540 , 147qqg,E24
355,648
1,E35,272
? ,97 2 ,152
EEE,395
13 , qq6 ,4gg
396,56E
555, 040
,568.0I
,7 99 .10
,90E.75
,358.E7
,E02.95
,34q.62
105
I69
50
769
22
20
REPORT NO. OEO
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION I 2L-I24
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
r'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAiLERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEH
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECETIBER, I99O
TORC
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,431 ,267
9, I55,656
66,556,5I 4
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,10q,325
52,621,E69
53E,I1I
PAGE 53IDATE: OL/15/9I
NUNBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
120,2I0.51
1,E77,509.I4
19,5E7.83
55,6E6.90
?7 ,379.92
57,76E.6E
462,697.59
5, 020, 9E4 . l5
RUN
RUN
xR
xE
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
529
1,969
q,q20
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5813
5 910
5990
RETL
56
8I
53
62rl
I
,I06
,006
,154
tE5
145
,999
,q72
490
1,405
27 531,644
2L7 L 67 6 ,952
57 47 6 ,195
2Et]6 270,360E27 ,6c)E
589,556
1,596,743
9L ,027
33,620.53
79,9t9.2E
5,189.99
3,52L157
2,E5I,64I 20I162
I3
20
,455.E2
,054.50
,445.50
,352.59
2,559,006
37,230,612
00
15
25
3,527
2,934
1,0I2,5(,4
6q3,27 A
70L527
679,18E
559,058
Lq?q,567
EG
LG
LG
GO
6000
6I00
6120
6300
75
76
79
EO
EO
EI
82
E
E
8
s
9200
9595
9595
235
555
,192
,9676 5I0
5550
FIRE
7000 HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IU5EMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATiONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
359
263
I55
I66
rE6
63
t96
5E,075
97 ,67 3I0.(19
55,019
05,E64
98,555
2q ,55?.
93,725.32
57,0I7.55
34,777 .07
37,574.41
34,65q.59
I7,094.56
E1,60+.5E
2,032 ,397 1,6
9
6
6
6
2\,q
975,400
476,t95
1. 026 ,393
L105,19(
52,E11,732
7?
75
0
0
0
0
0
I
6
0
0
0
0
1
6
9
9
ER
STAT
L OCA
L OCA
TOT.
OVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
OVERNNENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
OVERNNENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
V ERNMEN TGOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENI
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COl'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAl'ION
PAGE 532
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER:4I9.02
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N | 2t-220
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING D'ECENBER, I99O
t.II L L IAI'ISBURG
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
R EP ORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1500
I6t0
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I700
CONS 26 169,777 I6 9, 258 9,83E.23
2400
I'IFG-
LUNBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
TOT. NANUFACTURING
48I 0
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
25 (tZq,227 57L960 21,5I6.I2
69 6ql ,67 6 5E1,5IE 53,283.66
5090
NHS L
I'lISCEL LAN EOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . I.]HOL ESAL E TRADE
520 0
550 0
5540
5800
5E I5
5990
RETL
BUILDING MATERIALs
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
HISCELLANEOUS RETA]LERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
55 I95, t 0I 195, l0I 1l,I79.EI
?7
I07
155, 959
716,7E3
142,E37
7 01,24E
E,055.62
40,053.36
7000
7300
HOTELS, I'1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7600
6900
S ERV 48 lqs ,27 6 I53,567 7,627.70
9200
95 93
GO VT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNIIENT - T'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 279 l,6El,0E7 1,595,680 9L 299.04
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:21-021
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL NINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'l, I'lOLYBDENUN
URAN I UM0IL AND GAS tIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. T'lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
I'lISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONHUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'INUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYsTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI,II''IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
RMDR SIERRA CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2Il, I56
E ,995 ,02?
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2I 1, 156
E,939,651
1,7E6 ,zqg
12,277,752
1,545,025
5,I04,644
5 ,LEg , qg7
609,256
12E,071
E65, 564
577,106
PAGE 553
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER:4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
I1,00E.62
q69 
,992.E9
2,770.03
5,I49.57
70,056.4I
I62,166.07
270,EI7.2I
5L 6EI . 59
19,635.E5
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
0100
0700
AGRI
1000
I094
t 58I
158 9
MINE
1500
1610
I620
1700
CON S
25
tq7
14I
35E
55
52
8E
,551
,955
9
6q
2, 157
l2 ,8 96
2000
27 00
5200
3670
37 0 0
5900
MFG.
4100q200
q8I 0
4E50
4900q920
TCU -
5070
5090
5092
l.lH S L
5200
5500
5400
554 0
5599
5700
5800
llr
66
249
HARD[.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I.IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUl'I AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING 1'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I,406,0E5
3,299 ,777
5,qg6,qEZ
661,400
I50,E30
968,7 95
577,309
6,713.59q5,2I7.49
5t
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NE[.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
PAGE 354
RUN DATE: OL/15/9I
RUN NUMBER:4I9.02
xR
XE EQUEST 
X
DITED X
LOCATION:2I-l)2I
ANNUAL SUT'ITIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBTR, I99O
Ri'1DR SIERRi{ CNTY
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECE]:PTS
1,472,L50
675,731
3 ,652 ,859
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
5E l5
5920
5990
RETL
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
t27 L5l+,7f,9
998,525
+,129,729
77,0q?.q7
I98
556
54
190
,994.29
,550 . 16
6 510
6700
FIRE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTl'IENT COTIPANI E5
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 79 500,0E5 440,4I1
832, E99
22,769.L0
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT T'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
116 E70,007 43,3E0.59
E5
qE
77
26
I,040,529
1I0,15I
I52, 04E
677,565
r,055
97
40
665
,77(t 53,530 . 55
7900
8600
8900
E9t0
S ERV
n 57E
,596
,5E5
5
2
34
,1I6.04
,Il9.I4
,711.?0
t47
533
601,241 52I,635 27 ,2t7 .77
3,505,054 3 ,2(+2,298 168,6E9.89
9200
9500
9595
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - NUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNNENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,E97 27,803,071 25 ,699 ,05q 1, 542,573. 05
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N | 25-125
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NETAL 1'1INING,
TOT. MINING
EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUN, MOLYBDENUM
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRiNTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIMARY T'IETAL INDUST., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
MISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.JAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
S 
' 
ATE 0F NEt^l NEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
s0c0RR0
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 60 ,957{t,259,1q3
104,53652I,9II
2,655,035
6,300,746
II0,094
655,525L 0E2, I4t
1.E52,654
PAGE 355
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NU]'lBER: (I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
42,50E.1t
240,5I9.95
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
239
0700
AGR I
I000
NINE
I500
t6t0
1620
I700
c0Ns
2300
2400
27 00
5400
3500
3700
5900
I'lFG-
27qq62 2,51E,4076,090,554
30
65
t72 2,65q ,97 L
?59 E,203,979
35 7E9,555
ND ALLIED PRODUCTS
TED PRODUCTS
D HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
AND HEAT]NG EQUIP. AND SUPPLIEST AND SUPPLIES
7,33L 096E,045,Igl
400
410
420q50
48i
5
29
,785.02
,095.48
l8
09
136 ,926 .97
34L0I0.75
6 , ll2 .q2
483
490q920
TCU-
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
tnHSL
DRUGS, CHEMICALS A
GROCERIES AND RELA
ELECTRICAL GOODS A
HARDNARE, PLUNBING
N
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNEN
NISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
T0T. l^IH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING 1'lATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT-1ENT STORES
DEPARTTlENT STORES
57
39
146
5,55I,286
5q7,596
1,05E,0:16
9,00I,299
135,74E8I4,I77
7 ,5gE,gg2
7 ,575.(ts
45,617.69
450,582.57
?7V2 I,l57,IIgI,6()O,7II 55,545.60,7q9.
102,594. I3
5200
525t
5500
5510
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N | 25-125
RETAIL FOOD STORES
r'1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GAsOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOl'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACEs
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENI
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUM}.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
SOCORRO
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
I0,56I,72I
995,34I
2,20E,667
4EI,85I
q7 9 ,535
2,7 40 ,7 0l
40,014,76I
505,50+
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
560,023
479,453
PAGE 555
AT E : 0l/ 15/ 9l
UNBER! 419.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
20,160.I9
?5,779.05
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR
SR
7,3E2,3
2,435 ,2
I ,499 ,4
2, q09 ,9
555,59I6,2
l,57q,Lq5g,g
1,552I,I55
12,E29
5400
55I 0
5540
5592
9200
9593
GOV T
II2
26
15E
243
I00
37
(,,0
tr I
a2
9,956,515
617,543
1,640,E4E
5r,0
54
9I
582
156
62
,605.4E
,721.9+
,725.17
,E
NA
S,
LES
5599
5600
5700
5800
56I3
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
6I00
5I20
6300
55I0
FIRE
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
37
67
6,E5]. 3I4
2,455,20I
1,1I9,350
,779.?5
,qIE.56
,59E.53
552
1,59E
25
2, I5E,
54,060,
267
172
q62 
,9E9
t22,075.19
1,907,I55.10
25 ,923 .lLBANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES
SAVINGS AND LOA
INSURANCE AGENT
REAL EST. OPER-
XCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AsSOC.
SSOCIATIONS
CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT 96
I60
657,726
1,20I,315
55 L 715
E54,7E9
lE, 595 . 90
q6 
,7 33 .q2TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TlISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'1USEl'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATiONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT TIENBERSHiP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t74
L75
256
6E
20
7t
84
34
96
2 ,07 8 ,352q29 
,67 5
539,519
1,140,I20
413 ,67 4
I l5 ,457 . 02
25,977.05I8,88I.99
63,85E.75
25,0E7.15
26
202
26
I55
g? 
,24,7
5,595,72I
65,539
543, I30
75,394
5,590,3rt2
63,539
545,I30
q,280.91
IE9,919.64
5,569.36
50,126.59
454
5I
I ,6E5
,026
, 1I1
,590
1 ,349, 55E
1,I54,079] 1,20E,440
74
65
627
,533.03
,EI0.50
,559.64
I16
7800
7900
E 010
8050
8100
820 0
E600
E900
89I0
S ERV
4,515 82,610 ,647 6I,I45,E57 3,41?,617.E2
REPORT NO. 08()
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N t 25-22t
URANIUM
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY NETAL INDUST., FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
NISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'INUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS [,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'TENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOT-1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
1'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTNENT CONPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, TlOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
]'lISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
xR
xE
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXiCO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
MAGDA L ENA
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI S
q65,302
554, 57 1
El5,18l
25t,266
156,4E1
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
401,I40
29q , q37
5E9,556
6E,205
I35,5E7
PAGE 357
RUN DATE: OI/L5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4I 9. O2
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
L5,7qq.94
56 ,877 .7E
5,651.12
7 ,27 4 .85
10,944.96
I33,72q.0E
I0 94
I'IINE
1500
I620
I700
CO NS
3200
5400
5900
MFG-
4100
4E10
4900
T CU-
5090
5092
t^lH S L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5E
35
76
25
33
{
\
2t,35E.49
5251
5500
5400
5540
5599
5700
5E00
58I5
5990
RETL
I
59
I5
205
2,q99
23q
4,194
27
65
49
48
282
l9 , 541
L ,662 ,47 5
721,801
1E,932
L,299,290
503,828
,0I2.93
,500.q9
,250.00
,2Q5
, 
q98 , 6I0
,0E5
6000
65I0
6700
FIRE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
REPORT NO. 06O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIlENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 33EATE: 0l/L5/91
UNBER! 4I9.02
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
LOCATION.25-22L
ANNUAL SUT'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
MAGDAL ENA
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAX.{BLE
GROSS RECEiPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
7E00
7900
E200
8900
S ERV
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
56Ill 78, 3EEL 055, 355 59 ,7 05906,q0I 5, 152. E54E,524.q5
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENI
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 591 6,8E9,575 4,661,E75 249,5EE.59
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N | 25-025
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL TlINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UI'10iL /AND G/AS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. MINING
URANIUN, MOLYBDENUN
EXCEPT DRILLING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'1ENT
STATE OF NEI.I 1'lEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'lI'lARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
RNDR SOCORRO CNTY
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,59]
69,6E1
PAGE 359
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 419.02
R EP ORT ED
rAX DUE
53,782.52
489.02
44,393.27
I62, 355. t6
2I1,57I.E2
5,5I0.54
SIC
CO DE
010 0
0700
AGRI
1000
109(
I5E 9
NINE
I500
I6 I0
r620
I700
CONS
2500
2400
5200
5400
5900
I'lFG-
4810
4900
T CU-
5070
5080
5090
tlH5L
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
REPORT ED
RECEIPTS
40 , L77
95,745
6(r4
q
I,I()7
7,874
505I,EI4II,I()2
907
4,573
5,960
9I0,
618,
EAT
LIQ
PAC
4100q200
4600
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HiGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
74
54
2E
t29
285
,577
,665
,7 5?
, 588
,585
I ,049,534
6,307 ,2q5
100,320
L,295 ,213g, 952. 5I5
?(t.89
28.09I3.IE
48 .18
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
318,5
15 ,5
64,g
452,7
5200
525t
5500
5(00
5540
5599
5E00
58I5
5920
5990
/APPAREL AND TEXTILE l'lILL PR0DUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS 1'lANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI.IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. I.]HOL ESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHiCLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ING AND DRINKING PLACES
UOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
KAGE LIQUOR STORES
I57
64
273
,23E
,79I
,0I2
889,9063,lgl,65g
4,I55,60E
35
55
52
32
q5
30,415
29,363
765,16E
30,520
17,417
295 ,967
I,551.16
E77.76
t5, 051 .87
(t6
50 98
55E,5I6
61E,9E4
17,Lq
51,62
6.lE
L.29
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS I56 L 235, 1 04 715 , l5I 35,4I0.55
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N,25-025
SIC
CODE
RETL TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, FIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEI.J I''IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNT'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED I}I PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, IIS
RIIDR SOCORRO CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPi'S
5, E25 , I(i0
I ,795,26E
5,78E,7:,5
27,326,38q
TAX.{BL E
OROSS RECE],PTS
2 ,250 ,359
1,755,4E4
5.qq4,E90
Zfi ,932 , 026
PAGE 540
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUNBER: 4}9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
tI(,555.05
87,900.15
275,q08.68
1,060 ,277 .95
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7 900
6010
8I0 0
8900
E910
S ERV
5510
FIRE
920 0
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
377
I03
35r
1,410
76
60
40
3,058,04.2
377,268
2I5 , I7l
? ,9L5 ,729
255,0E7
t79 "327
14E,399.63
12,709.10
E ,997 .24
STATE GO
TOT. GOV
VT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
ERNNEN T
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIEs IN THIS LOCATION
II
REPORT NO. O8()
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION I 2O-L?5
ICULTURAL SERVICES
. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORs
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAI PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY HETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'lENT
14ISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTNENT
STATE OF NEI,I I'lEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAiION
ANNUAL SUiIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTMTY REP0RTED IN PERI0D ENDING DECE]'|Bt:R, 1990
T AOS
PAGE 54I0l/ 15/ 9l
qL9 
.02
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI'IB ER !
XR
xE
AGR
TOT
0700
AGRI
sIc
CODE
APPL IA
EQUIP.
IES
t500
I610
t6?0
I700
c0Ns
3200
3r+00
5570
5700
3900
t-1FG-
4E10q850
4900(+920
TCU-
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
520
127
56
32L
55
218
530
TOTA L
GROSS
6
I3
55
9,559.65
9 ,7 52 .93
2,875,98L
1,574,I57
L,zqq,378
5q
80
51
215
616
466
827
105
571
46
68
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
6r+73,735
6,697 ,2E2
15,241 ,?52
L ,293 ,025
7,51E,157
TAXABL E
GROSS RECE]PTS
5 ,520 ,147
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
545,920.65
ztq ,222 .47
679,882.01
J
10
450 ,466
896,850
2000
2500
2400
27 00
4I00
4200
4500
5010
5020
5040
105,414
223 ,585
8E5,700
,619 . 54
,891.25
,I32.9r
,7 53
,lq 9
257,150L 922, 59E
159,029
155, 96E
2, 164,8E6
4,553,41E
8,734,743
124,507
301,456
524,105
r6,021I19,66r 96T4
r'loTOR VEHICL E5 AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPL
MI SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MAIER
HARDNARE STORE
GENERAL T'IERCHA
DEPARTMENT STO
,650.65
,885.00
,890.95
NC ES
AND SUPPL]ES
2 ,169 ,213
5, 347 ,895
L0,266,724
3,259,743
3 ,07 6 ,845
6 , q99 ,7 t16
tt9,7E5.22
289,5q7 .42
527 ,768.t9
7 ,715 .7 8
18,745.65
32,597.98
IALS
S
NDI SE,
RES
2?7
65
85
99
40
130
66
5200
525t
5300
53I0
EXCEPT DEPARITIENT STORES
E,169I,2EIl, 985
23 ,927
,09q
,806
,43;I
,8rq
3,647,815
I ,023 ,297
1,375,386
23 . q35 ,257 I,456,59?.5L
II
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION
STA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
LOCATION I 20-L26
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHI CL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ER5
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
AND R
TE OF
NED R
AX BY
EVENUE DEPARTMENT
NEt^l l'1EXIC0
EVENUE SYSTEN
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
3q,723,069
1,578,899L249,262
24,197 ,055
L27 ,799,605
r,548,567
7 95 ,995
3,575,679
5 ,67 8 ,55q
XABLE
RECEIPTS
,650,586
, 9I5, 558
1,171,932
25r,lI3
?,863,05E
PAGE 3q2
RUN DATE: O I/15/9I
RUN NUI'18 ER : 4I9 .02
i EPORT ED
TAX DUE
97 (+ ,953 .176,655,581. r5
75, I55.52
t5 ,7 45 .99
17E,3I7 .92
276,694.9q
6L796.80
545,766 . I 0
2, 153, 3E5.
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
ANNUAL SUNMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, I99O
TAOS
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT A
GROS
LRSR
TA
OROSS
15
106
2
4I
I4
4
r3, 978,957
r, 904,590
2 ,66q ,63q
885,040
523 ,7 L5
5I
57
084
737
055
552
I67
575
53
359
97
252
67
48
766
E2
5,194
E
A
,
ES
R
SU
5400
5510
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
6000
6r00
6120
6500
65I0
6700
FIRE
7600
7800
7900
E0t0
r57
64
63
467
I19
1,840
5,571
q6
82
2?2
3A,926,4q0]-4q8,252
7?6,799
L ,925 ,045 .7 ?90,I94.8I(t5 
,165 .5q
,595 ,026
,902 ,037
,709,564
,5L5 ,628
,E79,65I
,96E,019
,7 48 ,02q
.2?L ,866
,158,859
,879r651
I
4
L
I4
4
2,155
233
6603,7I9
968
3q ,646
t22,757.63
295,487 .79
7 6 ,098 .17
880,492.90
505,19r.04
07
56q6
q4
70
99
132 , 6I5 .14,56I.4r,255.
250,954.
59,972.
5990
RETL
7000
7 200
7300
7500
8060
6100
8200
86 0 0
8900
8910
S ERV
9200
9393
9396
GOVT
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCI ES,
SAVINGS AND LOAN
INSURANCE AGENTS
REAL EST. OPER-L
HOLDING AND OTHE
TOT. FINANCE, IN
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCA
LOCAL GOVERN].IENT - MUNICIPA
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SPECIAL
TOT. GOVERNl'lENT
XCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AS5OC.
SSOCIATIONS
CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
INVESTMENT COMPANI E5
RANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, T.1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOIIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT T.IENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
(t55
424
380
l6E
E9
4,q38,23?
r5,615,940
L,E74,779
2 ,468 ,7 89
86q ,6(tz
574, 30E
E47, I81.42
116,515.20
153,I49.00
55,898.49
55,559.23
594
55
554
L006,
5,680 ,
570
2C7
1.,005,1105,56].25r
?,189 ,
8I5 ,74t,
,I43,
,079,
,995 ,
,057
,956
,226
,066
,5I1
,000
TION A
LITIES
DISTRI
ND INSTITUTIONS
CTS AND OTHER
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 9, 056 zll,0q7,z50 168 ,322 ,7 sct 10,460,E33.55
REPORT I.IO. ()EO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N | 20-222
I'IO L YB D EN UT'I
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORs
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
LUMBER, I,.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
NISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^JARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
QUIPMENT AND SUPPLIESS NHOLESALERS
D PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
LE TRADE
BUILDING TlATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPTIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICAT]ON
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVI]Y REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEHBER, I99O
QU ESTA
RUN DATE:
RUN NUNBER:
E 5+5/15/9t
9.02
PAG
0t
4t
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORT ED
RECEIPI'S
51q,0(,7
2,303,7?,1
168,975
47 3 ,523
I- 657,56E
I18,667
254 ,9L0
93 ,17 7
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECETPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
2,992 .59It5,415.55
5,8E4. 95
26,367 .97
71,307.79
26q.28
7,885 .68
t069
FIINE
1500
16I0
I620
I700
c0N5
5040
5070
5080
5090
509?
l.lHS L
MA CH
NISC
PETR
TOT.
65
147
45
9?
]45
57
68
31
49,361
i,960,146
?q00
27 00
5200
3900
NFG-
4100
4200
48I 0
4900
4920
TCU-
96 ,347
475"350
i,I95,689
q,302
126,651
93,L77
INERY, E
ELLANEOU
OL EUM AN
I^IHO L E5A
5200
5300
5400
5540
4Z
54
I14,891
1,355, 94l
I05,05E
1,106,75r
6 ,55
68,86
r.49
7.7?
600
700
8008I5
990
ETL
5,E0I.52
BANKS
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTl'lENT COI'IPANIES
5000
6550
6700
59
264
tqq
2,7 84
,383
,463
l2
2 ,20
9,630
8 ,347
8,096
157,6r5
51
68
IREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N . 20-222
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - T'4UNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNNENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART''IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
QUESTA
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
27 6 ,5L3
7 0 ,400
155,985
PAGE 344ATE: 0L/15/91
UMBER: 41 9. O2
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
17,r02.56
4,517.95
8,q49.25
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CO DE
FIRE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
T OTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
150,596
LRSR
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7500
80I0
8900
S ERV
28
25
276,513
9l ,407
29
94
285
65
975
179,561
329,245
1,156,76q
t79
24t
980
, 56I
, 081
, I95
.72
.56
.27
rl,l97
15,00(
60,673
a 92009393
GOVT
9,747,06E 6 r908,2(t2 426,8E6.62
REPORT NO. ()8O
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N:20-517
GENERAI BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACI CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODI.'CTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATIONAIR TRANSPORTATION
EPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONSIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
CTRIC l.JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
UTILITIES
. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MISCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI-lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND
STATE O
CONB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENU E DEPARTI'IENT
El^l I'lExI c0
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REV
FN
REVYS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
232 , q35
672,E02
34,989
504,4E5
]. gE7 , gg6
2,790,60q
PAGE 5(5
RUN DATE: OL/L5/9L
RUN NUMBER: 419.02
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
14,504.99
41,890.20
2, 159 .85
16,732.?2
125,559.70
170,406.45
6 0, 155 .55
115,648.59
?98,78?.17
60E,100.72
54, 045 . 55
xR
xE
ANNUAL SUI.II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
RED RIVER
src
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURN S
T OTA
GROS
LRSR
3(1,91E
L , L53 ,225
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
58 ,07 Z
504,484
2,016r120
2,955,711
16,237L7 98 ,094
96q,26q
L ,8?L ,7 q0
4 ,86L ,36c+
g 
, 
g5l 
,5gz
677,91-1
956,,1]7
L82r,590
4,826 ,?93g,775,Igr
E75,5E5
4, 556,5I5
tq0 "293
2000
2400
5900
MFG-
4r00
4500
4810
4850
5040
5090
tlHS L
TEL
RAD
EL E
GAS
TOT
1500
I620
I700
c0 N5
4900
4920
TCU-
5200
525t
5300
5400
55I0
55q0
5600
5700
5800
5813
5 910
70
I16
32
5
5
2
q
75
?6
155
57
86
?65
514
75
I5
1,767
, I7l
,555
942.I1
r10,568.81
5990
RETL
5000
65I0
FIRE
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
7000
7 200
519q0
tt 
, 
q2l
255
,593
, 815
270
E
,I10.89
,556.10
iREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:20-317
TIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
U5 SERVICES
AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
ES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNFIENT - COUNTIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I.lEXICO
COl'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD ]NDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA'I'ION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RED RIVER
DECEMBER, I99O
R EPORT ED
RECEIPTS
366,868
I 90 ,520
1,002,7E9
7 ,32cr,lql
2?,E67,690
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
829 ,7 66
6,96q,07g
27,278,3q8
PAGE 346
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUl'lBER: 419.02
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
22,855.55
I1,E27.63
5l , q?4 .27
453 , 4 12.?7
1,520,693.E5
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RET URN S
TOTA L
GRO 5S
7300
7500
9200
9500
GO VT
69
56
109
663
556,858
I8E, IE6
7600
7900
E0I0
8600
8900
89I0
S ERV
NONPROFIT M
I'lISCELLANEO
ENGINEERING
TOT. SERVIC
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L,574
REPORT NO. 08O
L0cATr0N | 20-020
AGRICULTURAT PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS 1.IELL DRILLING
NONI'IETALL IC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'1ARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I''IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
AY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
RANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ION
ELEGRAPH COMMUNICAIIONS
ISION BROADCASTING
AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TION, CONHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTST0T. t^IH0LESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEbI MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNMARY -- BUSINEsS ACTIVITY REPORTED ]N PERIOD ENDING DECEIiIBER, 1990
RMDR TAOS CNTY
REPORT ED
RECEIPTS
l, I96,866
5,164,156
25(t,7q0
TAXABLE
GROSS RECE]PTS
314,665L 451,590
25?,097
PAGE 347DATE: 0l/15/91
NUMBER: 4I9.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L7,252.49
79,609.(t3
I5,629.55
RUN
RUN
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
sIc
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
60
TOTAL
GROS S
13I 0
I3E }
I400
MINE
4100
4200
4500
4810
0100
0700
0800
AGRI
1500
1610
1620
I700
CONS
2000
2300
?400
27 00
3200
3400
5600
3900
MFG-
4830
4900
4920
T CU-
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
1,lH S L
683
L7q
taLL
199
1,079
IO
??
?3
6q6
5t
59
592
I,32E
15,709,452
5 ,550 ,947q0L 950
5,51I,q17
25 ,27 3 ,7 66
12,487,555
3,163,090
401,8003,64(.7I2
19,696,937
,949.72
,3I5.54
,122 ,06
,096 .7 6
,482. .08
145
58
ct5
7 6q ,9q7
903,95q
2,0I0,466
187,008
416,380qzq,509
, ?23 .0q
,7 96.64
,595.5E
154
443
LOCAL
NO TOR
AIR TR
T EL EPH
RADI O
EL ECTR
GAS UT
TOT. T
lE0
70
586
53
29
146
24L
E9
5,057,72q
13,I90,58I
?l ,7 E4 , +56
q89,490
L 258,581
666 ,7 52
2,654,qI9
2,449 , q85
5 ,022 .856
12 ,662 ,484
21,015,77q
35,780
1r3,55E
127,5(tl
476 
"526
| ,054 ,423
257 ,56q.92
692,080.25
1, r5I,075.65
1,951.2I
6,237 .5q
6,973.(t9
26,095.54
58, r26.46
AND HIGHN
FREIGHT T
A NSPORTA T
ONE AND T
AND TELEVIC tIATER
ILITIES
RANSPORTA
52OO BUILDING MATERIALS
ii
REPORT NO. OE()
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATr0N:20-020
HARDT^JARE STORES
GENERAL I'lERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY 5TORE5
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'lENT
STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RMDR TAOS CNTY
EP ORT ED
ECEIPTS
8,59r,049
3L , q?.0 ,327
979,?09
2,625 ,7 8q
I1,066,680
2?L,482
5 ,772,236
26,867 ,877
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
59E,409
2,235 ,562
459,396
865,265
I 0 , 995,755
185,900
3 ,552 ,7 g2
23,899,510
PAGE 348
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUMBERs 4I9.02
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
9I,258.73
5I,020.71
153,654.71
?83,739.E2
1,090 ,69q.23
52,555.61
121,520.92
SIC
CO DE
25t
500
400
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOT A
GROS
LRSR
l. Elz, 097
97 5 ,059
7 ,7 97 ,30q
2 ,405 ,53q
407, r63
2,951,010
5,936,526
600
700
800
815
910
990
ETL
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
R
5q0
592
599
6000
6510
5550
5700
FIRE
ATIN
IAUO
DRU G
MI SCE
TOT.
URNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
1,657,004
s6 9, 575
2,796,597
L 576,800
I60,169
2,929,503
3,935,526
75,565.66
8,750.65
lsq ,96?.77
215,845.50
139
t75
160
59
81
?qq
200
GA
RD
AND
LLA
RET
F
E
L
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PROPRI ETARY STORES
NEOUS RETAILERSAIL TRADE
740
L 897
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUs BUSINESS SERVICES
CONNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I''IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENI - SPEC]AL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
75
t00
70
41
55q
2 ,126
,?22
,5?l5,20919,771
4,010,974
1,657.611
1,579,07q
7000
7 ?00
7500
759r
7500
7600
7800
7 900
80I0
8060
8100
8200
273
279
374
4,050,01I
L ,7 55 ,045I,7I1,EI8
235
188
,61.4
,7 Q7
5r5
999
2t7,467.t\
90,578.56
86,320.09
6.34
2.68
23 ,97q7 
,15
8600
8900
8910
S ERV
9200
9596
GOV T
592,156 . 17
10 , 192. 7I
L93,(128.24
1,29q,688. l8
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 6 ,625 119,555,893 9L398,945 (+ ,966, I I6 .8E
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'1ENT
STATE OF NEI. T'lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEH
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 3490l/15/ 9l
4t9 .02
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N | 22-127
ANNUAL SUM]'1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, I99O
MOUNTAINAIR
SIC
CO DE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIP'I'S
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
t500I5l0
1620
1700
CON S
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI..IAY CONT RACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
27 00
3900
MFG-
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
NISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
4100
4?00
46 0 0
481 0
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
4900
T CU-
P
T
E
T
IPE
ELE
LEC
0T.
L INE TRANSP
PHONE AND T
TRIC I.IATER
T RANSP ORT A
ORT AT I ON
EL EGRAPH CONI'IUNICAIIONS
AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIES
TION, COI,lNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
75(t7
178
248 ,7ll
769,735
1,319,545
248,.7
67 1,4
975,6
1t
50
75
12,809
57,965
53,722
.48
.92
.4r
5060
50E0
5090
t^lH S L
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
NACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
5500
5400
5540
5599
5800
5813
59I0
5990
RETL
GENERAL
RETAIL
GASOL IN
MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARII'IENT STORES
FOOD STORES
E SERVICE STATION S
D
E
H
R
25
25
I93,245
293,217
193,2(t5
292, lE6
10,999.60
I6,004.54MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE ANEATING AND DRINKING PLAC
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY T
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STO
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
S
E DRINK
ES
58
192
166
1,769
, 
q+2
,554
119, 6 46
1,599,056
6,759.06
89,868.21
6 5I0
FIRE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7 200
7300
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
5 q 55
3Z7500
7600
7900
EOIO
5 7
EI
,8LZ
,833
55,544
51,589
L92+.95
r,817.47
IREPORT NO. OE()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N,22-127
r'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. sERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'lENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'1EXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBb.R, I99O
t'IOUNTAINAIR
PAG
OI
4I
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI'18 ER :
E 550/t5/ 9t
9.0?
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURN S
TOTA L
GROSS
POR T ED
CEIPTS
5,L74,29q
RE
RE
15
7q
?95,q55L 035, I49
TA;(AB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,090,515
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
8,+99.q5(2,025.10
?29,7 15.57
8900
S ERV
9200
GO VT
75
L92
1,446
0,862
678
t
I
t
e
o
a
o
REPORT NO. O8()
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATI0N | 22-223
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
EL ECTRICAL 1'lACHINERY, EQUIPI'1ENT AND SUPPL I ES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
NISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND
STATE O
CONB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
NS. SERVICES
ILIT]ES
D UTILITIES
AND SUPPLIES
ENUE DEPARTMENT
Etl MEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REV
FN
REVYS
PAG
OI
41
RUN
RUN
DAT E:
NUMB ER :
E 551/ L5/ 9L
9 .02
xR
xE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BU5]NESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, } 990
MORI ARTY
sIc
COD E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
R EP ORT ED
REC EI PT 5
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
156,709
3,587,zqL
2,47 g , 445
55, I04
1 , 07E,596
43,290
5 , Lt+5 ,lq6
] , 095,694
14 ,815, 356
TOTAL
GROSS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
0100
A GRI
1500I6I 0
1700
CON S
2010
27 00
5400
3600
4I0 0q200
481 0q900
TCU.
520 0
525t
5300
5990
RETL
159
250
, 134
,54,9
6q6q,859 8,97520q,909
.75
.91
2E0.El
215 . 41
686.47
582.63
E40.75
277
5
T3
r17
32
4r9
2
2
2r0
5
TRA
IONS
EUT
SAN
OR VE
OLINE
CELLA
A REL
ING A
UOR D
G AND
37 0 0
5900
t'tFG-
5070
5080
5090
5092
tlHS L
5510
5400
551 0
55q0
5599
5500
5600
5813
59r0
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , [^IAREHOUSING,
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFIMUNICAT
ELECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVIC
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATION
26
9q
495,249
67 5 ,109
490, 040
674,(170
155
27 ,7 42 .81
55, 554. 04
r5E,2E3.50
5, 045.82
6r,929.08
2'(178.68
29q,659.?3
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I''IATERIALS
HARDT^.IARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTT1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HICLE DEALERS
SERVICE STATIONS
NEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
AND ACCESSORY STORES
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
48
25
50
85
?6
60,388
E2, 96860,I45
7 q ,826
73,055
4,850,r529L 184
238,6 9r
2,052,551
575,053
57
I04
2,927,E27
55 ,719
I,OE1,2II
qq,90z
5,991.,090
35
35
NOT
GAS
MIS
APP
EAT
LIQ
DRU
185
50q
1,603
16,757
,I45
, 781
62
8q9
,230.96
,099 .7 Z
II
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASS]FICATION
PAGE 352
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 41 9. O2
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
LOCATION I ??-??3
ANNUAL SUI'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIV]TY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
MOR I ARTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RET URNS
TOT A
GROS
LR5R EPORT EDECEIPTS TAXABL EGROSS RECE]:PTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
6000
65I0
5550
FIRE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTAIE 56 223,782 20E, E51 11,E25.58
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7900
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING 67
I00
85
78
67
?7 q ,266
225,q56
25q,033
222,632
?42,369
272,986
2?q,203
259,?29
22L 389
255, 905
I5,575.54
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPA
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SE
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATIO
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AN
HOSPITALs AND OTHER HEA
L EGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
SER
IR
RVI
NS
DO
LTH
VICES
AND OTHER SERVICES
CES
ERVICES
TH ERS
SERVICES
l2
I4
t2
13
,813.96
,8I6.07
,67 ? .34
,455. 93
80
EO
81
E9
89
SE
10
60
00
00
10
RV
53
50
298,690
L57,(+?5
804,599
2 ,8(r5 ,67 7
?9E,
156,
690
256
t7
E
,074.15
,894.5I
199 685, 954 59,045.I2
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES 726 2,706,.977 154,650.46
9200
9595
GOV T
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNF1ENT - NUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I, E7E 29,L47 ,170 25 ,062 ,517 1,431 ,376 .22
I
I I
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N | 22-3lq
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, ]990
hII L LARD
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIP'I S
52,556
182,59E
461,4C9
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEiPTS
32, 556
156,782
450,285
PAGE 555
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 4I 9 . O2
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
1,595.36
7,737.(t9
21,408.90
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
(+9
90
t56
1700
CON S
4810
4900
T CU-
4I0 0
4200
5090
l.lH5 L
5500
5E00
5990
RET L
9200
GOVT
MISCELLANEOUS I,IHOL ESALERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI|IENT STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
8900
S ERV
t!il
REPORT NO. 08()
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION.z?-+LO
RADE CONTRACTORS
RACT CONSTRUCTION
NISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURINGTOI. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'1I'lUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'1ENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI.1I'lARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECET'IBER, 1990
ENCI NO
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
MB
PAGE 5540l/ 15/ 9l
419.02
xRXE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURN S
51
7t
t71
TOTAL
GROSS
REPORT ED
RECEIP'I'S
TA}(A B L E
GROSS RECE:PTS
I55,654
I9,583
515, r65
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
7 ,049 .77
1,002.55
t6 ,4qt .7 4
1700
c0Ns
5900
MFG-
5080
50 90
l^lHS L
5500
5540
5990
RETL
7000
7500
S ERV
9200
GOVT
SPECIAL T
TOT. CONT
4t00
48I0
4900
T CU-
r'lACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI LERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
167,557
2I,4]E
43E,IE1
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N. z?-503
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUl'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
NISCELLANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI4UNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDNARE, PLUT'lBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'1I5CEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUM PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I''IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER, 1990
E5 TANC I A
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
151,554
575,101
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
585, 925
2,399,q02
ll?, lz?
523, 90E
PAGE 555
RUN DATE! OI/I5/9I
RUN NUMBER: 41 9. O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
22, 17 9 .08
155,760.45
5,514.58
29 ,8E2 . q7
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5I
0800
A GRI
070
080
0
0
1500
I6 I0
1620
1700
CONS
5
5
5
5
90
92
5L
5600
5700
5600
5E I3
5990
RETL
E1
t27
932
3, 4E6
25
,246
,650
599
9t5
165
27 00
2900
5900
HFG-
4100
4200q8t0
4900
T CU-
88
36l5r
359,79t,| ,34?,
55E,9I1
59+,556
953,0?6
t7 ,556 .7 954,0I5.30
52,7 90 .57
t,lH 55
26
5T
8Z
200
227,654
4q,232
L ggg, 6 33
534,g
5, 285, 3
197 ,+q5
43,E12
1,734,393
11,352.04
2,516.91
99,306.52
5200
5252
5500
5510
5400
5599
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FARM EQU]PNENT DEALERS
GENERAL I"IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
56
56
30
?r74
9,014
2,453
I7,5I4.18
L56,7 99. I8
6000
6510
FIRE
BA NKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-
TOT. FINANCE, INSURA
ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
ND REAL ESTATE
AGT. ,
NCE A
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N 2 22-503
ANA LYS I S
ANNUA L SU}II'IARY
ESTANCIA
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I FlEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'I
OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICA ION
BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, I99O
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 556
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9I
RUN NUilBER ! 41 9. O2
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
7 ,L8q.42
22,L29,05
4t9 ,7 3q .46
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
R EPO RT ED
RECEIPTS
]98,776
465,504
g 
,57 | ,2q9
7 200
7500
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXC
TOT. GOVERNMENT
EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
50
5E
28
,6?L
,565
,97 5
7,621
62,9qq
17,85I
455.35
5,569.70
1,017.2q
7
66
517500
7600
7900
8900
S ERV
t25
5E6
,057
,6+L
L UDE9200
GOV T
57
187
818 7,367,700
o
I
il
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N 2 22-022
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXAT I ON
STA
CONB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
AN
TE
NE
AX
D REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
OF NEI^I NEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEI'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA9SIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,I5I,617
5 ,936 ,57 9
,932,545
,882,504
E59,965
l,lEq,265
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, 057, r30
5,860,082
PAGE 557ATE: 0l/15/91
UMBE;?: 419.02
REPORTED
TAX DUE
26+,528.2(t
5r0,255.55
r02,51E.I4(159 
,395 .26
RU
RU
ND
NN
ANNUAL SUNT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEI'IBER, 1990
RMDR TORRANCE CNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
25
90
279
396
73
54
0100
0700
0800
AGR I
I0 94
I58 t
Iq00
MINE
RAN I UNIL AND GAS
ONHETALLIC
OT. I'IINING
U
0
N
T
I.IELL DRILTING
I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
1500
I6IO
I520
I700
c0 Ns
2 0I0
2500
2400
2E00
2900
5200
5900
MFG-
4100
4200
q6 0 0
48I 0
4900
TCU-
LOCAL
I'IOTOR
PIPELI
T EL EPH
M
M
P
T
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROL EUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
NISCEL LANEOUS I"IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
55
55
5q
,596
,852
,659
I ,426 , q625,42L555
6 , 354,7 06
3
IO
t
5
7
7I
178
328
], ggg, 625
9,727 ,E03
GHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
ELECTRIC NAT
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
INERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
EL LANEOUS I.IHOLESAL ERS
OLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
AND HI
FREIGH
NE TRA
ONE AN
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SIC
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R ETURN S
4I
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R EPORI ED
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
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q56 ,660
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
9,655.6I
0700
AGR I
89
NE
CONS
I3
MI
1500
t6I0
1620
I700
5200
5251
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GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.JAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
MEAT PACKING
LUMBER, [.100D
PRINTING AND
STONE, CLAY,
PRIMARY l'lETrAL
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
OTHER TIEAT PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
LISHING5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
DUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAt PRODUCTS
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45
55
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L9?
541,206
775,433
2 ,294 , EL0
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0t-
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2400
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3400
3500
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MFG-
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TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'1ENT
I'1I SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTAIION|\10T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , l^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'INUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTI L ITI EST0T. TRANSP0RTATI0N, COi'1MUNICATIONS IAND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATINC EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
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775,5q2
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48I 0
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REATIO
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I
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TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
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LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
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TOT. RETAIL TRADE
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TOT. I'lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHI^IAY
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
1'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUS
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUN
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SE
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'lOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERs
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING t'lATERIALS
FARI'l EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
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STATE OF NEI.I NEXICO
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HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, t^I00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIEs
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI.lENT
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
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EXTILE I''IILL PRODUCTS
AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PUBLISHING
257, 951 ,84550,9I8,7I4
2E,q39,8b9
156,640,954
21L,969,869
59,826,695
?01 ,647 ,280I20,393,259
154,805,706
50,278,q29
39,014,071
101,773,57q
98,884,86 I
5I5,145,344
5500
5670
5700
5E00
5900
MFG-
t0
27
,6 38
858
395
514
6q5
520
,7 68
,97 6
,5I5,
,451 ,
,757,
,?76,
,763,
,0E9,
,665 ,
(tq6
107
559
467
066
411
005
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
MI SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS., tIAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
4000
4100
4200
4500
q 
,66
57,362,55L85
51,99
5,241
9,227
8,891
7,639
4,097,r09
49 ,050 ,0q7
87,150..617
LA ,7 9q ,857
209
2,67 9
4,736
581
0.98
9.72
5 .42
1.55
REPORT NO. 06O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
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PAGE 365
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: 4]9.02
REP ORT ED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPI 5
I07,329,856
404,9I0,594
76,941, ]25
59,607,99?
TAXABLE
6ROSS RECEIPTS
876.q54,016
?55 ,123 . q07
L89+,925,900
,605,5I9.832
11?,285,808
11I.908,467
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
ANNUAL SUT-1MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECEMBF.R, I9S()
99-OO() STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
SIC
CODE
NO. I'AX
RETURNS
4600
4810
4850
4900q920
TCU -
50I0
5020
5040
5050
5070
5080
5090
5092
I^IH S L
,095
,629
,565
,97 0
,591
,968
,2-97
,2q2
,956
?05,725,899
L92,592,7 3E
L ,32q , ?27 ,33 
-\265,3I5,707
2??,884 ,236
925, 188, 257
' 
425, I (l 9
,903,983
,105,665
,596,220
,245,850
I
5I
31
5000
6100
6t?0
6200
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'1OTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENI
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'1 AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING NATERIALS
,9lq
,285
, 
c+07
,965
555
I04
1,273
3I0
4,777
15,
558 
"60,
,295
,76I
,7 90
2E,
5,
6q0
13,295
91,159
196 ,47 9
62
74
07
39
1 , 975, IE5. 26?,0?7,559.14
L,9qq,518.40
3 , 5I2 ,220 .10].830 ,965.95
22,472, 0 99. 23
74
95
85
02
483.65
592 .09
867 .22
540.55
352 .69
655.
078.
807.
701
524
45r
I I ,523,26 I5,II9,OI5
J,'014,447
10,785,557
64 ,37 5 ,34q
6
6
2l2
20
t5
50
t5
t4
5
86
4t7
E2
TO
55
92
51
5r6
1r0
3
1rI
1r3
I0,6
3,?
Ir5
195
885
537
452
158
590
9I8
?06
940
q0,049 q6l
zlt, ,642 ,492
56tt ,50 9. 855
271,48q,75688:,70L718
269 ,320.607
255 ,622 ,59L
66 ,323 .7 62L 569,940, q05
7,359,097 ,qL5
311
677
266
55,465,
37,27L,
55.232,
61,065,
32 ,626 ,
881
EI6
859
5I1
9t7
48,(+94,L89
Lq,220,5?2I03,579,54I
76
23
ST OR ES
IPHENT DEAL ERS
I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
2,
5,
,678,870
,273,396
,EE6,ql7
q17,9?7,
364 , 255,
l3{1 ,7 28 ,
1,I20,56E,,
20r,
5(t 
't?,I89,
,123 ,
, 945
,92?
, 157
..875
,7 90
2
1
5I
?
4
23
3q2
2, ll7L 265
55q
82?L992
I5,942
1,268
875
376
569
779
L9,94q, I2I.0q
7,69L,508.096I,I96,L75.21
.95
..24
92,LzE,990.
200
25L
252
300
5I0
400
5I0
540
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5592
5599
5600
57 0 0
5800
5E I5
5910
59?0
5990
RETL
H A RDt^l
FARM
GEN ER
ARE
EQU
AL
3,907L668
687
8, I85
1,95I
15,6202,El?
7,9q0].251
6,080
10,555
7,505
26,930
8,6E9
?, q09
1,569
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE SIATIONS
MOBILE HONE DEALERS
FlISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS _ BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY 5TORE5
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETA]L TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND L0AN ASS0CIi{TIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERs
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIES
,458,076.55
,591,7Eq.07
,25q,1?8.qct
,392 , lzq .7 5
,955,916.69
,q06,q29.59
,3?6,795.60
I
,6
,7
,6
,4
9$,152, II5
19,658 665
6,568"807
2$ ,215 lq9
2E ,429 , 067189,25L559
56,56?."5L1
27 ,957 ,44t
07, 954 . EE
67,q27.73
62 ,194 .12
59,664. 5987,4r3.45
59,581.4957,I95.59
79,885.22
223,820,175
-r144, 25E, I381,903,962,715
24+ , l5 9,826
?56 ,67 8 ,1?q
50,987,091
2E5,640,69038L639,137
352,23 1,655
9I9,384,697
?7?,688,21;E
535,8r5,507
69 ,955 ,9t"9
2,504,300,1859,466,99L 6!,8
II
154,199,485
6300
65I0
6550
6700
89,755 r 596
15,557 ,87 q
23,371,450
31,1E9,237
295,238,0(12
97,0E6,660q6,175,I36
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:99-000
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING DECENBER, 19?()
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
TAXABLE
6ROSS I?ECE]:PTS
442,6 95, 5l 0
PAGE 58?I
RUN DATE: OI/I5/9L
RUN NUI'IBER: 4} 9 . O2
R EP ORT ED
TAX DUE
25,061,516.E5
TOIAL REPORTEB
GROSS RECEIPTS
732,5q9,261
1,5EE ,261,8?65I7,0I1,734
6,930 ,473,549
22,232,E'is
2 ,261 ,557
153, 958,565
3,092,603
180,499,650
408,550
SIC
CODE
7000
7200
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I''IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
26 ,57 9
6,158
15,565
5,882
1,679
7 4 ,6465,99r
284,q53
,9q7,510
,9q7,277
, 
q97 
,5-37
,676,668
,I60,53r
,?32, q69
,EL7 r7?0
,4q7,69q
, 50 5,586
,09q ,7 96
,34? , E?.q
,789,2t'8
,742,?i9
539, rl0 
"268251,143,q08
97 ? ,2A0 ,.7 5584i , 544. E33
306,059,845
115,7 90,554
46 .825,45Egs,009,?85
613,790,855
,70L34q.tt9
,06q ,288 . 06
,5r5,880.07
,5qq,553.98
,247 ,585.95
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
2?,EsL
7L
481
075,659
167,509
517,459
I14,534
19,498,86?.40I3,079,88I.00
53,855,195.56
55, 057,884 .
20,559,E41.
I9,458,7?7.EE
1, ]58,852 . E4
I23, 142. E9
5,584 ,275.4?
I56 ,685. 35
E,605,27(t.06
16,607.07
7500
739r
7500
7600
7800
7900
8010
8060
8100
AUT OMO B
MI SCEL L
NOTION
AFIUS ENE
PHYSICI
HOSP I TA
ILE
ANE
PIC
NT
ANS
LS
RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
OUS REPAIR SERVICES
TURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AND RECREATION SERVICES
, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
599
?qq
1,348
977
570
158
52t0I
520q23
350
39
27
15,062
40,261
49,316
75q
25,603
17,237I,189
5,55I
564,
543,
OI
28
93
65
56
05It
44,591,917.
r7,137,950.
6 ,qq3,244.2,640,071.
4,q17,955.
II
47
15
500
8200
E500
8900
8910
S ERV
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - ALL OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNNENT - MILITARY BASES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INsTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNNENT - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - COUNTI ES
LOCAL GOVERNI.lENT - I'lUNICIPAL ITI ES
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTs
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT. GOVERNNENT
50,
tr!
9100
9I 19
9200
928?
9289
9500
9593
9395
9396
GOV T
q20
8E
I,I16
64
E5lJ , E85 ,, 7 95
2q7,292,752
5,407,509,48q
2L,843,74E
2,250 ,9q6
I Ir . 955 ,476
2 ., E54 , 34I
r5+,095,010
355,9579999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI.IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 703,L7 r 54,585,938,77 7 19,634,673,25L r,r05,455,970.24t
L:
